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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Report Content
This document comprises the enterprise geographic information system (GIS) study for
the City of Richmond, California. The purpose of this project was to define the specific
GIS user requirements of multiple departments of the City of Richmond, develop an
enterprise GIS design to support those user requirements, and a strategy, including
funding estimates, for their implementation.
Compiled in this document are the three contracted reports that collectively comprise the
Enterprise GIS study. These reports include
Needs Assessment Interview Documentation (March 2001), which described
GIS user needs of City of Richmond departments anticipated to participate in the
City’s enterprise GIS.
Enterprise GIS Design Report (March 2001), which identified the potential
applications for GIS, database content requirements, system requirements, and
personnel and organizational structure requirements.
GIS Implementation Plan (May 2001), which provided a recommended
implementation strategy including implementation tasks for application, data,
system, and organizational development, an implementation schedule, and
estimated costs.

1.2 Major Findings
Twenty-three departments were assessed with respect to their GIS needs and
contributions to the enterprise GIS for the City of Richmond. Over 100 functions within
these agencies were identified that would benefit from use of GIS. Many of these
functions are performed by more than one department. These functions could be
supported by GIS applications in the following general categories:
Data management
Data editing, updating, and manipulation
Geoprocessing, modeling, and spatial analysis
General query and display
Map production
Internal and public Internet access
Initially, very few digital GIS datasets were found to be in existence at the City; however,
many departments maintain address-based spreadsheets and databases that may be readily
translated into point-based spatial layers and provide a high level of functionality with
respect to expressed GIS needs. A great many paper-based sources of information that
contain geographic references have also been identified at the City, and will need to be
rendered into a digital format prior to their employment in the GIS.

Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc.
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A centralized GIS unit is being established at the City, under the guidance of the IT
Director and GIS Manager. The GIS unit will guide the data, application, system and
organizational development efforts for enterprise GIS implementation, and continue to
support the GIS once it has been established.
The GIS Manager has begun to acquire critical components of the common GIS basemap
that will be referenced by most City users, including street centerline and parcel layers.
These features will provide the spatial reference for address-based tabular information at
the City, and thus enable map production and spatial analysis of the attributes maintained
in departmental datasets.
A number of GIS map layers have been identified for automation from paper sources.
Many of these may be derived from the geometry of centerlines, parcels, or by reference
to the City’s digital orthophotography. The automation of the City’s sewer and
stormwater network features will involve more complex design and automation activities
in order to support the use requirements of these layers.
Initial application development priorities for the City will include a GIS data browser to
enable enterprisewide viewing and querying capabilities, a GIS interface to the SAP
system, a GIS data maintenance application, and procedures and tools to facilitate GIS
data collection with field data collection devices.
System resources, such as hardware, software, and the data communication network, will
require expansion. Also, more personnel will need to be trained in the use and operation
of GIS capabilities to take full advantage of the technology in performing everyday tasks.
A special GIS coordination structure will need to be established to ensure coordination
among the many departments as they begin to use GIS.
As a result of the enterprise GIS development study, it is evident benefits would result
from use of an integrated GIS for Richmond. Among the areas in which benefits would
occur are the following:
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Save time in performing job functions.
Increase efficiency and productivity.
Save money and generate revenue.
Better decision support resources.
Increased automation of agency functions.
Better resource management.
Aid in budget preparation and administration.
Build a consistent information base.
Increase accuracy.

Implementation of the integrated GIS would require about three years. The process
should begin with systems, applications, and data within the departments responsible for
creating, maintaining, and distributing the GIS data sets. In a second stage of
implementation, the GIS would be expanded to include systems, applications, and data of
all identified users of the integrated GIS. Training will be an important part of all
implementation activities.
The estimated project budget ranges from approximately $2,000,000 – $2,400,000. These
costs include hardware, software, application development, database development, and
Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc.
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training. Costs have been developed in accordance with ESRI’s recommendation that the
City begin to develop internal GIS resources early in the implementation process, and that
these internal resources would perform many of the activities described in the
implementation plan. Additional costs would be realized if the City were to contract for
developer support in lieu of securing these positions.

Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc.
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Introduction
This report documents a series of on-site interviews with City of Richmond staff that
occurred from October 17-18 and October 30 - November 3, 2000. The primary focus of
the interviews was to determine GIS user needs with regards to
n

Departmental responsibilities, tasks performed, and staff structure

n

Data used, produced and maintained in the course of business activities

n

Work flows among staff and between departments and other agencies

n

Identification of existing GIS and tabular databases, as well as non-digital
sources of data

In concert with the interviews, ESRI collected sample data, maps, database descriptions
and organizational materials germane to an investigation of the City's current data
holdings and GIS support structure.
The user needs interviews represent an initial step in the development of an enterprise
GIS implementation strategy for the City of Richmond. Information derived through this
process will serve as the foundation for a detailed consideration of priority data layers
and automation considerations, application requirements in the near and long term,
hardware, software and network components, and organizational structure and staff
training needs.

Documentation Components
Interview documentation follows the same format for each department. First, the names
and positions of participating staff members are noted. Next, each department is
documented according to four general categories: 1) Overview, 2) Operations, 3) Data,
and 4) Task Breakdown Table.
The Overview section provides a high-level description of departmental mandates,
responsibilities, and staff and resource characteristics. In addition, where encountered,
this section details each department's current employment of GIS and vision of its
anticipated benefits and uses.
The Operations section details departmental tasks, particularly where they involve
geographic information. Work flows among staff and other departments are noted, as are
the data resources used and generated.
The Data section discusses the various information resources involved in the department's
operations. Both digital and non-digital data are considered, with particular regard for
iii
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their utilization in a GIS. In consideration of automation requirements, existing paper
maps are scrutinized for scale, spatial reference and other characteristics pertinent to their
utilization in a GIS. Data maintenance responsibilities and the frequency of edits and
updates are also described.
The Task Breakdown Table lists the major operations involving geographic information
for each department as described in the interviews. Specifically, the table enumerates the
following attributes of each task:
n
n
n
n
n
n

Task: brief description of operation
Actor: listing of participants in the task
Action: the actor's role in the task
Process: brief description of sequence of activities
Required Data: listing of the data currently required to support the task
GIS Enhancements and Requirements : listing of possible enhancements
(labor -saving, increased service, etc.) made possible by GIS
implementation, and the data required to enable the enhancements.

The Task Breakdown Table does not attempt to itemize all possible uses of GIS within
each department; instead, the table seeks to describe GIS support for critical business
tasks in order to foreground priority functionality and data, and encapsulate a realistic
implementation scope.

iv
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Building Regulations Division
Interviewed:
Fred Clement

Architect/City Building Official

Overview
The Building Regulations Division of Richmond’s Community & Economic
Development Agency is responsible for issuing building permits and enforcing the
Municipal Building Code. The Division is also responsible for spearheading the City’s
Blight Abatement Program.
Most Division Activity is initiated by an application or a complaint. Some activity is
inspector-initiated, and based on observation of potential Code violations. The Division
receives approximately 300 applications for building permits per month, and handles over
100 complaints that require code enforcement inspections or blight abatement actions.
Five code enforcement officers are dedicated to coordinating the City’s response to
complaints under the Blight Abatement Program. When the City is required to
accomplish cleanup work under the abatement program, the Division issues work orders
to the Public Services Department, which performs the abatement work. The Division
itself performs the inspections and legal work associated with abatement efforts.
Currently the Division maintains permit and complaint records manually in property files
organized by street and parcel, and maintains an automated spreadsheet that records
abatement activity by parcel. The Division records all applications for permits, including
parcel information, in a PC database, but does not maintain any GIS analysis capabilities
that would enable use of the application information elsewhere. Essentially, the
operations of the Division are carried out manually, and most records are kept manually.
It is clear to the Division that GIS technology could provide a basis for tracking all
property-related complaints, permit applications, enforcement actions and other activities,
and could provide the ability to analyze permitting and enforcement actions
geographically to help target problem areas and refine the overall abatement program.
Operations
Citizen complaints and applications for permits initiate most Division actions. When
Division staff, Richmond Police, or other City personnel observe potential Code
violations, their observations initiate action as if they were a citizen complaint. Each
complaint of violation or application for a building permit follows a manual review
procedure. Permit issuance and code enforcement activities (including blight abatement)
both require follow-up activity and reporting, but this is all accomplished without the
1
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assistance of GIS technology. In the near future, however, the Division will be
integrating the Citywide SAP work-order system into their operations.
Data
The Division maintains manual property-based files that include records of all permitting
and Code violation activity related to each parcel. The Division also maintains card files,
manual binders and other printed information that assist Division staff in their reviews of
permit applications and complaints about potential code violations. The Division
maintains a paper parcel map book, but does not maintain any other automated or manual
map file.

2
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Issue Building
Permits

Building
Regulations
Staff

Receive
Permit
Application

1. Provide permit
information to
potential
applicant
2. Identify Type of
Permit Needed

1. Application
information
2. Code
information

Route
Application to
Planning
Department, if
Necessary

1. Determine
whether plans
need approval by
Planning Dept.
2. Direct applicant
to Planning Dept.

N/A

1. All city departments participating in the
Building Permit Issuance process are
connected to the City's enterprise GIS and can
access general City layers like streets, as well
as department-specific information like
pending permit locations.
2. A user is able to enter all relevant permit
information into a database, and associate the
data with a location on a map display. Permit
information includes status flags or other
mechanisms to indicate milestones in the
process. Other departments (Fire, Planning,
Engineering, etc.) can access the same permit
record through the corporate database.
3. A user is able to associate other ancillary

3
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Register
Permit
Application

1. Receive
application
2. Conduct
Application
completeness
check
3. Assign project
tracking code
4. Input application
information

1. Application
information

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
permit information, such as digital Engineering
drawings, with the permit location in the
database. Other departments can have similar
access to these ancillary materials.
4. A user is able to generate a map display of
permit application locations, rendered
according to such characteristics as inspection
status, to support inspection routing.
5. A user can define a set of inspection locations
and generate optimal inspection routes for any
number of inspectors.
Requires:
n Street network with address ranges
n Permit application details and location
n Inspector information

Review
Application

1. Route plans to
Fire and
Engineering
2. Receive plan
approval or
changes from Fire
and Engineering
3. Review for
Building Code
conformance
4. Okay
conformance with
Building Code

1. Application
information
2. Code
information

4

n

Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
- Engineering drawings
- Zoning
- Land use
- Etc.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Issue Permit
Decision

1. Check for
completion of all
paperwork
2. Issue Building
Permit

N/A

Conduct
Follow -up
Inspections

1. Receive
inspection
requests from
applicant
2. Schedule
inspections
3. Assign inspectors
4. Conduct
Inspections

1. Application
details and
location
2. Inspector
information

Determine
whether job
passes
inspection

1. Identify
1. Code
violations, if any
information
2. Prepare field
2. Application
notice of violation
information
3. Issue correction
notice
4. Conduct final
inspection
5. Issue Certificate
of Occupancy

5
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Task

Enforce
Building
Code
Requirements

Actor

Building
Regulations
Staff

Action

Process

Required Data

File final
reports

1. Prepare final
reports
2. Distribute final
reports to
appropriate
agencies

1. Application
information

Receive
Complaint of
NonCompliance

1. Receive written
or telephone
complaint from
citizen, Municipal
official, or
Municipal staff
person
2. Record complaint
in complaint log
3. File complaint in
property file

1. Complaint
information
2. Owner
information

6
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1. All city departments participating in the
Building Code Enforcement process are
connected to the City's enterprise GIS and can
access general City layers like streets, as well
as department-specific information like permit
violation locations.
2. A user is able to associate Inspection process
and details information with locations on the
map display. Attributes of the data record
might include notification flags and inspection
dates. Other departments can access the same
inspection record.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Conduct
Inspection

1. Schedule
inspection and
assign inspector
2. Visit site
3. Determine
whether violation
found
4. Record address
and type of
violation, and
take photo
5. Determine
whether property
is occupied,
fenced, or
improved, and
whether warrant
is required

1. Inspection
schedule
2. Individual
complaint
information
3. Building code

3. A user is able to associate other ancillary
inspection information, such as inspection
photographs and reports, with the building
location in the database.
4. A user is able to query parcel information
coincident with the Inspection location to
determine ownership.
5. A user is able to generate a map display of
inspection locations, rendered according to
such user-defined attributes as inspection
priority or status.
6. A user can define a set of inspection locations
and generate optimal inspection routes for any
number of inspectors.

1. Research property
owner
information
2. Obtain warrant if
necessary
3. Prepare Notice
4. Send Notice to
Property Owner

1. Inspection
information
2. Owner
information

Issue Notice
of Violation

7

Requires:
n Street network with address ranges
n Complaint / violation details and loc ation
n Inspector / inspection information
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
- Inspection photographs
- Inspection reports
- Parcels and ownership
- Zoning
- Land use
- Etc.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Conduct
Follow -up
Inspection

1. Schedule reinspection at end
of time period in
notice
2. Conduct reinspection

1. Inspection
information
2. Complaint
information
3. Owner
information

Issue Notice
of
Compliance
Finding

1. Determine
compliance status
2. Issue notice of
compliance status

1. Owner
information
2. Inspection
information

File Legal
Enforcement
Action, if
required

1. Determine
whether Civil or
Criminal
enforcement
action is
warranted
2. Route case to city
Attorney’s Office
for prosecution

1. Inspection
information
2. Owner
information

8
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Conduct
Blight
Abatement
Program
(similar to
other code
enforcement
operations
except City
conduc ts
abatement if
necessary)

Building
Regulations
Staff

Receive
Citizen
Complaint

1. Receive written
or telephone
complaint from
citizen, Municipal
official, or
Municipal staff
person
2. Record complaint
in complaint log
3. File complaint in
property file

1. Abatement
complaint
information
2. Owner
information

1. All city departments, including Police and
Fire, participating in the Blight Abatement
process are connected to the City's enterprise
GIS and can access general City layers like
streets, and department-specific information
like abatement violation locations.
2. A user is able to associate Inspection details
with locations on the map display. Attributes
of the data record might include notification
flags and inspection dates. Other departments
can access the same inspection record.
3. A user is able to associate other ancillary
inspection information, such as inspection
photographs and reports, with the building
location in the database.
4. A user is able to query parcel information
coincident with the Inspection location to
determine ownership.
5. A user is able to generate a map display of
inspection locations, rendered according to
such user-defined attributes as inspection
priority or status.
6. A user can define a set of inspection locations
and generate optimal inspection routes for any
number of inspectors.
Requires:
n Street network with address ranges
n Complaint / violation details and location
n Inspector / inspection information

9
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Conduct
Inspection

1. Schedule
inspection and
assign inspector
2. Visit site
3. Determine
whether code
violation found
4. Record address
and nature of
problem, and take
photo
5. Determine
whether property
is occupied,
fenced, or
improved, and
whether warrant
is required

1. Inspector
information
2. Abatement
complaint
information
3. Owner
information

n

Issue Notice
of Violation

1. Research property
owner
information
2. Obtain warrant if
necessary
3. Prepare Notice
4. Send Notice to
Property Owner

1. Owner
information
2. Inspection
information

10

Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
- Inspection photographs
- Inspection reports
- Parcels and ownership
- Zoning
- Land use
- Etc.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Conduct
Follow -up
Inspection

1. Schedule reinspection at end
of time period in
notice
2. Conduct reinspection

1. Inspection
information
2. Owner
information

Issue Notice
of Finding

1. Determine
compliance status
2. If violation
remains, issue
Notice of NonAbatement

1. Owner
information
2. Inspection
information

Undertake
Administrativ
e Abatement
(City abates)

1. Obtain Warrant
from Court
2. Generate Work
Order to Public
services Dept.
3. Notify County
4. Conduct
abatement work
(Public Services)
5. Send Bill for
abatement work
to owner

1. Owner
information
2. Inspection
information
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

File Legal
Enforcement
Action

1. Determine
whether Civil or
Criminal
enforcement
action is
warranted
2. Route case to
City Attorney’s
Office

1. Case file
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Cable Television (KCRT)
Interviewed:
Cecily McMahan

Programming Coordinator

Overview
KCRT, the City of Richmond Television station, provides public information services for
the city; however, the station has adopted a broad programming scope that also includes
locally-developed programming, partner station broadcasts, and public domain movies.
KCRT reaches approximately 70,000 homes and an estimated 250,000 viewers
throughout West Contra Costa and Northern Alameda counties. KCRT may be seen in
Richmond, El Cerrito, and portions of El Sobrante on Channel 25, in Marina Bay and
Brickyard Cove on channel 49, and in San Pablo, Kensington and Albany on channel 57.
Future expansion is planned in Contra Costa and Solano counties.
Operations
KCRT communicates a volume of community information through its Datanet program.
Datanet is an on-air bulletin board that loops through a series of information screens
filled with images and text. Datanet presents public service announcements, job listings,
a calendar of community events, and a schedule of KCRT programming. It is broadcast
several times daily between programs and during dedicated time slots.
KCOR-790 AM radio, operated in tandem with KCRT, is the City of Richmond's
Emergency Alert Station. The station broadcasts emergency information, as well as
weather reports and the audio portion of KCRT Television's programming, including the
Richmond City Council Meetings.
KCRT provides coverage of both City Council and Planning Commission meetings. City
Agendas is a preview program of meeting agendas for city council, planning commission
and police commission meetings for Richmond and several surrounding communities. A
monthly series, Update, features reports from various city departments and divisions.
Each edition features a narrative account of departmental activities and accomplishments.
A weekly series, Outlook, features information on events and activities in the
communities of Richmond, El Cerrito, Albany and San Pablo.
KCRT also provides occasional coverage of local-interest events. The station will
provide live reports and intermittent updates of such events as emergency situations,
adverse traffic conditions, and other activities impacting the citizens of the City of
Richmond and the surrounding communities.
13
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Data
At present, graphics for the Datanet program are designed and produced by Frame Rate,
a private company in Salt Lake City. These graphics are comprised primarily of text
describing activities and contact information, accompanied by ornamental and thematic
graphics. The KCRT Programming Manager indicated a desire to be able to produce
both overview and detailed location maps to accompany such place-based slides as city
service and non-profit organization locations.
In support of communicating information about emergency situations and adverse traffic
conditions, the programming manager expressed a desire to display a digital image of the
city along with such critical locations as schools, public buildings, and health facilities.
A GIS could also be used to indicate earthquake epicenters, emergency incident
locations, and hazardous materials and fire plumes.
Access to various city-maintained information would also support various internal station
operations, such as location scouting and infrastructure and departmental research.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Provide
public
information

Programming
Coordinator

Provide slide
specifications

Frame Rate

Produce slides
Provide
public
information

1. Slide text,
including
narrative
description
and contact
information.

1. Location maps are produced for prospective
Datanet slides relating to specific locations.
2. Location map is included as graphic within the
slide show.

Datanet

1. Text for Datanet
slides is
organized.
2. Frame Rate
produces slides
with text and
graphics.
3. Text and graphics
are incorporated
into Datanet slide
show information
program.

Programming
Coordinator

Scout
locations,
oversee
production

n/a

Television
Crew

Prepare
television
program

1. Locations are
scouted in
consideration of
access and facility
characteristics.
2. Program is shot
on location
3. Program is
broadcast to
public

1. Preliminary location siting accomplished by
querying GIS database for sites with such
desired traits as proximity to roads or vacant
areas, within radius of certain types of
businesses, etc.
2. Location map of shoot site is prepared for crew
by geocoding location on map display.
3. Location map may serve as graphic in
program, or be modified to illustrate various
site characteristics relevant to the program,
such as proximity of a toxic spill site to local
schools, etc.

Perform
Television
Programming

Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Background layers:
- City orthophoto
- Hydrography
- Etc.

Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Background and complementary layers:
- Schools
15
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
- Etc.
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City Attorney's Office
Interviewed:
Linda L. Thomas

Legal Secretary / Assistant

Overview
The City Attorney's Office supports enforcement of the City of Richmond Municipal
Code through civil and criminal litigation. The office is comprised of approximately 20
staff members, distributed throughout the Risk Management, Contract Compliance and
Enforcement Divisions. Staff include attorneys, clerks, and examiners and enforcement
officers.
Operations
The Attorney's Office represents the City of Richmond on matters pertaining to civil and
criminal actions, including explorations of liability, trial activities, and settlement
negotiation. Risk Management staff often investigate the details surrounding litigants'
claims, such as street and sidewalk repair histories, street light activity, sign placement,
sewer and storm drain network status, and other city infrastructure information as might
assist in the evaluation of claims. A large volume of human resources are expended on
performing physical inspections, as there is otherwise no ready means of determining
many of these characteristics.
The Enforcement Division operates an abatement program aimed at eliminating blight.
Blight refers to garbage, debris, graffiti, unchecked vegetal growth and the like that
contributes to unsafe or unsightly conditions. Blight complaints are received from a
variety of sources, including the general public (tenants and neighbors), other
departments (Fire, Streets and Sewers), and Abatement Officers. Property owners are
notified of the complaint and requested to comply with abatement procedures. If a
property owner does not perform the requested work, Enforcement staff will notify the
owner of their liability, perform the abatement, and seek redress through the Attorney's
Office.
The Contract Compliance Division manages the administration of the city's contracts.
During the bidding process, division staff ensure equal opportunity support for women
and minority owned businesses.

17
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Data
The Attorney's Office prepares an annual in-house report detailing its activities.
Particular emphasis is placed on abatement activities, which constitute a primary focus in
the City of Richmond. The report details activities at a citywide scope, although staff
interviewed indicated that various other levels of data aggregation, including the
reporting of activities by neighborhood, would be useful.
Abatement activities are currently documented on paper and are filed by address. Such
abatement information is public record, and is not considered confidential. At present,
the Attorney's office does not perform any spatial analyses to investigate the distribution
of abatement activities across the city, although staff noted that such an application would
assist in inspection and investigation activities. Knowledge of historical activities at a
given location, by reference to scanned materials currently maintained as paper files and
photographs, would also be a valuable tool for Enforcement staff.
Staff expressed a particular desire to access Assessor parcel information, to support
identification of property owners. Neighborhood boundary and Very High Fire Severity
Zone data would enable regional analysis of enforcement activities. General Plan Zoning
information could be used to determine code compliance at targeted sites and assist in the
review of conditional use permits granted by the Planning Commission.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Evaluate
claims

Complainant

Makes claim
against city

Risk
management
agent

Investigate
details of
complaint

1. Details of
complaint
2. Relevant
infrastructure
inventory and
maintenance
information

Various city
departments

Provide
infrastructure
information

1. A complaint is
leveled against
the city, typically
regarding liability
due to
maintenance of
city
infrastructure.
2. Complaint is
investigated
through physical
inspections and
coordination with
various agencies
responsible for
maintenance.
3. Department(s)
provide relevant
maintenance
details.
4. Risk management
staff determine
liability, and
settle claim or
proceed to further
legal action for
dispute resolution

1. Citywide infrastructure information is rendered
in a digital format and maintained in an
enterprise GIS database.
2. Staff directly access infrastructure inventory
(signage, lighting, striping, etc.) and
maintenance (pothole and street light repair,
etc.) information by querying location of
complaint.
3. Staff produce maps and reports of
infrastructure status in support of claim
evaluation.

Investigate
and enforce

Complainant

Forwards
blight

Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Infrastructure inventory and maintenance
history information:
- Street repairs
- Sign inventory
- Street lights
- Striping
- Etc.
n Background layers:
- City orthophoto
- Hydrography
- Etc.

1. A complaint
1. Abatement
regarding blight is
complaint
19
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Task

Actor

abatement
Enforcement
agent

Produce
annual report

Attorney's
Office Clerk

Action

Process

complaint

forwarded to
Enforcement.
2. Enforcement
agent performs
visual assessment
of location.
3. Property owner is
notified of code
violation and
requested to
comply with
abatement.
4. Abatement is
performed by
owner or by city
if owner fails to
comply.

details,
including
location.

1. Clerk assembles
information from
paper files, and
prepares
statistical
summary of
activities
conducted by the
Attorney's Office
throughout the

1. Attorney's
Office
activities
information

Investigates
case and
oversees
enforceme nt

Compile
statistics on
activities in
various
categories.

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
the offending location for enterprise-wide
access.
2. Inspectors can query a location and retrieve
reports and digital photographs to support
investigation of historical activities at a site.
3. Reference to parcel information in the GIS
could help to identify property ownership and
abatement responsibility.
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Parcels and ownership information
n Abatement investigation information:
- Inspection reports
- Digital photographs
- Etc.
n Background layers:
- City orthophoto
- Neighborhood boundaries
- Etc.
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1. Attorney's Office activities are stored digitally
and linked to target locations on a map display.
2. Summary statistics may be derived by
querying activity locations temporally and
spatially, by referencing ancillary boundary
information such as neighborhood boundaries
or Very High Fire Severity Zones.
3. Thematic maps that illustrate the distribution
of Attorney's Office activities throughout the
city may be produced to accompany reports.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

year.
2. Report aggregates
information for
the entire city.

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Attorney's Office information, keyed to target
address, and attributed with temporal and
statistical fields as appropriate for reporting:
- Inspection reports
- Digital photographs
- Etc.
n Background layers:
- City orthophoto
- Neighborhood boundaries
- Very High Fire Severity Zones
- Land use
- Zoning
- Etc.
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City Clerk
Interviewed:
Diane Holmes

City Clerk

Overview
The City Clerk's Office provides administrative support for City Council activities,
particularly with respect to the documentation of counc il meetings, resolutions and
ordinances, and the retrieval of archived information.
Operations
The City Clerk's Office prepares the agenda and minutes for meetings of the city council
and other agencies, including the Planning Commission. Staff are responsible for
maintaining documentation related to resolutions and ordinances, as well as city contracts
and agreements. In addition, the Clerk's Office provides support staff to document
various city department meetings, particularly those that deal with issues that might come
before council. Any maps used in presentations before council are drafted by the
presenting party, and are not produced by the Clerk's Office.
The Clerk's Office receives requests from interested citizens and local businesses for
copies of resolutions, ordinances and council minutes and agenda. Council minutes and
agenda are published online at the City Clerk's website. Resolutions and ordinances are
maintained in paper files. Many public requests are concerned with determining the
status of a given resolution or ordinance. The City Clerk expressed a desire to publish
ordinance and resolution information online in order to relieve the volume of work
associated with fielding these public inquiries.
Data
Resolution and ordinance information is filed according to unique resolution numbers, a
component of which indicates the year of adoption. Many of these resolutions and
ordinances (such as abatement orders) refer to a specific property, and have address
information attached.
Contracts and agreements are also maintained in paper files, and each is coded with a
unique internal contract number.
Annual reports are produced that indicate the variety of resolutions and ordinances
adopted according to subject matter. The City Clerk is currently engaged in an effort to
22
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standardize the categorization of resolutions and ordinance, a great deal of which deal
with abatement. At present, there is no aggregated reporting of this information by
geographical area.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Field public
inquiry
regarding
ordinance or
resolution

General public

Requests
information

Clerk

Retrieves
information

1. Individual
requests details or
status of an
ordinance or
resolution.
2. Clerk retrie ves
information from
paper files
indexed by
ordinance or
resolution
number.

1. Ordinance or
resolution
details and
status

1. Ordinance and resolution information is
maintained digitally, and linked to target
locations in the GIS. Status (adopted,
proposed, etc.) is maintained as an attribute, or
by layer distinction.
2. A search for specific resolutions may be made
by reference to the resolution number, if
known, or spatially, by querying a map display
or entering an address. Such a search could be
performed by a clerk fielding the public
inquiry, or by individuals accessing a map over
the Internet.
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Ordinance and resolution information linked to
map locations, with appropriate search
attributes:
- Ordinance / res olution number
- Date
- Status
- Etc.
n Background layers:
- City orthophoto
- Neighborhood boundaries
- Street centerline
- Parcels
- Etc.
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City Council
Interviewed:
Trina Jackson

Administrative Assistant

Overview
The City Council Administrative Assistant acts as liaison between council members and
city staff, as well as the general public. Her duties involve both gathering and
transmitting a variety of information among these parties pertaining to a wide range of
issues and city activities. The Administrative Assistant is also tasked with maintaining
council members' schedules.
Operations
The Administrative Assistant fields requests for information from both council members
and from the general public. Inquiries are as varied as city activities, and range from
questions regarding the status of infrastructure repairs (streets, signs, sewer, and storm
drain, etc.) to the volume of abatement activities in a particular neighborhood. According
to the nature of the inquiry, the Administrative Assistant determines which city
department possesses the required information or can field the question, and passes the
inquiry on (through an informal process that includes manual notes and verbal
communications) to the appropriate authority.
The referred department typically handles public requests for action on infrastructure
repair or abatement without further initiation procedures (although it is anticipated that
this process will be automated and institutionalized by the SAP work order system). The
Administrative Assistant will forward such requests directly to council if no action is
taken. Such requests are tracked informally, and are not logged in paper or digital files.
However, as blight abatement is a particularly active issue within the City of Richmond,
the Administrative Assistant maintains a dedicated abatement complaint-tracking file.
Requests from City Council members often involve the investigation of activities
performed by city departments within specified areas, such as neighborhoods or
subdivisions. Although council members serve "at large" and do not represent specific
constituent divisions, they often investigate activities at such regional levels. In these
cases, the Administrative Assistant serves as an information conduit by directing the
inquiry to the appropriate department and delivering the response. She does not
assimilate information directly herself, maintain copies of the responses or distribute this
information to the public.
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Data
The abatement complaint-tracking file is maintained on paper, and is indexed by month
and week to facilitate tracking the progress of these activities through time. The file only
represents complaints fielded by the Administrative Assistant, however, and does not
record those activities that originated in other departments.
Other inquiries received by the Administrative Assistant are not tracked in a database. In
support of her information-gathering and dissemination duties, the Administrative
Assistant anticipates being a consumer of a wide variety of city information through the
GIS.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Field requests
for activity or
information

Council
member,
general public

Request
information or
activity

Administrative
Assistant

Forward
request to
appropriate
body

1. Information
or activity
request,
including area
of interest
(location) and
details
(desired
activity or
information).

(various) City
department(s)

Provide
information or
handle
complaint

1. A council
member or public
individual
requests
information about
city activities, or
request for work,
typically in a
specific or
general area
defined by known
bounds (e.g.
neighborhood).
2. Administrative
Assistant
forwards the
request to the
appropriate
department,
including details
of location, time
frame, etc. as
applicable.
3. Department
provides
information
through the
Administrative
Assistant, or
completes
requested work,

1. Information for a variety of city activities is
made available online, through the GIS, and
may be accessed and analyzed by city staff and
the general public, as appropriate.
2. Administrative Assistant can query activities
spatially or by a variety of attributes (time,
status, etc.), and derive statistics and map
displays without having to forward requests
directly to various departments. Many public
inquiries could be directed to such a resource
to alleviate this task.
3. A work order process could be linked to the
GIS, so that any work initiation or complaint
information could be linked to a target location
or area in the GIS for reference by the
appropriate department.
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n City activity information:
- Street, light, sign maintenance data
- Abatement activities
- Etc.
n Background and complementary analysis
layers:
- City orthophoto
- Neighborhood boundaries
- Parcels
- Streets, street names
- Etc.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

as appropriate.
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City Public Affairs and Information
Interviewed:
Mona Lombard
Raymond Lambert

Public Information Officer
Community Affairs Specialist

Overview
The City of Richmond Department of City Public Affairs and Information performs
media and community outreach, participates in the dissemination of special events and
emergency information, and provides internal communications among city departments.
The Community Affairs Specia list is responsible for coordinating communications
between neighborhood association members and their agents, and various city
departments in accordance with the nature of the community outreach dialog.
Operations
The City Public Affairs and Information Department fields request from individual
residents, often for information regarding the status of infrastructure development
projects in their areas. In order to proactively inform the public about city activities, the
department provides information through KCRT's televised Outlook program.
The department uses KCRT and the city's AM radio frequency to disseminate emergency
information. Staff also oversee the utilization of a siren and automated telephone
emergency alert system to support the broadcast of emergency information.
Department staff expressed a desire to generate mailing lists for public information
according to a variety of possible geographic criteria, including neighborhood
boundaries, radial distance from target locations, and user-defined selection. At present,
mailing lists are not often generated due to the time and material expenses associated
with preparing mailings and determining the appropriate recipients.
Communications between the city and local neighborhood associations are numerous,
and are particularly attended to by a staff position dedicated to facilitating this dialog. At
present, Richmond is considering the establishment of a new city department dedicated to
performing neighborhood outreach and with overseeing the management of
neighborhood units.
Currently, the City of Richmond is structured into 39 neighborhoods. Historically,
neighborhood boundaries have remained constant, even with new development and
demographic changes to their character. As a component of the initiative to formalize the
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management of neighborhood units within a dedicated department, the city hopes to
realize a process of re-evaluating neighborhood boundaries. The present composition of
neighborhoods has been established for a variety of historical reasons that do not
necessarily reflect current demographics or city infrastructure characteristics. With
access to a variety of geographic information, the department would like to begin
planning for the restructuring of neighborhood boundaries.
The Community Affairs Specialist acts as liaison between neighborhood associations and
the city by attending local meetings, fielding complaints, and bringing neighborhood
concerns to various departments and before council. Most neighborhood concerns
regarding city infrastructure are related to blight abatement and sewer and storm water
network maintenance. Staff expressed a desire to monitor these activities through the
GIS in order to gain a comprehensive understanding of the distribution and status of city
resources, and better detail various city activities to the public.
Data
Maps of the 39 neighborhood boundaries are housed in both the City Manager's Office
and in the Engineering Department. Currently, this resource is used more as a reference
than for planning purposes.
The Community Affairs Specialist tracks complaints in an internal database. Initially,
complaint information is captured by hand on a paper form. Forms are entered into the
system as time permits; however, a large backlog has de veloped as the department fields
approximately 300 calls per month. Complaint type and target locations are captured as
elements of this database, which only records those calls directed to this department.
However, not all complaints are routed to City Public Affairs and Information, and many
complaints are directed to several departments and are thus tracked in multiple places.
City Public Affairs and Information expressed a need for ready access to a large volume
of spatial information, including the locations of neighborhood watch groups, public
facilities, railroad lines, churches, non-profit organizations, schools, hospitals, flood
zones, historical buildings, bikeways, trails, bus routes, vacant lots, alleys, easements,
street lights, signs, and traffic signals. In addition, staff would like access to attribute
information that describes demographics and property and economic characteristics.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Field requests
for
information
(reactive)

General public

Requests
information

Public
Information
Officer

Retrieves and
disseminates
information

(various) City
Department(s)

Provides
information

1. A request is made
for details
concerning city
activities in a
specific location,
area, or citywide.
2. Request for
information is
passed to
appropriate
department.
3. Department
provides
requested
information.
4. Information is
passed back to
requesting person.

1. Request
details,
including
location, time
frame, and
specific city
activity.
2. City activity
information.

1. Information for a variety of city activities is
made available online, through the GIS, and
may be accessed and analyzed by Information
Officer and the general public, as appropriate.
2. Information Officer can query activities
spatially or by a variety of attributes (time,
status, etc.), and derive statistics and map
displays without having to forward requests
directly to various departments. Many public
inquiries could be directed to such a resource
to alleviate this task.

1. Information is
deemed
appropriate for
dissemination, by
council,
department,

1. City activity
information to
be
disseminated.

Disseminate
public
information
(proactive)

Public
Information
Officer

Disseminates
information

(various) City
Department(s)

Provides
information

Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n City activity information:
- Street, light, sign maintenance data
- Abatement activities
- Etc.
n Background and complementary analysis
layers:
- City orthophoto, parcels, streets
- Neighborhood boundaries
- Etc.
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Task

Analyze city
activities and
infrastructure
by
neighborhood
(proactive
and reactive)

Actor

Action

KCRT / City
AM frequency

Provides
media

Neighborhood
association

Express
specific
concerns

Community
Affairs
Specialist

Research City
activities and
responsibility
in response to
neighborhood
concerns

Process

Required Data

ordinance or
standard practice.
2. Information is
collected from the
source
department.
3. Information is
disseminated via
KCRT and / or
the city's AM
frequency.

1. A concern is
identified by
neighborhood
associations, city
mandate, or
internal, proactive
oversight.
2. Community
Affairs Specialist
investigates city
activities,

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
or directed mailings.
3. Statistics on city activities can be aggregated
according to a variety of spatial delimiters,
such as neighborhood boundaries or census
blocks.
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Parcels and ownership data
n City activity information:
- Street, light, sign maintenance data
- Abatement activities
- Etc.
n Background and complementary analysis
layers:
- City orthophoto
- Neighborhood boundaries
- Census blocks and tracts
- Etc.

1. City
1. City facility and various other locations (e.g.
expenditures,
churches, schools, liquor stores, gang
inventory and
territories, etc.), as well as infrastructure
maintenance
inventory and maintenance information is
information.
accessible through the city's GIS.
2. Neighborhood 2. Statistics and maps may be produced that
boundaries.
illustrate the distribution of these locations and
3. City facility
their characteristics throughout the city and in
and service
each of the 39 neighborhoods.
distribution
3. Planning for a realignment of neighborhood
characteristics
boundaries that reflects current infrastructure
34
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

(various) City
department(s)

Provide
information

including
expenditures,
inventory and
maintenance of
services by
requesting
information from
various city
departments.
3. Findings are
relayed to
neighborhood
association and
City Council.

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
and demographics may be conducted by
analyzing such statistics within alternate
boundaries.

Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Neighborhood boundaries
n City activity information:
- Street, light, sign maintenance data
- Abatement activities
- Vacant lots, alleys
- Easements
- General plan land use
- Zoning
- Census information
- Church, school, non-profit, medical facility
locations
- trails, bikeways, bus routes
- Etc.
n Background layers:
- City orthophoto, parcels, streets
- Hydrography
- Etc.
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Community Development and Planning Services
Interviewed:
Martin Jacobson
Dan Kirkland
Claire Wilcox
Walter Oetzell

Planning Manager
Principal Planner
Associate Planner
Planning Technician II

Overview
The City of Richmond Planning Department strives to balance development and
preservation of Richmond's resources through its Current and Advance Planning
Divisions. Current Planning is responsible for Zoning and Subdivision administration,
development application review, processing and coordination with other departments,
and public counter staffing. Advance Planning staff perform environmental reviews,
long-range planning, demographic analysis, economic development support, and
maintenance of the land use database. In addition, the Planning Department performs
graphics support for City of Richmond Departments.
Planning staff regularly interact with Richmond reside nts, landowners, existing and
prospective businesses, other governmental agencies, other City departments, nonprofit
organizations, real estate agents and brokers, land developers and lawyers. The
department's planning area encompasses the City of Richmond. It also coordinates with
Contra Costa County regarding planning for areas within the City's sphere of influence.
There are currently 13 staff members in the Planning Department, most of whom possess
moderate computer literacy. A few are also familiar with ArcView GIS functionality.
The department has ArcView 3.0a, AutoCAD Map, Access 2000, Excel 2000 and
Alpha4, a relational database. Planning Department computers are connected on the
city's wide area network, which provides 10 Megabytes to the desktop. A large format
plotter is also available within the department.
Operations
Graphics support for other departments consists of providing poster design and other
graphic needs on an ad hoc basis. Occasionally, this graphic work extends to producing
maps of such planning department data as neighborhood council areas. In addition, the
Planning Department graphics support person also serves as the city photographer.
The Planning Department prepares, evaluates, revises and updates the City of Richmond
General Plan. In support of these activities, a wide range of information is consolidated
from external consultants and in-house sources, including population characteristics,
existing land use, soils, Environmental Impact Reports (EIRs), and other environmental
data pertaining to specific areas within the City of Richmond's planning area. Advance
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Planning staff will perform alternative and development analyses to derive a preferred
plan. Modifications to the General Plan are adopted upon review by the ge neral public,
the Planning Commission and the City Council.
Planning staff also perform small-scale and single property-based planning reviews to
consider public and utility easement rights and abutting land use and zoning case
modifications. Staff apprise existing conditions based on existing documentation and a
site visit, and prepare a report and recommendations for public review and presentation to
the Planning Commission and City Council. In such cases, it is envisioned that a GIS
could be used to generate views of local and surrounding zoning and land use to
effectively communicate proposed and existing site characteristics.
Project-specific site locations are validated against zoning and subdivision ordinances for
compliance. In addition, project-specific site analyses are occasionally impacted by the
presence of historic buildings or districts. The City of Richmond contains a number of
structures designated as historic sites, as well as the historic district of Point Richmond.
Current Planning is responsible for the review of building and other development
applications for zoning compliance. The majority of development activity involves
property in-fill and building additions; new subdivision development is infrequent.
Planning staff check the Assessor Parcel Number (APN) of the proposed site for any
special considerations, and review maps and other data, and either forward the applicant
to the building permit stage, ask for changes, or route the matter through a discretionary
Planning review process. The Planning Department is anticipating automation of this
process, and greater integration with the other participating agencies, as the city pursues
an enterprise permitting solution.
Counter staff field all manner of inquiries related to zoning. In order to conserve staff
resources, the Planning Department would like to provide the public the ability to check
zoning for a given address, obtain lot dimensions, find ownership information, detect
abatement activities and code violations, and identify related files or any potential
ordinance "red flags" as they relate to development. At present, counter staff rely upon
their expertise to point out relevant sections of zoning ordinance on a case-by-case basis.
A series of zoning ordinance flyers has been developed, detailing "red flag" items. Staff
highlight and distribute these materials according to their expert assessment of the
application requirements. Additional complicating factors include special considerations
that must be observed whe n a parcel abuts various different zoning categories.
Discretionary development applicants are also asked to take their proposal to their local
neighborhood council for review. Although not an official component of the application
process, the Planning Department would like the ability to associate parcels with their
corresponding neighborhood council information. Other, more critical parcel information
is also often sought at the counter (particularly from real estate appraisers), including
flood zone data, soils reports and earthquake zone information.
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The Planning Department also performs intake and does limited research on blight
complaints, based on internal information. Each case is documented and passed along to
the Abatement Office for field investigation and enforcement.
In support of various actions and public hearings, Planning staff prepare mailing lists and
distribute information to property owners within 300 feet from the edge of target parcel
locations. ArcView is currently being used to support this activity for the Planning
Department, and on a request-basis for other departments. Ownership information is
obtained from DataQuick™ and MetroScan™ databases, which provide value-added
information and Contra Costa County Assessor data. The Planning Department would
enjoy parcel information access via a direct connection to the Assessor's information,
such as the Abatement Office currently uses through a modem connection.
Planning staff oversee consultant preparations of various environmental impact reports,
and occasionally produce initial studies internally for smaller projects. At present, these
are maintained as paper files, and are not indexed geographically. The Planning
Department would like to link these studies, as well as all Planning case file numbers, to
relevant parcels in the GIS.
The Planning Department maintains a volume of demographic data related to the City of
Richmond. Currently, the department uses state-provided statistics and 1990 census data
in a paper format, but anticipate having to use primarily digital data from the 2000 census
when it becomes available. Staff expressed a desire for federal labor force data available
from the U.S. Census Bureau.
On an ad hoc basis, Planning staff are called upon to prepare specialized demographic
reports on neighborhoods for other city departments, non profit organizations and health
agencies. Census tract and block group information in a GIS format would provide a
valuable complement to this activity. In addition, the department performs analysis of
city business activities through the Finance Department's licensing databases, to identify
major employers and profile various economic sectors.
Current Planning staff regularly produce GRIP and STARS reports. The GRIP report
details revenue generators in the city, while the STARS report analyzes the sales tax
producers. Much of this information is considered confidential, but could be aggregated
for reporting at various levels.
The Planning Department also produces an annual housing report to meet State
requirements for its "Fair Share" allocation. This information is aggregated internally at
the census tract level and reported at both the census tract and citywide level. The
affordability of new housing is similarly tracked and reported on, for various purposes.
Planning staff frequently prepare parcel location maps. These graphics depict an
established array of elements, including zoning and land use. The production of a
standardized output that cartographically presents a parcel location and summarizes
zoning and various other characteristics and statistics, would be a valuable component of
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the GIS. Displaying such features atop digital orthophotography would assist in the
presentation. Staff interviewed expressed considerable interest in a system that would
also link parcel locations to ancillary and historical Planning data that is currently
maintained on paper, such as historic zoning maps and engineering drawings.
Data
The Planning Department uses a variety of maps in support of its daily operations. A
General Plan Land Use Map presents polygonal boundaries of various categories of
desired land use throughout the Richmond Planning Area. Land use boundaries were
first drafted in August 1994 and amended in May 1998 atop the City of Richmond
basemap. The basemap, maintained in paper format by Engineering, was drafted in 1992.
It depicts rights-of-way and street names, hydrology, large-scale elevation contours, and
city boundaries at 1:12,000 scale for the cities of Richmond, El Cerrito, El Sobrante, and
San Pablo.
The General Plan Open Space and Conservation Map was drafted atop the same base
map in August 1994. It depicts a number of categories of recreation lands, other open
space areas, preservation and resource areas, safety and seismic safety regions and
historical landmarks. The General Plan Circulation Plan was similarly drafted on the
City of Richmond Basemap in 1994, and depicts scenic corridors, scenic and landscaped
freeway, major existing and proposed thoroughfares, bikeways and trails.
The City of Richmond Zoning Ordinance Map was drafted in January 1997 on a 1:7,200
scale map series provided by the Contra Costa County Public Works Department through
the Computer Mapping Services (CMS) Program, whereby a local consortium of public
agencies subscribe to County-produced data sets. The basemap - depicting parcels,
assigned addresses, rights-of-way, street names, school and park locations, city and
county boundaries, and hydrologic features - is stored as a MicroStation CAD file at the
County. Each parcel is tagged with its Assessor Parcel Number (APN), but this
informat ion is not rendered on the maps. The Planning Department does not have a
digital copy of this file. The resident paper version depicts zoning boundaries labeled
with ordinance classifications, the Planning Area boundary, and an approximate
positioning of the 400-foot contour interval that defines a development boundary in the
El Sobrante area.
Planning staff noted that the Engineering Department possesses an older series of zoning
maps based on a lot, block and tract indexing scheme. The Planning Department
similarly has a copy of these maps and uses them occasionally.
The Planning department also maintains a number of other maps, which depict various
geographic boundaries and point and area locations. Some of these are rendered atop the
1:12,000 City of Richmond basemap (1992), while others are plotted atop various other
base materials.
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A Planning Area map, drafted atop the 1992 basemap, depicts the City of Richmond
planning area and sphere of influence. Watersheds and surface waterways are rendered
on another copy. A flood zone map, using HUD Federal Insurance Administration data
from 1979, 1993 and 1996, is also presented on this source. Wetlands, marsh protection,
and mudflat waterfowl protection areas are illustrated on another copy of this basemap, as
are an inventory of visual forms, regional parks and facility locations, circa 1991, Parks
and Recreation service district boundaries, recreation centers, neighborhood parks,
existing permanent open space areas, fire stations and hospitals, sewer districts, treatment
plants and sanitary landfill locations, public schools, and major transportation routes.
The Brickyard Cove, El Sobrante, and Pinole Point / Hilltop Developing Areas are
depicted as area outlines on other copies of the 1992 base map.
A surficial geology map of the region is maintained on a basemap of unknown origin.
This map depicts an index of five geological regions whose boundaries are understood to
be somewhat fluid in accordance with their geological distinction on the ground.
Similarly, an index map of soil report locations in the Point Richmond area depicts these
locations approximately, as the information contained in the referenced reports refers to a
general area and not a highly distinct location.
A series of three seismic safety and environmental resources study maps are also
maintained by the Planning Department. These were produced through a joint planning
study of the cities of Richmond, El Cerrito and San Pablo conducted in 1973. The base
map is in geographic coordinates at 1:24,000 scale, and depicts topographic data and
contours at 40-foot intervals. Active faults and the highest anticipated tsunami influence
line are rendered as lines on one such basemap. Another depicts categories of relative
ground response to seismic shaking, while the third presents liquefaction potential zones.
The Planning Department maintains a .dbf file format database to track land use, zoning,
and other planning data at the parcel level. Assessor Parcel Number (APN) serves as the
primary key, although site address, and internal file numbers are also captured.
Annually, the Contra Costa County Assessor provides a digital file of various parcel data
that is used to update this database. Paper maps of parcel additions, splits and merges are
also forwarded to the Planning Department on an intermittent basis and provide
additional update information. Updates are infrequent, occurring at a rate of
approximately 15 parcel modifications per year.
While the .dbf file format permits attribute query through a variety of database and
spreadsheet front-ends, Planning staff primarily use the Alpha4 (version 6) database to
edit and access the land use database. Parcel attributes captured include legal and general
plan descriptions, zoning, zoning history and land use codes, acreage and square foot
sizing, and owner contact and structure information. At present, approximately 60
percent of the department's case histories have been associated with records in this
database.
The Current Planning division is in the process of compiling a case history database. An
internal case number serves as the primary key of this Access database, although APN
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and site address are also captured. The compilation of this database has just begun in
2000, and includes only cases that have been opened since.
The Planning Department also maintains a semi-annual download of the Finance
Department's business license database, keyed to site address and unit number. An SIC
code is captured through the licensing process, but is considered unreliable due to
inconsistent recording by counter staff. However, because Planning staff have ultimate
sign-off authority on business licenses, they could modify or add a new SIC code to the
business license record. In coordination with Economic Development Department
analyses, Planning staff could map concentrations of business types within the city by
reference to this attribute. At present, Economic Development tracks such specific
business sectors as high-tech and biotech industries, and food processors.
Planning has purchased additional parcel-based information from two commercial
sources: DataQuick™ and MetroScan™. These vendors provide additional attribute
information atop County Assessor -provided parcel data. DataQuick provides 35 fields
detailing sales, loan and assessment characteristics. MetroScan provides 65 fields that
enumerate ownership, sales figures, and census tract information.
A paper file, dubbed the "351 Info file", contains documentation of substantial parcelbased requests made to Planning (and their conclusion), filed by date. As much of this
information is relevant to counter inquiries and other Planning activities, it would make a
valuable addition to the GIS. Other critical layers noted by Planning staff include a dam
failure inundation zone demarked by the East Bay Municipal Utility District, spatially
accurate hydrology (which affects development setbacks), and railroad line and station
locations.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Provide
graphics
support

(various) City
department(s)

Request
graphics

Planner

Prepare and
distribute
graphics

1. A request is made
for a graphic copy
of Planning
department data,
such as General
Plan land use.
2. The graphics
person makes a
physical copy of
existing Planning
information, and
renders it into the
desired graphic
format (e.g. hard
copy, digital
image, etc.)

1. Request
details
2. Various
Planning data

1. Planning information is rendered into a digital
format and maintained as layers in the city's
GIS, where they are accessible by city staff
and the general public, as appropriate.
2. Individual department staff can access such
Planning layers as General Plan land use,
zoning and transportation through the GIS to
complement their own analyses or employ as
graphics.

1. Planner requests
information
pertaining to
specific areas
within the City of
Richmond

1. Existing land
use
2. Soils
3. EIR's
4. Etc.

Evaluate,
revise, update
General Plan /
Specific Area
Plans

Planner

Review and
analyze
planning
information

(various) City

Provide

Requires:
n Planning Department spatial layers:
- General Plan and existing land use, circulation
plan and open space
- Zoning
- Planning area boundaries, sewer districts
- Surficial geology, seismic susceptibility,
active faults, landslides
- Watersheds, waterways, flood zones, wetlands
and marshes
- Historical resources, parks, recreation centers,
fire stations and hospitals, public schools
- Etc.
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into a digital spatial format and made
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Task

Actor

Action

department(s)

Planning
information

Consultant

Planning
Commission /
City Council

Conduct sitespecific
zoning review

Process

Required Data

Planning Area
from a variety of
sources, including
Provide
City Departments,
Planning
external
information
consultants, and
existing, in-house
Review
information
recommendati
sources.
ons
2. Planner
recommends
zoning,
circulation and
open space
regulations to
derive desired
General Plan land
use.
3. Commission and
council review
and adopt / reject

Property
Owner

Request
zoning review

Planner

Review
zoning of
specific site

1. A request is made
to revise the
existing zoning of
a particular site.
2. Planner considers
adjacent land use,
zoning and

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
information like existing and proposed land
use, demographic information, zoning, soils,
and geology, to derive alternative General Plan
scenarios, which may be mapped, statistically
analyzed, and presented.
Requires:
n Planning Department spatial layers:
- General Plan and existing land use, circulation
plan and open space
- Zoning
- Planning area boundaries, sewer districts
- Surficial geology, seismic susceptibility,
active faults, landslides
- Watersheds, waterways, flood zones, wetlands
and marshes
- Historical resources, parks, recreation centers,
fire stations and hospitals, public schools
- Etc.
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- Census information, parcels, streets
- Etc.

1. Zoning
modification
request
details.
2. Land use
3. Zoning
4. Easements
44

1. A volume of Planning information is rendered
into a digital spatial format and made
accessible to staff as components of the city's
enterprise GIS.
2. Planner is able to locate the area under
consideration for a zoning modification, and
identify the adjacent zoning, land use, and
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Task

Discretionary
developer
review

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Planning
Commission

Review
proposed
zoning
modification,
approve /
deny
variances and
CUP

5. Historical
buildings and
areas

other characteristics, as well as the proximity
of historic locations or other features that
might impact zoning recommendations.
3. Planner is able to reference zoning case history
for site and surrounding parcels.
4. A thematic map of proposed zoning changes,
with adjacent parcel characteristics, could be
produced to support presentations to the
Planning Commission.

City Council

Approve /
deny changes

easements, and
prepares report
and
recommendations
3. Report is
considered by the
Planning
Commission
4. Report is
considered by
City Council

1. New development
information is
provided to the
Planning
department for
small and large scale

1. Development
plan
2. Zoning
3. Land use
4. Easements
5. Historical
buildings and

Developer

Provides
Development
information

Planner

Reviews plan
for zoning
compliance

Requires:
n Planning Department spatial layers:
- General Plan and existing land use, circulation
plan and open space
- Zoning, parcels, streets
- Planning area boundaries, sewer districts
- Surficial geology, seismic susceptibility,
active faults, landslides
- Watersheds, waterways, flood zones, wetlands
and marshes
- Historical resources, parks, recreation centers,
fire stations and hospitals, public schools
- Etc.
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1. Zoning, General Plan, and city parcel
information is rendered into a digital spatial
format, and is made available to Planning staff
and the general public, as appropriate.
2. Planning staff can query parcel information by
APN or other search criteria, and determine the
relevant zoning restrictions for a given parcel.
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Task

Field frontcounter public
inquiry

Actor

Action

(various) City
department(s)

Review plan
for other code
compliance /
other issues

Property owner Request
or other
propertybased
information
Planner

Research and
provide
property-

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

development
efforts.
2. Planner checks
APN and
surrounding area
for special
considerations,
development
patterns and
context.
3. Planner prepares
report with
recommendations
and graphics
(location map,
other maps) for
Planning
Commission,
design Review
Board, or other
decision-making
body.

areas
6. Review
checklist

3. The building permit process is automated
enterprise-wide. Participating departments can
access in-progress permit activities and "sign
off" on their areas of responsibility. Thus, all
departments can track the progress of any
particular permit application.

1. Property owner,
homebuye r,
appraiser, etc.
requests
information about
a property.
2. Planner locates
property and

1. Property
location
2. General Plan
land use
3. Zoning
4. Earthquake
reports
5. Soils reports

Requires:
n Permit location and process database
n Street network file with address ranges
n Planning Department spatial layers:
- General Plan land use, circulation plan and
open space
- Zoning
- Planning area boundaries, sewer districts
- Surficial geology, seismic susceptibility,
active faults, landslides
- Watersheds, waterways, flood zones, wetlands
and marshes
- Historical resources, parks, recreation centers,
fire stations and hospitals, public schools
- Etc.
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1. Planning and city parcel information is
rendered into a digital spatial format, and is
made available to Planning staff and the
general public, as appropriate.
2. A user can identify a parcel with a variety of
search tools, including APN and site address
attributes, or pan and zoom functionality on a
map display.
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Task

Actor

Action
based
information

Prepare
mailing lists

Planner

Prepare
mailing list

ArcView

Provide
geographic
search

Process
provides
information as
requested,
including zoning,
soils, earthquake
susceptibility, etc.

1. A zoning review
case requires
notification of
property owners
within a given
radius of the

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

6. Etc.

3. A user can access all relevant Planning
information about the selected parcel, as well
as "hot link" to digital versions of relevant
zoning ordinance text, soil reports, EIRs, etc.
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Planning Department spatial layers:
- General Plan land use, circulation plan and
open space
- Zoning, parcels, streets
- Planning area boundaries, sewer districts
- Surficial geology, seismic susceptibility,
active faults, landslides
- Watersheds, waterways, flood zones, wetlands
and marshes
- Historical resources, parks, recreation centers,
fire stations and hospitals, public schools
- Etc.
n Associated text and graphics:
- Zoning ordinance text
- Soils, earthquake and Environmental Impact
Reports
- Etc.

1. Zoning
review
location
2. Parcel
geometry and
ownership
47
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Task

Prepare
specialized
reports
(e.g. business
license
analysis and
demographics
reports)

Actor

Action

Process

functionality

target location.
2. Location is
selected in the
GIS.
3. A buffer is
created at the
appropriate radius
and the owner
information from
the selected
parcels is used to
derive a mailing
list for zoning
review
notification.

information

1. Staff field a
request for
Planning
information
concerning the
city as a whole, or
for sections
thereof.
2. Planner evaluates
internal
information
(often in paper
files) and
assimilates
statistics into a

1. Request
details
2. Zoning
3. Land use
4. Business
license
information
5. Census data

DataQuick™ /
MetroScan™
databases

Provide
ownership
information

(various)
external
agencies (city
departments,
non-profits,
neighborhood
associations,
health
organizations,
etc.

Request
special report

Planner

Prepares
report

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

1. Planning information is rendered into a digital
format and maintained as layers in the city's
GIS, where they are accessible by city staff
and the general public, as appropriate.
2. Planner is able to query various layers and
aggregate statistics according to various
boundaries (census tracts, neighborhoods,
citywide, etc.) to produce reports and maps
that illustrate the distribution of resources
across the city.
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Parcel and ownership information
n Planning Department spatial layers:
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

report.

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
- General Plan land use, circulation plan and
open space
- Zoning
- Planning area boundaries, sewer districts
- Surficial geology, seismic susceptibility,
active faults, landslides
- Watersheds, waterways, flood zones, wetlands
and marshes
- Historical resources, parks, recreation centers,
fire stations and hospitals, public schools
- Business license database
- Etc.
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Employment and Training Department
Interviewed:
Upesi Mtambuzi
Sal Vaca
Deborah Dias

Director
Assistant Director
Assistant Director

Overview
The Employment and Training Department’s mission is to reduce unemployment among
Richmond residents and to increase contracting opportunities for
Richmond’s businesses. The Department has developed a variety of programs to help
unemployed people find and keep a job, employed people advance in their careers, and
employers find workers and new contracting opportunities. Much of the Department’s
work is funded by the U.S. Department of Labor under the federal Workforce Investment
Act through the City of Richmond. The Department works cooperatively with other
Workforce Investment Act communities in Contra Costa and Alameda Counties to realize
its mission.
The Department’s 50 staff members operate a variety of programs targeted at different
needs and age groups. The programs are provided through five Richmond Career Centers
(which are part of a 15-center East Bay career center network), and served 4000 people
and 500 businesses in Richmond during the past fiscal year.
The Department has not yet integrated GIS technology into its regular operations, though
it needs and uses a variety of geographic information to support the applicants for its
services. People seeking or just gaining employment often need to know about
transportation routes between their home and the job, the locations of daycare facilities
which may be required to free their time so that they can work, and the locations and
accessibility of other social infrastructure necessary to increase their employability.
Department staff currently help applicants find the information they need, but do not
formally maintain maps or have GIS capabilities in place.
The potential value of GIS is clear to the Department. The principal interest of the
Department is to be able to locate the many resources involved in job placement and
business development within the community. These resources, geographically expressed,
would help define the geographic opportunities and constraints influencing the award and
maintenance of employment for each of its individual applicants (relative to their home
address), and influencing the access to workers (and customers) of the businesses that are
registered with the Department.
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Operations
The principal focus of the Department is the operation of its career centers. Most of the
services provided by the Department are provided through, or at, those centers. They act
as “job stores” for members of the public interested in getting jobs or advancing their
career through training, and for businesses interested in finding workers from the
community. Assistance to businesses who wish to expand their contracting opportunities
is sometimes provided one -on-one outside of the career centers.
The career centers are staffed with career counselors and others, and with equipment and
information resources required to support job searches. The equipment includes
computers provided for training, letter writing, Internet searches, and other job and career
development-related functions. Information resources, aside from computer-accessible
job databases, consist of bulletin boards posting job and job training notices, and
informational pamphlets, booklets, and other employment-related compilations.
The Department maintains about 50 personal computers. Some are dedicated for use by
Department clients, and others are used for the Department’s administrative functions.
The ratio of staff to computers is 1 to 1. The Department is anticipating integration into
the City’s SAP system in the near future.
Much of the Department’s employment assistance work is application driven. Each
person seeking access to the Department’s resources for job search and/or career
development purposes initiates the process by submitting an application. The application
captures a variety of information about the applicant, including their address. As the
application proceeds, its progress is tracked using “smartware” software.
The Department currently responds to calls from businesses looking for employees by
posting the businesses’ job opportunities, but not by capturing information resulting from
the transaction. Likewise, no formal application and tracking system appears to be in
place for capturing data concerning businesses that seek help from the Department in
their searches for contract opportunities,
Data
The principal institutionalized data resources of the Department track job and career
counseling applicants. Though significant data exists to help plan programs, obtain
funding, and assist applicants directly, the means for accessing and using this information
are not yet in place. The development of additional information resources is a keen
interest of the Department.
The Department understands the usefulness of a variety of information it does not
currently maintain or access, and in particular, understands the potential use of
geographic information and geographic analysis. The Department would like to access
information on local businesses (such as the nature of the business, its location, job
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requirements, etc.), the local population (education, economic level, age, employment
statistics, etc. by area) and local services infrastructure (transportation lines and data, and
locations of childcare services, schools, food stores, etc.). It would also like the
geographic analysis tools to help design and target new programs, and ultimately to put
people together with jobs, and businesses together with customers more efficiently.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Provide Job
Placement
Services

Department
staff

Promote Job
Application
Support
Services

1. Identify Support
Services
2. Prepare
Informational
Materials
3. Identify Location
of Target
Population
4. Identify
Appropriate
Distribution
Channels
5. Distribute and
Broadcast
Information

1. Services
information
2. Demographic
information

1. A volume of career-support and infrastructure
information is rendered into a digital GIS
format and made accessible to Department
staff and to the general public online. Such
information might include transportation
routes and schedules, day-care facility
locations and costs, and job training locations.
2. Job posting information is rendered into a
digital format and linked to locations on a map
display.
3. A user is able to locate home and potential
work locations on a map display, and derive a
summary of proximal infrastructure and
support features.
4. A user is able to interactively obtain
information on facility locations by selecting
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Department
staff; Job
seekers

Identify Job
Seekers

1. Receive Request
1. Client
from Job Seeker
information
(“client”)
2. Create Client File
3. Identify Client
Home Address,
Goals, Experience
and Skills

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
information on facility locations by selecting
features from a map display (e.g. job posting
details, day-care information, etc.)
5. Staff are able to combine ancillary information
with job posting information to investigate the
distribution of employment opportunities
across the city, and its relationship with
demographics, neighborhoods, etc.
Requires:
n Street network with address ranges
n Job posting information and location
n Client information
n Support and infrastructure information:
- Day-care locations and information
- Transit stops and schedules

Local
employers;
Department
staff

Identify Jobs

1. Receive Job
Listing Request
from Local
Business
2. Post Available
Job Listings
3. Assist with
Selection of
Candidate Job
Matches

1. Job
information
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n

Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- Census information
- Neighborhood boundaries
- City orthophoto
- Etc.
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Task

Provide
Career
Training
Services

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Job seeker;
Department
staff

Provide
Application
Support
Services

1. Select Job
Application
Format
2. Assist with
Resume Creation
3. Assist with
Application
Preparation
4. Coach client on
Interview
Strategies
5. Track Client
Success

1. Application
support
information

Training
applicant;
Department
staff

Identify
Applicant
Training
Needs

1. Receive
1. Application
Application for
information
Training Services
2. Create Applicant
(“client”) File
3. Identify Client
Home Address,
Goals, Experience
and Current Skills
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GIS Enhancements and Requirements

1. Home addresses and summary information
about job training clients are captured as a
component of the job training enrollment
process. This information is tied to locations
on a map display.
2. A user is able to map the distribution of job
training clients throughout the city, and render
locations according to various attribute
characteristics, such as training type, age, or
other user-defined factor, to support planning
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Training
applicant;
Department
staff

Prepare
Applicant
Training
Strategy

1. Assist Client with
Development of
Career Strategy
2. Identify Training
Opportunities
3. Determine
Training
Sequence

1. Application
information

Training
applicant;
Department
staff; Training
contractors

Implement
Applicant
Training
Program

1. Provide Training
Classes
2. Assist with
Supplemental
Career
Counseling

1. Applicant
information
2. Job training
information
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GIS Enhancements and Requirements
other user-defined factor, to support planning
for training outreach programs and funding
efforts.
Requires:
n Street network with address ranges
n Job training client information
n Career center and program information
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
- Census information
- Neighborhood boundaries
- Etc.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Provide
Business
Opportunity
Assistance

Local
Businesses;
Department
staff

Identify
Applicant
Business
Objectives

1. Receive
Application for
Assistance
2. Create Business
Applicant
(“client”) File
3. Identify Location,
Attributes,
Services, and
Capabilities of
Client
4. Develop
Statement of
Client Goals

1. Business
application

1. Locations and descriptions of city businesses
(e.g. operating a business license) are rendered
into a GIS-ready format and made available to
staff on the city's enterprise GIS.
2. A user is able to map the distribution of
particular types of businesses across the city to
determine areas that are under-served.
3. A user is able to associate various
demographic, land use, zoning, parcel and
other characteristics with under-served areas to
determine the most suitable locations for
operating a business.

1. Identify Client
Contract
Opportunities
2. Select
Opportunities that
Match Client
Objectives and
Capabilities
3. Assist Client with
Preparation of
Marketing Plan

1. Business
application
2. Local
business
information

Local business; Prepare
Department
Business
staff
Expansion
Strategy

57

Requires:
n Street network with address ranges
n Local business information (business license
locations and information)
n Demographic information (census block, tract
and statistics)
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- Land use
- Zoning
- Parcels and ownership
- Etc.
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Task

Obtain
Funding

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Local
Businesses;
Department
staff

Implement
Business
Expansion
Strategy

1. Help Client
1. Business
Establish
application
Contacts
2. Counsel Client on
Preparation of
Informational
Materials
3. Provide Contract
Application
Instructions
4. Counsel Client on
Preparing
Contract Proposal
5. Coach Client on
Interview
Techniques

Department
staff

Identify
Funding
Requirements

1. Review Historical
Program Costs
2. Project New
Costs

1. Program
information
2. Historical
budget
information

Department
staff

Identify
Funding
Sources

1. Identify Grant
Sources
2. Identify Fee
Opportunities

1. Grant
information

58

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

1. Information associated with job seeking, job
training and business assistance clients are
rendered into a digital format and linked to
locations on a map display.
2. A user is able to render point locations
according to associated attribute information,
such as successful transition to employment,
training type or new business venture.
3. A user is able to associate job training and
business information with various other layers
to determine the distribution of services among
neighborhoods, throughout various economic
groups, etc.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Department
staff

Submit
Application
for Funds

1. Track Historical
Program Success
2. Prepare Program
Informational
Materials
3. Prepare
Application for
Funds
4. Prepare
Presentation of
Application

Required Data
Program activity
files; Funding
application forms
and instructions;
Economic status
and demographic
maps illustrating
need for program
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3. A user is able to make a hard-copy map
product illustrating such patterns to support
funding proposals.
Requires:
n Street network with address ranges
n Job seeking client information
n Job training client information
n Business assistance client information
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- Neighborhoods
- Census information
- City orthophoto
- Etc.
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Engineering
Interviewed:
Rich Davidson
Andy Yeung

City Engineer
Senior Civil Engineer

Overview
The City of Richmond Engineering Department operates three principle programs:
Traffic, Design and Construction (Projects), and Development. In addition, the
department provides a number of miscellaneous services related to program tasks.
The Engineering Department serves as the City's primary warehouse for all Engineering
information, including a store of maps and drawings that are used principally by other
departments. At present, very few data holdings are maintained in a digital format. Maps
are manually maintained, incompletely updated, and show wear from repeated editing.
AutoCAD version 12 is available within the department, but is not widely used.
Operations
The Traffic section is responsible for the design, development and inventorying of
Richmond's street system and related material artifacts, such as traffic signals, street
lights, curb painting, handicap and other zones, street signs , and striping.
The Traffic section performs traffic counts and speed studies at various locations in
support of proposals to receive various improvement grants. In addition, they coordinate
with the Police Department to obtain information on accident locations to supplement
such traffic study.
Often, the Traffic section will receive front counter inquiries related to speed, traffic
counts and accident statistics to support both local initiatives (neighborhood-based) and
individual investigations (in defense of traffic violations).
Neighborhood councils often request the construction of speed bumps in their areas. By
ordinance, speed bumps are prohibited on certain types of arterial roads. At present,
when such a request is made, Engineering staff either have to make a physical inspection
of the specified street, or attempt to evaluate it from a paper city map.
Engineering staff have expressed a desire to produce maps for distribution to the
neighborhood councils that illustrate which streets are permitted by ordinance to have
speed bumps. Such maps could then be used to indicate specifically where the speed
bump is required, and thereby reduce the possibility for erroneous placement.
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Currently, the Engineering Department does not have a sign inventory of any kind (e.g.
paper or digital). Any inquiries related to the status of existing signs, their abundance,
location, or type, must be responded to by field inspection. Engineering staff interviewed
expressed an understanding that the development of a digital sign inventory will be a
primary focus in the development of the department's GIS.
Among its many uses, a GIS-based sign inventory would enable Traffic section staff to
evaluate the proximity of certain signs to schools, as required by ordinance.
Engineering Division staff receive requests for repairs to streets, curbs, sidewalks and
other street-related items, often from Recreation and Parks staff who note and report
repair locations as a component of their daily work. Although Engineering staff may not
act upon these requests directly, they direct work orders to the appropriate department.
Most often, requests for repairs are directed to the Maintenance division of the Streets
Department. Work orders are created manually, on template forms, faxed to the
appropriate department, and stored in a paper file. When the work order has been
completed, a return fax is received and included with the work order documentation.
Traffic may initiate between 5 and 10 work orders per week. It is anticipated that the
citywide SAP implementation will automate this process.
Occasionally, the City Engineer receives requests from city and neighborhood councils
for reports that describe how much money is being spent on improvements in various
parts of the city. As there is no system in place to query departmental expenditures, other
than to look through all of the paper files associated with improvement work, staff
currently keep informal notes that describes where their jobs are, in anticipation of such
requests. When such a request is received, staff examine their notes and tally the
appropriate figures for the requested area.
The Design and Construction Division is responsible for managing Capital Improvement
Projects (CIPs). These projects differ in scale from typical maintenance work: they are
usually of longer duration, involve greater costs, and involve a larger physical area.
Engineering establishes five-year plans to manage the life cycle of these projects. Street
paving, and storm drain and sewer construction and renovation comprise the most
common types of CIPs.
At present, Engineering has contracted a consultant to derive street ratings for all city
streets. The ranking system will be used to coordinate requirements for encroachment
permits. Once instituted, encroachment work on streets of certain classifications will
require particular levels of repair, while moratoriums may be placed against other
classifications. The Pavement Management System will conform to a national standard,
and will also be used to plan and prioritize upcoming CIPs for street improvements such
as slurry-seal projects.
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Encroachment permits are issued at the front counter, and are maintained in paper files.
Spatial representation of these locations would greatly enhance planning and requirement
enforcement efforts.
Engineering staffs have expressed a desire for additional GIS support for CIP planning
efforts. In particular, Design and Construction engineers would benefit from a more
thorough visualization of where street and sewer projects correspond, both spatially and
temporally. The present funding structure dictates that sewer and street projects are
funded separately, even though sewer repairs often necessitate street repairs, and street
repairs can provide access to the sewer system. By visualizing where proposed projects
will occur, and when they are scheduled to happen, staff would be able to maximize their
budgets. Such planning efforts might be further enhanced by the inclusion of upcoming
project information that is provided by utility companies on a regular basis.
The Engineering Department has contracted for a video inventory of its main sewer lines.
This inventory video will provide a visual assessment of the sewer network, along with
measurements from laterals to cracks and other features of interest. Measurement
characteristics contained in the video might contribute to the construction of a digital
sewer network dataset.
Engineering also fields a variety of miscellaneous public inquiry requests. Rea l estate
agents and homebuyers often request property information pertaining to flood zones,
soils, and earthquake susceptibility. While such information is maintained by Building
Regulations, Engineering would like to see footprints of available information
represented spatially for improved customer service. In addition, staff expressed a desire
to maintain a spatial log of historical difficulties encountered at various locations to
support similar inquiries.
Data
Engineering maintains two primary map series in support of its work on the City of
Richmond's storm drain and sewer networks. The sewer maps are based on the city's
1:1,200 scale map series, which dissects the city into 70 individual maps. Sewer
geometry and attributes are maintained by hand on this series. Due to the relatively large
scale, the spatial accuracy of these features is considered to be good. In addition to the
spatial representation of network features, these elements are annotated with pipe slope,
type, elevation and size, as well as a reference to the engineering drawing number
associated with segments or collections of network components. Although the sewer
maps are fairly rigorous in their representation of the network, they have not been
updated in approximately 10 years.
Storm drain maps are maintained manually on a 1:4,800 scale map series, which dissects
the city into 25 individual maps. The spatial accuracy of these features is considered to
be fair; however, the network is only partially captured on the maps, as updates have
occurred only infrequently in the past 25 years. The adjoining road network is also
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inaccurate, and does not reflect such major modifications as the construction of local
freeways. In addition, measurements on these maps refer to two different elevation
datums, without any means of distinguishing among them, annulling the accuracy of this
attribute entirely.
Street light locations, neighborhood boundaries, speed undulation locations, and such
special assessment districts as underground and landscaping areas are also handmaintained on Engineering maps.
Engineering maintains most of its ancillary information in paper files, including data on
sidewalk repairs, street sections, asphalt thickness, railroad crossings, special assessment
districts, monuments and benchmarks, traffic signals, traffic volume, speed undulations,
speed zones, speed surveys, accident histories, and parking zones.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Perform
traffic
counts /
speed
studies

Engineering
Agent /
Contractor

Count traffic
or monitor
speed

1. Grant money is
sought for
improvements to
a particular area.
2. Traffic
characteristics
(volume and
speed) at a point
or points in the
area are
monitored and
recorded.

1. Speed counts
and reports

1. Statistics and digital reports are linked to
locations in the GIS, for access by other city
departments and the general public, as
appropriate.
2. Thematic maps may be produced to illustrate
traffic patterns in defined locations or areas to
support funding applications.
3. Departmental and public inquiries may be
directed to this public access resource.

1. Neighborhood
advances a
request for the
placement of a
speed bump, with
a narrative
description,
sometimes
accompanied by a
sketch for
location.
2. Engineering

1. Location
description of
requested
speed bump
(may be
narrative or
sketch map)

Respond to
requests for
speed
bumps

Requesting
Agent
(Neighborhood
Council)

Requests a
speed bump at
a particular
location

Engineering
Agent

Verify
specified
location
spatially, and
for
conformance
to ordinance;

Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Background and complementary analysis
layers:
- City orthophoto
- Neighborhood boundaries
- Etc.

1. A street layer in the GIS is encoded with a
"type" attribute that describes city streets
according to ordinance classifications.
2. Engineering produces thematic map of city
streets colored according to the ordinance
classifications to enable a quick identification
of which streets are permitted by ordinance to
have speed undulations. Maps are provided to
Neighborhood councils.
Requires:
n Street network file with ordinance
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Prepare
resolution for
council
City Council

Participate
in work
order
process

Agent

Engineering
Agent

Agent identifies
specified location
and checks for
conformance with
Accept / reject
ordinance
resolution
regarding validity
of placement on
that street.
3. Request is
approved or
rejected based on
conformance /
funding
4. Work is
performed at
location as
understood by
Engineering
department

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
classification attribution and name annotation
Speed undulation locations
n Background and complementary analysis
layers:
- City orthophoto
- Neighborhood boundaries
- Etc.
n

Identifies a
need for city
repair and
forwards
notification to
Engineering

1. A citizen or
1. Narrative
representative
description of
from a city
damage and
department (Rec.
location
and Parks) notices
an area that
requires repair.
Prepares a
2. Notification is
work order for
forwarded to
repair and
Engineering
forwards it to
detailing location
66

1. Work order information is maintained in an
enterprise information system (SAP), and may
be linked to a GIS map display. All work
orders will have mandatory location fields that
enable the association of a map element (street
segment, sign, etc.) to a work order record.
2. Work orders status may be queried by
selecting elements from a map display, and
investigating the database records associated,
including date performed, materials used, etc.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

relevant
department
3.
(various) City
department(s)

Receives
work order
and conducts
work

4.

5.

6.

7.

Detail
department
activity
statistics by
area

Requesting
Agent
(Neighborhood
/ City Council)

Request
improvement
information
by area

Engineering
Agent

Collects
statistics on

Required Data

and nature of
repair
Engineering fills
out manual work
order form
Engineering faxes
work order form
to relevant
department
Engineering
places work order
in work order
book
External agency
receives work
order
When work is
complete,
Engineering is
notified and
updates the
original work
order

1. A request is made
for the volume
and/or type of
improvements /
expenditures
made to streets in
a given area.

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Work order information:
- Task, status, materials, date
- Etc.
n Background and complementary analysis
layers:
- City orthophoto
- Neighborhood boundaries
- Etc.

1. Improvement
work
characteristics
2. (optional)
Notes
describing
where
67

1. A history of all work performed is maintained
as an element of the work order process
instituted in the enterprise information system
(SAP) and tied to wor k location. Attributes
maintained include date work was performed,
materials used, and expenditures.
2. Department is able to query work order
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Task

Plan Capital
Improveme
nt Projects
(CIPs)

Actor

Engineering
Agent

Action

Process

improvements
according to
request
criteria

2. Engineering agent
performs manual
examination of
paper files,
sometimes
according to
personal notes, to
produce statistics
according to area,
type and
expenditure.

expenditures
are spent

1. Proposed
improvement
projects are
documented
according to such
factors as scale,
type and cost.
2. Engineering
Agent evaluates
proposals and
integrates them
into five-year
plan based on
priority of need,
funding, location

1. Documentation
of proposed
CIPs

Evaluate
upcoming
work and
develop fiveyear
improvement
project
schedule and
plan

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
database for completed tasks between specified
dates in any geographically defined area, such
as neighborhood or sanitary districts.
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Departmental work order history:
- Work type, status, dates performed, materials
used
- Etc.
n Background and complementary analysis
layers:
- City orthophoto
- Neighborhood, sanitary boundaries
- Etc.

1. Citywide development activities are tracked in
an enterprise GIS that includes proposed
zoning information, upcoming utility project
data, street, sewer and storm drain network
characteristics, etc.
2. Thematic maps may be produced that illustrate
the status of various infrastructure elements
(e.g. high-problem sewer lines, heavily
degrade d street segments and upcoming
EBMUD project locations) to assist in the
visualization of areas that require overlapping
maintenance.
Requires:
n Street network file with quality / maintenance
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

and other factors

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
attributes
Sewer network with quality / maintenance
attributes
n Upcoming project data
- Street easement locations
- Proposed zoning
- Private utility projects
n

Issue
encroachme
nt permits

Utility
Company Agent
/ Contractor

Requests
encroachment
permit

Engineering
Agent

Issues
encroachment
permit

1. A utility company
representative or
contractor makes
a front counter
request for an
encroachment
permit to conduct
work on city
property.
2. Encroachment
details including
work location are
enumerated on
the encroachment
permit.
3. Engineering
Agent issues
permit and
maintains pa per
copy for internal
tracking.

1. Encroachment
details such as
work
performed,
issued to, and
location

1. City street information, including a quality
index, is maintained as a layer in the city's
GIS.
2. A proposed encroachment location is
referenced against the street quality index to
determine any conditional use restrictions or
identify moratoriums against encroachment.
3. The encroachment location is maintained as a
feature in the GIS for reference in
consideration of upcoming projects or
reporting.
Requires:
n Street network file with quality index
n Encroachment location and details
n Background and complementary analysis
layers:
- City orthophoto
- Zoning (existing and proposed)
- Etc.
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Task

Actor

Action

Respond to
requests for
property
information

Real Estate
Agent /
Homebuyer

Requests
property
information

Engineering
Agent

Building
Regulations /
Other external
department(s)

Process

1. A real estate
agent or
homebuyer
requests
Obtains
information
property
related to a
information or
specific property,
advises where
such as soil
information
conditions or
may be found
flood or
earthquake
Houses and
susceptibility.
provides
2. Engineering
information
Agent contacts
appropriate
department
(Building
Regulations) for
information.
3. Department
provides
information.
4. Engineering
Agent forwards
information to
requesting
individual.

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

1. Property
location
2. Soils report
3. Flood zone
information
4. Earthquake
report
5. Etc. as
appropriate

1. A variety of property information is
maintained in the city's enterprise GIS,
accessible to city employees and to the ge neral
public, as appropriate.
2. A target location is located in the GIS by
entering a parcel identification, address or
other interactive selection method.
3. The GIS produces an index that directs the
user to available property information,
including soil reports, seismic susceptibility
values, flood zone information, etc.
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Parcels
n Property information:
- Seismic susceptibility
- Soil reports
- Flood zones
- Area demographics
- Schools, churches, city facilities
- Etc.
n Background and complementary analysis
layers:
- City orthophoto
- Etc.
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Finance Department
Interviewed:
Anne Vega
Antonio Banuelos
Sharon Hammonds
Gwendolyn Woodson

Director
Accountant
Business License Specialist
Accountant

Overview
The Finance Department administers the finances and accounting systems of the City of
Richmond. This responsibility includes overseeing all City financial transactions, paying
City bills, collecting monies due to the City, processing the City Payroll, and keeping the
General Ledger. In addition, the Department manages the City budget, processes grant
funds, manages cash, administers and issues debt financing for City projects, and issues
business licenses. In the course of this activity, the Department collects, summarizes and
analyzes, and issues reports of the City’s financial data and transactions for use by the
City and parties doing business with the City.
The Finance Department staff consists of 27 people who together manage the City's
entire annual budget. Every staff member has their own personal computer, and all of
them are linked to the City Network and are already connected to the SAP system. Using
its’ automated accounting systems, the Department manages all City financial
transactions, including the iss uance of checks and receipt of payments. In addition the
Department has issued and tracks 3200 business licenses.
The Department currently uses maps to identify property owners, locate property
boundaries, identify special assessment district boundaries and business locations, and to
provide other information important to property-based financial transactions. It uses
paper copies of parcel maps as a basic resource, and manually draws boundaries of
importance to finance questions such as those that delineate the special assessment
districts. No GIS technology is available to or used by the Department presently.
Department representatives suggest that automated mapping and geographic analysis
systems available on staff members' desktops would increase the efficiency of
Department operations. In particular, they envision using land records information such
as property lines, lot lines, land ownership, land use and zoning. Political boundaries,
and business locations are also of special interest to the Department, as is the ability to
draw new special district boundaries based on existing property attributes.
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Operations
The Finance Department maintains strict procedures for conducting and overseeing its
many financial and financial support activities. The procedures are followed routinely
and records are kept of every transaction. Operations are checked and re-checked, and
are largely driven by the requirements of the automated financial systems that support
them. The routine financial processing that is accomplished by the Department is
basically a highly structured automated sequence of actions.
The exception to this is mostly in the area of strategic planning and creative financial
decision-making related to debt structuring, special assessments, and problem collections.
This is where unique or unusual solutions are thought out, often with the assistance of
outside information sources and policy directives.
The Finance Department functions serve all City Departments, and as such, its operations
are intimately tied with those of every other Department. Finance has defined procedures
for processing the accounts of its “client” Departments that require those Departments to
submit financial communications is very strictly prescribed ways. The financial
communications web the Department has established with the other City entities is
essential to its operations.
Data
All City financial transactions are recorded using the City’s accounting system. The
system enables the Department to issue a wide variety of routine and special reports for
the use of auditors and decision-makers. This accounting data is the principal data
generated and provided by the Department. Many of the reports issued are distributed to
the City Departments to which they pertain, and to various outside entities such as the
State and Federal Government, private and public entities providing the City with grant
funds, City decision-makers, and the public.
The Department also maintains sales tax information by business, including business
addresses, property owner mailing lists, special district maps prepared for financial
purposes, and business license information. Not all of this information is available to the
public.
Property and ownership information is obtained from a DataQuick™ database that
provides value-added information to Contra Costa County Assessor's data.
The Department maintains a business license database for the approximately 3200
licensed businesses in the City of Richmond. Both the owner and business address are
tracked. Finance anticipates a re-engineering of this data resource as the city moves
forward with plans to institute an enterprise-wide permitting system.
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The Financial Department’s computer systems are among the most sophisticated in the
City Government, and capture and store most of the information the Department uses to
perform its functions. Computer literacy is high among the Department staff, though GIS
technology is not familiar.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Pay Bills

Finance
Department
Staff; Other
Department
staff; Vendor
or service
provider

Receive
Invoices

1. Department
Receives Invoice
2. Invoice approved
and forwarded to
Finance
Department

1. Invoice

N/A

Finance
Department
staff

Process
Invoices

1. Invoice registered
in system
2. Invoice matched
and drawn against
budgeted funds

1. Invoice
2. Budget
3. Account

Finance
Department
staff

Issue Payment 1. Check is printed
1. Payee
by the system
information
2. Check is
processed and
mailed or
otherwise
delivered to payee
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Collect
Revenues

Finance
Department
staff; Other
Department
staff

Issue Invoice

1. Department
prepares invoice
documents
2. Documents sent
to Finance
3. Finance Dept.
processes and
prepares invoice
4. Invoice sent

1. Invoice

N/A

Finance
Department
staff

Receive
Payment

1. Receive payment
2. Record payment

1. Invoice

Finance
Department
staff; Other
Department
staff

Process
Payroll

1. Receive
authorization to
issue paycheck
2. Confirm
authorization

1. Employee
information
2. Account
information

Finance
Department
staff

Issue
Paycheck

1. Process and print
paycheck
2. Distribute
Paycheck
3. Record Payment

1. Employee
information

Manage
Payroll
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Task

Actor

Manage Debt

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

City decisionManage
makers; Voting General
public; Finance Bonds
Department
Staff;
Taxpayers

1. Define need
2. Obtain voter
approval
3. Issue Bonds
4. Receive and
distribute bond
proceeds
5. Assess bond tax
6. Receive bond tax
7. Pay bond debt
service

1. Bond
information
2. Beneficiary
information
3. Voter results
4. Parcel and
ownership
information

1. Ownership information is rendered into a
digital format and linked to parcel geometry on
a map display, available to department staff.
2. A user is able to select parcels geographically
and generate a (mailing) list of owners, along
with summary property statistics.
3. A user is able to create (special assessment)
district boundaries by selecting a set of
effected parcels, either through a geographical
selection or attribute query.
4. A user is able to generate lists and other
summary statistics as required, of all parcels
associated with various assessment boundaries.

City decisionmakers;
Affected
property
owners;
Finance
Department
staff

1. Define need
2. Delineate Special
Assessment
District
3. Obtain property
owner approval
4. Issue bonds
5. Receive and
distribute bond
proceeds
6. Assess bond tax
7. Receive bond tax
8. Pay bond debt
service

1. Bond
information
2. Beneficiary
information
3. Parcel and
ownership
information

Manage
Special
Assessment
Bonds
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n Parcels and ownership information
n Assessment district information
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Manage
Grants

Finance
Department
staff; Other
Department
staff; Grant
provider

Receive Grant
Funds

1. Assist
Departments with
grant application
2. Receive grant
approval from
grant provider
3. Receive grant
funds

1. Grant
information

N/A

Finance
Department
staff

Distribute
Grant Funds

1. Set up grant fund
distribution
procedure per
grant conditions
2. Pay out grant
funds according
to procedure

1. Grant
information
2. Recipient
information

Finance
Department
staff

Issue Grant
Accounting
Reports

1. Maintain grant
account
2. Generate grant
accounting
reports per
request

1. Grant
information
2. Account
information
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Administer
Business
Licenses

Finance
Department
staff; Business
owners

Review
Business
License
Application

1. Receive
1. Application
application
information
2. Confirm applicant 2. Process
information
information
3. Route application
to appropr iate
reviewing
agencies
4. Confirm
conformance of
applicant with
Municipal Code
requirements

79

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
1. Business license application information is
entered into a digital format and linked with a
prospective business location on a map
display. Application information will include
flags or other mechanisms for tracking the
progress of an application through the
licensing process.
2. A user is able to identify other map layers
corresponding to the proposed location, such
as land use, zoning, code violation locations,
etc., to quickly identify potential application
hurdles.
3. Once issued, other associated information may
be linked with a licensed business location,
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Finance
Department
staff

Issue
Business
Licenses

1. Approve
application
2. Present License to
applicant
3. Maintain File

1. Application
2. License
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GIS Enhancements and Requirements
be linked with a licensed business location,
such as license type, expiry date, inspection
date(s), links to inspection reports, etc., as
appropriate.
4. A user is able to associate tax revenue
information (provided by the State) with
business license locations, and analyze
historical economic trends citywide, or in
certain neighborhoods, assessment districts etc.
Also, a cross-reference between permitted
businesses and sales tax locations might
indicate businesses operating without a permit.
5. A user is able to create a map display or hardcopy output of the distribution of businesses
across the city, rendered according to such
user-defined attributes as type, license status,
inspected, etc., as appropriate, to support
various analytical, enforcement or funding
efforts.
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Task

Provide
Financial
Information

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Finance
Department
staff; Building
Regulations

Enforce
Business
License
Requirements

1. Conduct
enforcement
surveys
2. Identify
businesses
operating in
violation of code
3. Take appropriate
action

1. License

Requires:
n Street network with address ranges
n Business license application and follow-on
information
n Inspection information
n Sales tax information
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- Census information
- Neighborhood boundaries
- Special assessment districts
- Parcels and ownership
- Land use
- Zoning
- Code violation locations
- Etc.

Finance
Department
staff

Maintain
Financial
Information

1. Update
accounting data
daily according to
standard
procedures
2. Record all
financial
transactions

1. Accounts

1. Parcels, city boundaries, assessment districts,
water treatment districts, neighborhoods, and
other boundaries are rendered into a GIS -ready
format and made available to staff on the city's
enterprise GIS.
2. A user is able to query account / assessment
information associated with parcels, which
may be selected by a variety of means,
including graphic selection from a map
display, by their inclusion within a specified
boundary, or by reference to a common
attribute.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Finance
Department
staff

Respond to
Information
Requests

1. Receive request
for information
2. Provide
information
requested

1. Accounts

Requires:
n Street network with address ranges
n Parcels and ownership
n Account information
n Assessment information
n Business license information
n Various administrative boundaries, including:
- City boundary
- Special assessment districts
- Neighborhoods
- Census tracts
- Water district boundary
- Etc.
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Fire Department
Interviewed:
Joseph Robinson
Richard Giaramita
James Fajardo
Samuel Rutland
Don Perez
Ron Wiley
Diane Schnapp
Patrick Jackson
Sharon Castro

Fire Chief
Deputy Fire Chief
Battalion Chief Support Services
Senior Administrative Analyst
Deputy Fire Marshal
Fire Inspector
Fire Fighter
Fire Fighter
Office Specialist

Overview
The Fire Department provides service to the citizens of the City of Richmond, and via
mutual / automatic aid contracts, to the Cities of El Cerrito, San Pablo, El Sobrante and
Pinole, and the Chevron Fire Department. Tasks are carried out through five Divisions,
including Administration, Emergency Operations, Fire Prevention, Support Services, and
the Office of Emergency Services.
The department averages over 17,000 incidents per year, including structure fires,
rescues, medical emergencies and hazardous materials incidents. Mapping supports a
variety of planning, response and analysis tasks in the Emergency Operations, Fire
Prevention and Emergency Services Divisions.
Currently, the Fire Department is working in cooperation with the Police Department to
integrate GIS technology into its daily operations. As a component of a GIS hardware
and software system implementation in progress at the Police Department, the Fire
Department will receive two networked workstations and Fire View software. In concert
with this initiative, the Fire Department is working with the Police Department and IT to
further develop its computer network resources. At present, the 7 fire stations operate
stand-alone computers, while computers at Administration are on the City network.
The Fire Chief expressed a vision of anticipated GIS support for fire prevention planning,
investigation analysis and as a management tool for decision-making and information
dissemination. In particular, the Chief often requires knowledge of the distribution of
incidents and expenditures throughout city neighborhoods in order to effectively field
public and interdepartmental inquiries, to assign priorities, to identify issues in a timely
fashion, and to explore various funding and grant opportunities.
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Operations
The City of Richmond Police Department provides dispatch services for fire-related
incidents. Incident numbers are provided by the Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD)
system, which serve to uniquely identify fire calls. CAD information is integrated within
the Fire Department's own reporting system - SunPro, a FoxPro-based reporting database
- which is housed on non-networked terminals at all fire stations. Reports entered into
the SunPro system on these remote computers are regularly downloaded onto floppy
disks and later merged into a single master database at Fire Headquarters.
The City of Richmond address geofile, used to locate incoming calls by CAD operators,
contains references to the specific page in the Fire Department Run Map Book where the
incident is located. During dispatch, this information is relayed to the responding Fire
Department staff. Currently, in the event of a CAD system failure, this location reference
system is backed up only by an outdated card index.
The Fire Prevention Division is responsible for a number of tasks involving geographic
information, including fire inspections, investigations and permitting, development plan
review, a weed abatement program, and hazardous materials reporting.
The Fire Department performs a number of different inspections, including emergency
inspections (occasional), state-mandated code inspections such as annual school,
apartment and state building inspections, and permit compliance inspections. Fire
inspection reports are currently maintained as paper files. Routinely, information is
extracted from these paper inspection reports and entered into the DataEase system. The
Fire Department is in the process of upgrading to the Enterprise Edition of SunPro, which
will include a module for the management of inspection information.
Fire investigation information is also maintained in paper files, and transcribed in part
into SunPro. Paper reports are generated on a regular basis and distributed to the State.
Often, the Fire Department works collaboratively with the Police Department to
consolidate information related to fire investigations. At present, there is no digital
mechanism for sharing report data between the Police and Fire Departments. The Fire
Chief expressed a desire for eventual GI S support for predictive pattern and trend
analysis in fire investigations.
The Fire Department works with the Planning and Building departments during the
development permitting process. Development plans are forwarded to the Fire
Department, where fees are collected for their review.
A Weed Abatement program is operated on an annual basis to reduce the fire hazard
associated with unchecked weed growth. In particular, vacant lots and various rights-ofway are targeted for abatement due to their susceptibility to over -growth.
Emergency Operations maintains a paper repository of hazardous materials business
plans. By ordinance (Bill 2185), any facility that stores hazardous materials is required to
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provide an annual business plan, which includes a facilities site plan, a contingency plan,
hazardous materials location details, and emergency contact information. Last year,
approximately 300 such plans were filed with the department. A copy of every facility
site plan is stored in each of the fire-fighting apparatus.
Emergency Operations employ CAMEO (Computer Aided Management of Emergency
Operations), a Windows-based suite of tools used to predict contamination plumes from
hazardous materials incidents based on current environmental conditions. This tool-set
includes a database of hazardous materials' characteristics, a module to model a
contamination plume based upon the contaminant and the current weather conditions, and
rudimentary GIS visualization capabilities enabling the overlay of plume models with a
local basemap.
The Fire Department's extensive inventory of physical assets is not currently tracked in
house, but is tied to the City's fixed asset inventory. A large number of "disposables"
such as tools and fire-retardant suits, however, are not tracked at present. The Fire
Department has expressed a desire to develop a barcode system to track its inventory.
Data
Run Map Books constitute the most fundamental map resource for the Fire Department.
They are used to aid emergency dispatch, locate hydrant, hazard and other response
resources, and assist in local planning efforts. A copy of the Run Map Book is kept in
each of the stations and rigs.
The Run Map Books were originally drafted by hand approximately 20 years ago. They
include streets, target hazards, hydrant locations, and other information pertinent to fire
response, such as gate codes and utility information. A map index was devised by
dissecting the regions of El Cerrito and Richmond into a regular grid, each cell of which
is represented by a single map page. The map index is arbitrary, and does not correspond
to any existing reference system.
The map books have been updated intermittently by an entirely manual process. Pages
for updating are removed, various features "whited-out" and new features inserted.
Updated pages are then photocopied, laminated, and distributed to each of the stations,
where they are inserted into the local map books. As these edits are sketch-based, their
spatial integrity is dubious.
Update information comes from development plan review and local street knowledge.
Often, the Fire Department will forward notification of development plan street data to
the Engineering department for inclusion on the City map. Utility companies, such as the
East Bay Municipal Utility District (East Bay MUD), regularly provide information
concerning upcoming development plans for their network infrastructures. In addition,
the Fire Department is conducting fire trails and hydrant inventory programs with the
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objective of de fining resource locations and characteristics for inclusion in the Run Map
Books.
Knox Box locations and gate codes have been identified as priority elements for
inventorying and inclusion in the map books. Property managers are required to inform
the Fire Department of modifications to gate codes, but this information is not always
current. Department staff would like digital access to development and pre-fire plans,
which are currently maintained as paper files, and envision remote access via on-board
computers or palm pilots to digital map displays.
Staff use Thomas Brothers' map books in the field to find remote incident locations;
however, the Thomas Brothers coordinate system does not correspond with the
Richmond Run Map Books. Fire Department staff interviewed noted that the City
subscribes to Contra Costa County-based mapping services that might provide coverage
of areas outside of the Run Map Book scope. To date, the department has not availed
itself of such services.
East Bay MUD has promised to provide a digital copy of their water service map book,
which represents features at the level of individual buildings and parcels. In addition, a
consortium of local police departments is currently developing an initiative to share such
data resources as digital orthophotography, and has promised to provide access to local
fire agencies.
The Fire Department currently maintains a number of planning and response boundaries
on paper maps. A threat zone boundary map indicates State Response Areas (SRAs),
Local Response Areas (LRAs), and Mutual Response Areas (MRAs). These regions
were originally created by the California Division of Forestry, and are not subject to
modifications.
Fire Response Districts (FRDs) indicate zones of primary responsibility for each fire
station. At present, this information is only maintained as an attribute in the CAD
geofile.
The Fire Prevention Bureau utilizes four principal maps in support of its daily tasks. All
are currently maintained by hand. The Very High Fire Severity Zones (VHFSZ) map
illustrates areas designated as high risk for fire inspection planning. These areas are hand
rendered on a 1:12,000 scale map of Richmond, circa 1992, provided by Engineering.
These zones are not modified on a regular basis.
An Inspection Areas map is drafted atop a 1:26,400 scale AAA map, and identifies areas
assigned to fire inspectors. As the number of inspectors fluctuate, these areas are subject
to modification. Currently, boundary edits are made by hand.
A 2185 Locations map depicts "pin" locations of businesses that have filed hazardous
materials business plans (required by Bill 2185), and is based upon a 1:18,000 scale
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topographic map. This map is updated with a new pin whenever the department receives
a new hazardous materials plan.
A Fire Investigations map is a pin-map of fire investigation locations in the City of
Richmond. It is also based on the 1:12,000 scale map of Richmond provided by
Engineering in 1992.
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Task

Actor

Action

Perform
spatial
analysis of
fire incidents,
expenditures,
etc., as a
responsive or
proactive
exercise

Public / City
Manager /
Interested
Party

Request
information
regarding FD
activities

Fire Chief

FD Staff

SunPro™ /
DataEase™

Process

1. An interested
party requests
information about
FD activities, or
Chief seeks
Task FD staff
analysis in
with analysis
support of
of distribution
planning or
characteristics
funding activities.
2. Staff manually
Manually
compiles
compile
information from
incident and
digital and paper
other
sources.
information
3. Analysis is
presented in a
Store incident
textual (nonand other FD
graphic) format.
activities
information

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

1. Incident data
2. Investigation
data
3. Permit data
4. Fire code data

1. Incident, investigation, permit and fire-code
inspection locations are maintained as layers in
the Fire Department's GIS, linked to tabular
details concerning each activity, and other
related digital files, such as development and
pre-fire plans.
2. A user is able to query locations spatially (to
obtain information about a specified area) and
tabularly (to obtain information with certain
characteristics).
3. The user can make a map that illustrates the
characteristics of locations according to
associated attributes, such as time or type of
incident, magnitude, volume of resources
utilized, etc.
4. Location information may be analyzed by
reference to other data, such as census
information, fire response districts, inspection
districts, etc.
Requires:
n Street network
n Investigation, inspection, permit locations
n Inspection, investigation details
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- Fire districts
- Parcels, rights-of-way
- City orthophoto
- Hydrography
- Census information
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
- Building footprints
- Etc.

Manage fire
incident
information

Firefighter /
other FD
Agent

Input incident
report

SunPro™

Store incident
report

Administration
Representative

Collect and
organize
incident
reports

1. After responding
to an incident, a
report is logged
into SunPro at a
remote fire
station.
2. Routinely, the
local SunPro files
are downloaded
to disk and sent
into Fire
Headquarters.
3. Disks from
remote stations
are input into
central data
repository and
included in
master report
database.

1. Incident data

1. A central report database is linked to the
remote stations by a network, rendering
updates instantaneous.
2. Incidents are encoded with an address attribute
that allows them to be rendered as locations on
a map.
3. Locations may be rendered as appropriate for
analysis, including incident locations within a
given time frame, or matching certain
characteristics as defined by other fields in the
report.
4. A user is able to map the distribution of
incidents throughout the city, and perform
analyses with other geographic information,
including census, fire district, neighborhoods,
etc.
Requires:
n Street network file
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- Fire districts
- City orthophoto
- Hydrography
- Railroad
- Building footprints
- Parcels
- Rights-of-way
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
- Streets, street names
- Etc.

Maintain Run
Map Book(s)

Perform fire
inspections

Development
plan / other
info source

Inform new
map details

Mapping
Specialist

Hand render
new map
details and
distribute

Ordinance

Requires
inspection

1. Update elements
of interest to firefighting activities
are noticed from
various sources,
including new
development
plans, personal
inspection, etc.
2. Mapping
specialist
manually alters
existing rendering
in Run Map
Book.
3. Modified page is
copied, laminated
and distributed to
stations.
4. Old page is pulled
from map book,
new page is
inserted.

1. Existing Run
Map Book
2. Update
information

1. Annual facilities
inspections are

1. Inspection
zones

1. Run Map Book data is stored in Fire
Department GIS, accessible to all users.
Various elements, (e.g. street rights-of-way)
are maintained by external departments. Fire
Department maintains fire-related elements
such as hydrant locations.
2. A map template is established with required
Map Book page settings and renderings.
3. An index is established that enables 'zoom to
page' functionality.
4. When an updated book (regular process) or
updated page (occasional process) is required,
the desired pages are printed and included in
the Run Map book.
Requires:
n Hazmat locations
n EBMUD hydrant locations
n Pre-fire plans / 2185 locations
n Etc.
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Task

Actor

Action

Inspection
zone map

Define
inspection
area / route

Fire Inspector

Performs
inspection

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

required by
ordinance.
2. According to
inspection zone,
inspector plans
stops and routes.
3. Inspector
performs and
reports inspection

2. Streets
3. Inspection
location
addresses

2. Once inspection locations are defined, optimal
routes are generated based on number of
inspectors, and / or inspection zones.
3. Inspection information tied to map location for
review of previous inspections.
4. Able to generate map that depicts
characteristics of inspection locations, such as
outstanding infractions, presence of hazardous
materials, due for inspection, etc.
Requires::
n Street network file with address ranges
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- Fire districts
- Inspection zones
- City orthophoto
- Hydrography
- Railroad
- Building footprints, parcels, streets
- Etc.

Manage
inspection
information

Fire Inspector

Prepare and
enter
inspection
reports

DataEase™

Organize and
store
inspection
data

1. Fire inspector
files a code
inspection report.
2. Information is
maintained in a
database for
future reporting
and analysis.

1. Inspection
information
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1. Inspection locations are geo-located on a map
display.
2. Inspection locations contain or refer to host of
inspection details.
3. Inspection locations are "hot linked" to reports,
photographs, and other documentation
pertaining to site inspections.
4. User has the ability to create thematic map
based on inspection location attributes, such as
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
outstanding violations, due for inspection, etc.
Requires::
n Street network file with address ranges
n Inspection locations and information
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- Fire districts
- Inspection zones
- Facility Plans, photographs
- Etc.

Manage
investigation
information

Fire Inspector

Prepare and
enter
investigation
information

Police
Department

Share data
resources

SunPro™

Organize and
store
inspection
data

State

Require
reports

Clerk

Prepare
reports

1. Fire Inspector
performs fire
investigation,
often sharing
information with
the Police
Department.
2. Information is
compiled into
paper report and
entered into
SunPro.
3. Clerk makes
regular reports
from
investigation
information for
the State

1. Investigation
information
2. Police
Department
investigation
information

1. Fire inspector is able to query police
information related to a location by reference
to its location on a map display.
2. Inspection report is linked with location on a
map display for analysis and historical
tracking.
3. Reports may be accompanied by thematic
maps depicting the distribution, frequenc y or
other attribute-defined characteristics of fire
investigations.
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Investigation locations and information
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- Fire districts, inspection zones
- City orthophoto
- Hydrography
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
- Census data
- Building footprints
- Etc.

Perform weed
abatement

Review
development
plans /
participate in
permit
process

Engine
Company

Perform weed
abatement on
City property

Contractor /
builder

Prepare
development
plan

Planning
Department

Forwards plan
to FD

Fire
Department

Reviews
development

1. Individual engine
companies
identify areas for
weed abatement
through visual
inspection.
2. Engine
companies
perform reactive
weed abatement.

N/A

1. A builder
prepares a
development plan
for new
construction.
2. Planning
department
provides plan to
FD for review.

1. Development
plan

1. Areas of high susceptibility to weed growth are
identified on a map by reference to vacant lots,
storm drain layers, etc.
2. Target areas are established.
3. Optimal routes are calculated for target areas.
4. Weed abatement areas are established as a
result of iterative abatement, and work
histories are maintained for future analysis.
Requires:
n Street network
n Parcel information
n Very High Fire Severity Zones
n Target areas, derived from physical inspection,
local knowledge, County assessor parcel data,
etc.
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1. Development plan is accessible in digital
format over the network. It may be accessed
by referring to the development location on a
map display, and plotted for review.
2. Permitted locations are maintained as a map
layer, providing access to the development
plans stored digitally.
3. User has ability to create a thematic map of
permitted locations rendered according to such
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Task

Maintain Fire
Department
maps

Actor

Action

Process

plan

3. Fire Department
checks plan for
code compliance.
4. Fire Department
collects fee from
Builder.
5. Fire Department
informs Building
department of
compliance /
permit status.

Building
Department

Receives
sign-off on
plan

Mapping
Person / Other
FD Agent

Hand render
map features
and attributes

RESPONSE
DISTRICTS
1. Requirement for
mapping a zone
or response area
is identified.
2. Input variables,
such as station
locations, are
identified on the
map.
3. New map features
and attributes,
such as fire
response districts

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
attributes as permit status, inspection status,
etc.
Requires:
n Street network
n Digital development plans
n Development / permitted site locations
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- Fire districts, inspection zones
- City orthophoto
- Hydrography
- Census data
- Building footprints
- Etc.

RESPONSE
DISTRICTS
1. Street map
2. Station
locations

RESPONSE DISTRICTS
1. Map features, such as response areas, are
generated from existing regions or from a
street network districting exercise.
2. Attributes (e.g. first, second, and third
responding stations) are generated from GIS
analysis of the map.
Requires:
n Street network
n Traffic conditions, speed studies, etc.
n Station locations
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

and first, second
and third response
companies, are
hand-rendered
and derived
according to
personal
interpretation of
map
characteristics
(proximity to
stations, street
network types,
etc.)

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
-

VHFSZ MAP
1. Edits are made by
hand to fire
severity zone
boundaries.

VHFSZ MAP
1. Street map
2. Severity zone
boundaries

INSPECTION
AREAS
1. As the number of
inspectors
fluctuates, zone
boundaries are re-

INSPECTION
AREAS
1. Street map
2. Inspection
zones
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VHFSZ zones
Inspection points
Investigation points
Etc.

VHFSZ MAP
1. Fire severity zones are mapped and maintained
as a GIS layer, for departmental reference and
for analysis with other layers.

INSPECTION AREAS
1. Inspection zones are generated with reference
to street network and inspection location
information.
2. Inspection sche dule is generated through an
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

calculated and
new maps are
rendered by hand.

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
optimal path investigation of street network
and inspection locations.
3. Inspection zones may be regenerated to
account for fluctuations in inspectors.
Requires:
n Street network
n Inspection locations
n Existing inspection zones

2185 LOCATIONS
1. A business plan is
submitted for a
facility that
houses hazardous
materials.
2. The facility
location is located
on the map and
identified with a
pin.

2185
LOCATIONS
1. Street map
2. Facility
locations

2185 LOCATIONS
1. Facility locations are automatically generated
from business plan database, and rendered on
map display according to user preference.
2. Facility locations are "hot linked" to ancillary
information, including business and
contingency plans, contact and hazmat
information, and inspection reports.

Requires:
n Digital 2185 database organized by address.
n Street network.
n Scanned or digital 2185 documentation.
INVESTIGATIONS
1. A new fire
investigation is
initiated.
2. The fire
investigation

INVESTIGATIO
NS
1. Street map
2. Investigation
locations
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INVESTIGATIONS
1. Investigation locations are generated from
database, and rendered on map display
according to user preference.
2. Investigation locations are "hot linked" to
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

location is located
on the map and
identified with a
pin.

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
ancillary information, including investigation
reports, inspection reports, etc.
3. User is able to create thematic maps based
upon attribute characteristics of investigations,
such as severity, type, etc.
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Housing Authority
Interviewed:
Tia M. Ingram

Executive Director

Overview
The Richmond Housing Authority is actually an independent agency established to
administer U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”) Housing
programs within the Municipality. The Executive Director of the Housing Authority is
appointed by the Mayor, but is a HUD employee and does not report directly to the
Municipality. The Housing Authority is responsible for providing public housing
assistance to residents of Richmond under various HUD programs.
In Richmond, the Housing Authority operates six public housing developments, the
largest consisting of 142 units. A staff of 13 employees maintain the six buildings. In
addition, the Housing Authority administers 1700 contracts between HUD-assisted
renters and housing owners under HUD’s “Section 8” rental housing assistance program.
The Housing Authority’s information systems do not currently include GIS technology,
but the information the Housing Authority maintains is nearly all property-related and
tied to an address. The Authority maintains its data on Dataflex database software.
Future use of computer-accessible geographic information is of interest to the Housing
Authority. It envisions itself as a consumer, rather than a producer, of parcel, land
ownership, and social infrastructure information among others. HUD itself is beginning
to set itself up as a geographic information broker via the Internet. The Housing
Authority is interested in tapping into both the HUD and City of Richmond GIS resources
to support its ongoing housing program activities.
Operations
The Housing Authority operations are built around its HUD housing assistance programs.
It serves only the City of Richmond, and is driven by applications for housing assistance
of one kind or another. Application review, provision of funds, housing contract
maintenance, and program tracking are its principal activities. These activities are
supported by a handful of computers that are not connected, except via the Internet, to the
City of Richmond computer system.
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Data
The data maintained by the Housing Authority is limited to PC-based data files
containing information about the people receiving HUD assistance and the housing
contracts maintained with property owners who have agreed to participate in the system.
Geographic information, if it were more easily available, would be used to help locate
new HUD housing and support funding presentation. The Housing Authority envisions
using geographic information, but doesn’t think it has the staff to create and maintain a
GIS technology resource of its own.
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Task

Actor

Action

Administer
Private
Housing
Assistance
Program
(“Section 8”)

Housing
Approve
Authority staff; Renter for
Applicant
Section 8
Housing
Assistance

1. Provide
1. Application
application
assistance
2. Receive
application
3. Confirm
application
information
4. Confirm applicant
eligibility
5. Issue approval for
assistance

Housing
Authority staff;
Applicant;
Property owner

1. Receive
nomination of
available housing
unit
2. Receive owner
agreement
3. Confirm
ownership
4. Inspect housing
unit
5. Determine
conformance with
program
standards
6. Approve housing
unit

Approve Unit
for Section 8
Housing
Assistance
Program

Process

Required Data

1. Unit
information
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GIS Enhancements and Requirements
1. A volume of city-produced and maintained
data is rendered into GIS format and made
available to department staff on the city's GIS.
2. A user may access property and ownership
information related to a parcel, identified by
APN or street address. In addition, a user can
quickly determine if there are outstanding
building code violations, abatement activities,
or other possible hindrances to approval at the
location.
3. Department staff have the ability to associate
inspection reports, photographs, and other
captured information, with unit locations.
4. User has the ability to generate a map display
or hard-copy output of the distribution of
contracted units across the city, rendered
according to such user-defined characteristics
as inspection status, contract length, etc. as
appropriate.
Requires:
n Street network with address ranges
n Application information
n Unit information
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
- Census information
- Neighborhood boundaries
- Etc.
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Task

Manage
Public
Housing
Facilities

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Housing
Authority staff

Track
Contract

1. Register rental
unit
2. File monthly
rental report
3. Conduct periodic
inspection
4. File inspection
reports

1. Unit
information
2. Inspection
information

Housing
Authority staff

Build Public
Residential
Buildings

1. Obtain funds for
Construction
2. Obtain approvals
and permits
3. Build Residential
Structure

1. Development
information
2. Funding
information
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1. Housing Authority supported housing
information is rendered into a digital format
and associated with housing locations on a
map display. Housing location information
includes such attributes as building age,
number of units, etc.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Housing
Authority staff

Approve
Applications
for Housing in
Public
Residential
Buildings

1. Provide
1. Application
application
information
2. Receive
application
3. Confirm applicant
information
4. Determine
applicant
eligibility
5. Confirm space
availability
6. Issue approval for
housing

Housing
Authority staf f

Maintain
Residential
Buildings

1. Prepare building
maintenance plan
2. Implement
building
maintenance plan

1. Maintenance
history
2. Maintenance
inventory and
plan

Housing
Authority staff

Issue Reports
to HUD

1. Prepare periodic
status reports
2. Distribute reports
to HUD

1. Contract
information
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2. Maintenance inventories and histories are
similarly associated with building locations on
a map. Maintenance records include such
attributes as dates for work performed,
materials used, etc.
3. A user is able to generate a map display or
hard-copy output of housing locations rendered
according to such user-defined attributes as
maintenance dates, building type, etc. to
support maintenance scheduling.
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Building locations and information
n Maintenance history information
n Inventory information
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Apply for
Funds

Housing
Authority staff

Complete
Application
Materials

1. Identify need for
funds.
2. Complete
application for
funds
3. Prepare
application
presentation
materials

1. Fund
application
2. Program
information

Housing
Authority staff

Present
Application to
HUD

1. Schedule
interview
2. Present
application for
funds

1. Application

1. Program information is rendered in a digital
format and linked to locations on a map
display. Information may be accessed and
aggregated via a spatial search (delimiting
records according to their location), an
attribute search (delimiting records according
to their characteristics), or both.
2. Depending upon funding requirements, a user
may aggregate program statistics by accessing
historical and present program records
citywide, or within areas prescribed by the
grantee conditions, such as certain historic
neighborhoods or census tracts.

1. Record program
activities
2. Create program
activity reports

1. Program
information

Provide
Information to
Public

Housing
Authority staff

Maintain
Information

Requires:
n Street network with address ranges
n Program information and locations
n Boundaries: neighborhoods, census, etc.
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1. Program information is rendered in a digital
format and linked to locations on a map
display. Information may be accessed and
aggregated via a spatial search (delimiting
records according to their location), an
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Housing
Authority staff

Provide
Information

1. Receive
information
request
2. Identify
information
sources and
reports
3. Provide
information

1. Program
information

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
records according to their location), an
attribute search (delimiting records according
to their characteristics), or both.
2. A user is able to access required information
through a map display, by selecting locations
of interest, or by entering in contract numbers,
physical addresses, or other identifying
characteristics, in order to retrieve the desired
information.
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Program information and locations
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Library Department (Library and Museum Services)
Interviewed:
Joseph Green
Kathy Haug
Karen Dozier

Library Director
Administrative Librarian
Assistant Administrative Analyst

Overview
The Library Department provides library and information services to the residents of the
City of Richmond and, by cooperative agreement, to residents of other nearby
communities. The programs of the library include the maintenance and lending of
documents and other informational materials, the administration of literacy and other
public education initiatives, the operation of a bookmobile, the identification and listing
of Richmond’s historic places, and the administration of Richmond’s library and museum
facilities.
The library serves the population of Richmond and surrounding areas, including
Richmond’s 34,000 school-age children. Over 60,000 current library cardholders are
served, and many others participate in library and museum programs. Library
Department facilities consist of two branch libraries, one bookmobile, and the Richmond
Museum of History. A total of 68 people work for the Library Department, including a
head librarian and five managers.
Though the Library Department is highly sophisticated with automated database
technology, and maintains and uses informational databases of all kinds (including its
automated cataloguing and circulation management systems) in the course of its daily
operations, it does not currently maintain or regularly make direct use of GIS
technologies. The Library Department does, however, maintain a 100 Mbps connection
to the City’s c omputer network (Novell).
The Library Department understands generally the potential support that GIS technology
might provide in the context of library program planning, and has expressed interest in
learning more about how its operational processes and programs might benefit from the
technology. In terms of providing geographic information to the public, the library
already maintains a website with links to maps of places around the world, and is
interested in providing geographic information about Richmond as it becomes available
from a City of Richmond GIS.
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Operations
The traditional foundation of the Library Department activities is the maintenance and
circulation of documents and other informational materials at library facilities. That basic
mission is supplemented by a variety of outreach and educational programs designed to
serve the general public, including museum programs. The operational activities related
to the various library activities and programs vary, but generally involve advance
planning, administration, participant registration, program preparation and presentation,
acquisition and maintenance of materials, research, catalogue and other database
maintenance, data processing and reporting, and facilities management.
The operational activities of the Library Department are managed in the context of seven
administrative divisions as follows:
1. Circulation Services – Responsible for the circulation (check-out and
tracking) of all materials, including those borrowed from sources outside the
library. Also responsible for the maintenance of a computer library activity
database.
2. Access Services - Responsible for the acquisition, cataloguing and processing
of all materials maintained and circulated by the library.
3. Children’s Services – Responsible for coordinating library services city-wide
for children, parents, and care givers. Services include pre-literacy skills and
story times for preschoolers, family story times, reading incentive programs,
and homework assistance.
4. Extension Services – Provides library and information services from branch
libraries in Point Richmond and Bayview, and from the Bookmobile.
5. Library Management (Administration) – Responsible for general
administrative functions of the Main Library, branches, the Literacy for Every
Adult (“LEAP”) Project, and the Richmond Museum of History.
6. Reference Services – Responsible for assisting patrons in locating library
resources and answers to questions, developing and managing special
collections (including periodicals, audio, video, government documents, etc.),
and organizing and promoting adult programs and outreach.
7. Museum Services – Responsible for providing research into Richmond’s
history, and collecting, procuring, and displaying historical materials and
artifacts.
The major system that currently supports the Library Department’s operations, other than
those City of Richmond systems to which the Library is linked via Novell, consists of its
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on-line catalogue (“Rosie”) and circulation system. The library’s catalogue and
circulation system integrates cataloguing, check-out and library card-holder tracking
functions. In addition to this system, the Library Department maintains a variety of
discrete databases, including a museum membership database, and a number of activity
and participant databases related to the various outreach and informational programs
sponsored by the library.
Data
The data used, collected and maintained by the Library Department for its internal
operational purposes is distinguishable from the information collected and maintained for
the use of library patrons and the public, and is the focus of this inquiry.
The principal data collected and maintained is done so in the context of the library’s
cataloguing and circulation system, and in the context of its various informational
programs.
To check-out materials from or through the library, members of the public are issued a
library card. Library card-holders are registered in the library’s circulation system. The
information associated with each card-holder includes their name and address along with
information about their check-out transactions. After materials are checked back in, the
record of the particular item checked out are removed from the record, but a running total
of the number of check-out transactions is maintained.
Participants in outreach or informational programs sponsored by the library are
registered, though the specific information maintained, and the form of the information,
is unclear. This requires further inquiry.
The Richmond Historical Museum maintains a Museum Association membership list.
The Museum Association is a non-profit entity, and membership is by subscription. The
Museum Association works with the Library Department, and sponsors many of the
museum programs.
The City of Richmond Website includes a link to the library website, which in turn
provides a link to its on-line catalogue and a comprehensive list of other informational
websites. The number of hits on the library’s website is recorded.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Manage
Library
Collection

Librarian

Acquire
Library
Materials

1. Receive
publication
notices
2. Review
acquisition
budget
3. Review program
objectives and
patron requests
4. Issue funds and
purchase or
otherwise acquire
items

1. New
publication
information
2. Library
budget
3. Program
objectives
4. Patron
requests

Librarian

Catalogue
Library
Materials

1. Identify new item
2. Assign shelf
location and other
item descriptors
3. Enter cataloguing
information into
Innopaq
4. Prepare item for
shelves or other
storage location
5. Place item on
shelves or at other
designated
location

1. Item
descriptions

1. Library facilities are mapped, particularly shelf
locations with Dewey Decimal System ranges
or similar indexing scheme.
2. Inventory of holdings is digitally maintained
and linked to facility schematic on map
display.
3. User is able to identify the facility location of
any inventory item on a map display, and
query such attributes as availability, last
checked out, due date, etc. as appropriate.
4. User is able to produce a thematic map display
of library facilities (e.g. shelves) rendered
according to the frequency that its holdings are
borrowed, to support facility layout planning.
5. Cardholder distribution throughout the
community and abroad can be mapped t o
reveal patterns to support regional outreach
and new facility planning.
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Requires:
n Facility layout map
n Inventory indexing scheme linked to facility
features (e.g. shelves)
n Library holdings database
n Cardholder database
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
- Census information
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Librarian &
Library
Assistant

Maintain
Library
Materials

1. Develop shelf
maintenance and
other storage
maintenance plan
2. Review holdings
according to plan
3. Weed shelves
4. Shift Materials on
Shelves
5. Repair materials

1. Facility /
location
information
2. Shelf
maintenance
schedule
3. Shelf weeding
policy

Library
Assistant

Circulate
Library
Materials

1. Receive Checkout request from
library card
holder
2. Record check-out
transaction
3. Receive overdue
listings
4. Send overdue
notices
5. Record check-in
transactions
6. Issue and collect
fines
7. Re-shelve
checked-in
materials

1. Cardholder
information
2. Transaction
information
3. Inventory
information
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Neighborhood council areas
Etc.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Conduct
Informational
Programs

Librarian,
Library
Administrator

Design
Informational
Program

1. Identify need for
1. Demographic
program
information
2. Identify
2. Cardholder
opportunities and
information
constraints
3. Identify program
location
4. Establish program
specifications

Librarian

Schedule
Informational
Presentations

1. Review candidate
space availability
2. Review staff or
other program
personnel
availability
3. Review
availability of
required materials
4. Calendar program
events

1. Location
information
2. Facility use
schedules

1. Identify required
materials
2. Prepare purchase
orders
3. Order and receive
materials

1. List of
required
materials
2. Vendor
information
3. Price lists

Library
Assistant

Identify and
Acquire
Informational
Materials

Required Data
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1. Cardholder information is linked to locations
on a map display in the City's enterprise GIS,
available to Library staff. A user can create a
thematic map of cardholder locations rendered
according to usage patterns to support outreach
and other planning efforts.
2. A volume of ancillary information is similarly
available on the City's GIS, and can be
integrated with cardholder distribution
characteristics to analyze the Library's
clientele for in a variety of ways, including
identifying demographic trends, targeting
under-served neighborhoods, etc.
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Cardholder information
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
- Census information
- Neighborhood boundaries
- Etc.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Library
Assistant,
Library
Volunteer

Promote and
Advertise
Program

1. Identify potential
program patrons
2. Prepare
promotional
campaign
3. Implement
promotional
campaign

1. Demographic
model of
potential
program
participants

Librarian,
Library
Assistant,
Library
Volunteer

Conduct
Program

1. Register
participants
2. Provide program
materials
3. Conduct
presentations or
other forum

1. Participant
information

Librarian

Assess
Program

1. Conduct survey
1. Demographics
of program
of program
participants
participants
2. Record survey
2. Response of
findings
participants to
3. Analyze and
program
report survey
findings for future
planning
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Provide
Extension
Services

Library Staff

Design
Extension
Services
Program

1. Identify extension
service need
(public request,
decision-maker
request, needs
survey results)
2. Review budget
and staff
capabilities
3. Identify location
of potential
service users
4. Identify available
facilities,
including mobile
facilities
5. Specify extension
service

1. Demographic
information
2. Cardholder
information
3. List of
requested
services
4. Needs survey
results

1. Cardholder information is linked to locations
on a map display in the City's enterprise GIS,
available to Library staff. A user can create a
thematic map of cardholder locations rendered
according to usage patterns to support outreach
and other planning efforts.
2. A volume of ancillary information is similarly
available on the City's GIS, and can be
integrated with cardholder distribution
characteristics to analyze the Library's
clientele for in a variety of ways, including
identifying demographic trends, targeting
under-served neighborhoods, etc.
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Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Cardholder information
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
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Task

Provide
Museum
Services

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Librarian

Implement
Extension
Services
Program

1. Assign staff
2. Schedule
facilities
3. Distribute Notice
of service
4. Provide service
5. Track level of use
6. Analyze and
report success of
service for future
planning

1. Staff
information
2. Facility use
schedules
3. Cardholder
information

Library
Staff/Museum
Staff

Design and
Schedule
Museum
Programs

1. Receive program 1. Budget
suggestions
information
2. Develop program 2. Existing
specifications
calendar of
3. Schedule program
museum
and program
events
space

Conduct
Historical
Research

1. Identify historical
events and
artifacts
2. Report on
findings

1. Artifact
information
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-

City orthophoto
Census information
Neighborhood boundaries
Etc.

1. Cardholder information is linked to locations
on a map display in the City's enterprise GIS,
available to Library staff. A user can create a
thematic map of cardholder locations rendered
according to usage patterns to support outreach
and other planning efforts.
2. A volume of ancillary information is similarly
available on the City's GIS, and can be
integrated with cardholder distribution
characteristics to analyze the Library's
clientele for in a variety of ways, including
identifying demographic trends, targeting
under-served neighborhoods, etc.
3. A user may query a map display of cardholder
locations by proximity or proclivity to a
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Acquire
Historical
Display Items

1. Review
acquisitions
budget
2. Purchase, borrow,
or otherwise
obtain items

1. Acquisitions
budget
2. Artifact
information

Set Up
Display and
Informational
Program

1. Design and
prepare displays
2. Prepare and
produce
informational
materials

1. Demographic
information
2. Cardholder
information

Promote
Programs

1. Prepare program
notices
2. Distribute
program notices

1. Demographic
information
2. Cardholder
information

Assess
Programs

1. Record program
and display
attendance
2. Assess program
success
3. Prepare Report
for future
planning

1. Demographic
information
2. Cardholder
information
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museum or program, and generate a mailing
list for promotional material distribution.
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Cardholder infor mation
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
- Census information
- Neighborhood boundaries
- Etc.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Identify and
Propose
Historic Sites

1. Receive informal
historic site
nominations
2. Research history
of proposed site
3. Prepare and file
formal
nominations for
historic site status

1. Site
information

Conduct
Museum
Membership
Programs

1. Identify potential 1. Potential
museum members
member
2. Plan membership
mailing list;
campaign
New member
3. Prepare
names and
promotion
addresses
program
4. Conduct
campaign
5. Record
membership
applications
6. Issue membership
cards
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Respond to
Information
Requests
(Reference
Services)

Librarian

Receive
Information
Requests

1. Receive requests
via telephone,
internet, or at
reference desk
2. Record
information
request

1. Information
request

1. Library facility information is rendered into a
digital format and made available to the
general public online.
2. Public access users are provided the ability to
search the Library's inventory, determine each
item's availability, and identify where each is
located within the Library facility.
3. A Library staff user is able to monitor a log of
information requests to identify possible
service enhancements.

Conduct
Research

1. Identify
information
resources
2. Contact or access
information
resources
3. Review
information
resources

1. Research
resources

Requires:
n Facility layout map
n Inventory indexing scheme linked to facility
features (e.g. shelves)
n Library holdings database
n Cardholder database
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- Census information
- Etc.

Provide
Requested
Information

1. Contact person
requesting
information
2. Provide answers
to questions

1. Information
request
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Task

Administer
Library
Department

Actor

Library
Administrator

Action

Process

Required Data

Maintain
Records

1. Record
information
request
2. Record how
information was
provided

1. Information
request log

Acquire
Library
Department
Financing

1. Develop Budget
2. Propose Budget
3. Apply for Grants

1. Historic costs
2. Projected
costs
3. Grant
information
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1. Cardholder information is linked to locations
on a map display in the City's enterprise GIS,
available to Library staff. A user can create a
thematic map of cardholder locations rendered
according to usage patterns to support outreach
and other planning efforts.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Design
Library
Programs

1. Identify program
need
2. Revie w Library
financial, staff
and facility
resources
3. Determine
capability to
develop program
4. Develop program
specifications

1. Program
information
2. Staff
information
3. Community
demographics
4. Budget data;
5. facility
availability

2. A volume of ancillary information is similarly
available on the City's GIS, and can be
integrated with cardholder distribution
characteristics to analyze the Library's
clientele for in a variety of ways, including
identifying demographic trends, targeting
under-served neighborhoods, etc.
3. A user may query a map display of cardholder
locations by proximity or proclivity to a
museum or program, and generate a mailing
list for promotional material distribution.
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Cardholder information
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
- Census information
- Neighborhood boundaries
- Etc.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Report
Library Usage

1. Record and report 1. Attendance /
usage of library
participation
materials
information
2. Record and report 2. Cardholder
participation in
information
library programs
3. Record and report
participation in
museum
programs

Plan Library
Budget

1. Identify historic
library use figures
2. Project future
library use figures
3. Identify historic
library
budget/usage
relationships
4. Project future
library budget
requirements
5. Report future
library budget

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

1. Historic
budget
information
2. Demographic
information
3. Library
materials cost
information
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Oversee
Facilities
Planning and
Management

1. Project future
facility needs
2. Report needs to
City decisionmakers
3. Conduct facility
inspections
4. Report facility
maintenance
needs to
appropriate City
Departments

1. Facility
information

Oversee Staff
Planning and
Management

1. Project future
staff requirements
2. Budget future
staff positions
3. Report future
staff needs to City
decision-makers
4. Plan staff
assignments
5. Conduct periodic
staff reviews

1. Cardholder
information
2. Budget
information
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Office of Emergency Services
Interviewed:
Kathryn Aguirre, Manager, Office of Emergency Services
Overview
Richmond’s Office of Emergency Services (“OES”) is a Division of the Richmond Fire
Department. It is a special purpose Division that concentrates its efforts on planning for
and implementing coordinated, multi-agency disaster response strategies. The major
work of OES is accomplished preparing for emergencies. The major mission of OES is
accomplished responding to emergencies.
OES is responsible for minimizing the damage and speeding the recovery from
unplanned events such as major floods, explosions, chemical spills or other disasters. It
acts as part of a network of public agencies dedicated to disaster response, and its
activities are established by federal and state statute. To accomplish its mission, OES
coordinates and relies on personnel from all City of Richmond Departments and
agencies. In addition, OES draws on the agencies and resources of nearby jurisdictions
by agreement.
OES itself consists of two staff members: the OES Manager and an administrative aide.
Together they coordinate emergency response preparation plans and activities, and
coordinate the implementation of emergency response plans when disastrous events
occur. They also coordinate the preparation and maintenance of Richmond’s Emergency
Operations Center (“EOC”), a “war room” that becomes active as the command post for
emergency response efforts when the need is established. In the year 2000, two disastrous
events requiring the involvement of OES, and the engagement of the OEC, occurred.
Though OES uses and deals with geographic information in both its planning and
operational efforts, it currently does not itself maintain GIS capabilities. It maintains
paper base maps and aerial images in the EOC that are used to track disasters and
emergency response operations. When the EOC is engaged, representatives from police,
fire, and other emergency response agencies keep in contact with their respective
agencies and feed needed information to the EOC verbally, where it is translated, by
manual methods, onto the OES’s tracking charts and maps.
Likewise, GIS capabilities are not usually engaged when preparing emergency response
plans and other emergency preparation documents. Though information products
supplied by other agencies may be generated using GIS technology, the GIS analytic and
product generation capabilities themselves are not available to OES.
OES understands the possible applications of GIS technology and data to its activities,
both in the context of emergency response preparation and active emergency response. It
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would like to be able to associate a range of information, from drainage patterns to floor
plans, with individual parcels that can be combined for quick analysis with other parcels
in designated disaster impact zones. OES also envisions using GIS to track emergency
operations and conditions as they evolve during an emergency, and recovery operations
and conditions as they occur in the wake of an emergency event. OES staff understands
that its work can become more effective if it simply has the ability to tap geographic
information generated and maintained by other City and regional agencies, in particular
the police, fire, and planning departments. This ability would enable OES to track the
current geographic conditions that impact the potential location and character of
emergency events, and to more readily draw on and direct resources in the event of an
emergency event.
Operations
The work of OES revolves around preparation for disaster response, and disaster
response operations themselves.
Preparation activities are undertaken in response to statutory mandate. Each local
jurisdiction must, according to federal and state law, make preparations for unexpected
disastrous events. Local jurisdictions also enter into cooperative agreements with
surrounding jurisdic tions, and state and federal agencies, to meet the challenge of
effective disaster response.
The preparation activities of the City of Richmond, coordinated by the Richmond OES,
consist of preparation and maintenance of a City Emergency Operation Plan, a City
Evacuation Plan, and supplemental information regarding individual City employee and
agency responsibilities and procedures during an emergency. In addition, OES prepares,
maintains, and implements training to response team members, and public education
programs to help the public at large respond effectively in case of major emergency.
When an emergency situation occurs that requires a major coordinated response effort,
OES and other City agencies cooperate according to the City’s Emergency Operatio n
Plan. Procedures established by OES in the Plan are followed for coordination of all
aspects of communications, response management, and recovery management among the
participating agencies and entities. For major events, this involves activating the EOC,
where the City Manager and various agency heads or representatives gather to coordinate
the response work. Each participating agency or entity fulfills its defined responsibilities
using its own resources but in concert with other participating agencies and entities. All
participating emergency response agencies and entities report to the command structure
in place in the EOC.
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Data
As stated, OES currently does not maintain a geographic database of any kind, relying
instead on maps and mapped information supplied manually upon request by other
agencies or outside sources. The information available is described in the separate
summary statements for those agencies contained elsewhere in this document. OES does
not maintain the capability to access geography-based information directly from the fire
or police departments, or from the other City agencies.
The principal information developed and maintained by OES consists of listings of the
agencies and public entities that comprise the network of organized resources available to
participate in one way or another in emergency response activities. A principal
responsibility of OES is to be able to identify and engage needed resources from the area,
and in order to do this, OES maintains its contacts and information about what resources
are available and from whom. This information is presented in the various preparatory
plans and documents produced by OES, and in text-based directories maintained on OES
PC computers.
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Task

Actor

Action

Prepare and
Maintain
Emergency
Plans

OES Staff; Fire
Dept. Staff;
Police Dept.
Staff

Prepare
Richmond
Emergency
Operations
Plan

OES Staff; Fire
Dept. Staff;
Police Dept.
Staff

Prepare
Richmond
Evacuation
Action Plan

Process

Required Data

1. Maintain
Existing Plan
2. Modify Plan
Every Four
Years per
Statute

1. Updated
Agency
Listings
2. Updated
Contacts
List
3. Land Use
Changes
4. Flood
Maps
5. City
Infrastruct
ure
Changes
6. Facilities
Maps
7. Business
License
Informatio
n
8. Hazardous
Materials
Locations
1. Updated
Agency
Listings
2. Updated
Contacts
List
3. Streets
and Roads
Info

1. Maintain
Existing Plan
2. Modify Plan
Periodically
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1. Ability to map basic City physical and
infrastructure characteristics
2. Ability to relate land ownership and
various jurisdiction boundaries to streets
and parcel numbers
3. Ability to determine potential hazard zones
related to flood, earthquake, fire, toxic
fumes, etc.
Requires:
• Street network with address ranges
• Parcel Map with Parcel Numbers
• Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate

1. Ability to locate temporary housing
facilities close to disaster impact area but
out of danger
Required:
• Street Network with address ranges
• Emergency housing facility locations
• Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate
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Task

Maintain
Relationships
with Other
Emergency
Response
Organizations

Actor

OES Staff

OES Staff

Imple ment
Mitigation
Planning
Measures

OES Staff;
Various
Agencies

Action

Establish
Relationships

Maintain
Relationships

Propose
Modifications
to Current
(Pre-Disaster)
Conditions

Process

Required Data

1. Identify Other
Agencies and
Entities
2. Establish
Agreements
3. Identify
Contact
Persons
1. Receive
Notices
2. Respond to
Notices
3. Attend
Meetings
4. Exchange
Information
1. Identify
Potential
Problem
Conditions
2. Plan for
Modification
of Conditions
3. Implement
Modifications

4. City
Infrastruct
ure
Changes
5. Facilities
Maps
1. Agency
and Entity
Contacts
Lists

1. Ability to identify nearby government
jurisdiction boundaries
2. Ability to identify administrative agency
jurisdiction boundaries
Required:
• Various jurisdiction boundaries
• Background layers as appropriate

1. Agency
and Entity
Activity
Calendars
2. Agency
and Entity
Contacts
Lists
1. Survey
Reports
2. News
Reports
3. Damage
Potential
Analysis
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GIS Enhancements and Requirements

1. Ability to locate agency and entity facility
locations
Required:
• Government agency addresses
• Background layers, as appropriate
1. Ability to identify and locate potential
problem conditions.
2. Ability to project impact zone of potential
problem events
Required:
• Street Map with address ranges
• Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
layers, as appropriate

OES Staff

Conduct
Public
Education and
Training
Campaign

OES Staff;
Various
Agencies;
Private Entities

Review
Proposed
Projects

Conduct
Public
Education
Program

1. Receive
Notification
of Proposed
Project
2. Review
Project Plans
and/or EIR
3. Suggest
Mitigation
Requirements

1. Project
Proposals
2. Project
EIRs
3. Project
Location

1. Identify
General
Public Target
Audience
2. Prepare
Public
Information
Materials
3. Plan Public
Education
Program
4. Implement
Public
Education
Program

1. Communit
y Base
Map
2. Public
Education
Facility
Locations

1. Ability to locate proposed project and
compare with potential problem impact
zones
2. Ability to define possible zone of
disastrous potential impacts related to
proposed project
Required:
• Street network
• Digital development plans
• Proposed project site
• Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate
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1. Ability to create map presentations
supporting public emergency response
education program
Required:
• Street network
• Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate
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Task

Coordinate
Disaster
Response
Efforts

Actor

Action

OES Staff;
Various
Agencies

Conduct
Emergency
Response
Training

OES Staff

Initiate
Response
Effort

OES Staff;
Various
Agencies

Conduct
Response
Effort

Process

Required Data

1. Identify
Reponse
Team
Training
Needs/Target
Audience
2. Prepare
Training Plan
and Materials
3. Implement
Training Plan
1. Experience or
Learn About
Event
2. Assemble
EOC Team
3. Gather at
Emergency
Operations
Center
4. Activate EOC
1. Assess
Situation
2. Broadcast
Information to
Public
3. Coordinate
Response
Actions per
Emergency
Operations
Plan
128

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

1. Communit
y Base
Map
2. Training
Facility
Locations

1. Ability to create map presentations
supporting emergency response team
training program

1. EOC
Team List
2. Emergenc
y
Operation
s Plan

1. Ability to access and display response team
agency information at the EOC
2. Ability to combine and conduct analyses
on geographic information maintained by
different agencies and entities on the
response team

1. Location
and
Nature of
Event
2. General
Condition
s at and
Around
Event
Location
3. Impact
Area

1. Ability to anticipate impact zone of event
that has actually occurred
2. Ability to identify at-risk population and
their locations and contact information
3. Ability to identify special need individuals
in projected disaster impacts zone

Required:
• Street network
• Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate

Required:
• Street network
• Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate
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Task

Actor

OES Staff;
Various
Agencies

Coordinate
Disaster
Recovery
Efforts

OES Staff;
Various
Agencies

OES Staff;
City
Attorney’s
Office

Action

Track
Response
Effort

Assess and
Report
Damage

Identify
Responsibility

Process

Required Data

4. Evacuate
Impact Area
5. Determine
End to
Emergency
1. Receive Field
Reports
2. Record Field
Reports
3. Initiate
Inquiries
4. Record
Inquiry
Responses

4.

1.

2.

3.

1. Conduct
Damage
Survey
2. Report
Damage
Survey
Results

1. Conduct
Investigation
2. Assess
Responsibility
129

Area
Boundary
Evacuatio
n Action
Plan
Location
of
Response
Resources
Nature of
Response
Actions
Changes
in Impact
Area
Boundary

1. Pre Event
Condition
s
2. Post Event
Condition
s
3. Location
and Type
of
Damage
1. Nature of
Event
2. Action
Initiating

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

1. Ability to access updated place-based
information recorded in the field during the
disaster response operations
2. Ability to determine changes in projected
impact zone resulting from changes in
conditions
Required:
• Street network with address ranges
• Parcels and parcel numbers
• Background nd complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate
1. Ability to map damage survey strategy
2. Ability to record damage survey results by
parcel, and aggregated parcels
Required:
• Street network with address ranges
• Parcels and parcel numbers
• Background layers, as appropriate
1. Ability to conduct geographic analysis of
events that may indicate explanatory
relationships between factors
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

3. Initiate Legal
Action

OES Staff

OES Staff

Raise OES
Operational
Funds

OES Staff

Obtain
Disaster
Relief Funds

Coordinate
“Mop Up”

Obtain Grant
Funds

1. Identify
Available
Relief Funds
2. Apply for
Funds
3. Receive
Funds

1. Initiate
Recovery
Program per
Emergency
Operations
Plan
2. Implement
Recovery
Program
1. Identify
Available
Grant Funds
2. Apply for
Funds
130

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Event
3. Identity of
Parties, if
any,
Initiating
Event
1. Federal
Disaster
Relief
Fund
Informatio
n
2. Federal
Relief
Fund
Applicatio
n
1. Emergenc
y
Operation
s Plan
2. Facility
Locations

Required:
• Street network with address ranges
• Parcels and parcel numbers
• Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate

1. Grant
Fund
Directory
2. Grant
Fund

1. Ability to produce presentation maps that
illustrate the location and extent of damage
resulting from the event

1. Ability to produce presentation maps that
illustrate the location and extent of damage
resulting from the event
Required:
• Street network with address ranges
• Parcels and parcel numbers
• Damage reports by parcel numbers
• Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate
1. Ability to map and schedule recovery
activity by parcel and aggregated parcels
Requires:
• Street network with address ranges
• Parcels and parcel numbers
• Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate

Required:
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

3. Receive
Funds

OES Staff

Obtain City
Funds

Applicatio
n

1. Propose
Annual
Budget
2. Present
Budget
Proposal
3. Receive
Approved
Budget

1. Historic
OES
Costs
2. Economic
Impact of
OES
Actions
3. Social
Impact of
OES
Actions
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•
•
•
•

Street network with address ranges
Parcels and parcel numbers
Damage reports by parcel numbers
Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate

1. Ability to produce presentation maps that
illustrate the location and extent of damage
resulting from any particular event, and the
extent of recovery actions undertaken in
response to any particular event.
Required:
• Street network with address ranges
• Parcels and parcel numbers
• Damage reports by parcel number
• Recovery action reports by parcel numbers
• Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate
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Paratransit Division
Interviewed:
Hakeim McGee, Paratransit Coordinator
Overview
The Paratransit Division of the Richmond Public Services Department provides
subsidized accessible transportation opportunities for the senior and disabled population
of the City of Richmond and adjacent unincorporated areas of West Contra Costa County.
The mission of the Program is to make the resources of the community available to those
who would, without special transportation, be unable to access them.
The Paratransit Division runs two major programs. The first program is a Van
Transportation Program wherein the City operates a fleet of nine specially equipped vans,
providing low-cost door-to-door transportation opportunities for qualified persons during
regular business hours. The second program is a Taxi Scrip Program, wherein the City
administers contracts with Taxicab companies for the provision of subsidized door-todoor transportation services to qualified persons 24 hours per day, 7 days per week.
Thirteen people work in the Paratransit Division, and eight of those people are drivers.
The Van Transportation Program provides about 100 one-way trips per day.
The primary source of mapped information used currently by the Paratransit Division
consists of Thomas Guide map books and the Thomas Guide Digital Edition. Both map
types are currently distributed and used in booklet form to locate resident and business
addresses. All drivers are familiar with the community, and the maps are used to
supplement their knowledge. Though the Paratransit Division uses computers in the
office for word processing, spreads heet applications, and limited windows-based
software, Geographic Information System (GIS) technology is not currently used.
Because the Paratransit Division staff members operate largely in response to
transportation requests and conditions that change from moment to moment, and because
their current “manual” methods provide a measure of flexibility and personalized
response they wish to maintain, the Division envisions no major application for GIS in
it’s operations. The Division maintains a dispatch communications system that can
accommodate the particular needs of its clients, and considers that GIS may add a level of
administration that would interfere with, rather than support, a system that already seems
to work efficiently. It is also the case, however, that the Division collects address based
information and keeps records on its daily transport runs that may be of interest to others
in a GIS context. It is likely that the Paratransit Division would be a GIS information
provider more than a GIS information user.
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Operations
The service area for the Paratransit Division includes the City of Richmond and
neighboring Contra Costa County communities, including El Cerrito, San Pablo, North
Richmond, El Sobrante, Kensington, and parts of Pinole and Albany. Clients initiate
most of the Paratransit Division's operations in this area. An applicant for services takes
the first step by submitting an application. The application is reviewed and a
determination is made about the applicant’s eligibility for services. Once the client is
determined to be eligible for services, they are added to the Division’s passenger list
database and an ID card is issued to the client. The client then purchases Van ticket
books for access to the Van Program, and/or books of Taxi Scrip – a kind of payment
coupon – for access to taxi services. The Division accomplishes and records the purchase
transactions. Once eligibility is determined and tickets or scrip is issued, clients are free
to initiate transportation pick-ups by either the Vans or contracted taxis. Some
transportation activity is initiated for clients upon the request of other city services such
as day-care or nutrition programs, and regular schedules are established relative to those
services. Most transportation activity, however, is initiated day-to-day by calls from
individual clients.
Since conditions change while the Vans are on the street, drivers are supplied with pagers
and cellular phones. Rides to and from medical appointments can be made a day in
advance, but all other individual transportation requests must be made the day of the
requested ride, a minimum of one hour before pick-up. A reservationist in the main
office acts as a “nerve center,” issuing a passenger manifest for each driver before they
head out (there are morning and afternoon drivers). This manifest is then modified as
necessary while “en route” via cell phone. A running log of actual pick-ups and
destinations is kept by the drivers, and turned in each day to the main office. Daily,
weekly, and monthly reports of Paratransit Division transportation runs are prepared.
The monthly report is sent to the head of the Public Services Department.
In addition to its passenger registration and transportation activities, the Paratransit
Division arranges for the maintenance of vehicles, administers its contracts with local
taxi companies under the Taxi Scrip program, and cooperates with East Bay Paratransit,
the regional paratransit agency established by AC Transit and BART (regional public
transportation systems) as required by the federal Americans with Disabilities Act
(Richmond’s Paratransit Program is an independent, supplemental paratransit activity
paid for by Contra Costa County sales tax revenues).
Data
To support its operations, the Paratransit Division maintains Thomas Brothers Map
Books and an annually updated CD Edition of the paper map books. Coverage consists
of all San Francisco Bay Area counties and cities (though most operations take place
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within Contra Costa County). The Counties are Alameda, Contra Costa (including
Richmond), Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, and Santa Clara.
In addition to its use of maps produced by Thomas Brothers, the Paratransit Division
produces and maintains information itself in support of its operations. This information
consists principally of a qualified passenger database maintained on WordPerfect,
manually maintained and stored driver manifests (logs) that record all pick-up points,
destinations, and passengers served for each van each day, and weekly and monthly
summary reports of transport activity based on the daily manifests and logs.
In order to successfully meet the special transportation needs of its client population, the
Paratransit Division has necessarily structured itself for flexibility. Though it does
organize some routine schedules, it mostly responds to same -day transportation requests.
The dispatchers create driver manifests (suggested schedule and route) for each van at the
beginning of the morning and afternoon shifts, but it is understood that the manifests are
fluid and will probably change “en route” as necessary to respond to the requests and
special needs of clients. This flexibility requires that each driver be given authority to
determine routes and respond to schedule modifications “on the fly,” and in this context,
one of the principal information sources becomes the drivers’ own knowledge of streets
and preferred routes, along with their experience of the special needs of each client. The
Division relies on the experience of its staff as an information source, and believes that -at its current scale of operations -- its network of staff experience represents an
information system uniquely capable of meeting the personalized flexibility it requires on
a daily basis. In short, the Division, though it produces address-based information that
may be available in a GIS context for other City purposes, does not believe that its
current daily operations would be particularly enhanced by GIS technology. The table
below flushes out areas where GIS technology might be of assistance if it is ultimately to
be employed by the Division.
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Task

Actor

Action

Register
Clients

Paratransit
Administrative
Staff

Receive
Applications

Paratransit
Administrative
Staff

Determine
Applicant
Eligibility

Process

Required Data

1. Create or
update
program
guide
documents
2. Create or
update
application
forms
3. Distribute
application
forms
4. Provide
Assistance
filling out
application
forms
5. Receive or
collect
completed
application
forms,
including
physician’s
certification
1. Establish or
update
eligibility
requirements
2. Compare
applicant
information

1. Applicant
name and
address

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
1. Ability to enter Applicant Information in
digital format and link it with applicant
residence location on a map display.
Requires:
•
•
•
•
•

1. Applicant
name and
address,
age,
physical
condition
2. Program
135

Street network with address ranges
Application Information
City Boundaries
Service Area Boundaries
Background map layers, as appropriate

1. Ability to compare applicant location with
Paratransit service area to determine
eligibility.
2. Ability to compare applicant information
with other information maintained by city
for applicant’s address for verification
purposes.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

3.

4.

5.

6.

Paratransit
Administrative
Staff

Certify
Applicant
Eligibility

1.

2.

3.

Required Data

with
requirements
Determine
whether
application is
complete
Assist
applica nt with
completion of
form if
necessary
Verify
applicant
information
Determine
whether
applicant
matches
eligibility
requirements
Issue
certification
or noncertification
letter to
applicant
Issue ID card
to qualifying
applicants
Add applicant
to Passenger
List database
136

eligibility
rules
3. Map of
operations
area

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
3. System for red flagging application upon
entry of information into system when
application information is incomplete.
4. System for red flagging application upon
entry of information into system when
applicant information does not match
eligibility requirements.
Requires:
• Service Area Boundaries
• Applicant Eligibility Requirements

1. Applicant
address

1. Automatic production of certification or
non-certification letter to applicant upon
entry of application information
2. Automatic production of ID card for
applicants who are certified
Requires:
•

Applicant Address
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Task

Issue Taxi
Scrip and Van
Tickets

Actor

Paratransit
Administrative
Staff

Action

Receive
Request

Process

Required Data

4. Create paper
file for new
client
(passenger)
1. Receive order
by mail or inperson
2. Verify
passenger
eligibility

1. Passenger
ID
number

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

1. Ability to compare ordering information to
list of eligible passengers
2. Ability to record orde r in digital format and
associate it with eligible passenger
residence location
Requires:
•
•

Issue Van
Coupons or
Taxi Scrip

Process
Payments

1. Provide
Coupons or
Scrip to
passenger
2. Record
transaction in
passenger file
1. Receive
payment for
Coupons or
Scrip from
passenger
2. Record
passenger
payments
3. Send
payments to

1. Passenger
name and
address

List of eligible passengers
Digital passenger file

1. Ability to record and track transaction
digitally

1. Passenger
trip
verificatio
n
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Task

Take
Reservations

Actor

Action

Paratransit
Reservationist

Receive
Request

Paratransit
Reservationist

Schedule trip

Process

Required Data

Finance
4. Receive spent
scrip and
invoice for
reimbusement
from Taxi
company
5. Verify taxi
company
invoice
6. Send taxi
company
invoice to
Finance for
payment
1. Receive
individual van
trip request
from
passenger
2. Receive
“group”
request from
coordinating
day care or
nutrition
center facility
3. Maintain
standing order
requests
1. Confirm
passenger
138

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

1. Passenger
name and
address
2. Pick-up
time and
location
3. Drop-off
time and
location

1. Ability to enter requested passenger pickup and drop-off locations and times

1. Passenger
List

1. Ability to generate sequential list of
requested pick-ups and drop-offs for given
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

eligibility
2. Add requests
to daily driver
manifests
3. Issue daily
manifest to
each driver

Operate Vans

Paratransit
Administrative
Staff;
Paratransit
Drivers

Maintain
Vans

Paratransit
Reservationist;
Paratransit
Administrative
Staff

Schedule
Drivers

1. Provide van
schedule
requirements
to Public
Services (fleet
maintenance)
2. Check-out
and return
vans to Public
Services (fleet
maintenance
facility)
1. Issue driver
shift
assignments
2. Assign vans
3. Modify driver
shift and van
assignments
139

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

database
2. Passenger
name and
address
3. Pick-up
time and
location
4. Drop-off
time and
location
5. Driver
coverage
area
1. Van use
logs
2. Van
maintenan
ce logs

pick-up areas during given time periods
(create master manifest).
2. Ability to compare passenger request with
passenger eligibility list.

1. Driver
names
2. Driver van
assignmen
t history
3. Driver
work

1. Ability to track van assignments by driver
and driver service areas

Requires:
•
•
•

Street network with address ranges
Route modeling capabilities
Schedule modeling capabilities

Requires:
•

Driver service area boundaries
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Task

Actor
Paratransit
Reservationist

Action
Issue Daily
Manifests

Process
1.

2.

3.

4.

Paratransit
Driver

Maintain
Route Log

1.

2.

Required Data

periodically
Determine
pick-up
locatio ns
Group pickup locations
by area and
time
requested
Schedule
daily pick-ups
and drop-offs
on master
manifest
Select pickups and dropoffs from
master
manifest for
each driver,
and issue
individual
driver
manifests
Receive new
pick-up
requests en
route from
Reservationist
Accommodate
conditions
encountered
140

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

schedules
Street
Map of
operations
area
showing
addresses
Passenger
names
Passenger
pick-up
and dropoff
locations
Driver
coverage
area
Known
traffic
impedime
nts

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
1. Ability to generate sequential list of
requested pick-ups and drop-offs for given
pick-up areas during given time periods
(generate master manifest and individual
driver manifests).

Requires:
•
•
•

Street network with address ranges
Route modeling capabilities
Schedule modeling capabilities

1. Driver’s
manifest
2. Notificatio
n of new
trip
requests
3. Notificatio
n of
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Task

Actor

Paratransit
Driver

Maintain
Operations
Logs

Action

Transport
Passengers

Paratransit
Reservationist;
Paratransit
Administrative
Staff

Record Final
Manifest

Paratransit
Administrative
Staff

Maintain
passenger
files

Process

Required Data

en route
3. Record all
changes
manually on
driver’s
manifest
1. Arrive at
passenger
location
2. Load
passenger
3. Drive
passenger to
destination
4. disembark
passenger
1. Obtain
driver’s
annotated
manifest
2. Transfer
changes on
driver’s
annotated
manifest to
master
manifest
1. Access
passenger
files
2. Record
passenger

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

cancelled
trip
requests

141

1. Pick-up
times and
locations
2. Drop-off
times and
locations
3. Street map
of
operations
area
1. Driver’s
annotated
manifest
2. Master
manifest

1. Ability to print out map showing locations
of scheduled pick-ups and drop-offs

1. Passenger
name and
ID
number
2. Passenger

1. Ability to generate passenger activity files
from updated master manifest

Required:
•
•

Street map with address ranges
Service area boundary map

1. Ability to update master manifest
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Task

Respond to
Inquiries

Actor

Action

Paratransit
Administrative
Staff

Issue Periodic
Operations
Reports

Paratransit
Administrative
Staff

Maintain
Information
Documents

Provide
Information

Process

Required Data

activity
3. Store
passenger file
1. Summarize
daily manifest
information
weekly and
monthly
2. Provide
monthly
summary
reports to
Department
Head
1. Prepare public
outreach
documents
2. Track policy
and rule
changes
3. Update
public
information
documents
1. Receive
Inquiries
2. Identify
appropriate
document
3. Distribute
document
4. Provide
information
142

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

activity

1. Driver’s
manifest
2. Model
summary
reports

1. Ability to generate summary activity
reports and maps from updated daily
master manifests.

1. Paratransit
operations
policies
and rules
2. Existing
public
outreach
documents

1. Inquire r
name and
address
2. Outreach
distributio
n
locations

1. Ability to generate special statistical
reports and maps from master manifests
Required:
•
•
•

Street network with address ranges
Service area boundaries
Background and complementary analysis
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

information
verbally

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
layers, as appropriate:
- Census information
- City boundaries
- Neighborhood boundaries
- Special assessment districts
- Parcels and ownership
- Land Use
- Zoning
- Major roads and highways
- Street and roadway characteristics
- Transit routes and stop locations
- City health services facilities
- City recreational facilities
- Social opportunity facilities
- Churches
- Schools
- Businesses
- Etc.
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Police
Interviewed
Joseph Samuels
Armand E.R. Mulder, PhD
Edwin Medina
Mike Walter
Ronald Berry

Chief
Administrative Services Manager
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

Overview
The City of Richmond Police Department provides services through its Administrative,
Patrol, Investigative, and Special Services Bureaus. At present, the department is
expecting the implementation of a new Crime View GIS system, with a target date of
January 1, 2001 for full operational capacity.
A Crime Analysis unit, operating out of the Special Services Bureau, is tasked with
primary management and utilization of the anticipated GIS infrastructure. Components
of the Crime View implementation will include an application server with read and write
access to Police Department-maintained GIS data files, and five networked workstations,
deployed remotely at various substations, with read-only access to the data files. 5 laser
printers and a color plotter comprise additional elements of the GIS implementation.
It is anticipated that two distinct GIS user groups will emerge as the departmental GIS
evolves. A limited number of Crime Analysis Unit staff will be trained to become fully
proficient in Crime View and ArcView functionality. These individuals will act as
primary operators of the GIS, and be solely responsible for edits to the GIS data layers.
In addition, a variety of sworn and, possibly, civilian staff at Police headquarters and at
the remote substations will receive training in a subset of Crime View functionality, in
order to disseminate a number of more rudimentary tasks and analyses throughout the
department.
Operations
The City of Richmond Police Department provides Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD)
services for the cities of Richmond, San Pablo, El Cerrito and Kensington. CAD
operations involve the verification of addresses received from E-911 calls (by reference
to a geofile of valid addresses) the dispatch of appropriate resources to the scene, and the
assignment of incident numbers to responses.
Incident numbers uniquely identify every police response. Responses that did not
originate from the dispatch center are called in, and an incident number is provided. A
limited amount of response details, such as incident location, type, date and time, are
144
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entered into the CAD system by Records personnel, certain detective units and Crime
Analysis staff.
The CAD system provides a limited amount of reporting capability. A user can generate
a one-year history of incidents pertaining to a location specified by physical address or
intersection, but has no means of reducing or expanding the timeline or broadening the
location criteria.
At present, a limited amount of automated analysis of CAD data is provided by the
Automated Crime-analysis System (ACS), a tool that has been developed in-house. CAD
data is extracted every 24 hours from the DEC server onto a jaz drive and is processed by
the Quattro Pro-based ACS. Processing time is approximately 2 hours.
When an incident evolves into a case, additional record keeping and tracking is required.
The Police Department employs a Records Management System (RMS) to collect, store
and organize case information. The RMS generates a unique case number for each case.
A variety of staff, including Booking agents, Records staff, investigators, supervisorial
staff, and Crime Analysis, can input and access case information through the RMS, which
is deployed on all of the department's terminals.
Information is often entered into the RMS by case transcribers from the Records Unit,
who work from the narrative descriptions of events contained in police reports. Although
some police reports are generated in a digital format with word processing software, the
majority of reports are currently hand-written and maintained in paper files. Most digital
reports are saved on local hard-drives, and named by case number. Occasionally, as disk
storage becomes limited, older reports are deleted to make room for new files. There is
often up to a 10-day delay before case information is entered into the RMS system.
The City of Richmond is required by statute to provide regular reports to the federal
government pertaining to a set of 9 specific crimes. A module within RMS queries the
available case data to create this report, which is printed out and set by mail. A user may
create a custom query to obtain RMS information in any form.
The Police Department regularly attends neighborhood council meetings, where they
present statistics on local Police activities. These statistics aggregate information
collected and summarized by Police Reporting District (PRDs), which aggregate together
to form neighborhoods. Currently, the presentation of such statistics is unsupported by
map displays.
Often, police officers are involved in the maintenance and validation of business licenses.
When responding to alarm calls at businesses, officers often note that business
emergency contact and alarm registration information are out of date, or do not
correspond with the business license information pertaining to the location.
Asynchronous license information is relayed to the appropriate licensing department for
rectification.
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By ordinance, after a certain numbe r of false alarm responses to a particular business, the
Police Department is permitted to bill for further responses. Alarm and business license
information must be current and consistent to ensure proper billing. At present, the
Police Department performs billing for such excessive false alarm response, but there is
no mechanism in place to enforce collection.
The department anticipates that a GIS system will stimulate both an initial and recurrent
process of business license validation. Officers interviewed envisioned a procedure
whereby a map of valid business license locations would be generated and used to
dispatch officers for verification. Known businesses at locations not indicated on the
map could also be investigated for valid licensing. Suc h an effort might be coordinated
with the Finance Department to minimize duplication of effort.
Data
The City of Richmond Police Department does not currently have any digital spatial data,
but maintains a volume of information in GIS-ready (address based) digital formats, in
paper files, and on hand-rendered maps.
The City of Richmond's address geofile is the department's fundamental geographic data
resource and is the basis for ensuring the accuracy of resource allocation and activity
reporting. When a call is received by dispatch, the incident location is entered into the
CAD system and checked against the geofile for accuracy. Address validation entails
ensuring that only one record from the geofile is returned for the input address. (Multiple
returned records means that the input address may refer to more than once correct
address, while no returned records indicates an invalid address.)
The returned record provides a host of details about the specified address, including map
book and page number, so that officers in the field can locate the address in their map
books, and Police Reporting District (PRD), so that all information relating to the call can
be linked to the district that it resides in. The department's geofile contains valid address
information for the cities of Richmond, San Pablo, El Cerrito and Kensington.
Police Reporting Districts (PRDs) constitute the fundamental geographic index for police
activity reporting and statistics generation. The City of Richmond is dissected into
several hundred PRDs, which may consist of a few city blocks or of a specific geographic
entity such as a school, mall or parking lot. As with the CAD geofile, the City of
Richmond maintains PRD information for the neighboring communities that it provides
dispatch services for.
At present, PRD information is contained in the department's geofile and on handrendered maps, but is not maintained in a digital spatial format. PRD geometry is
depicted on a 1:12,000 City of Richmond base map, circa 1992, that presents rights-ofway, street names, city boundaries, major hydrology, and a limited amount of elevation
contours.
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PRDs were originally constructed as subsets of local census tracts. Although occasional
census tract boundary realignment is conceivable, the PRD boundaries are immutable due
to the maintenance of a great deal of historical incident information associated with these
geographical units.
The geometry of neighborhood boundaries is similarly tied to Police Reporting Districts.
A neighborhood ma y consist of several PRDs, but will never split a PRD. If a
neighborhood boundary changes, it will simply consist of a different set of PRDs.
Neighborhood geometry information is currently maintained as a textual (paper) crossreference of neighborhood and associated reporting districts, and is not maintained by the
Police Department in digital or paper spatial format.
Police Beats are also associated with the PRD geometry. Beat geometry may be
modified occasionally, but always in accordance with existing PRD geometry.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Respond to
incoming
calls for
assistance

Caller

Request
assistance

Dispatch
Operator

Dispatch
resource(s) to
location

1. The dispatch
operator receives a
call requesting
assistance.
2. The operator
solicits such
information as
type of incident
and location.
3. Incident location is
checked against
geofile, and the
validity of the
address
established.
Geofile returns
appropriate
resource contact
(Beat, etc)
4. An incident
number is
generated.
5. Incident number,
incident details,
and address
information from
the geofile (PRD,
map book
reference) are
passe d to
responding

1. Assistance
request
information
2. Address
geofile

1. Once validated, the incident location appears
as a point symbol on a map display to enhance
communication between the dispatch operator
and the officer(s).

CAD System

Validates
address and
provides
location
details

Police
Officer(s)

Respond to
request for
assistance.
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Requires:
n street network file with address ranges
n PRDs
n Neighborhoods
n Beats
n Background layers:
- City orthophoto
- Hydrography
- Railroad
- Building footprints
- Etc.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

1. The dispatch
officer obtains a
geofile record
relating to a valid
address.
2. The geofile record
conta ins a
mapbook reference
to the location.
3. The dispatch
officer provides
the mapbook
reference to the
officer(s)
4. The officer is
dispatched to the
location, and may
use the mapbook
reference with the
in-vehicle
mapbook.

1. Incident
location
2. Address
geofile

1. Once validated, the incident location appears
as a point symbol on a map display to enhance
communication between the dispatch operator
and the officer(s).
2. Police station locations or GPS-derived vehicle
locations are also displayed on the map
display.
3. A route display from each of the Police station
and vehicle locations to the incident location
graphically illustrates the proximity and "best
route" characteristics of the available
resources.

1. An officer inputs

1. CAD data

officer(s).
6. Officers are
dispatched to
location.

Route police
officer(s) to
incidents

Obtain report

Dispatch
operator

Retrieve and
provide
information
on incident
location

CAD System

Provide
directional
information
associated
with a
location

Police
Officer(s)

Dispatched to
location

Officer

Run a report
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Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n PRDs, Neighborhoods, Beats
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
- Hydrography
- Railroad
- Building footprints
- Etc.

1. A request for incident data may be initiated by
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Task

Actor

of Incidents at
a location

CAD system

Action

Process

of crime
incidents at a
location.

the report criteria,
which is limited to
location by
physical address or
intersection.
2. The system returns
a one -year history
of all incidents
logged into CAD
at the specified
location.

Provide a
listing of
incidents at a
location.

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
selecting a single location, a user-defined area,
a search radius, or other geographic definition,
from a map display, and CAD incident data is
returned for all locations indicated on the map.
2. The user is able to enter other query criteria,
such as time span parameters, incident type, or
other CAD attributes.
3. The incident report is accompanied by a map
display of incidents within the search radius,
rendered according to their frequency, type, or
other user-defined attribute. *
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n CAD, RMS information
n PRDs, Neighborhoods Beats
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
- Hydrography
- Railroad
- Building footprints
- Etc.

Obtain a case
report

Police Officer

Request a
case report

RMS System

Provide a
report of
information
related to

1. The officer
requests
information from
RMS pertaining to
a specified case
number.
2. The RMS system
151

1. RMS data

1.

A request for case data may be initiated by
selecting a single location, a user-defined area,
a search radius, or other geographic definition,
from a map display, and RMS case data is
returned for all locations indicated on the map.
2. The user is able to enter other query criteria,
such as time span parameters, incident type, or
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Task

Actor

Action
specified case.

Process

Required Data

returns all
information related
to a case number.

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
other RMS attributes.
3. Returned case reports are accompanied by a
map display of incidents within the search
radius, rendered according to their freque ncy,
type, or other user-defined attribute.

Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n RMS information
n PRDs, Neighborhoods, Beats
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
- Hydrography
- Railroad
- Building footprints
- Etc.

Provide
reports on
crimes for the
Federal
government

Officer

Request
Federal report
on specified
crimes

RMS System
Provide case
information in
report format
from RMS for
specified
crimes

1. An officer enters a
report module of
the RMS system
and requests the
specific crimes
report.
2. RMS returns a
report of the
specified crimes.
3. The report is
printed and sent.
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1. RMS data

1. Crime statistics (incidents and investigations)
are maintained in data files linked to locations
on a map display.
2. User is able to generate a report of specific
crimes, aggregated citywide or within such
other divisions as neighborhoods or PRDs.
3. User can generate a thematic map that
illustrates incidents by type, frequency, or
other user-defined attribute.
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
n
n

RMS information
PRDs, Neighborhoods, Beats
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
- Census information
- Etc.

Provide
information to
Neighborhood
councils about
local policing
activities

Perform
licensing /
permit
validation

Officer(s)

Present
information
on Police
activities in a
neighborhood

CAD System

Provide
information
on incident
activity

RMS System

Provide
information
on case
activity

Officer

Forwards
asynchronous
permit
information to

1. Officer organizes
incident and case
information from
CAD and RMS for
neighborhoods
according to the
mix of PRDs
contained.
2. Officer presents
statistics to the
neighborhood
councils.

1. CAD data
2. RMS data
3. PRD
information

1. CAD and RMS information is linked to
locations on a map display in the department's
GIS.
2. User performs query on CAD and RMS
information using Neighborhood geometry to
define the query extent. User may also use
other attributes, such as incident type or time
to define the search criteria.
3. Statistics are produced according to geographic
and other criteria, along with a thematic map
that illustrates the distribution and type of
incidents throughout a neighborhood.
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n RMS, CAD information
n PRDs, Neighborhoods, Beats

1. Officer responds to
alarm at business.
2. CAD dispatch
personnel calls
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1. CAD data
2. Alarm
information,
including

1. Business license information is maintained as a
layer in the city's enterprise GIS, linked to
locations on a map display.
2. Alarm company information is maintained as a
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Task

Actor

Licensing
agency

Perform
Crime
Analysis

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

licensing
agency

emergency
contact.
3. If alarm contact
information does
not correspond
with business
license
information, or
license
information is
inaccurate, this
data is passed on
to licensing
agency.

emergency
contact
3. Business
license data

layer in the department's GIS, linked to
locations on a map display.
3. Business license locations are matche d against
alarm response locations for correspondence.
Locations without matching information are
marked for investigation by the relevant
department (e.g. Finance for business
licenses).

1. Data is extracted
from CAD server
onto Jaz drive and
fed into ACS.
2. ACS processes
CAD database and
provides limited
crime analysis
reporting.

1. CAD data

Uses revised
permit
information to
update
records and
perform
enforcement

Crime Analyst

Perform
analysis of
described
conditions

Automated
Crime-analysis
System

Provides
analysis of
CAD data

(Anticipated)
Crime View
System

Provides
query and
mapping
functionality

Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Business license information and locations
n Alarm information and locations

1. CAD and RMS data are linked to incident
locations in the database. A variety of fields
are available for analysis, including incident
type and time
2. Crime Analyst queries database according to
spatial and attribute conditions. A map is
created that illustrates the distribution and
nature of incidents in the city, and within
various geographic units.
3. Crime Analyst utilizes historical and recent
incident and case data to build predictive
model of incident occurrence.
Requires:
n Street network with address ranges
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
n
n

Incidents (CAD data), Cases (RMS data)
Beats, PRDs, Neighborhoods, census data
n Fire districts, East / West city zones
n Schools, parks, churches, government
buildings
n Community centers, liquor stores, Half-way
houses, strip malls
*

It is envisioned that such parallel enhancements to obtaining incident and case infor mation would be operated through a single
interface that would allow the user to retrieve either incident data (CAD), case data (RMS), or both.
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Port and Marina Operations Department
Interviewed:
Norman Chan

Engineer

Overview
The Port and Marina Operations Department (“the Port Department”) was established to
develop, lease and operate city-owned Port properties, and to provide recreational water
related activities associated with the operation of those properties. Its responsibilities
have evolved such that it currently focuses primarily on its development and leasing
functions, leaving port and marina operations responsibility to the leaseholders. The Port
Department is not a Port Authority, it is a land and port facility owner. It operates
primarily as a landlord.
The Port Department staff consists of seven people, and manages seven City-owned
terminal facilities at the Port. There are an additional twelve terminal facilities at the
Port, all of them privately owned. The Port Department leases t he seven City-owned
terminal facilities to private interests. The City-owned port property within the
Department’s jurisdiction comprises about 250 acres of port land. The Department has
no jurisdiction over the twelve port terminals that are privately owned, though it does
levee fees on all ships that use the port based on their cargo, the size of the ship, and the
length of stay.
The Engineering Department maintains port terminal facility drawings that the Port
Department accesses when the need arises. With the permission of the City Engineer, the
Department makes modifications to the facility drawings when required to reflect
modifications made to the facilities themselves. The Department maintains a CAD
system for making such changes, but the Department does not currently maintain any
maps.
The Department envisions using GIS to support its land and facility management
functions, starting with a base map of all port facilities to help the Department respond to
inquiries. It would like a map-based inventory of its port property that would include
physical buildings, engineering and construction drawings, topography, geo-technical
characteristics, and other information related to its landlord, property management, and
property development work. In fact, it has initiated planning for such an inventory. The
Department would like to be a GIS system consumer with the ability to update its facility
files, but does not believe it has the staff and budget to develop and maintain files for
other users.
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Operati ons
Since the Port and Marina Operations Department is not a Port Authority in the
traditional sense, it does not manage the actual operations of the port. Its responsibilities
are particularly focused on maintaining, improving, and leasing the City-owned port
properties to private operators. To this end, it operates more like a property management
department than a port management department.
The seven Department staff members consist of an engineer, a two member maintenance
staff, and four office administrative workers. The staff is supported by seven PC’s with
standard Microsoft Office™ software. One of the computers is outfitted with CAD 2000
software for facility design drawings.
The Department is an “Enterprise Fund” department. As such, it is self-sufficient and
does not draw from the City of Richmond General Fund. Its income derives directly
from leasing contracts and fees that it charges vessels for their use of the port.
Because turn-over in lease-holders is rare, the Department’s operations consist largely of
account management, maintenance of leased physical facilities; the tracking of feerelated vessel activities; and maintenance of its share of a special district bond issued to
dredge a ship channel designed to provide improved access to the port.
Aside from new construction done to improve City-owned terminal facilities, most of the
Department’s work is routine.
Data
The principal data currently kept and maintained by the Port Department consists of
facility-based maintenance in formation, leasehold accounts, and port usage fee accounts.
In addition, the Port maintains statistical and other data that it uses to advertise the Port of
Richmond. Other information used by the Port Department, such as maps of sewers and
other City infrastructure, are obtained from other City departments when available.
With the exception of CAD files, most of the information maintained by the Port
Department is maintained in paper files or in PC-based word processing and spreadsheet
files.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Manage Cityowned Port
Facilities and
Lands

Port
Department
Staff

Lease Cityowned Port
Facilities

1. Establish Leasing
Rates
2. Write and Sign
Lease Agreement
3. Write and Sign
facility
Maintenance
Agreement
4. Set up and
Maintain Billing
System

1. Facility
information
2. Lessee
information
3. Contract
information

1. Port facilities are mapped and made available
to Port staff via the department's GIS.
2. An asset inventory is rendered into a digital
format and linked to locations on the Port
facilities map display.
3. Lease information is linked to facility locations
on the map display.
4. Facility Engineering diagrams are rendered
into digital format and linked to facility
locations on the map display.
5. A user is able to symbolize a map display of
Port facilities according to characteristics of
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Maintain
City-owned
Port Facilities

1. Establish Routine
Inspection and
Maintenance Plan
for Each Facility
2. Implement
Routine
Maintenance Plan
3. Respond to
Emergency
Maintenance
Requests
4. Log Inspection
and Maintenance
Activities

1. Facility
information
2. Lease
information
3. Asset
inventory
4. Maintenance
history

160

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
Port facilities according to characteristics of
associated facility, inventory and lease
information, such as facility capacity,
equipment availability, maintenance cycle,
lease terms, value or expiry dates.
6. A user is able t o produce map display and
hard-copy output of maintenance requirements
for Port facilities to support work crew
dispatch for preventive maintenance.
7. Associated geographic layers from the City's
enterprise GIS database are available for
integration into the department's analyses.
Parcel geometry and ownership information
may be used to identify available adjacent
properties; land use, zoning, soil, topography
and vegetation information may provide
insight into development potential;
8. An Engineer is able to modify an existing
drawing to reflect current as-built conditions,
and post these changes directly to the master
copy.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Improve Cityowned Port
Facilities

1. Identify Need for
Improvement
2. Research Options
3. Develop Plans
4. Obtain Permits
5. Contract
Construction
6. Complete
Construction
7. Modify Lease
8. File As-built
Drawings

1. Parcel and
ownership
information
2. Engineering
drawings

Develop Cityowned Port
Lands

1. Identify Potentia l
Use
2. Prepare Plans
3. Budget Funds
4. Obtain Necessary
Approvals and
Permits
5. Complete
Construction
6. Implement
Management Plan

1.
2.
3.
4.

Requires:
n Digital Port facility layouts
n Asset inventory and maintenance history
n Lease database
n Digital Engineering diagrams
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
- Zoning
- Land use
- Parcels and ownership
- Soils
- Topography (contours)
- Other environmental
- Etc.
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Zoning
Land use
Topography
Other
environmental
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Collect Port
Use Fees

Port Staff

Track Vessels

1. Record Vessel
Arrival and
Departure Dates
2. Record Vessel
Operator, Size of
Ship, Cargo, and
Activities in Port

1. Vessel
information

N/A

Levee Fees

1. Assess Fees
2. Bill Operator
3. Receive Fees

1. Vessel
information

Maintain Port
Use Statistics

1. Identify Port
Activities
2. Record Port
Activities
3. Report on Port
Activities

1. Fee
information
2. Lessee
information
3. Facility
information
4. Inventory
information

Promote Port
of Richmond

Port Staff &
Contractors

162

1. Port facilities are mapped and made available
to staff, and the general public as appropriate.
2. An asset inventory is rendered into a digital
format and linked to locations on the Port
facilities map display.
3. Lease information is linked to facility locations
on the map display.
4. A general public user is able to query for
locations that meet a combination of userspecified criteria, such as facility capacity,
rates, inventory, etc, and/or determine all the
relevant characteristics of a selected facility by
interacting with the map display.
5. Staff users can create thematic maps for
distribution that illustrate the type and variety
of amenities offered by Port facilities.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Identify
Potential
Marketing
Opportunities

1. Identify
1. Industry
Customer Base
information
2. Identify Customer 2. Historic
Needs and
customer
Preferences
information
3. Identify
Marketing
Information
Outlets

Prepare
Informational
Materials

1. Identify Target
2. Select Outlet and
Information
Media
3. Prepare
Communications
Materials

1. Port
promotional
materials

Distribute
Port
Information

1. Prepare
Distribution Plan
2. Implement Plan

1. Port
promotional
materials
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GIS Enhancements and Requirements
Requires:
n Digital Port facility layouts and information
n Rate schedules
n Lease database
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
- Street network file
- Etc.
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Public Services Department (“Public Works”) – Building
Services, Streets and Sewers Divisions
Interviewed:
Willie Haywood
Phillip Bland
Richie Evangelista
Ralph Lloyd
Jim Crain
Kathy Schaeer
Walter Georgetown
Otto Wade
Angela Rush
Ray Ardoin

Superintendent of Building Services
Plumbing/HVAC
Painting/Carpentry
Electrical
Fleet/Equipment
Capital Improvement Manager
Street Maintenance Supervisor
Traffic Signs and Lines
Secretary, Street Maintenance
Stormwater and Abatement

Overview
The Public Services Department is responsible for providing the public with all
customary municipal services except public safety (police and fire) and recreation and
parks. The Streets and Sewers Division maintains streets and roads, sewers, street signs
and street lines, street and traffic lights, and public buildings and facilities. Building
Services undertakes selected anti- blight and nuisance abatement activities, and maintains
the City’s vehicle fleet.
Building Services is responsible for maintaining 51 active and 30 inactive buildings;
Streets and Sewers is responsible for maintaining 2000 miles of streets, 3200 street lights
(PG&E owns an additional 3100 street lights in Richmond), and an underdetermined
number of traffic lights and street signs. The Department responds to about 1,000 formal
work orders and an additional 1,000 informal work orders per year (30-40 per week).
The size of the Public Services staff is not sufficient to meet the full demand for Public
Services maintenance objectives, so most of its effort is spend keeping up with repair
requests rather than providing regular preventive maintenance.
Currently both divisions maintain a variety of independently organized logs and files
related to the particular job functions of the people who maintain them. Most of those
records are kept manually, as time allows. Though much of the information is address or
location-based, neither division maintains maps (though Building Services does keep
building plans for City buildings), and does not currently maintain up-to-date inventories
of the infrastructure elements it maintains. Neither division currently has any resident
GIS capability.
Public Services anticipates going online with the City’s SAP work order system in April,
2001. In addition, the Department envisions using GIS to support its activities by
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providing the means to inventory facilities and track maintenance of those facilities. As a
start, the Department has developed a GIS “wish list” that specifies the potential
information maintenance roles it sees GIS providing relative to traffic signals, buildings,
roadway lighting and park grounds.
Operations
Streets and Sewers and Building Services divisions are largely work order driven. In
short, their resources are mainly dedicated to responding to complaints and requests from
other City agencies and from the public. The citizens of Richmond, through their
complaints and requests, are the basic source of information to the Public Services
Department about the requirements for maintenance of the City’s infrastructure and
requirements for nuisance abatement. When a work order is received, either formally or
informally, it is assigned to the appropriate division or person, and is prioritized based on
the urgency of the work involved. In addition to receiving assignments received through
the Department, in emergencies Public Services staff can be contacted directly by the
City Engineer’s office. In such cases, Public Services staff will respond and work under
the command of the City Engineer.
After work has been completed in response to a work order, a record of the work done is
included in a monthly report. Aside from that, each staff member keeps records that he
or she needs to perform their jobs, but such records are not formatted and maintained in a
standard manner, and are available to others only through the person who maintains
them.
The Department is currently served by 11 PCs of varying ages and capabilities, each with
its own printer. They are connected to the city network via a 10 Mbps wireless LAN.
The Department’s computers are used primarily for word-processing and communication
functions.
Since Public Services does not have access to complete and up-to-date inventories of the
infrastructure and facilities it is required to maintain, it often performs its work on an “ad
hoc” basis. For example, City street lights are not individually numbered and accounted
for, so when a complaint about a broken street light come in, the Department responds by
driving to the general location of the street light as described by the person who made the
complaint and determining on-site which street light is malfunctioning. Also, sewers and
electrical lines that are under the street are often located by tracers, since up-to-date maps
of much of the infrastructure are unavailable.
The Divisions' staff is small enough that communication and problem solving is often
done informally rather than according to some established procedure. It is known in the
Department who has what expertise and experience. Due to the general lack of a central
database or standard record keeping, staff members go to the appropriate person to “pick
their brain” when they need particular information. In this sense, the Divisions' current
information system, and the way it operates, are person-based rather than system-based.
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The Department looks forward to acquiring the resources to better maintain, standardize,
and share its information, and sees GIS technology as a potential means of doing this.

Data
Privately published paper street maps are the basic informational tools used by Building
Services and Streets and Sewers staff members to respond to work orders. Divisionspecific information is collected and recorded in a variety of formats, and includes the
following:
1. Work Orders and Monthly Reports – Work orders are currently maintained
manually, and monthly reports are prepared to document work performed.
Work orders will soon be entered and tracked through the new SAP system.
2. Building Plans and Drawings – Manual As-built drawings of most City-owned
buildings are maintained. Some, but not all, include electrical, mechanical
and plumbing elements. These drawings are not systematically updated when
changes are made, and are used only in the context of major renovations.
3. Electrical Job Log – Departme nt electrical workers keep a manual log of work
they accomplish.
4. Building Keys Database – This “keys” database records who has what keys to
what facilities.
5. Stormwater System Maps – The Department keeps a 1964 map series of storm
drain network features. It has been updated only intermittently since it was
first produced, and therefore does not account for most changes and additions
to the system that have occurred since then.
6. Stormwater Effluent Log – This log tracks stormwater system effluents as
required for federal NPDES stormwater effluent permit reporting purposes.
7. Street Maintenance Log – This is a log of required street maintenance
problems observed by Department staff for selected streets. It consists of a
notebook log that is entered into a word processing file as time allows. It
records street name, block, and problems observed during drive -bys.
8. Signs Inventory – This is an informal partial inventory of street signs.
The Divisions recognize that the various information sources and databases it maintains
should be replaced, and are hopeful that information needed to support the mission of the
Department can be developed and maintained in the context of the City’s overall GIS
development objectives.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Undertake
Regular
Preventive
Maintenance

Streets and
Sewers Staff

Sweep Streets

1. Plan routes and
Schedules
2. Install signage
3. Inform parking
authority
4. Sweep streets

1. Street map

Fleet
Management
Staff

Maintain City
Vehicles

1. Schedule routine
maintenance
2. Track vehicle
usage
3. Perform
maintenance
4. Record
maintenance
activity

1. Vehicle
inventory

1. A digital inventory of items that Public Works
is responsible for maintaining is prepared and
linked to item locations in the City's GIS.
2. Attributes of inventory include maintenance
history dates and quality index.
3. User is able to generate thematic map display
and map products that illustrate the distribution
of inventory items around the city, rendered
according to frequency of maintenance, current
quality, etc.
4. User is able to select specific target
maintenance locations, based upon inventory
and history attributes, and generate an optimal
route for service.
5. User is able to create optimal service areas for
any given number of work crews based upon
the street network characteristics and
scheduled tasks.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Signs and
Lines Staff

Maintain
Traffic
Signals

1. Schedule routine
checks
2. Identify problems
3. Correct problems
4. Record routine
maintenance

1. Street map
2. Signal
locations
3. Signal
maintenance
history

Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Maintenance inventory, including:
- Streets and street lights
- Traffic signals
- Signs
- Street striping and curb markings
- Facilities
- Landscape elements
n Maintenance history, including:
- Maintenance times
- Materials used
- Quality index
- Performed by

Perform
Routine
Custodial
Duties

1. Establish routine
custodial duties
for each City
facility
2. Perform routine
custodial duties
3. Record work
performed and
associated
equipment and
supplies
information in
custodial log.

1. Facility
locations
2. Facility
infrastructure
information

n
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Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
- Sewer and storm drain networks
- Neighborhood council areas
- Etc.
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Task

Respond to
Complaints
and
Maintenance
Requests

Actor

Building
Services Staff

Action

Process

Required Data

Perform
Routine
Landscape
Maintenance

1. Establish routine
landscape
maintenance
duties for
assigned City
lands and grounds
2. Perform routine
landscape
maintenance
duties
3. Record work
performed and
associated
equipment and
supplies
information in
landscaping log.

1. Maintenance
schedule
2. Facility
inventory
3. Equipment
inventory

Repair City
Buildings

1. Receive work
order
2. Schedule work
3. Perform work
4. Record work

1. Complaint /
request details
2. Facility
information
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1. A digital inventory of items that Public Works
is responsible for maintaining is prepared and
linked to item locations in the City's GIS.
2. Attributes of inventory include maintenance
history dates and quality index.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Streets and
Sewers Staff

Repair Street
Surfaces and
Sewers

1. Receive work
order
2. Schedule work
3. Perform work
4. Record work

1. Work order
location.
2. Maintenance
history
3. Materials
inventory

Signs and
Lines Staff

Repair Street
Lights

1. Receive work
order
2. Schedule work
3. Perform work
4. Record work

1. Work order
location
2. Maintenance
history
3. Materials
inventory

Signs and
Lines Staff

Install Street
Signs and
Lines

1. Receive work
order
2. Schedule work
3. Perform work
4. Record work

1. Work order
location
2. Maintenance
history
3. Materials
inventory
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GIS Enhancements and Requirements
3. A user is able to generate a work order to
install, repair or remove an inventory item at a
particular location. Work order details can be
entered directly into the city's enterprise wide
SAP accounting system through a map
interface that details the work order location.
4. A user is able to schedule work to crews based
on an investigation of the distribution of
outstanding work orders throughout the city.
5. A user is able to determine optimal service
routes to work crews based on number of
service crews, street conditions, work orders,
and priority tasks. User can additionally
provide summary details of required materials.
6. Work crews can reference a map display
(either directly, via field computers, or through
printed maps and reports) that details the work
order location and details.
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Maintenance inventory, including:
- Streets
- Traffic signals
- Signs
- Street striping and curb markings
- Facilities
- Landscape elements
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Task

Respond to
Emergency
Requests

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Signs and
Lines Staff

Repair Traffic
Signals

1. Receive work
order
2. Schedule work
3. Perfor m work
4. Record work

1. Work order
location
2. Maintenance
history
3. Materials
inventory

n

Streets and
Sewers Staff

Undertake
Abatement
Actions

1. Receive work
order from Code
Enforcement
2. Schedule work
3. Undertake
removal of weeds
and debris
4. Repor t work
accomplished

1. Work order
location
2. Maintenance
history
3. Materials
inventory

Streets and
Sewers Staff

Assist with
Chemical and
Oil Spill
Cleanup

1. Receive
Emergency Call
2. Gather
Equipment and
Staff
3. Establish Detour
Routes
4. Perform Work as
Directed
5. Record Work
Performed

1. Street map
2. Incident
location
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Maintenance history, including:
- Maintenance times
- Materials used
- Quality index
- Performed by
n Work order location and details (SAP)
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
- Sewer and storm drain networks
- Neighborhood council areas
- Etc.

1. A digital inventory of items that Public Works
is responsible for maintaining is prepared and
linked to item locations in the City's GIS.
2. Attributes of inventory include maintenance
history dates and quality index.
3. A user is able to locate an emergency incident
location on a map display, and scrutinize all
possible effected infrastructure, such as
proximal drainage network, power and gas
lines, etc.
4. A user is able to plot out alternative route
scenarios for detouring traffic.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Streets and
Sewers Staff

Assist with
containment
of major
emergency
events

1. Receive
Emergency Call
2. Gather
Equipment and
Staff
3. Establish Detour
Routes
4. Perform Work as
Directed
5. Record Work
Performed

1. Street map
2. Incident
location

5. A user is able to generate a work order as
noted above, and task service staff.
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Maintenance inventory, including:
- Streets
- Traffic signals
- Signs
- Street striping and curb markings
- Facilities
- Landscape elements
n Maintenance history, including:
- Maintenance times
- Materials used
- Quality index
- Performed by
n Work order location and details (SAP)
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
- Sewer and storm drain networks
- Neighborhood council areas
- Etc.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Administer
Department

Department
Administrator
or Assigned
Staff Members

Obtain
Funding

1. Identify Budget
Requirements
2. Identify Funding
Source(s)
3. Prepare Funding
Request
Documents and
Presentation
Materials
4. Apply for
Funding
5. Receive Funds

1. Funding
sources
2. Department
activities,
requirements,
expenditures

Establish
Policy

1. Determine
Department
Priorities
2. Allot Department
Resources

1. Department
activities,
requirements,
expenditures

1. A digital inventory of items that Public Works
is responsible for maintaining is prepared and
linked to item locations in the City's GIS.
2. Attributes of inventory include maintenance
history dates and quality index.
3. A work order history is similarly linked to
asset inventory in the GIS.
4. Various geographical districts (neighborhood
boundaries, census tracts) are available as
reference.
5. User is able to generate a thematic map display
and summary statistics of departmental
activities for a given time period, activity type,
or other criteria, at various levels of
aggregation. Such maps and statistics may be
used to indicate the volume of activity in
various regions of the city to support funding
efforts and hiring requirements, establish
departmental priorities, and defend against
liability.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Respond to
Legal
Liability
Claims

1. Receive Claim for 1. Incident
Damages
location and
2. Inform City
details
Attorney’s Office
3. Investigate Claim
4. Determine
Preferred
Response
5. Refer Matter to
City Attorney’s
Office
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GIS Enhancements and Requirements
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Maintenance inventory
n Maintenance history
n Work order location and details (SAP)
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
- Sewer and storm drain networks
- Neighborhood council areas
- Etc.
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Recreation and Parks Department
Interviewed:
Sharon West
Jesse Washington
Jim Teixeira
Bob Barrows

Administrative Analyst
Director
Community Services Program Manager
Parks and Landscaping

Overview
The Recreation and Parks Department develops, maintains and manages parks, designs
and operates recreation programs, and acquires and preserves open space lands in the
City of Richmond. The Department is divided into a Recreation Division, responsible for
recreation programs, and a Parks and Landscaping Division, responsible for all park lands
and facilities. In addition, the Department calls upon other City Departments, most
particularly the Public Services Department, to provide assistance with selected park
infrastructure, building and landscape maintenance tas ks.
The Department is staffed by 94 full-time and 40-100 part time employees, depending on
the season. The Department manages 42 parks and other lands totaling 600 acres. Park
Programs occur not only in the parklands, but also at schools, the City’s 12 community
centers, and other City facilities throughout the community. The Department operates a
wide breadth of programs targeted to all interest levels, and sponsors activities year
round.
GIS technology is not currently integrated into the routine opera tions of the Department,
though maps and plan drawings are used from time to time in the context of facility
maintenance and the provision of information to the public. Despite this, much of the
information kept or stored in different formats for use in individual Department programs
includes location attributes, making those record usable in a GIS context for map making
and geographic analysis.
The Department envisions many ways that it might use GIS database and analysis
technology, and considers a broad range of geographic information to be desirable and
critical to its work. In particular, the Department considers topographic, hydrologic, land
ownership, street, city infrastructure, city park and other facility, selected political
boundaries, and other geographic information to be critical to the successful employment
of GIS technology for Recreation and Parks work.
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Operations
The Recreation Division designs and operates all sports, arts, and other recreation
programs undertaken by the City for the benefit of its citizens. It also schedules all use of
City recreation facilities, and charges and collects activity and use fees when appropriate.
The Parks and Landscaping Division plans, constructs, and maintains all parks, grounds
of city buildin gs and facilities, and selected open space and public right-of-way areas. At
the direction of the Recreation and Parks Department, the Public Services Department
assists with selected maintenance of Park infrastructure, buildings, and other built
facilities.
The Recreation and Parks Department staff generally have moderate to high familiarity
with computers and automated processes, and put 35 PC computers and 20 workstations
to work during their daily operations. Both the Recreation Youth Center and the Parks
Landscaping Yard are connected via a 10 Mbps wireless LAN connection to the City
network. Department computers are used most often for routine word processing and
communications tasks, and support Excom Software’s CLASS system for registration in
activity programs and booking (scheduling) of the Department’s many facilities. Also, a
number of small databases are maintained by individual staff members for use in their
jobs.
Data
The Department maintains a record of its recreation activities and the participants in
those activities with the CLASS program registration and facility booking system. In
addition, Department staff members maintain a variety of data on individual PC
computers to support their individual jobs. That data is available through the person who
maintains it.
In addition to its own limited volume of automated data, the Department has access to
park facility maps and engineering drawings kept by various other City Departments.
Those informational materials are incomplete, often out of date, and available only by
contacting the staff person who maintains or has access to them.
Some Recreation and Parks Department staff members maintain databases pertaining to
their individual responsibilities, such as a street trees database (.dbf file format) using
Tree Pro (version 6.0) to help manage street tree program. There is no coordinated
record of all the individual databases that are kept, and access is accomplished only
through the person who maintains them.
In general, the data maintained by the Department is related to participation in the
Department recreation programs and use of the Department’s facilities. There is no
formal collection of parkland maps and facility blueprints or drawings.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Develop Park
Lands

Park Planner

Acquire and
Develop New
Park Sites

1. Identify
Candidate Site
2. Conduct Site
Analysis
3. Prepare
Development
Plan
4. Implement
Development
Plan

1. Parcel and
ownership
information
2. Environment
information
e.g. Soils,
vegetation
3. Demographic
information

1. Parcel and ownership information is rendered
into a digital format and made available to
Rec. and Parks staff via the City's GIS.
2. A user may query the database to find parcels
that meet spatial and attribute criteria, such as
size, proximity to various features, for sale or
city-owned, etc.
3. A volume of ancillary information is similarly
rendered into a GIS-ready format, and can be
integrated with available parcel data to enable
enhanced analysis of property suitability.
4. A user is able to produce a thematic map
display and product of ranked properties for
park development to support funding and
public presentation efforts.
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Parcel and ownership information
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
- Soils
- Topography (contours)
- Land use
- Zoning
- Demographics (census)
- Etc.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Maintain
Established
Park Lands

Maintenance
Staff

Development
Maintenance
Plans

1. Identify Parks
2. Prepare
Resources
Inventory for
Each Park
3. Prepare
Maintenance Plan
for Each Park

1. Park locations
and
information
2. Facility
information
3. Maintenance
histories

1. Park facility information is rendered into a
digital format and made available to staff via
the department's GIS.
2. Maintenance histories are similarly rendered
into a digital format, and linked to physical
locations on the map.
3. A user is able to generate a work order to
install, repair or remove an inventory item at a
particular location. Work order details can be
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Implement
Maintenance
Plans

1. Schedule Routine
Maintenance for
Each Park
2. Assign
Maintenance
Staff for Each
Park
3. Conduct
Maintenance
Operations

1. Park locations
and
information
2. Staff
information
3. Facility
information
4. Maintenance
histories

particular location. Work order details can be
entered directly into the city's enterprise wide
SAP accounting system through a map display
that details the work order location.
4. A user is able to schedule work to crews based
on an investigation of the distribution of
outstanding work orders throughout the parks.
5. Work crews can reference a map display
(either directly, via field computers, or through
printed maps and reports) that details the work
order location and details.
Requires:
n Digital park facilities layouts
n Maintenance inventories, including:
- Trees, shrubbery
- Lawn, turf
- Artificial surfaces
- Buildings
n Maintenance histories, including:
- Maintenance times
- Materials used
- Quality index
- Performed by

Operate
Recreation
Programs

Recreation
Planner

Design
Recreation
Programs

1. Identify
Recreation Needs
2. Establish Overall
Program Goals
3. Identify
Individual

1. Recreation
program
information
(existing)
2. Facility
information
179

1. A volume of existing program and material
inventory information is rendered into a digital
format and tied to facility locations in the
department's GIS.
2. A user is able to generate a map display of
facility locations rendered according to such
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Task

Obtain Funds

Actor

Director /
Recreation and
Parks Staff

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Program Type
4. Design Individual
Program
5. Schedule
Program times
and locations,
assign staff, and
obtain equipment
and supplies
6. Establish
Program
Registration and
Tracking Files
7. Publicize
Program
8. Conduct Program

3. Staff
information
4. Inventory
(equipment
and supply)
information

criteria as availability and/or inventory
characteristics.
3. A user is able to integrate ancillary information
(such as demographics within a defined radius
of facility locations), to support planning
efforts.

Identify
1. Identify
Funding Need
Recreation and
Parks Programs
2. Prepare Cost
Estimates for
Programs

Requires:
n Street network with address ranges
n Recreation facility locations and characteristics
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
- Neighborhood boundaries
- Census information
- Etc.

1. Budget
1. Recreation program information is rendered
2. Program plans
into a digital format and tied to facility
and
locations in the department's GIS.
characteristics 2. A user is able to generate a map display of
facility locations rendered according to such
criteria as participation volume, radial
proximity served, revenue generated, etc.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Apply for
Funds

1. Identify Funding
Sources for Each
Program
2. Develop Program
Descriptions and
Statements of
Program Needs
3. Prepare
Presentation
Materials
4. Complete and
Present
Applications for
Funds

1. List of grant
and other
funding
sources
2. Demographic
information
3. Participant
information

4. A user is able to integrate ancillary information
(such as demographics or neighborhood
boundaries) to illustrate the distribution of
services or relate a pattern of proactive
outreach to support various funding efforts.
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Requires:
n Street network with address ranges
n Recreation facility locations and characteristics
n Program participant information
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- Neighborhood boundaries
- Census information
- Etc.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Provide
Information to
the Public

Recreation and
Parks Staff

Prepare
Public
Information
Program

1. Identify Public
Information
Needs
2. Identify
Communications
Media
3. Gather Needed
Information
4. Develop
Presentation
Materials and
Procedures
5. Prepare
Information
Update
Procedures

1. Park
information
2. Facility
information
3. Program
information

1. City parks and facilities are rendered into a
digital format and made available to the
general public via the Internet.
2. Related program, facility booking, and
operational information are similarly rendered
into a digital format and tied to locations on a
map display.
3. A public access user is able to query for
programs or facilities that meet a defined
description, or produce lists of programs
available at a given facility or within a radius
of a (home) location.

1. Train Staff in
Public
Information
Procedures
2. Distribute or
Broadcast
Presentation
Materials
3. Update
Information
Materials per
Update
Procedures

1. Park
information
2. Facility
information
3. Program
information

Implement
Public
Information
Program

Requires:
n Street network with address ranges
n Recreation facility locations and characteristics
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n
n

Program characteristics
Booking information
Ancillary information, as appropriate:
- Facility photographs
- Etc.
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Redevelopment Agency
Interviewed:
David Thompson
Harriette Langston
Katherine Hoover
Alan Wolken

Director
Program Manager
Chief of Housing Director
Senior DEV Project Manager

Overview
The basic objective of the Redevelopment Agency is to promote revitalization, economic
development and the provision of affordable housing in the City of Richmond. To pursue
this objective, the Agency has established and is implementing a variety of focused
programs. Each of these programs requires its own funding and implementation strategy,
and a principal activity of the Agency is planning these strategies. Much of the work is
done according to legislative mandate, both state and federal, since government funds are
involved in most of the programs that are implemented.
One strategy followed by the Agency, and encouraged or required by funding agencies, is
to carve out entire areas and encourage projects throughout that area. Such areas are
deemed "empowerment" and "enterprise" zones. The Agency is currently implementing
9 projects over a total of 3500 acres.
The Agency does not currently maintain or have access to GIS technology to support its
strategizing and planning activities, though it sees a use for such technology. It envisions
supplementing its information resources with maps or the capability to make maps
showing vacant and dilapidated housing, census data, tax generators, assessor’s data,
parcel information, ownership, land use, zoning and other geographically expressible
information. The Agency thinks this type of information will not only be useful for
planning programs and tracking them, but also for presenting fund requests.
Operations
Operations of the Agency are largely program based. The programs are integrated under
one roof and are implemented to help meet the same redevelopment objectives, but they
are often administered separately. This is due to the distribution of funding sources and a
resultant distribution of in-house expertise in administering particular program
requirements.
Computers are part of the operations of the Agency, but their use is limited largely to
word processing and other administrative functions. The Agency has been provided with
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a copy of HUD’s Community 2020 software, which the Agency finds limited in its
usefulness.
Data
Most of the data the Agency maintains is that which is required to support its funding
applications. In addition, the Agency maintains computerized administrative files. It
currently does not maintain a map collection or easy access to automated geographic
information and analysis capabilities.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Revitalize the
City of
Richmond

Agency staff

Implement
Public
Improvement
Program

1. Identify Aged and
deteriorated
infrastructure
systems and
service systems
2. Plan
infrastructure
rehabilitation
projects
3. Implement plans

1. Infrastructure
information,
such as roads,
sewers, and
storm drains
2. Improvement
plan

Agency staff;
contract
planners

Implement
Commercial
Rehabilitation
Program

1. Identify
deteriorated store
fronts and
interiors
2. Prepare
restoration plans
3. Implement Plans

1. Building
information
2. Code
information
3. Improvement
plan

1. A volume of city-maintained information is
rendered into a digital format and linked to
locations on a map display, accessible to
department staff via the city's enterprise GIS.
City infrastructure information includes street,
sewer and road network characteristics and
quality index, street light and sign inventories,
and General Plan land use and zoning.
2. A user has the ability to create a thematic map
display or hard-copy output of suitability
analyses, whereby layers of information are
ranked and combined to illustrate priority areas
for redevelopment according to user
specifications. Such products can support
alternative planning and funding efforts.
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Requires:
n Street network with address ranges
n Parcels and ownership information
n City infrastructure information, including:
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Task

Promote the
Economic
Development
of the City

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Agency staff;
Contract
planners

Implement
Beautification
Program

1. Identify
commercial
corridors
2. Prepare
landscaping,
lighting and street
furniture plans for
commercial
corridors
3. Implement plans

1. Land use
2. Zoning
3. Existing
conditions
(inspection)

Agency staff;
Contract
architects

Implement
Cultural Arts
and
Recreational
Facilities
Improvement
Program

1. Identify existing
community
facilities
2. Prepare facility
rehabilitation
plans
3. Implement plans

1. Facilities
information
2. Improvement
plan

Agency staff;
Environmental
consultants

Implement
Toxic
Remediation
and Property
Acquisition
Program

1. Identify potential
development sites
that are
contaminated
2. Plan remediation
plans for target
sites
3. Implement
remediation plan

1. Land use
2. Zoning
3. Brownfields
sites
4. Permitted
industrial
waste sites
5. Remediation
information

186

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
-

Street network quality index
Sewer and storm drain networks
Street light inventory
Sign inventory
Etc.

1. A volume of city-maintained information is
rendered into a digital format and linked to
locations on a map display, accessible to
department staff via the city's enterprise GIS.
City-maintained information includes business
license information, sales tax data,
demographic census data, and permitted
industrial waste sites.
2. A user is able to query business locations by
type, identify permitted industrial waste sites,
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Agency staff

Implement
Commercial/
Industrial
Attraction and
Retention
Program

1. Identify needs of
existing
businesses
2. Identify needs of
prospective
businesses
3. Prepare incentive
plan for existing
and new
businesses
4. Implement
incentive plan

1. Business
information
2. Land use
3. Zoning

1. Identify small
business
opportunities
2. Prepare small
business
incentives plan
3. Implement small
business
incentives plan

1. Business
information
2. Land use
3. Zoning

Agency staff

Implement
Business
Development
Program

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
type, identify permitted industrial waste sites,
and examine Brownfield sites in order to
determine candidate locations for Toxic
Remediation programs. A hard-copy map
output may be used to organize inspections for
further investigation.
3. A user is able to query business license
information maintained by the city to analyze
sector growth and sales tax trends to support
incentive planning for new and existing
businesses and small business incentives.
Requirements:
n Street network with address ranges
n Business (e.g. license) information
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Land use
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n Permitted industrial waste sites
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Provide
Affordable
Housing in
the City

Agency staff

Encourage
Construction
of New Rental
and
Ownership
Units

1. Identify
incentives for
affordable
housing
construction in
the City
2. Prepare
construction
incentives plan
3. Implement
construction
incentives plan

1. Parcels and
ownership
2. Land use
3. Zoning

1. A volume of city-maintained information is
rendered into a digital format and linked to
locations on a map display, accessible to
department staff via the city's enterprise GIS.
City-maintained information includes General
Plan zoning, land use and parcel and
ownership information.
2. A user is able to create a map display and
hard-copy output of vacant properties within
the city, and associate land use and zoning
characteristics in order to visualize the
distribution of land tenancy characteristics and
support redevelopment planning efforts.

Agency staff

Encourage
rehabilitation
of existing
housing

1. Identify housing
requiring
rehabilitation
2. Identify
incentives for
rehabilitating
existing housing
3. Prepare
rehabilitation
incentives plan
4. Implement plan

1. Parcels and
ownership
2. Land use
3. Zoning

3. A user is able to associate various other
geographic layers with target parcels, such as
census and demographic information, in order
to visualize various economic and other
demographic characteristics of a site, to
support incentive planning.
Requires:
n Street network with address ranges
n Land use
n Zoning
n Parcels and ownership
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

Agency staff

Encourage
First-time
Homebuyers

1. Identify
incentives for
First-time Home
buying
2. Prepare Home
buyer incentives
plan
3. Implement plan

1. City
infrastructure
information

Agency staff

Solicit Funds

1. Identify funding
sources
2. Prepare
application
materials
3. Present
application
materials

1. Funding
information

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
n

Obtain Funds
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- City orthophoto
- Census information
- Neighborhood boundaries
- Etc.

1. A volume of department-maintained
information is rendered into a digital format
and linked to locations on a ma p display.
Department-maintained information includes
infrastructure, commercial and general
beautification projects, target development
areas, etc.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Agency staff

Distribute
Funds

1. Review use
options for funds,
if any
2. Distribute funds

1. Account
information

2. A user is able to generate a thematic map
display and hard-copy output that illustrates
the breadth and variety of projects
accomplished with a specified budget, as well
as target areas marked for improvement and
redevelopment, along with summary statistics,
to support funding efforts.
Requires:
n Street network with address ranges
n Program information and locations
n Target area locations and information
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- City orthophoto
- Census information
- Neighborhoods
- Etc.
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Wastewater
Interviewed:
Mary Phelps
Don Austin
Richard Rushlow
Rob Chelemedos
Dave Williamson
Ollie Cotton

Senior Industrial Waste Inspector / Computer Support
Public Works Superintendent
Site Safety Officer
Sewer Crew Leadworker
Maintenance Supervisor
Treatment Plant Chemist

Overview
The City of Richmond Wastewater Department provides wastewater treatment services to
residents and commercial and industrial businesses within Richmond's Sewer District,
and stormwater service to residents and commercial and industrial businesses within
Richmond City Limits. The Wastewater Department services approximately 60 percent
of the Richmond area; an additional 30 percent is served by West County Wastewater,
and the remaining 10 percent by Stege Wastewater.
Wastewater operates five major programs. The Industrial Waste Program oversees the
inspection and sampling of all commercial and industrial businesses within the district for
compliance with their wastewater permits, and those within city limits for compliance
with the stormwater pollution prevention plan. The Sewer Crew maintains the sewer
collection systems for the district, and performs emergency repairs to the storm water
network. The Laboratory maintains sampling requirements as specified by the City's
NPDES permit and performs analyses for Industrial and Commercial facilities sampled
by the Industrial Waste Program. The Maintenance Division repairs and maintains all
equipment in the wastewater plant and at the various pump stations throughout the City.
The Operations Division is charged with general oversight of all matters regarding the
influent and effluent quality of wastewater.
GIS support for Wastewater operations is yet in its infancy in the department, although
some staff have access to ArcView software, and two are actively pursuing training in its
functionality. At present, the department does not maintain any digital spatial files of its
infrastructure, and works primarily from sets of sewer and stormwater maps under the
custodianship of the Engineering department.
Wastewater staff are situated at the wastewater plant. Computers at the plant are
connected to the City network via a wireless link that delivers 100 Megabytes to the
internal Local Area Network (LAN). Connection strength is tenuous during adverse
weather conditions. The department operates several Pentium II and Pentium III class
computers at the plant, and have software licenses to operate Microsoft Access 2000,
Quattro Pro, AutoDesk 2000 and ArcView 3.2.
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Operations
The Wastewater Department fields requests daily to provide repair service to the sewer
and storm drain systems. In dry weather, the department fields between 5 and 8 calls per
day; in wet weather, the department may receive upwards of 70 calls per day. Sewer
crews are dispatched to call locations in priority sequence. Copies of the sewer maps are
kept in the trucks, and are used in the field to locate network features if the crew is
unfamiliar with the area.
Service calls range from sewer blockages on individual properties to flooding street
corners and manholes. During wet periods, much of the collection systems may become
saturated, making sewer crew dispatch to these areas ineffective. The department would
like to have a map display for the service call taker that plots the location and status of
active service requests. Collection system saturation and other trends could then be
identified more quickly, and timely and critical information could be disseminated to the
public and to the work crews. Sewer crews would particularly benefit from remote
access to such a dynamic information source.
By ordinance, property owners are responsible for the maintenance of their lateral
connections to the main sewer lines. Often, during a service call, physical inspection is
required to determine the cause and origin of a repair. If service to the lateral is required,
the property owner is liable for costs. Wastewater staff would like the ability to identify
and track the history of sewer services to facilitate the identification and notification of
maintenance liability.
The Sewer Crew performs preventive maintenance on the sewer network when there are
no service requests to attend to. A geographic maintenance index, which dissects the
sewer service area into prioritized maintenance zones, is used to schedule preventive
maintenance in various parts of the city. Maintenance of the stormwater collection
system is performed on an emergency basis only; regular maintenance is performed by
the Public Works Streets Division.
The Operations Division calculates stormwater assessments for industries on an annual
basis, using discharge fee data from the East Bay Municipal Utility District. New
businesses locating in the region often request such assessment data, and Wastewater
staff would like the ability to geo-locate a target location on a map display and identify
the relevant service -providing sewer and storm districts.
The Wastewater Department oversees the inspection of effluent from a list of bus inesses
within the City of Richmond service area. At present, inspection information is
maintained in paper files (identified by address), although staff expressed a desire to link
historical reports to inspection locations in the GIS. Additionally, staff envision GIS
support for inspection routing and scheduling and thematic mapping of work performed
in each of the neighborhood council areas. Network tracing functionality could also be
employed to identify possible contaminant sources of inspected locations.
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In the City of Richmond, 210 businesses currently operate industrial waste permits. 1400
customers are charged industrial rates. Annual inspections are required, and the
department is currently operating under a backlog of a few months. Each permitted
facility has filed engineered site plans with the city, which could be usefully linked to site
locations in the GIS.
Additional sampling is performed at the wastewater plant and at outfall locations in the
bay. Wastewater plant layout diagrams, wit h reference to underground features, would
be an additional useful complement to the GIS.
On occasion, the Wastewater department reviews development plans sent from Building
Regulations to establish conditions for approval regarding connections to sewer and
storm drains.
Data
The Wastewater Department primarily uses two series of paper maps under the
custodianship of the Engineering Department: a sewer network series and a storm water
drainage network series.
The City of Richmond's network of sewer pipe segments and manholes is depicted on a
1:1,200 scale city basemap, and is annotated with pipe diameter and length dimensions as
well as elevation and depth to pipe values. It is suspected, however, that the elevation
values refer variously to two different datums without explicit distinction, and are thus
invalid without extensive verification. In addition, the map series has been updated only
intermittently since its original drafting approximately 10 years ago, and is thus not a
complete survey of the department's holdings. The relative smallness of map scale
supports a highly accurate spatial positioning of network elements. However, as the
network is invariably depicted in the exact center of the rights-of-way, the accuracy of
their positioning is likely only approximate.
The storm water network series is represented on a 1:4,800 scale City of Richmond
basemap that dates to the late sixties. Revisions to these maps are documented until
1976, and subsequent edits, if any, have been informal and untracked. A large amount of
primary and ancillary information has been captured for those elements of the network
that are represented, including natural creeks, ditches, swales, headwalls, underground
conduits, headwalls, manholes, catch basins, curbs, drop inlets, culverts, flow divides,
flow direction, pipe material, junction boxes and material, open drains, and material
condition. The positional accuracy of these network elements is considered moderate.
The Sewer Crew utilizes the Sewer map series grid to index the level of maintenance
efforts required within each area. Staff have drafted a rough thematic map according to
this grid with green, orange and red colors to depict low, moderate and high frequency
repair regions of the city in support of their preventive maintenance scheduling. Grids
have been categorized according to resident expertise.
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Wastewater staff are in the process of compiling an Access database of service requests.
At present, almost 5 years of historical data have been entered, ke yed to the address of
the service location.
Contractors performing new construction or repair work to the network infrastructure are
required to produce as-built drawings. Currently, these are forwarded to the Engineering
Department where they are housed but not edited to reflect updates.
A multi-year effort to video-inventory the main sewer lines is getting underway. This
survey will provide distance measures to internal network elements on main sewer lines,
such as cracks and laterals.
A textual record of pump station locations exists to support inspection and maintenance
activities. This list records the name and a narrative description of location for each of
Richmond's 13 Sewage and 8 Stormwater pumping stations.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

Provide
service calls
for Sewer
maintenance

Resident of
Sanitary
District

Calls for
service

Operator /
Dispatch

Takes service
information
and
dispatches
crew

1. Service
request
location and
details.
2. Sewer maps
3. Stormwater
maps

Sewer Crew

Investigates
service call
and performs
work

1. Operator receives
a call requesting
service to a
private residence
or public
property.
2. Operator
forwards request
to Sewer crew.
3. Crew is
dispatched to
location,
investigates
problem, and
performs repair.
Crew use copies
of sewer and
stormwater maps
to locate network
features if they
are unfamiliar
with the area.

1. When a call is received, the operator plots the
location of the service request on a map by
entering an address, intersection, or by
physically locating a point on the map.
2. The operator is able to determine whether the
service location is within the sanitary district
boundaries, or is serviced by another agency.
3. Active calls are maintained on the map
display, allowing the operator to visualize the
pattern of service request. Points may be
rendered differently according to status,
priority, or other user-defined criteria.
4. Sewer crews might remotely access the GIS
database via a wireless link to enable real-time
communication of dispatch information.
5. Sewer crews have simultaneous access to a
digital version of the sewer and stormwater
network, and can update such characteristics as
saturated or out-of-service pipes.
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Service call locations and information
n Sewer and stormwater network
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- Richmond Sanitary Service District
- Stege, West Contra Costa County Sanitary
Service Districts
- City orthophoto
- Hydrography
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
- Etc.

Perform
preventive
maintenance
of sewer
network

Sewer Crew

Perform
maintenance
of sewer
network

1. When there are
few service calls
to attend to, the
Sewer Crew
performs
maintenance of
the sewer network
in accordance
with a
maintenance grid
that illustrates
priority sections
of the sanitary
district.

1. Maintenance
grid

1. The sewer network is rendered into a GIS
format and made available to Sewer Crew
staff. Network attributes include a
maintenance history and material quality
index.
2. A user is able to render the network features on
a map display according to the date of last
maintenance, inspected quality of pipe, or
frequency of association with performed
service requests, to support a prioritized
maintenance program.
3. When work is performed to the network,
maintenance history is maintained in the GIS
to ensure currency of information.
Requires:
n Service call locations and information
n Sewer network
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- Street network file
- Richmond Sanitary District
- City orthophoto
- Hydrography
- Etc.

Field Public
Inquiries

Potential
customer

Request
service

1. A request is made
for information

1. Prospective
business
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Task

Actor

Clerk

Perform
effluent
quality
inspections

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements

information

regarding the
extent of the
Department's
service area, and
the assessments
associated with
commercial
stormwater
discharge
accounts.
2. Staff will identify
the prospective
location, verify
that it is within
the service area,
and research the
assessment
history associated
with the location.

location and
activity
details
2. Historical
assessment
rates

that describes their activities. Historical data is
maintained for tracking purposes.
2. A proposed business loca tion is located on a
map display by entering a street address, APN,
or by a manual selection process.
3. Staff can determine whether the proposed
location falls within the sewer or storm water
service area, and can reference existing or
historical account information at the site,
within a given radius of the site, or by
querying for businesses that perform a similar
activity as the proposed business.

1. Annual
inspections are
required of
facilities with
industrial waste
permits.

1. Inspection
locations and
permit details
2. Inspection
report

Research and
provide
service
information

Industrial
Waste Permit

Requires
facility
inspection

Inspector

Performs
inspection

Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Business account locations and information
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- Richmond Sanitary Service District
- Stege, West Contra Costa County Sanitary
Service Districts
- City orthophoto
- Hydrography
- Etc.
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

2. An inspector
schedules site
visits according to
inspection
requirements
(annual) and
departmental
availability.
3. Inspector
performs
inspection and
takes samples for
laboratory
analysis.
4. Inspector
prepares and files
inspection report.

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
to various characteristics, including inspection
date, outstanding violations, quality of
effluent, etc. In addition, department staff are
able to produce statistics and maps that
illustrate the distribution and characteristics of
permitted industrial waste sites within the city
and within various geographical units such as
neighborhoods and census tracts.
3. Inspector is able to derive an optimal
inspection schedule based on priority
characteristics, and plan an optimal route to
facility locations through the GIS.
4. For each sampling location, Inspector is able to
perform up-stream and down-stream traces on
the network to identify contaminant sources
and effected areas.
5. Inspector is able to link inspection information
with facility locations, and thus derive an
inspection history to support future work and
analysis.
Requires:
n Street network file with address ranges
n Industrial waste site location and information:
- Facility and fire plans
- Historical inspection reports
- Photographs
n Sewer and stormwater networks
n Background and complementary analysis
layers, as appropriate:
- Richmond Sanitary Ser vice District
- Stege, West Contra Costa County Sanitary
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Task

Actor

Action

Process

Required Data

GIS Enhancements and Requirements
Service Districts
- City orthophoto
- Hydrography
- Etc.
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1.0 Introduction
This Enterprise GIS Design Report represents the second component of a three-part
geographic information system (GIS) development project being performed for the City of
Richmond. This document outlines application, data, hardware, soft ware, network and
human resource concepts for the development of Richmond's enterprise GIS. The concepts
outlined here are founded upon assessed needs determined through interviews with various
City departments that are documented in a separate Needs Assessment Interview
Documentation.
The following departments have participated in the needs assessment process:
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Building Regulations
Cable Television (KCRT)
City Attorney's Office
City Clerk
City Council
City Public Affairs and
Information
Employment and Training
Engineering
Finance
Fire
Housing Authority

Information Technology
Library
Office of Emergency Services
Paratransit
Planning
Police
Port and Marina
Public Services (Streets and
Sewers, Building Services)
n Recreation and Parks
n Redevelopment Agency
n Wastewater

Document Objectives
The objectives of this document include:
Define application, data, hardware, software, network, and human resource concepts
for the development of Richmond's enterprise GIS.
Respond to defined user needs.
Establish a foundation for the prioritization of implementation tasks, in consideration
of City objectives.

Project Components
The three components of the City of Richmond project include:
1) Needs Analysis: Summary of on-site assessment findings. Identify GIS needs and
current system status.
2) Develop an Enterprise GIS Design: Develop recommendations in the areas of
hardware, software, data, staff training, and organization.
3) Develop an Implementation Strategy: Develop prioritized tasks and schedule for
the implementation of adopted recommendations in the GIS Design.
1-1
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1.0 Introduction

Contents of the Report
In addition to the Introduction, this document has five more sections. These are:
Section 2.0: Enterprise GIS Design executive summary.
Section 3.0: Application concepts founded upon documented user needs.
Section 4.0: Data / database concepts to support required functionality.
Section 5.0: Hardware / software / network support requirements.
Section 6.0: Organizational / personnel support requirements.
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2.0 Executive Summary

2.0 Executive Summary
2.1 Introduction
This Enterprise GIS Design Report represents the second component of a three-part
geographic information system (GIS) development project being performed for the City of
Richmond. This document outlines application, data, hardware, software, network and
human resource concepts for the development of Richmond's enterprise GIS. The concepts
outlined here are founded upon assessed needs determined through interviews with various
City departments that are documented in a separate Needs Assessment Interview
Documentation.
The objectives of this document include:
Define application, data, hardware, software, network, and human resource concepts
for the development of Richmond's enterprise GIS.
Respond to defined user needs.
Establish a foundation for the prioritization of implementation tasks, in consideration
of City objectives.

2.2 GIS Application Concepts
The user needs were identified through interviews conducted between October and December
2000, with a few departments interviewed in January 2001. The results of the user needs
interviews were analyzed to identify functions of the departments that would benefit from
GIS technology. The agency functions were evaluated further to determine the type of GIS
application that would be required to perform or support each function. The potential number
of users of the applications and the types of benefits that could be expected from
implementing GIS were identified.
For all departments, 85 functions were identified that would benefit from GIS technology.
For planning of the enterprise GIS implementation, these functions were assessed, and it was
determined that they could be supported by GIS applications from one or more of six broad
categories:
1. Data Manageme nt—tools for data management and database administration for any
centralized, enterprise database, and other distributed, shared databases maintained
within individual departments.
2. Data Edit, Update, and Manipulation—tools for the initial entry of spatial data (i.e.,
map layers) and associated attribute data and map symbology.
3. Geoprocessing, Modeling, and Analysis—tools for analyzing the map and tabular
data based on geographic and logical relationships including connection to specialized
modeling software when needed
4. Query and Display—tools for selecting map and attribute data based on criteria built
through text expressions or by geographic selection that result in output of the query
as a set of geographic features and their associated tabular information that meet the
selection criteria
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5. Map Production—tools for the design and output of map products. These map
products may be part of a standard map series, such as the planimetric or "as-built"
basemaps, or they may be special one-of-a-kind maps.
6. Information Access System—tools for performing query, display, and data entry
functions to meet specific needs of users with modest requirements for GIS to
perform their job functions using either an Intranet/Internet browser or a personal
computer set up as a client machine.
Final applications for each user functions will require configuration or customization to the
specific data sets and analysis processes required. Such configuration/customization is based
upon a detailed functional requirements analysis tha t is beyond the scope of this design
report.
A summary of the applications required is presented in Table 2-1. A total of 103
departmental functions were identified that would be supported by the GIS applications. A
total of 271 GIS applications were identified because each function may be supported by
more than one GIS application. More functions that will benefit from GIS will be identified
over time, but these 103 functions provide a sound basis for establishing the concept for the
enterprise GIS for Richmond.
Table 2-1
Number of Applications by Department

Query and
Display

Geoprocessing,
Modeling,
Analysis

Map
Production

Information
Access System

Total Number
of Applications

Building Regulations
Cable Television (KCRT)
City Attorney's Office
City Clerk
City Council
City Public Affairs and Information
Employment and Training
Engineering
Finance
Fire
Housing Authority
Library and Museum Services
Office of Emergency Services
Paratransit
Planning
Police

Data Entry,
Edit,
Manipulation

Department

Data
Management

Number of Functions by Application
Type*

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
0
11
0
0
0
0
11
11

3
0
2
0
0
1
0
11
2
6
3
4
2
2
1
2

4
1
2
1
1
3
3
14
2
8
3
4
5
3
4
8

1
1
1
0
0
2
4
2
2
2
1
4
3
2
6
5

0
1
0
1
1
2
1
7
1
6
1
1
4
0
3
3

0
1
0
1
1
0
1
4
1
2
2
2
0
1
3
4

8
4
5
3
3
8
9
39
8
25
10
15
14
8
18
23
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Table 2-1 Cont'd
Number of Applications by Department

Geoprocessing,
Modeling,
Analysis

Map
Production

Information
Access System

Total Number
of Applications

Total Number of Applications

Query and
Display

Port and Marina Operations
Public Services (Building Services,
Streets and Sewers Divisions)
Recreation and Parks
Redevelopment Agency
Wastewater

Data Entry,
Edit,
Manipulation

Department

Data
Management

Number of Functions by Application
Type*

0

1

2

0

1

2

6

0

5

5

3

2

3

18

0
0
11

3
1
5

6
3
5

4
3
4

2
3
2

2
1
2

17
11
19

5

54

87

50

42

33

271

* See Section 3.3 for details about the GIS applications.
1

Function was not determined by reference to a specific task or tasks described during departmental interviews,
however, this GIS function is anticipated.

The benefits of implementing an enterprise GIS for Richmond are anticipated to be
significant. The types of benefits are expected to include
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Save time in performing job functions.
Increase efficiency and productivity.
Save money and generate revenue.
Better decision support resources.
Increased automation of departmental functions.
Better resource management.
Aid in budget preparation and administration.
Build a consistent information base.
Increase accuracy.

2.3 Database Concepts
A GIS database includes map data, called spatial data, and descriptive text and images about the
map data, called attribute data. Spatial data describes the location, shape, and relationships
among features depicted on maps. A GIS data layer illustrates the location and shape of a set of
related features. These may be on the surface of the earth such as roads or parcels, below the
surface such as water pipelines, or above the surface such as buildings and aircraft hazard zones.
In a GIS database, the attribute data is stored in related database files. Attribute data is derived
from the operational records of the city. Most common is attribute data in the form of words,
numbers, and text strings. Other formats for attribute data include images of photographs and
documents, digital files of computer generated drawings, video logs, and other information that
can be linked to a location on the map.
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The GIS database design concept for the enterprise GIS for Richmond recommends the creation
of a shared database. Using a shared GIS database, each department can access the data
electronically based upon their predefined access privileges. Data in the database is updated
periodically, and data accuracy is ma intained by the source department. Information that is not
suitable for sharing because it is not of general interest or utility, or it warrants special security
arrangements, may be stored as subject data within a departmental database.
The GIS database design concept for the enterprise GIS for Richmond organizes the geographic
data into seven categories, each of which includes a set of map layers and associated tabular
attributes. The GIS database concept for Richmond is summarized in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2
GIS Database Concepts
Category

Primary Source
Department

Source Format

1
1
2
1
7
5
4
4

Engineering
Engineering
Engineering, Planning
N/A (County)
N/A (County)
N/A (County)
Engineering
N/A (County)

Paper
Paper, Digital
Paper
Digital anticipated
Digital anticipated
Digital anticipated
Paper, digital anticipated
Digital anticipated

7

N/A (County)

Digital anticipated

4
4
2
3
2
1
1

Police, Fire
Police, Fire
Police, Fire
Police, Fire
Police, Fire
Fire
Fire

Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper, Digital
Paper, Digital
Paper
Paper

2
1
4
3
2
4

N/A (County)
Engineering
Engineering
N/A (County)
N/A (County)
Engineering

Paper, Digital anticipated
Paper, Digital anticipated
Digital anticipated
Digital anticipated
Paper

6
3
6
1

Engineering
Engineering
N/A (Utility Company)
Engineering

Paper, Digital anticipated
Paper
Unknown
Paper

1
2
4
6

Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning

Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper

Subcategories

Basemap

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Control Points
Spot Elevations
Hydrology
Topography
Building Footprints
Planimetric Features
Rights-of-Way
Landmarks

Land Records

n

Cadastre

Safety

n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Safety Districts
Emergency Locations
Routing Index
Incidents
Investigations
Response Features
Critical Facilities

Transportation

n
n
n
n
n
n

Street Centerlines
Traffic Signal Devices
Railway Network
Traffic Elements
Port Facilities
Routes

Utilities

n
n
n
n

Sewer Network
Storm Drain Network
Water Distribution Network
Street Lighting

Environmental

n
n
n
n

Geology
Analytical Areas
Sensitive Areas
Impact Features
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Table 2-2 Cont'd
GIS Database Concepts
Category

Subcategories

Primary Source
Department

Source Format

Engineering
Wastewater
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Federal Government
Engineering

Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper
Digital
Paper

Administrative

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Civic Boundaries
Service Boundaries
Planning Boundaries
Specific Area Plans
Special Feature Zones
Resource Management Zones
Development Districts
Demographics
Civic Locations

3
2
3
4
2
4
4
2
3

Several key issues must be addressed as part of building Richmond's enterprise GIS database.
Among these are the need to access SAP attribute information for use in GIS analysis. This will
have to be accomplished by maintaining cross-referenced unique identifiers among spatial
features and SAP object records, and developing an automated extraction routine. The
relationship between Richmond's GIS staff and their peers at Contra Costa County should be
further developed to minimize the duplication of effort for data construction. The County is
currently engaged in building parcel, street, and planimetric vector layers, and is promising
delivery of citywide orthophotos. Additionally, the City and County must coordinate in
developing their data collection resources to increase data sharing opportunities. Further
coordination with other outside agencies, such as the East Bay Municipal Utility District, is also
desirable to obtain access to infrastructure information not currently possessed by the City.

2.4 System Resources
The system resources for the enterprise GIS for Richmond includes hardware, software, and
the data communications network. A conceptual system configuration has been established
based on the characteristics of the existing system resources, applications required by each
agency, data resources available, and the number staff within the core and primary user
agencies that will use the GIS. This concept provides the basis for planning and budgeting
the implementation of the GIS.
The configuration concept uses a client/server approach to the GIS. This will enable staff to
work with the data within their respective applications at their personal computer or
workstation while maintaining centralized databases within the core agencies to protect the
quality of the "master copy" of each shared data set.
GIS applications access relatively large sets of data, particularly in supporting spatial analysis
and display. This places high demands on network traffic. It is very important to provide
sufficient bandwidth throughout the network configuration to support GIS application
communication needs. The current local area network (LAN) environment at the City
appears to have adequate bandwidth to support GIS activities. However, several key
departments are only connected via a 10 Mbps wireless connection that will not suffice for
typical GIS processing requirements. Therefore, some improvements may be needed to
enhance performance. The duplication of data and applications at the remote sites would
promote the efficient operation of the entire GIS.
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The software associated with a GIS consists of integrated programs to perform data entry,
modification, spatial analysis, and output product generation. In addition operating system
software, database management system (DBMS) software, and software to support
management and processing of special format data resources can be required. Commercially
available GIS software packages provide the range of tools needed to develop all of the
applications identified in the needs assessment. Some application needs can be met using the
"off-the-shelf" functions of the GIS software. Others will require customized development
using the GIS tools and appropriate programming tools.
Figure 2-1 provides an initial concept for the server and network configuration of the
enterprise GIS for Richmond. Centralized GIS data and application servers would be
implemented at City Hall, under the authority of the IT Department, who will assume
maintenance responsibilities. Mirrored data and application servers would be established at
all or some of the Wastewater plant, Port, Corporate Yard, and Recreation Youth Center to
service user needs at those remote sites. The implementation of the Wastewater GIS
environment will be a priority, while other remote sites are further evaluated for
implementation requirements. Data maintenance requirements and remote vs. local
administration tasks will be investigated at the time of implementation.
The proposed corporate GIS data and application servers, shown below, are anticipated to
complement the City's existing server configuration. The GIS application server would
provide GIS functionality, while the data server would manage the spatial and attribute data
resources for all directly connected departments on the City LAN.
Servers acquired for the current SAP implementation should be dedicated to support that
system, as GIS processing requirements are sufficiently taxing to require their own dedicated
servers. The GIS and SAP servers will be able to communicate with one another in order to
enable a routine extraction of SAP data for use in the GIS.
A Web server, situated outside of the City's firewall, could be configured to serve maps
created from enterprise GIS data, to Internet clients on the World Wide Web. Other, secure
servers, such as Police and Fire Department equipment, similarly separated from the
enterprise data by a firewall, could be configured to provide filtered or aggregated
information to the GIS data server via the execution of a dedicated extraction routines.
Distributed data and application servers at each of the remote locations (Wastewater Plant,
Port, Corporate Yard and Recreation Youth Center) will need to be sized to support the
appropriate number of users at each location. Evaluation of alternative approaches to these
system enhancements will occur in the next phase of this project.
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Figure 2-1
System Concept
for Richmond Enterprise GIS
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2.5 Personnel and Organizational Requirements
The personnel resources and organizational structure established to administer the enterprise GIS
for Richmond are as important to its success as any of the other components of the system. The
organizational structure provides the basis for the administration and coordination of GIS
resources of each agency that is participating in the enterprise GIS.
Traditional GIS organizational structures consist of three parts, a policy committee, a
technical advisory committee, and GIS operational staff, each of which fulfills a specific
function:
n Policy Committee—responsible for setting the policy for GIS coordination and
implementation for a multiagency GIS. In the absence of a policy committee whose
decision making is binding upon all participating agencies, the process of coordinating
GIS implementation is pushed down to the individual departments. Individual
departments do not have the resources to consider organizationwide consequences and do
not have the authority to require other agencies to follow their decisions.
n Technical Coordination Committee—responsible for interdepartmental/interagency
communication and cooperation regarding technical direction and standards, recommend
projects and studies, recommend database/application development activities, system
integration/expansion issues and user training. The technical coordination committee is
usually supported by a GIS user group. User groups provide an open forum for all GIS
users to discuss their needs and issues related to GIS implementation.
n GIS Operational Staff—provide technical and database services for the shared database
and system resources of the enterprise GIS. The staff positions required to operate and
manage an enterprise GIS implementation include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GIS Manager/Coordinator
System Administrator
Database Administrator
GIS Analysts
GIS Applications Programmers
Database Automation Specialists
Hardware/Software Technical Support Specialists
Trainers

The recommended organizational structure for the enterprise GIS for Richmond is shown in
Figure 2-2. The structure is based upon the traditional organizational structure. The
technical coordination committee structure has been modified to include two subcommittees
responsible for specific areas of implementation coordination.
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Figure 2-2
Recommended GIS Organization Structure
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The implementation of the enterprise GIS for Richmond will require expanded GIS staffing.
This will include staff for supporting enterprise GIS functions and staff for data automation
and update within the departments. The types of staff needed for each agency are shown in
Figure 2-3. As an alternative to hiring additional staff, many of the GIS staffing
requirements can be met through training existing staff to perform additional functions in
support of their department’s activities. Another alternative to hiring GIS professional staff
with fully developed skill sets, is to contract GIS implementation services from local
companies that can provide the properly skilled staff. This would enable the GIS to get
started at a much quicker pace and thus help the core and primary user agencies respond to
the many planning, development, and infrastructure issues being faced.
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n

n

n
n

Data Automation
Specialist

n

GIS Analyst

Database
Administrator

n

Information Technology
Building Regulations
Cable Television
City Attorney's Office
City Clerk
City Council
City Public Affairs and Information
Employment and Training
Engineering
Finance
Fire
Housing Authority
Library
Office of Emergency Services
Paratransit
Planning
Police
Port and Marina
Public Services (Building Services, Streets
and Sewers Divisions)
Recreation and Parks
Redevelopment
Wastewater

System
Administrator

Departments

GIS Manager

GIS Staff Categories

GIS Application
Programmer

Table 2-3
GIS Staffing Requirements

n

n
n

n
n
n

n
n
n

n
n
n

n

n
n

n
n

n

n
n

n
n

n

n

n

Developing the needed skill internally will require a comprehensive training program for all
levels of staff discussed above. Table 2-4 shows the types of training that will be needed by
each of the categories of the GIS operational staff in order for them to perform their job
functions.
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Computer Science Training
Operating Systems
Hardware Administration
Network Administration
Database Administration
GIS Software Training
Entry-Level GIS User
Advanced Level GIS User
Customizing GIS
GIS Database Design
Managing a GIS
Introduction to Desktop GIS
Custom End User Training
(on customized application)
GIS Procedures Training
Spatial Data Edit and Update
Spatial/Attribute Data QA/QC
Database Backup and
Rollback

Data Automation
Specialist

GIS Application
Programmer

GIS Analyst

Database Administrator

System Administrator

GIS Mngr./Coord.

Table 2-4
Training Requirements for GIS Operational Staff

n
n
n

n
¡
¡
n

n

n
¡

n

¡
n
n
n

¡
¡
n
¡

n
n
¡
n

n
n
n
¡

n
n
n
¡

n
n
¡
¡

n
¡

n
n

n

n

¡
¡

¡
¡

n
n

n

¡
n

n
¡

¡

n = Recommended training
¡ = Optional training
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The results of the user needs interviews have been analyzed to identify departmental tasks
that would benefit from the application of GIS technology. Departmental tasks were further
evaluated to determine the type of (general) GIS application that would be required to
perform or support each function. The potential number of users of each type of general GIS
application category, the priority for their implementation, and the types of benefits that
could be expected from implementing GIS may be inferred from the results. The analysis is
presented below. Analysis of the data layers required by these applications is reported in
Section 4.0.

3.1 GIS Application Support for Departmental Tasks
Departmental functions identified during the user needs assessment interviews that would
benefit from the use of GIS have been described in the Needs Assessment Interview
Documentation, and are summarized below. Further information about these functions may
be found in the interview documentation. In particular, each department's documentation
includes a table that defines current procedures that involve geographic information, with a
reference to potential GIS enhancements.
3.1.1

Building Regulations

1. Issue Building Permits – Building Regulations is responsible for initiating the Building
Permit process, routing applicants to the appropriate departments for code compliance
and other validation processes, and issuing the final permit. In addition, the department
performs physical inspections and prepares inspection reports. GIS could support
application tracking and status validation.
2. Enforce Building Code Requirements – Building Regulations performs ad hoc inspections
in response to complaints regarding non-compliance with municipal codes. GIS could be
used to reference Inspection information and track the distribution of inspection activity.
3. Conduct Blight Abatement Program – In response to public or intra-departmental
notification, Building Regulations performs inspections of specified locations and drafts
inspection reports. Building Regulations will also conduct abatement in certain cases. A
GIS could help coordinate and track abatement activities among departments, and serve
as a reference to abatement reports.
4. Record Site Plan and Final Map Information – The department receives final site plan
information from developers. A GIS could be used to coordinate this information as an
enterprise resource and channel it to the appropriate data entry staff where it could be
used as reference for updating various spatial layers.
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Cable Television (KCRT)

1.

Provide Public Information – The station operates a "slide-show" based community
information program, with graphics and text providing content. GIS-produced maps
could be utilized to augment this content.

2.

Perform Television Programming – The station plans television "shoots" by scouting
locations for various access and infrastructure characteristics. Staff could use a GIS to
obtain city infrastructure information as well as maintain an inventory of past “shoot
locations,” including images or videos as attributes.

3.1.3

City Attorney's Office

1.

Evaluate Claims – The City Attorney is responsible for evaluating complaints leveled
against the City. Often, these complaints relate to the status of infrastructure repair or
maintenance. A GIS could be used to reference the maintenance history of infrastructure
elements and investigate the distribution of complaint types throughout the city.

2.

Investigate and Enforce Abatement – The City Attorney manages the process of
investigating and reporting on abatement complaints. A GIS could be used to track the
distribution of blight and blight removal activities throughout the city, coordinate
information from various departments, and reference blight investigation and action
reports through a map interface.

3.1.4
1.

Field Public Inquiries – The City Clerk's Office is the warehouse for resolution and
ordinance information, which staff are often called upon to locate based on sparse
criteria. A GIS could be used to organize resolution and ordinance information spatially,
to enable faster indexing.

3.1.5
1.

City Clerk

City Council (Administrative Assistant)

Field Requests for Activity or Information – The City Council's Administrative Assistant
serves as an information conduit between council members and various departments for
a variety of research, general inquiry, and activity requests. A GIS could be utilized as a
general information posting application that managed the dissemination and retrieval of
place-based information to and from multiple departments.

3.1.6

City Public Affairs and Information

1. Field Requests for Information – The department is mandated to service the information
requests of individual citizens and community groups. As such, staff are routinely
forwarding requests for a variety of information to various departments, and
disseminating the response back to the requestor. A GIS could serve in an organizational
capacity, to manage the posting and receipt of place-based information to and from
numerous departments.
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2. Dissemination Public Information – The department anticipates acting proactively to
disseminate information about City activities to relevant community groups. A GIS could
be used to map City activities and provide aggregated statistics that illustrate the
distribution of efforts being expended in various parts of the City (e.g. in individual
neighborhoods). A GIS system could also provide a map of local transit routes and times.
3. Analyze City Activities – In response to specific concerns expressed by neighborhood
groups and others, the department performs research into the nature and volume of efforts
expended by the City in the area under question and throughout the City as a whole. A
GIS could be employed to map the distribution of certain types of City expenditures to
support planning and information dissemination. A GIS system could also be used to
inform citizens about infrastructure repairs that may affect traffic patterns.
3.1.7

Employment and Training

1.

Provide Job Placement Services – Employment and Training acts as an informational
body for job seekers, by identifying support services, preparing general informational
materials, and by distributing special interest information to target audiences. A GIS
could be employed to identify various place-based support entities of interest to job
seekers, such as day care facilities, transportation routes and hubs, and job posting
locations.

2.

Provide Career Training Services – The department develops training programs in
accordance wit h its perception of workplace demand and client interest. A GIS could be
used to map the distribution of demanded skills by posting location versus client skill
sets to support planning efforts for training programs.

3.

Provide Business Opportunity Assistance – The Employment and Training Department
assists local businesses construct marketing and expansion plans, foster local contacts,
and develop proposals and other informational materials. A GIS could be used to
identify candidate marketing areas within the city that are under-served by certain types
of industry.

4.

Obtain Funding – To provide support for various funding opportunities, a GIS could be
used to illustrate historical patterns of job fluctuation and business activities throughout
the city. A GIS can illustrate positive and negative economic trends to support the
funding of specific work placement and business assistance programs.

3.1.8
1.

Engineering

Perform Traffic Counts / Speed Studies – The Engineering Department routinely
performs traffic counts and speed studies throughout the City to maintain an
understanding of the traffic characteristics throughout its arterial system. These statistics
are used to support funding initiatives and legal actions (in defense of or opposition to)
the municipal code. A GIS could be used to assist in scheduling these studies (to ensure
their currency) and to reference their statistics spatially.
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2.

Respond to Requests for Speed Bumps – The department fields requests from citizens and
neighborhood groups to erect speed undulations at various locations. The municipal
code stipulates strict criteria for streets that may have speed bumps. A GIS could be
used to quickly identify whether a requested location might be applicable under the law.
In addition, a GIS would allow the department to create maps for distribution that
illustrate where speed bumps may and may not be erected.

3.

Participate in Work-Order Process – Engineering receives requests for all manner of
maintenance and improvement work to city property. Staff currently fill out paper-based
requests and forward them to the relevant department for processing. A GIS could be
employed as part of a centralized work-order system, wherein work requests are posted
and referenced spatially. Such a system would enable staff from any department to post
requests and view the distribution of work orders throughout the city by type.

4.

Detail Department Activity Statistics – To support its funding efforts and to proactively
maintain an accounting of where its funding is being applied in the city, the Engineering
Department maintains informal notes describing the nature and location of its work. A
GIS could be used to spatially reference Engineering jobs, and could facilitate detailed
analyses of the distribution of city funds expended on repairs and improvements
throughout the city.

5.

Plan Capital Improvement Projects – Capital Improvement Projects (CIPs) are largebudget and large-scale infrastructure improvement efforts. A GIS could be used to
determine areas of conflated activity (such as pending sewer, gas, and roadwork required
on a certain stretch of road) to coordinate improvement efforts. A GIS could be used to
distribute information regarding the programming and status of Capital Projects to
interested parties.

6.

Issue Encroachment Permits – The department issues permits to contractors and utility
companies to perform work on city property. A GIS could be used to monitor the
distribution of such permits and facilitate spatial reference to coincidental or proximal
features of interest, such as a road condition index. This would allow the city to enforce
a moratorium against certain encroachments on new roads.

7.

Respond to Requests for Property Information – Engineering often receives requests
from real estate agents and private citizens for property-based information. Staff obtain
the relevant information from Building Regulations or Planning, as appropriate, and pass
it back to the requestor. A GIS could be used to reference all city-held property
information from terminals within the various departments and via the Internet, thus
reducing the workload on Engineering staff.

8.

Perform Design and Construction – The Design and Construction Division would
benefit from GIS for its visual presentation of existing improvements and planned
improvements. Design and construction activities can be tied into the GIS including
status reports, traffic detour plans, engineer's estimates and schedules, etc. As-built plans
can also be referenced or made accessible through the GIS. This information could also
be used as resource material for planning CIP projects.
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Maintain Records – Engineering Division maintains a large amount of the City's records
and data. Data such as traffic volumes, speed surveys, and the locations of City
monuments are maintained in Engineering. Map records such as the City's base maps,
sewers, storm drains, aerial photos, and improvement plans are also maintained in
Engineering. GIS could make record keeping more efficient by cross-referencing these
data sources with their spatial location. Engineering also maintains a Pavement
Management System (PMS) in the City. The system contains pavement condition data
that are used to evaluate pavement improvement strategies and for budget analysis.
Applications of the PMS may be integrated into the GIS master plan.

10. Plan Roadway and Traffic Improvements – The Engineering Department works with
local transportation management agencies to obtain funding for roadway and traffic
improvements. GIS information showing details such as the roadway classification, the
pavement condition index, and the status as a bicycle route could be used to assist in
grant applications and transportation planning.
11. Perform Stormwater Design – The Engineering Department works with the Stormwater
Maintenance Department to maintain the City's stormdrain network. GIS information
showing such features as drainage basins, detention ponds, creek beds, and culverts
would be helpful in the design of system improvements, the reporting of discharge
quantities, and the implementation of a cleaning and maintenance program. The
Engineering Department will be developing a stormwater system computer model using
the MOUSE computer modeling software. GIS is useful in validating data quality and in
visualizing the numerical results.
12. Perform Collection System Design – The Engineering Department works with the
Wastewater Department to maintain the City's wastewater collection system. GIS
information showing collection system features in conjunction with land use features
would be helpful in the planning and design of system improvements. The Engineering
Department will be developing a wastewater collection system computer model using the
MOUSE computer modeling software. GIS is useful, in validating data quality and in
visualizing the numerical results.
13. Obtain and Provide Soils Information – The Engineering Department works with
Planning to provide information about the local soil conditions. A GIS would be helpful
in showing areas of poor slope stability as well as local groundwater elevations.
14. Record and Monitor Pavement Thickness – When one of the maintenance departments
cut into the street, they are required to record the thickness and structure of the
pavement. A GIS could be used to display the pavement construction in conjunction
with traffic pattern information to identify road sections with inadequate structural
capacity. This information could be used to validate and augment the pavement
condition index values.
15. Perform Maintenance of Surveying Monuments – The Engineering Department is
responsible for maintaining the City's surveying monument system. A GIS would be
useful in identifying and maintaining the local monument system and survey controls.
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Finance

1.

Manage Debt – The Finance Department mana ges the issuance, receipt, and distribution
of general and special assessment bond funds, as well as the assessment and collection of
bond tax. A GIS could be used to track the parcel-based assessment to support
assessment district planning.

2.

Administer Business Licenses – Finance is responsible for reviewing business license
applications, issuing licenses, and enforcing licensing requirements. A GIS could be
used to perform a variety of analyses of the business license database, including mapping
the dis tribution of business sectors throughout the city, confirming the coincidence of
sales tax producers with valid licensees, and examining adherence to the zoning code.

3.

Provide Financial Information – In the course of their regular duties, department staff
often inquire into their account records. A GIS could provide a spatial index for their
account information and enable access to financial histories and aggregated statistics by
the selection of a property or properties on a map display.

3.1.10 Fire
1.

Perform Analysis of Incidents / Expenditures – To support funding or resource allocation
activities, the Fire Department analyzes the distribution of its activities. A GIS could
provide a spatial context for such analysis by facilitating the plotting of investigations,
incidents, and permit locations on a map display. Fire Department staff could render the
display according to characteristics of these locations to identify spatial trends in the
deployment of resources.

2.

Manage Incident Information – Fire incident information is maintained in disparate
databases at the fire stations, and manually collated into a master database at
headquarters. A GIS could be used to centrally manage and spatially enable incident
information for real-time reference by interested parties at remote sites.

3.

Maintain Run Map Books – The Run Map Books are a hard-copy resource for Fire
Department staff to identify routes and items of interest (hydrants, Knox box locations,
etc.) in a response situation. A GIS could house this spatial information in a digital
format, and provide tools for its modification. In a distributed, client/server deployment,
staff at remote sites could produce local copies of the Run Map Books at will to ensure a
consistent and current resource.

4.

Perform Inspections – Fire Department staff perform annual fire safety inspections of
area businesses. A GIS could be used to optimize inspection routes and serve as a
reference to historical inspection reports.

5.

Manage Inspection Information – Inspection information is maintained in a proprietary
software package. A GIS could be used to index inspection information spatially,
enabling a user to obtain inspection data by reference to locations on a map display.
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6.

Manage Investigation Information – Fire investigation information is maintained in a
proprietary software package. This information is often shared with the Police
Department to support their arson investigations. In addition, the department is required
to make periodic reports of investigations to the State. A GIS could be used to share data
among these various users, and to provide pre- formatted reports of investigation statistics
for the entire city, or for geographic subsets (e.g. Fire Response Zones).

7.

Perform Weed Abatement – The Fire Department performs weed abatement on cityowned property, largely on a reactive basis. A GIS could be used to develop a more
proactive strategy by recording and tracking a history of weed abatement activities to
assist in future planning and scheduling.

8.

Review Development Plans – The Fire Department reviews development plans for code
compliance as a component of the building permit process. A GIS could be used in a
management capacity, to reference the status of development projects spatially. Thus, a
variety of end users could monitor the distribution of upcoming developments and query
the status of each through a map interface.

9.

Maintain Fire Department Maps – A variety of paper maps are used and maintained
internally, including "push-pin" (point location) maps of fire investigation and fire plan
business locations, and "boundary" (polygon) maps of fire response districts, fire severity
zones, and inspection areas. A GIS would facilitate the maintenance of these maps by
providing editing tools (to plot new locations or move boundaries), printing capabilities
(for "fresh" or multiple copies), remote visibility (by users at remote fire stations), and
analytical tools (to examine the distribution of incidents or to load balance the inspection
areas).

3.1.11 Housing Authority
1. Administer Private Housing Assistance Program – The Housing Authority offers
financial assistance to approved applicants, and performs program compliance validation
for prospective landlords under the program. A GIS could be used to track the
distribution of client locations in the city and track complaints leveled against landlords
for future reference.
2. Manage Public Housing Facilities – The Housing Authority also acts as a landlord and
manages its own public housing facilities. A GIS could be used to track and plan various
building maintenance activities, and provide a spatial conduit (e.g. through a map display)
to building information.
3. Apply For Funds – Funding is dependent upon demonstrated need. The Housing
Authority could use a GIS to illustrate the distribution of its clients throughout the city
and present certain additional (census-derived) demographic statistics to indicate latent
needs.
4. Provide Information to the Public – The Housing Authority would like to be able to
provide a spatially referenced public information site that allowed users to access
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information about public housing and relevant infrastructure (transit links, school
locations, day care facilities, etc.) by proximity to a defined location.
3.1.12 Library and Museum Services
1. Manage Library Collection – The physical location of library holdings is maintained as
an attribute of its record in the database. A GIS could be used to locate materials
spatially, on a map display of the library facility. Conversely, a GIS could be used to
describe all the holdings associated with certain selected elements (e.g. "shelves") on the
map display.
2. Conduct Informational Programs – The Library designs, implements and monitors
various informational programs at its facilities. A GIS could be used to track program
success according to the (home) location of participants. Similarly, a GIS could identify
candidate market areas for new programs and derive mailing lists for target mailings.
3. Provide Extension Services – The Library hosts a variety of community extension
services programs. A GIS could be used to render cardholder locations according to their
library usage patterns to support outreach and planning efforts for future extension
programs.
4. Provide Museum Services – The department designs and schedules museum programs,
conducts historical research, acquires historical items, sets up museum displays, promotes
museum programs, identifies and proposes historic sites, and conducts museum
membership programs. A GIS could be used to track the interests of the museum
membership spatially, and by reference to demographic information, to develop target
mailings and identify under-served neighborhoods.
5. Respond to Information Requests – As the City's central information resource outlet,
Library staff routinely field general questions from the public via telephone and the
Internet. An Internet GIS could be developed that provides general view and query
information about the location of city resources and infrastructure to the general public.
6. Administer Library Department – Department administration consists of budget and grant
application and management, program design and monitoring, and staff and facilities
planning and management. A GIS can support many of these tasks by providing a spatial
reference to cardholder information. A user may analyze the distribution of interests,
usage habits, or other quantifiable characteristics, throughout the city to determine
underserved areas or candidate program and outreach sites.
3.1.13 Office of Emergency Services (OES)
1. Prepare and Maintain Emergency Plans – OES is mandated to continually review
existing emergency plans and revise them in accordance with new infrastructure
development and other factors that might influence the occurrence or relief of disaster
events. A GIS could be used to monitor infrastructure development, map relief resources,
and construct "what if scenarios" to determine affected population figures related to
events at various locations around the City.
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2. Conduct Public Education Campaign – As part of a strategy to reduce the impacts of
disaster events on individuals, the OES works to educate the public to disaster response
activities and resources. An Internet-based GIS could be used as a virtual bulletin-board
that provides disaster relief information tailored to the locational "needs" of the user (e.g.
a user queries for all shelters and food distribution outlets within a two mile radius of
their home location). Also, a GIS could be used to prepare standard maps for distribution
to the public or for publication via a KCRT broadcast.
3. Coordinate Disaster Response – The OES "hosts" the Emergency Operations Center
during disaster events, which serves as a war-room for the central coordination of
information. A GIS could be used to plot real-time events and conditions to better
understand conditions in the field, reveal trends (e.g. contaminant plumes moving in the
direction of certain schools), and disseminate the information to field units and the
general public, as appropriate.
4. Coordinate Disaster Recovery – The OES is involved in various recovery efforts,
including damage assessment and reporting, clean-up, identification of responsibility, and
obtaining relief funds. A GIS could be used to map the affects on personal properties
(e.g. individual parcels), neighborhoods, and citywide. Statistics derived by reference to
such related information as demographics and ownership could provide baseline
information in support of funding activities.
5. Raise Operational Funds – OES obtains both grant and city funds, partially, by
demonstrating its requirements and historical effectiveness. A GIS could be used to map
the potential for disaster (e.g. to show various factors that could contribute to disaster
events), and the extent of affected communities. In addition, a GIS might be used to
illustrate the effectiveness of the OES in responding to recent disasters by similarly
mapping the extent of damages and the affected populations.
3.1.14 Paratransit
1. Register Clients – The Paratransit Division receives applications from potential clients,
and determines their eligibility according to age, physical condition and residential
criteria. A GIS could be used to determine whether a given address is within the
Division's service area, and provide an overview of the distribut ion of clients throughout
the City to assist in dispatch planning.
2. Perform Advance Route Planning – Paratransit receives ride requests in advance, and
could use a GIS to assist in planning optimal routing characteristics and to allocate pick
up locations to drivers. A GIS could quickly perform a reallocation of resources (in case
of short-staffing or mechanical difficulties).
3. Track Pickup Characteristics – Driver schedules are currently derived based on historical
familiarity with passenger pickup patterns. A GIS could be used to calculate actual
mileage and pickup characteristics of individual drivers based on historical information,
to better plan driver schedules.
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3.1.15 Planning
1.

Provide Graphics Support – Department members provide copies of mapped Planning
data, such as zoning and general plan land use, to other departments on request. A
centralized GIS would enable any client to view and print maps from their own
terminals.

2.

Evaluate, Revise, Update General Plan / Specific Area Plans – The research that goes
into the planning, revision, and updating of General and Specific Area Plans takes into
account place-based information from a variety of environmental sources. The GIS
would provide a repository in which pertinent information could be organized
geographically and longitudinally (i.e., over time). A GIS could then facilitate the
construction of alternative strategies based on variously weighted environmental layer
overlays. Updates and amendments to the plan, including associated attributes, could be
entered using the GIS making the most current information readily available to all
potential users.

3.

Conduct Site-specific Zoning Review – On a case-by-case basis, Planning staff review
individual requests to revise the zoning regulations applied to a parcel or parcels. A GIS
would enable Planners to quickly review the surrounding zoning and land use
characteristics, as well as any other spatial factors that might influence zoning review,
such as proximity to historic locations or districts. A spatial inventory of all zoning
cases could be established and maintained as part of the zoning review business process.

4.

Perform Discretionary Developer Review – Planning staff are called upon to review and
analyze development plans in support of Planning Commission and Design Review
Board activities. A GIS would assist the Planner in contextualizing proposed
development by reference to surrounding land use characteristics and areal statistics. An
inventory of development review cases could be maintained spatially.

5.

Field Front-Counter Public Inquiry – Community Development and Planning Services
provides front counter service for a variety of public inquiries. A GIS could constitute a
virtual service agent by providing an interface to such oft-requested data as land use or
zoning characteristics of a given parcel. This information could be presented at the
counter or over the Internet.

6.

Prepare Mailing Lists – In support of various notification requirements, Planning staff
often have to prepare mailing lists that contain all owners within a given radius of a
certain prescribed location. A GIS can be used to generate a pre- formatted report of
ownership information for parcels within a given radius of a parcel or point.

7.

Prepare Specialized Reports – Planning staff often prepare ad hoc reports as requested,
such as business license analysis and demographic reports. A GIS can be used to
provide a spatial context for such statistical information, aggregate information by
various spatial units, and lend map and chart graphics to the results.
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3.1.16 Police
1. Respond to Incoming Calls for Assistance – The Police Department provides E-911
dispatch services for the City of Richmond and several surrounding communities. At
present, operators reference an incident address against a Computer Aided Dispatch
(CAD) geofile that lists valid address ranges and corresponding reporting information,
such as Police Reporting District (PRD) number and map book page number. A GIS
could facilitate communication between the operator and responding units by locating the
address on a map display.
2. Route Police Officer(s) to Incidents – CAD operators provide a map book page reference,
derived from the geofile, to officers in the field to assist them with routing to a location.
A GIS could be used to derive specific narrative directions and a map display of "from"
(police stations or GPS-derived vehicle locations) and "to" (incident) locations.
3. Obtain Report of Incidents at a Location – Incident reports are documented for every E911 dispatch. This information is entered into a proprietary database system from which
reports may be run that provide a history of all incidents at a specified location. A GIS
could be used to define more specific geographic search criteria to obtain incident
information, such as all incidents within a two-block radius of an intersection.
4. Obtain a Case Report – Case data is entered into a Records Management System (RMS).
A GIS could be used to augment RMS analysis by enabling spatial queries, such as
extracting all report information for vehicle thefts within a two-block radius of a given
intersection, reported between 9 PM and 1 AM for the previous three months.
5. Provide Reports on Crimes for the Federal Government – The Police Department is
routinely required to provide reports to the federal government on a set of specified
crimes. A GIS could be used to establish a report template and extract relevant statistics
aggregated at various geographic levels, including Police Reporting District,
Neighborhood and Citywide.
6. Provide Information to Neighborhood Councils – As a part of its proactive community
policing efforts, the Police Department provides information on policing activities to
neighborhood councils. A GIS could be used to map the distribution of crimes
throughout neighborhoods (and citywide), and illustrate reported incidents, active
investigations, and arrests, to highlight the amount of resources allocated in each area.
7. Perform Licensing / Permit Validation – When responding to alarm calls at businesses,
Police occasionally find that the business license information, alarm contact, and actual
premise conditions do not correspond. A GIS could be used to correlate business license
and alarm response information to ensure the currency of both sources of information.
8. Perform Crime Analysis – The Police Department is in the process of obtaining Crime
View analytical software to support its crime analysis requirements.
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3.1.17 Port and Marina Operations
1. Manage City-Owned Port Facilities and Lands – The Port Department manages leased
space, maintains land and facilities, and develops and improves City-owned Port
property. A GIS could be used to manage and reference the maintenance histories of Port
facilities, support preventive maintenance scheduling, and track leases.
2. Promote Port of Richmond – The Port Department maintains usage statistics, identifies
potential marketing opportunities, and prepares and distributes informational materials to
promote the Port of Richmond. A GIS could be used as a virtual billboard for the port, by
illustrating the facilities and amenities available, along with such attribute information as
rates, inventory, capacity, and availability.
3.1.18 Public Services ("Public Works") – Building Services, Streets and Sewers
Divisions
1. Undertake Regular Preventive Maintenance – Public Services is responsible for the
maintenance of a substantial portion of the city's infrastructure and asset inventory.
Department staff perform street sweeping, city vehicle maintenance, traffic signal
maintenance, facility custodial duties, and landscape maintenance. A GIS could be used
to reference maintenance histories through a map display and support preventive
maintenance scheduling.
2. Respond to Complaints and Maintenance Requests – Public Services also routinely
responds to requests for maintenance to city buildings, street surfaces and sewers,
streetlights, signs and lines, and traffic signals. A GIS could be used in conjunction with
a work order management system to attach work requests directly to objects on a map
display. Work schedules could then be coordinated with the distribution characteristics of
work requests throughout the city.
3. Respond to Emergency Requests – Public Services staff are on-call to perform emergency
repair, containment and cleanup activities as they arise. A GIS could be used to identify
proximal infrastructure features that might be effected (drainage channels, power and gas
lines), and critical alert points (schools, senior centers, etc.). Maintaining a
geographically based history of such emergency requests could help identify needs for
preventative maintenance or corrective repairs for inclusion in the capital improvement or
annual work plans.
4. Administer Department – Department administration duties involve program funding,
policy establishment and review, and liability examination. A GIS could be used to plot
the status of city assets to support funding initiatives and establish priorities and policies.
5. Perform Pothole Patching – The Streets Division owns a pothole-patching machine that
is equipped with a GPS unit. This system could be used in conjunction with a GIS to
keep the public informed of the location and progress of pothole repairs.
6. Perform Maintenance Scheduling and Planning – The Streets and Stormwater Divisions
work with the Engineering Department to schedule and plan street and stormwater
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maintenance activities. A GIS could assist the two departments in coordinating their
efforts.
7. Provide Service Calls for Stormwater Maintenance – The Stormwater Division fields
requests for service in response to localized flooding. By plotting service request
locations in a GIS, the maintenance supervisor can better document flooding problems.
3.1.19 Recreation and Parks
1. Develop Park Lands – Recreation and Parks occasionally acquires and develops new
parkland in the city. A GIS could be used to identify candidate parcels for acquisition
based on such spatial and attribute criteria as size and proximity to particular types of
transportation corridors, to support park development planning.
2. Maintain Established Park Lands – The department is responsible for maintaining the
land and facilities of the existing inventory of parks. A GIS could be employed to
reference the maintenance histories for spatial features (fields, landscaping, buildings,
etc.), and to schedule a maintenance program.
3. Operate Recreation Programs – Recreation and Parks operate a number of recreation
programs at their facilities. A GIS could be used to map program participants and
identify underserved areas of the community or develop target programs according to
specified interests.
4. Obtain Funds – The department obtains funding from a variety of sources by
demonstrating need and benefits. A GIS could be used to illustrate the distribution of
program participants, highlight underserved areas, and correlate with various crime and
demographic statistics.
5. Provide Information to the Public – Recreation and Parks develop informational materials
to promote the department's programs, parks and facilities. This information could be
linked to locations in the GIS, which could serve as a virtual billboard for department
offerings. Such an interface could be deployed over the Internet for mass public
consumption.
6. Maintain the Urban Forest Program – Recreation and Parks is responsible for
maintaining city-owned trees. A GIS could be used to inventory and maintain city-owned
trees. A GIS that combined the urban forest data with the sidewalk maintenance data
could be used by Engineering and Risk Management to minimize tripping hazards.
7. Manage Public Art – The Recreation Department manages the public art program. Many
of the public art pieces require special maintenance. A GIS would be helpful in
conveying to the public the location of the public art and in ensuring the pieces are
adequately maintained.
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3.1.20 Redevelopment Agency
1. Revitalize the City of Richmond – The Redevelopment Agency pursues revitalization
through public improvement projects (infrastructure rehabilitation), commercial
rehabilitation (storefront renewal), transportation corridor beautification, and various
cultural arts and recreational facility programs. A GIS could be used to identify derelict
city infrastructure, and map storefronts and transportation corridors in need of
beautification to support revitalization planning and coordination with related city
projects.
2. Promote Economic Development – The department promotes economic development by
remediating contaminated sites for future development, preparing incentive plans for new
and existing businesses, and identifying small business opportunities. A GIS could be
used to identify Brownfield sites (and other Environmental Protection Agency areas), and
map available lease space in the city. A user would be able to query for available space
by reference to such characteristics as traffic counts along the frontage, proximity to
major transportation routes, square footage, zoning, etc., as appropriate.
3. Provide Affordable Housing – The Redevelopment Agency develops incentives for the
construction and rehabilitation of affordable housing in the city, and for first-time
homebuyers. A GIS could be used to generate standard map products that detail site
characteristics, such as square footage, zoning and land use, for distribution to potential
developers and homebuyers. In addition, staff could perform analyses using demographic
data to identify candidate areas for rehabilitation, to support incentive planning and
efforts to secure funding.
4. Obtain Funds – The department could use GIS to demonstrate "need" by mapping and
generating statistics on the extent of derelict infrastructure. It could also illustrate its
previous "successes" by mapping the variety and breadth of projects implemented with a
specified budget.
3.1.21 Wastewater
1. Provide Service Calls for Sewer Maintenance – The Wastewater Department fields calls
for sewer maintenance, and routes repair crews accordingly. A GIS could be used to
identify residences within the service area (two other wastewater agencies service parts of
Richmond), and route crews more effectively. By plotting service requests, an operator
will also be able to better diagnose network characteristics, such as saturation levels if a
number of calls are received along the same trunk line.
2. Perform Preventive Maintenance of Sewer Network – The sewer crew performs regular
preventive maintenance of the network as time permits. A GIS could be used to track the
maintenance history of the various network elements, prioritize maintenance
requirements, and route and schedule work. A GIS could also be used to track "hot spots"
for repairs, track the televising of lines, reference images linked to locations in the pipe
network, or other documents such as hydraulic studies, etc.
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3. Field Public Inquiries – The department routinely fields inquiries from prospective
customers regarding assessments associated with commercial stormwater discharge. A
GIS would enable staff to quickly determine whether an address falls within the service
district, as well as reference any coincident historical information (such as previous
accounts at the same location).
4. Perform Effluent Quality Inspections – The Wastewater Department performs and records
inspections of effluent from commercial sites. A GIS could be used to plan and route
inspectors, and reference inspectio n information (to allow a user to see historical reports
pertaining to a given site, for instance).
5. Perform Revenue Tracking and Collection – The department tracks revenue and
collection activities from its client base. A GIS could be used to reference commercial
and industrial customer account information and provide baseline statistics for the
distribution of revenue throughout the service area.
6. Perform Analysis of Sewer and Storm Drain Networks – Wastewater would like the
ability to trace impacts to both the sewer and storm drain networks resulting from broken
or blocked mains, contamination, and repairs. A GIS could provide the ability to identify
"upstream" sources contributing to a point in the network, as well as all "downstream"
sources affected by the location, as well as other network functions.

3.2 GIS Functional Requirements of Tasks
This section describes six broad geographic information system (GIS) functional categories,
ranging in utility from simple information access and display to compute- intensive
geoprocessing and analysis. The classification of GIS needs according to these categories
serves to establish common application requirements citywide and may be used as a baseline
to estimate implementation requirements.
The departmental tasks and their GIS support characteristics described above have been listed
below with their corresponding general GIS functional category types. A total of 103
potential GIS supported tasks were identified for the City's departments. A breakdown by
department is provided in Table 3–1. Although the business processes of the various
departments may be unique in their content or specific treatment, they may be functionally
similar to processes in other departments. A single general GIS functional category may
support a large number of tasks citywide. Thus, the 103 tasks referred to in the table do not
infer 103 distinct GIS applications; rather, they provide an initial measure of the scope of
departmental tasks supported by each general GIS application category.
Table 3-1
Number of Potential GIS Supported Tasks by Department

Department

GIS Supported Tasks
4
2
2
1

Building Regulations
Cable Television
City Attorney's Office
City Clerk
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Table 3-1 Cont'd
Number of Potential GIS Supported Tasks by Department

Department
City Council
City Public Affairs and Information
Employment and Training
Engineering
Finance
Fire
Housing Authority
Library and Museum Services
Office of Emergency Services
Paratransit
Planning
Police
Port and Marina Operations
Public Services (Building Services, Streets and
Sewers Divisions)
Recreation and Parks
Redevelopment Agency
Wastewater

Total

GIS Supported Tasks
1
3
4
15
3
9
4
6
5
3
7
8
2
7
7
4
6
103

Users of the enterprise GIS for the City of Richmond will have varying needs and
requirements of the system. Also, GIS applications will need to be written to fit the GIS
knowledge and skills of different user groups. GIS professionals that are responsible for
updating databases or performing complex geographic analysis will have in-depth knowledge
of GIS and will be capable of applying all GIS functions to the task at hand. However,
departmental managers may only use GIS occasionally to be able to view information in map
format. They will have limited knowledge of GIS but will need to easily access information
through an application designed to match their GIS skill and knowledge level.
As listed above, each department has several functions that will benefit from GIS technology.
For GIS application planning, these functions can be supported by GIS applications from one
or more of the following six broad categories. Final applications for each user function will
require configuration or customization to the specific data sets and analytical processes
required. Such configuration/customization is based upon detailed functional requirements
analysis that is beyond the scope of this conceptual GIS design. However, the level of effort
can be estimated at this time based on the results of the needs assessment and prior
experience with GIS implementation.
The six broad categories of GIS applications are listed here and are described in the following
sections:
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Data Management
Data Edit, Update, and Manipulation
Geoprocessing, Modeling, and Analysis
Query and Display
Map Production
Information Access System

3.2.1 Data Management
Applications in this category will provide tools for data management and database
administration for any centralized, enterprise database and other distributed, shared databases
maintained within individual departments. These functions will be closely aligned with
system and network administration functions. Functions that the GIS data management
applications will include are
n
n
n
n
n
n

Database updates and administration
Data exchange format processing
Data quality validation (compliance with agreed data standards)
Storage of all geo-spatial and attribute information in a single, seamless database
TCP/IP network access to data in both centralized and distributed locations
Metadata update and administration

A primary function of these applications will be to manage the update of shared data
resources. Changes made to the database using data entry and update applications, described
below, must be posted to the shared database to allow user access. Prior to posting to the
database, the data will need to be validated for conformance with data dictionary definitions,
geographic layer definitions, and other metadata standards. These applications will provide
administration of the database including functions such as inserting updates into the shared
database following its validation, transaction tracking, and rollback capabilities. As part of
data administration it may be necessary from time to time to re-create the database as it
existed at a certain date and time in the past. The data management applications will also
control user access to database layers and attributes within the shared database and individual
user department databases according to established access privileges. Because user
departments may use different GIS or automated mapping tools for data entry and update, the
data management application will also provide tools to format data for use and exchange
through the shared database.
Establishment of a well managed, shared database will allow departments to access the most
current and accurate data resources and to maintain consistency among projects throughout
the city. An effective metadata management system will be essential to shared data
management. Users must be able to easily find the data they require and determine if it meets
the accuracy requirements of their project or application, so that consistency of analysis is
achieved and the duplication of data entry and analysis efforts is minimized.
3.2.2 Data Entry, Update, and Manipulation
Applications in this category will provide tools for the initial entry of spatial data (i.e., map
layers) and associated attributes and symbology. Data entry, update, and manipulation will
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be performed by department users that have different skill levels. For users who are tasked
with maintaining the primary map layers, a broad range of sophisticated data entry, editing,
update, and manipulation functionality will be required. Some of the primary user agencies
may also have responsibility to enter map data specific to their department's functions. These
data entry, edit, and manipulation applications may be more specific in the GIS tools
provided and may be customized to provide step-by-step guidance to data entry operations.
Applications in this category may have the following functionality:
n Data entry at required levels of coordinate accuracy for map features and associated
attributes, annotation, and symbology
n Data edit and update at required levels of coordinate accuracy for map features and
associated attributes, annotation, and symbology
n Edit and update of tabular data independently of associated spatial features including
use of spatial features to access tabular records
n Selection of specific groups of records for updating through query functions
n Incorporation of geoprocessing tools, described in Section 3.2.3, into data editing
applications as appropriate
n Calculation of values for new or existing attribute fields using arithmetic expressions
n Data entry and edit management capabilities, such as feature locking during updates,
end user notification that updates to specific features are in process, and restricting
entry and update privileges to specified staff
n Raster and image format data manipulation to enable entry of this data and its use as
background information for the entry and edit of vector format data
n Data entry quality control tools to validate the spatial and attribute accuracy of data
before posting it to the shared database
n Capabilities to convert vector data from its source format to the vector format of the
GIS software and integrate this data into the appropriate data layers
n Merging, extraction, and edgematching tools
n Coordinate system and map projection transformation tools
n Map/Control point adjustment (rubber sheeting)
n Line smoothing and generalization
n Data entry and edit auditing to track all database changes
Data entry, edit, and manipulation applications will serve to build and maintain the data
resources of the enterprise GIS for Richmond. These data resources may be located in the
shared database or in individual department or directorate databases. These applications will
provide a variety of tools for performing these functions such as interactive digitizing,
scanning, coordinate geometry (COGO), import of digital format data, data format
conversion, direct input of GPS coordinates, image processing, and tabular data entry forms.
They will also provide the ability to link tabular and image data to spatial features either to
support the entry and update operations or to support analysis using these data sets in
combination. An essential part of all entry, edit, and manipulation applications will be
quality control operations to ensure that all data entered meets the established standards
contained in the metadata.
Level of Customization: Data entry, edit, and manipulation applications will include many
standard functions but will also require custom functions specific to the data sets being
entered or edited by each core agency. For example, edits perfo rmed on geographic features
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such as zoning district boundaries or new sewer line segments and pump stations will each
require a specialized set of edit tools. Other customizations will automate repetitive
processes, thus making them more efficient, or provide wizards or other tools to aid
inexperienced GIS users.
Because the enterprise GIS for Richmond will provide access to shared data resources,
customizations to provide a historical record of all changes will be important for
documenting the quality of individual data sets. Also, the data entry, edit, and manipulation
applications will need to be carefully controlled so that only authorized individuals are
allowed access to these applications.
3.2.3 Geoprocessing, Modeling, and Analysis
GIS technology provides hundreds of software tools to perform geoprocessing, modeling, and
analysis. These tools are combined through customization to support specific functions of
user departments. The largest number of GIS uses falls within this category. However, from
the point of view of software tools, what appear to be different functions within each
department can be seen to have common solutions. Among the common solutions for
geoprocessing, modeling, and analysis that result from combining individual GIS tools are
the following:
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

District management
Geocoding
Modeling and scenario management
Network analysis
Site evaluation
Thematic mapping
Route calculation
Work order processing
Temporal analysis
Mailing list generation
Modeling interface

An important aspect of GIS applications for geoprocessing, modeling, and analysis is that
spatial and attribute data can be combined and analyzed together. The results of the analysis
can then be displayed in map format, often providing a strong visual impact for data that
traditionally is only viewed in report format. Another advantage of GIS applications is the
ease with which multiple analysis scenarios can be created and evaluated, thus making this
time-consuming task much more efficient. Other repetitive tasks can also be automated
through GIS.
Level of Customization: Customization for geoprocessing, modeling, and analysis will vary
based on the complexity of the user function to be supported. However, as mentioned
previously, there are many common steps in applications to support different user agencies.
Therefore, efficiencies in customization can be achieved by identifying these common steps
and developing standard software modules to perform them. These modules are then
configured to be part of a custom application for the individual user. Also, many GIS
products are commercially available that provide GIS tools to perform specific functions of
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local government. The CrimeView and FireView applications being implemented in the
Police and Fire Departments are examples. These commercial products provide an often cost
effective means of providing GIS capabilities to support city functions without incurring
large customization costs.
3.2.4 Query and Display
A query is a set of selection criteria that is built either through a text expression or by
graphically choosing a point, line, or area feature. The output of the query is a set of
geographic features and their associated tabular information that meet the selection criteria.
A simple example of this would be to query for all industrially zoned parcels that are at least
500 square meters within a certain neighborhood or Police Reporting District. The result of
the query would be a map display showing all the parcels and a tabular listing of the
characteris tics of each parcel.
Performing queries is the most common GIS function of municipal governments. These
queries may be totally ad hoc in nature. However, the majority of query operations
performed by municipal governments are routine and repetitive in nature. These repetitive
queries can be supported by developing standard GIS query applications that make it very
easy to use the GIS to obtain the needed answers.
Level of Customization: Query and display applications are typically ones that can be
achieved with minimal or no customization effort if the user has a good working knowledge
of the GIS software. Ad hoc queries can be constructed and executed easily using "out of the
box" functionality. Custom query and display applications will need to be developed for
tasks that are extremely repetitive or if a user is very inexperienced with PC software. For
example, query processes that are performed on a regular basis can be set up as a new custom
button that, when pressed, will execute that standard query or process of predefined steps.
Another method of customizing repetitive tasks is to provide the capability to save previous
queries so that they can be recalled and executed with minimum user input.
Another reason to customize may be to provide inexperienced computer users the ability to
be guided through the work process by a series of user-friendly prompts and message boxes.
Typically, the more user- friendly the system becomes, the higher the level of customization
effort needed.
Other GIS display features include the ability to turn map layers on and off to adjust the
detail displayed, and zoom functions that allow the map scale to be increased or decreased.
3.2.5 Map Production
GIS applications for map production are required to support departmental functions that
require the design and output of map products. These map products may be part of a standard
map series, such as the Run Map Books, or they may be special one-of-a-kind maps such as a
map of historic resources in a particular district of the city. The map production application
must provide capabilities to design the map product, prepare it in the proper format, and
deliver that formatted data to a hardware device, such as a printer or plotter, to produce a
hard-copy or paper version of the map.
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Level of Customization: By definition, a GIS allows for the output of geographic information,
and this output usually consists of a map. Little or no software customization is needed to
generate a map. The cartographic quality and purpose of the map depend primarily on the
designer. Once designed, a template can be stored so that subsequent maps produced will
look similar. As in the case of query and display, customization if needed would primarily
serve to allow the user to generate and output a map in a quicker or easier fashion.
Geographic information output can also take the form of graphs and reports. Tools within the
GIS will enable the creation of these outputs as well, based on custom requests or templates,
as described above for map production.
3.2.6 Information Access
Applications in this category are designed for users with relatively modest requirements for
GIS use. Typical users may include upper level management personnel, administrators, and
others who require data in map format to perform their job functions. These applications may
provide access to data using either an Intranet/Internet browser or a personal computer set up
as a client machine on the WAN or LAN. Typical capabilities of information access
applications include features such as
n
n
n
n

Read-only access to data
Menu and icon driven, with an easy-to-use user interface
Preprogrammed analytical operations and queries
Printing of simple maps and reports

Information access applications can also be adapted to provide information access to the
public over the Internet.
Level of Customization: Information access applications are typically developed by
combining GIS and other software tools to build a custom application. Similar to query and
display applications, there are many common functions required by users. Therefore,
standard modules can be developed that can be reused to support many different users.
With a GIS, spatial and tabular attribute data can be analyzed together. The results of
analyses can be displayed in a geographic context, often providing a strong visual impact.
Multiple scenarios can be evaluated quickly, and time-consuming tasks can be automated and
made more efficient.

3.3 Classification of User Functions by GIS Application
Table 3-2 provides a listing of all the departmental functions described above in Section 3.1.
For each function, the types of general GIS applications (described in the previous section)
required to support the function are indicated. This information will be used in conjunction
with information about the data resources and system requirements to estimate the level of
effort needed to develop GIS applications for the enterprise GIS for the City of Richmond.
In the table, the "Primary Application" category describes the principal general GIS
application category anticipated to support the business process listed. In many cases, a
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particular business process may require several distinct general GIS applications to support it.
A "Secondary Application" category is also provided, and describes general GIS application
categories anticipated to play an ancillary and necessary role in supporting the business
process. For instance, in order to "perform inspections", the Fire Department needs to be able
to query inspection locations from the database and display them on a map. Thus, the Query
and Display application type is anticipated to be a primary application requirement.
However, in order to perform some analysis of the distribution of inspection location to
support route planning, the department will also need Geoprocessing, Modeling and Analysis
capabilities as a Secondary Application to support the task of "perform[ing] inspections".
It should be noted that this table is not meant as an exhaustive functional requirements
specification for all the business processes listed; other general GIS categories, in addition to
the ones listed, might be required to support various of these functions. However, this table
may serve as a preliminary baseline to estimate application requirements citywide.
Table 3-2
GIS Applications by Department
Task
No.

Function

Primary
Application

Secondary
Application

~ BUILDING REGULATIONS ~
1
2

3
4

1
2

1

2

Issue Building Permits

Data Edit, Update Query and Display
and Manipulation
Enforce Building Code Requirements Query and Display Geoprocessing,
Modeling and
Analysis
Conduct Blight Abatement Program Data Edit, Update Query and Display
and Manipulation
Record Site Plan and Final Map
Data Edit, Update Query and Display
Information
and Manipulation
~ CABLE TELEVISION (KCRT) ~
Provide Public Information
Map Production
Information Access
Perform Television Programming
Query and Display Geoprocessing,
Modeling and
Analysis
~ CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE ~
Evaluate Claims
Data Edit, Update Query and Display
and Manipulation;
Geoprocessing,
Modeling and
Analysis
Investigate and Enforce Abatement
Data Edit, Update Query and Display
and Manipulation
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Table 3-2 Cont'd
GIS Applications by Department
Task
No.
1

1

1
2

3

1

2

3

4

1

2
3
4

Function

Primary
Secondary
Application
Application
~ CITY CLERK ~
Field Public Inquiries
Query and Display; Map Production
Information Access
~ CITY COUNCIL (ADMINITRATIVE ASSISTANT) ~
Field Requests for Activity or
Query and Display; Map Production
Information
Information Access
~ CITY PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND INFORMATION ~
Field Requests for Information
Date Edit, Update Query and Display
and Manipulation
Disseminate Public Information
Query and Display; Map Production
Geoprocessing,
Modeling and
Analysis
Analyze City Activities
Geoprocessing,
Query and Display;
Modeling and
Map Production
Analysis
~ EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ~
Provide Job Placement Services
Information
Geoprocessing,
Access; Query and Modeling and
Display
Analysis
Provide Career Training Services
Geoprocessing,
Query and Display
Modeling and
Analysis
Provide Business Opportunity
Geoprocessing,
Query and Display
Assistance
Modeling and
Analysis
Obtain Funding
Geoprocessing,
Map Production
Modeling and
Analysis
~ ENGINEERING ~
Perform Traffic Counts / Speed
Geoprocessing,
Map Production
Studies
Modeling and
Analysis
Respond to Requests for Speed
Query and Display Map Production
Bumps
Participate in Work-Order Process
Data Edit, Update Query and Display;
and Manipulation Information Access
Detail Department Activity Statistics Data Edit, Update Query and Display;
and Manipulation Information Access
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Table 3-2 Cont'd
GIS Applications by Department
Task
No.
5

6

Function

Primary
Application
~ ENGINEERING Cont'd ~
Plan Capital Improvement Projects
Geoprocessing,
Modeling and
Analysis
Issue Encroachment Permits
Query and Display

7

Respond to Requests for Property
Information

Query and Display

8

Perform Design and Construction

Query and Display

9

Maintain Records

Query and Display

10

Plan Roadway and Traffic
Improvements
Perform Stormwater Design

11
12
13
14
15

1

2

3

1

2
3

Secondary
Application
Query and Display;
Map Production
Data Edit, Update
and Manipulation
Information
Access; Map
Production
Data Edit, Update
and Manipulation
Data Edit, Update
and Manipulation
Data Edit, Update
and Manipulation
Data Edit, Update
and Manipulation
Data Edit, Update
and Manipulation
Information Access
Query and Display

Query and Display;
Map Pro duction
Query and Display;
Map Production
Perform Collection System Design
Query and Display;
Map Production
Obtain and Provide Soils Information Query and Display
Record and Monitor Pavement
Data Edit, Update
Thickness
and Manipulation
Perform Maintenance of Surveying
Data Edit, Update Query and Display
Monuments
and Manipulation
~ FINANCE ~
Manage Debt
Data Edit, Update Geoprocessing,
and Manipulation Modeling and
Analysis; Query
and Display
Administer Business Licenses
Data Edit, Update Geoprocessing,
and Manipulation Modeling and
Analysis
Provide Financial Information
Query and Display; Map Production
Information Access
~ FIRE ~
Perform Analysis of Incidents /
Geoprocessing,
Data Edit, Update
Expenditures
Modeling and
and Manipulation
Analysis
Manage Incident Information
Data Edit, Update Query and Display;
and Manipulation Map Production
Maintain Run Map Books
Map Production
Query and Display;
Information Access
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Table 3-2 Cont'd
GIS Applications by Department
Task
No.
4

5
6
7
8
9

1

2
3

4

1
2

3

4

5
6

Function

Primary
Secondary
Application
Application
~ FIRE Cont'd ~
Perform Inspections
Query and Display Geoprocessing,
Modeling and
Analysis
Manage Inspection Information
Data Edit, Update Query and Display;
and Manipulation Map Production
Manage Investigation Information
Data Edit, Update Query and Display;
and Manipulation Map Production
Perform Weed Abatement
Data Edit, Update Query and Display;
and Manipulation Map Production
Review Development Plans
Data Edit, Update Query and Display
and Manipulation
Maintain Fire Department Maps
Map Production
Query and Display;
Information Access
~ HOUSING AUTHORITY ~
Administer Private Housing
Data Edit, Update Information Access
Assistance Program
and Manipulation;
Query and Display
Manage Public Housing Facilities
Data Edit, Update Query and Display
and Manipulation
Apply for Funds
Geoprocessing,
Map Production
Modeling and
Analysis
Provide Information to the Public
Data Edit, Update Query and Display;
and Manipulation Information Access
~ LIBRARY AND MUSEUM SERVICES ~
Manage Library Collection
Data Edit, Update Query and Display;
and Manipulation Information Access
Conduct Informational Programs
Geoprocessing,
Map Production
Modeling and
Analysis
Provide Extension Services
Geoprocessing,
Data Edit, Update
Modeling and
and Manipulation;
Analysis
Query and Display
Provide Museum Services
Geoprocessing,
Data Edit, Update
Modeling and
and Manipulation;
Analysis
Query and Display
Respond to Information Requests
Query and Display Information Access
Administer Library Department
Geoprocessing,
Data Edit, Update
Modeling and
and Manipulation
Analysis
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Table 3-2 Cont'd
GIS Applications by Department
Task
No.
1

2
3

4

5
1

2

3

1

2

3

Function

Primary
Application
~ OFFICE OF EMERGENCY SERVICES ~
Prepare and Maintain Emergency
Geoprocessing
Plans
Modeling and
Analysis; Query
and Display
Conduct Public Education Campaign Map Production;
Query and Display
Coordinate Disaster Response
Data Edit, Update
and Manipulation

Coordinate Disaster Recovery

Geoprocessing,
Modeling and
Analysis
Raise Operational Funds
Map Production
~ PARATRANSIT ~
Register Clients
Query and Display;
Data Edit, Update
and Manipulation
Perform Advance Route Planning
Data Edit, Update
and Manipulation

Track Pickup Characteristics

Geoprocessing,
Modeling and
Analysis
~ PLANNING ~
Provide Graphics Support
Geoprocessing,
Modeling and
Analysis
Evaluate, Revise, Update General
Geoprocessing,
Plan / Specific Area Plans
Modeling and
Analysis
Conduct Site-Specific Zoning Review Query and Display;
Information Access

4

Perform Discretionary Developer
Review

5

Field Front-Counter Public Inquiry
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Secondary
Application
Map Production

Data Edit, Update
and Manipulation
Geoprocessing,
Modeling and
Analysis; Query
and Display
Query and Display;
Map Production
Query and Display
Information Access

Query and Display;
Geoprocessing,
Modeling and
Analysis
Query and Display

Map Production

Data Edit, Update
and Manipulation

Geoprocessing,
Modeling and
Analysis
Query and Display; Geoprocessing,
Information Access Modeling and
Analysis
Query and Display; Map Production
Information Access
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Table 3-2 Cont'd
GIS Applications by Department
Task
No.
6

7

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

1
2

1

Function

Primary
Secondary
Application
Application
~ PLANNING Cont'd ~
Prepare Mailing Lists
Geoprocessing,
Query and Display
Modeling and
Analysis
Prepare Specialized Reports
Geoprocessing
Map Production
Modeling and
Analysis
~ POLICE ~
Respond to Incoming Calls for
Geoprocessing,
Query and Display;
Assistance
Modeling and
Information Access
Analysis
Route Police Officer(s) to Incidents
Geoprocessing,
Query and Display;
Modeling and
Information Access
Analysis
Obtain Report of Incidents at a
Data Edit, Update Information Access
Location
and Manipulation;
Query and Display
Obtain a Case Report
Data Edit, Update Information Access
and Manipulation;
Query and Display
Provide Reports on Crimes for the
Query and Display Map Production
Federal Government
Provide Information to
Geoprocessing,
Query and Display;
Neighborhood Councils
Modeling and
Map Production
Analysis
Perform Licensing / Permit
Geoprocessing,
Query and Display
Validation
Modeling and
Analysis
Perform Crime Analysis
Geoprocessing,
Query and Display;
Modeling and
Map Production
Analysis
~ PORT AND MARINA OPERATIONS ~
Manage city-Owned Port Facilities
Data Edit, Update Query and Display;
and Lands
and Manipulation Information Access
Promote Port of Richmond
Information
Query and Display
Access; Map
Production
~ PUBLIC SERVICES (Building Services, Streets and Sewers Divisions) ~
Undertake Regular Preventive
Data Edit, Update Geoprocessing,
Maintenance
and Manipulation Modeling and
Analysis
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Table 3-2 Cont'd
GIS Applications by Department
Task
No.
2
3

4

5
6
7

1

2
3

4

5
6

7

1

2

Function

Primary
Secondary
Application
Application
~ PUBLIC SERVICES (Building Services, Streets and Sewers Divisions) Cont’d ~
Respond to Complaints and
Data Edit, Update Query and Display;
Maintenance Requests
and Manipulation Information Access
Respond to Emergency requests
Geoprocessing,
Map Production;
Modeling and
Query and Display
Analysis
Administer Department
Geoprocessing,
Information
Modeling and
Access; Map
Analysis
Production
Perform Pothole Patching
Data Edit, Update Query and Display;
and Manipulation Information Access
Perform Maintenance Scheduling
Query and Display Data Edit, Update
and Planning
and Manipulation
Provide Service Calls for Stormwater Data Edit, Update Query and Display
Maintenance
and Manipulation
~ RECREATION AND PARKS ~
Develop Park Lands
Geoprocessing,
Query and Display;
Modeling and
Map Production
Analysis
Maintain Established Park Lands
Data Edit, Update Query and Display
and Manipulation
Operate Recreation Programs
Geoprocessing,
Query and Display;
Modeling and
Information Access
Analysis
Obtain Funds
Geoprocessing,
Map Production
Modeling and
Analysis
Provide Information to the Public
Information Access Query and Display
Maintain the Urban Forest Program Data Edit, Update Query and Display;
and Manipulation Geoprocessing,
Modeling and
Analysis
Manage Public Art
Data Edit, Update Query and Display
and Manipulation
~ REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY ~
Revitalize the City of Richmond
Geoprocessing,
Query and Display;
Modeling and
Map Production
Analysis
Promote Economic Development
Query and Display; Map Production
Information Access
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Table 3-2 Cont'd
GIS Applications by Department
Task
No.
3

4

1
2

3

4

5

6

Function

Primary
Application
~ REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY Cont’d ~
Provide Affordable Housing
Geoprocessing,
Modeling and
Analysis
Obtain Funds
Geoprocessing,
Modeling and
Analysis; Map
Production
~ WASTEWATER ~
Provide Service Calls for Sewer
Data Edit, Update
Maintenance
and Manipulation
Perform Preventive Maintenance of
Geoprocessing,
the Sewer Network
Modeling and
Analysis; Data
Edit, Update and
Manipulation
Field Public Inquiries
Geoprocessing,
Modeling and
Analysis
Perform Effluent Quality Inspections Query and Display;
Data Edit, Update
and Manipulation
Perform Revenue Tracking and
Query and Display;
Collection
Data Edit, Update
and Manipulation
Perform Analysis of the Sewer and
Geoprocessing,
Storm Drain Networks
Modeling and
Analysis

Secondary
Application
Query and Display

Data Edit, Update
and Manipulation

Query and Display
Query and Display

Query and Display;
Information Access
Information Access

Geoprocessing,
Modeling and
Analysis
Data Edit, Update
and Manipulation

A summary of the required applications required is presented in Table 3-3. As shown in the
table, 103 functions were identified within the departments that would benefit from the use of
GIS tools. More functions will be identified over time, but these functions provide a sound
basis for establishing the concept for the enterprise GIS for Richmond.
The centralized GIS support staff in the Information Technology department, who will
assume primary responsibility for GIS data manage ment, will particularly require data
management applications. However, several other departments that are responsible for the
creation and management of significant amounts of spatial data will also require data
management applications. These data manage ment applications will need to use GIS tools,
DBMS tools, as well as other data management software tools for digital imagery, scanned
documents, and other data formats. Further discussion of these other software tools is
provided in Section 5.0.
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Data entry functions will be needed in each department for the entry of the spatial data that
will form the shared, enterprise database. In the case of departments that create map data,
these applications will need to provide spatial data entry and edit tools. However, most of the
data entry applications for primary user agencies will involve entry of attribute data. In these
applications the GIS tools will generally be used to provide a map view of the location as a
method of verifying that the attributes are being assigned to the correct map feature that
already exists in the database.
Query and display applications are needed for nearly every participating department. These
applications will allow the personnel of these agencies to retrieve map information and
related tabular data, image data, drawings, and other information about locations of interest.
These applications offer the greatest opportunity for achieving better efficiency and decision
support within the day-to-day operations of the City of Richmo nd.
The geoprocessing, modeling, and analysis applications are required by the departments that
bring together large amounts of data and then carefully analyze that information. Examples
include the Department of Community Development and Planning Services, Police, and Fire.
All agencies require the ability to produce maps. However, many can produce satisfactory
maps using the functions of their query and display applications. For the agencies that must
produce very high quality, large- format map products, map production applications will be
needed. These agencies are shown in the table and include the Police and Fire Departments,
who will wish to create large format tactical and analytical maps, and the Wastewater
Department, which will want to develop sewer network maps.
Information access applications are also needed by most of the departments. These
applications will enable personnel within each department, and potentially the public at large,
to quickly see certain map and tabular data in a specific format.
Table 3-3
Number of Applications by Department

Query and
Display

Geoprocessing,
Modeling,
Analysis

Map
Production

Information
Access System

Total Number
of Applications

Building Regulations
Cable Television (KCRT)
City Attorney's Office
City Clerk
City Council
City Public Affairs and Information
Employment and Training

Data Entry,
Edit,
Manipulation

Department

Data
Management

Number of Functions by Application
Type

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
0
2
0
0
1
0

4
1
2
1
1
3
3

1
1
1
0
0
2
4

0
1
0
1
1
2
1

0
1
0
1
1
0
1

8
4
5
3
3
8
9
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Table 3-3 Cont'd
Number of Applications by Department

Data
Management

Data Entry,
Edit,
Manipulation

Query and
Display

Geoprocessing,
Modeling,
Analysis

Map
Production

Information
Access System

Total Number
of Applications

Number of Functions by Application
Type

Engineering
Finance
Fire
Housing Authority
Library and Museum Services
Office of Emergency Services
Paratransit
Planning
Police
Port and Marina Operations
Public Services (Building Services,
Streets and Sewers Divisions)
Recreation and Parks
Redevelopment Agency
Wastewater

11
0
11
0
0
0
0
11
11
0

11
2
6
3
4
2
2
1
2
1

14
2
8
3
4
5
3
4
8
2

2
2
2
1
4
3
2
6
5
0

7
1
6
1
1
4
0
3
3
1

4
1
2
2
2
0
1
3
4
2

39
8
25
10
15
14
8
18
23
6

0

5

5

3

2

3

18

0
0
11

3
1
5

6
3
5

4
3
4

2
3
2

2
1
2

17
11
19

Total Number of Applications

5

54

87

50

42

33

271

Department

1

Function was not determined by reference to a specific task or tasks described during departmental interviews,
however, this GIS function is anticipated.

3.4 Information Technology's Application Support Roles
3.4.1 Information Technology Department as Corporate Resource
The Information Technology Department ("IT") acts as a central support entity for most
matters related to technology within the City. IT has been serving as a principal organizing
force behind the development of an enterprisewide accounting system, based on SAP, as well
as the citywide GIS development effort, represented in part by this study. In its capacity as a
general support organization for technology related endeavors, it is anticipated that IT will be
called upon to support the incremental implementation of GIS applications within each
department. Support will be required in many specific areas, including:
n

Functional requirements specification – IT will be required to work collaboratively with
application end- users to define specific desired system interaction characteristics. This
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will enable IT to identify overlapping requirements among different departments and
encourage product standardization to leverage resident expertise.
n

Research and selection of commercial GIS products – IT will investigate and recommend
the implementation of commercial GIS solutions for departmental needs. This will
further encourage product standardization and develop resident expertise.

n

Technology transfer in the use of GIS tools – IT staff will be called upon to support the
education of department staff in the use of GIS tools. The adoption of a standard
software platform will greater enable IT personnel to instruct other department users, as
geographic analyses are often conducted by common processes, regardless of the specific
datasets under investigation.

n

Tool modification and custom development – In many cases, the generic tools provided by
commercial GIS software will present an overly complex interface to departmental users
who might only require a few specific functions. IT staff will perform customization that
simplifies the interface, accesses specific datasets quickly, or performs routine queries
through a button or menu command.

n

Ad hoc GIS support – It is anticipated that IT will often be required to support the
integration of GIS tools at the City on an ad hoc basis. Particularly for those departments
that wish to perfo rm occasional analyses, or which have limited resident technical
expertise, IT will be called upon to perform spatial analyses and produce maps as
requested. In such cases, IT staff will provide a technical complement to the requesting
department's specific domain knowledge, and provide the GIS service for their functional
needs. As an example, the Public Services Department might request a large-scale map
that shows the amount of resources expended on maintenance for each of the City-owned
buildings in Richmond. Such support requires that IT possess and have capabilities in a
full complement of expert level GIS applications.

3.4.2 Specific Application Requirements
The Information Technology Department will have some investment in each of the
generalized GIS application categories described in Section 3.2. Candidate application
requirement scenarios for each functional category are described below.
n

Data management applications – It is anticipated that the IT Department will have greater
use requirements for applications in this category than any other department. IT will
assume "ownership" of the City's enterprise GIS database, and work to establish and
ensure the integrity of data dictionary specifications and provide appropriate access
through database permissions and other security measures.

n

Data entry, edit, and update applications – IT will utilize applications in this category to
reference both the spatial and attribute data in the corporate database in order to verify
conformance with established standards and ensure its currency. Additionally, it is
anticipated that IT will occasionally perform data entry, editing and update tasks for
external departments throughout early phases of the City's GIS development. In
particular, it is expected tha t IT will use such applications to create derivative spatial
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layers from various base sources for use by individual departments, such as "School",
"Park" or "City-owned Property" layers from the base parcel layer.
n

Geoprocessing, modeling and analysis applications – It is anticipated that geoprocessing,
modeling and analysis application support will constitute the greatest amount of requests
from City departments. IT staff will have to become proficient in performing standard
analyses, and applying these to the specific data and requirements of other departments.

n

Data query and display applications – Information Technology staff will be comprised of
the City's most expert GIS users. As such, they will have less use for data query and
display applications than other departments, who might be more primarily interested in
viewing and obtaining information about the spatial elements on a map display.
However, one candidate enterprise query and display solution - an Internet or Intranet
based GIS viewer that enables access to corporate data sets - would be established and
maintained by IT staff.

n

Map production – As with geoprocessing, modeling and analysis, map production support
will be an oft-requested support function by departmental staff. IT will require software
tools, hardware and expertise to produce large format plots on request.

n

Information access applications – It is anticipated that IT would have modest
requirements for information access applications, as this category is typically
characterized by simple interfaces and limited GIS functionality. However, since
information access applications are tailored to produce specific results for specific needs,
IT will be actively involved in developing such applications for other departments.

The organizational requirements to support such a proposed centralized development and
maintenance of the City's GIS application environment are further discussed in Section 6.0.

3.5 SAP and GIS Application Interaction
The City's anticipated SAP system will serve as an information warehouse and interface for a
number of financial applications, including:
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

n
n
n
n
n
n
n

General Ledger
Cost/Project Accounting
Fund Accounting
Accounts Payable
Accounts Payable Total
Accounts Receivable
Bank Reconciliation
Fixed Assets

Investment Management
Purchasing
Inventory Management
Payroll
Human Resources
Business License
Work Orders

These modules will serve as both the input and reference mechanisms for associated
information within SAP. Among these, it is anticipated that Fixed Asset, Business License
and Work Order information, at least, will be critical for many GIS applications at the City.
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3.5.1 GIS Access to SAP Attribute Data
SAP data integrity is ensured, partially, by the coupling of its interface with its resident
information. External applications are not permitted direct access to SAP data; information
may only be viewed, modified and added to through a SAP module. While this requirement
enforces data integrity, it also implies significant system resource overhead (associated with
the SAP interface) for any data reference, which will be unacceptable for GIS processing
purposes: it would be very inefficient to require GIS applications to negotiate the SAP
interface to access SAP information.
The redundant storage of a selected set of SAP data for use by GIS applications would
circumvent the overhead costs and significant technical hurdles of implementing a GIS - SAP
interface for GIS processing. While enterprise GIS data management designs typically strive
to minimize data redundancy, duplication of components of the SAP database in Richmond is
recommended for several significant reasons:
n

GIS applications do not need access to all SAP data – GIS applications will only be
interested in accessing SAP information as it relates to spatial features. Such information
is expected to include attributes of the City's fixed asset inventory (e.g. signs, traffic
signals, street lights, etc.), licensed business locations, and work order locations (e.g. curb
markings, street striping, etc.). By only extracting relevant components from the SAP
database, the GIS data warehouse will be more efficient and easier to maintain.

n

GIS applications can make use of dedicated access mechanisms – ESRI's enterprise GIS
data management solution - ArcSDE™ ("Spatial Data Engine") acts as the gateway to
spatial and attribute data stored within a traditional Relational Database Management
System (RDBMS). The implementation of ArcSDE software leverages a City's expertise
in RDBMS tuning and maintenance (typically a function of IT departments), and enables
rapid access and processing of spatial data. By storing a redundant subset of SAP data in
an ArcSDE environment, GIS application users would have faster and more simplified
data access.

n

GIS applications would not need to build special interfaces to SAP – Without the
redundant storage of SAP information for GIS use, a SAP interface might have to be
developed for each GIS application. By duplicating SAP data within the corporate GIS
data warehouse, GIS applications can access the information without customization.

n

GIS applications will not update SAP – SAP module interfaces will continue to serve as
the only mechanisms by which information is entered, deleted or modified in SAP. By
referencing a copy of this information for GIS processing purposes, GIS applications will
neither risk corrupting SAP data (e.g. by inadvertently altering attribute values), nor slow
the system due to parallel, and possibly conflicting, usage (e.g. a SAP user is attempting
to update a business license record while a GIS user is performing a spatial analysis on
licensed business locations).

In order to ensure a consistent and current view of the SAP information for GIS processing
purposes, SAP data will have to be routinely extracted and posted to the enterprise GIS
database. No information will be posted back to SAP. Extraction may be facilitated by an
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automated routine that operates nightly (e.g. at off-peak hours to reduce impacts to the
network). The routine would only extract the relevant SAP tabular information, and not the
entire SAP database. The extraction routine would be an example of a required Data
Management Application for IT. Figure 3-1, below, illustrates the functionality and
deployment of the conceptual SAP extraction routine.
Figure 3-1
SAP Extraction Routine

ArcInfo

ArcView

ArcSDE

ArcIMS

GIS Front
End to SAP

SAP Spatial
Data Editor

SAP Data

GIS Data

payroll
general ledger
accounts payable
...

parcels
streets
admin. boundaries
...
street signs
pavement markings
traffic signals
business locations
...

SAP Interface
Modules

Extraction
Routine

fixed asset attributes
business license data
work order information

In the illustration above, the Extraction Routine would duplicate a subset of SAP data into the
corporate GIS data repository. Once there, a range of GIS applications, which would not be
required to negotiate the SAP interface, could use the SAP information. The subset
information would correspond with spatial features already stored in the GIS data warehouse.
(Information linking characteris tics of SAP and GIS data are further discussed in Section
4.0.) A front-end GIS application, also pictured, is anticipated to interact with the SAP GUI
to enable SAP users a more intuitive spatial display and query of SAP information.
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3.5.2 GIS "Front-End" to SAP
A GIS front-end to SAP is currently envisioned to complement many of the SAP application
modules. The envisioned map interface will enable SAP users to view and query SAP data
by reference to spatial features (such as street signs, intersections, striping, etc.) that have
corresponding information in SAP. For instance, in order to view or create a work order to
repair a traffic signal, a user will be able to select the relevant traffic signal from the map
display and bring up the appropriate SAP work order module.
Initially, the SAP implementation team is expected to develop a number of base spatial layers
to support such SAP reference, including street lights, traffic signals, treatment plants,
sweeping routes, storm drains, street sections, and sewer manholes. Each layer will be
developed from existing source information, including paper maps, spreadsheets, and tabular
data. These base layers will support the initial deployment of the GIS interface to SAP,
however, there are no plans for data maintenance being developed in parallel with this data
development effort. Considering the scarcity of source material and the abundance of features
required to completely represent these features, the City will need to immediately develop the
capacit y to update and maintain these spatial features. Updating and maintenance will
involve both increasing the accuracy of existing features, through field data collection and
reference to higher resolution datasets (e.g. digital orthophotography), and adding new
features that were not initially captured.
The SAP Spatial Data Editor is illustrated in Figure 3-1, above. This tool would reference
spatial information resident in the City's GIS data warehouse in SDE to create, modify and
delete features. Additionally, it would reference tabular information directly in SAP to
establish the appropriate linkages between the spatial GIS features and their corresponding
SAP attributes.
This SAP Spatial Data Maintenance application is expected to be of the highest priority for
development at the City to ensure that initial data development efforts are supported, and that
both GIS and SAP are successfully integrated as tools citywide.

3.6 Expected Benefits of GIS Applications
The benefits of implementing an enterprise GIS for Richmond are anticipated to be
significant, particularly given the current humble state of the City's digital data holdings and
prevalence of manual methodologies. As is the case with most system implementations,
benefits are difficult to quantify, especially prior to actual system implementation. Estimates
can be prepared prior to implementation as an indication of the potential magnitude of
benefits. In the next phase of this project, estimates will be prepared for selected benefits
based on further discussion with the Richmond project representatives.
Benefits of GIS implementation have been shown to be most evident in the following areas.
Benefits for the City of Richmond are expected to occur in each of these areas as well.
A.

Save time in performing job functions—Using GIS saves substantial time for
departmental staff in carrying out their job responsibilities. In particular, timesavings
are seen in regard to time spent performing research and analysis functions. At
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present, a great deal of time is spent by agency staff in efforts to retrieve map and
tabular information. Often it is not even possible to find the needed information, but
even when the information can be found, considerable time is spent researching
manual files or computer files that do not have systematic indexing and crossreference data schemas in place. Also, once the information is retrieved, it must be
reformatted, rescaled, and otherwise changed to support the intended analysis and
reporting functions. This can be particularly time-consuming when the reformatting
of mapped information or the translation of tabular data to a thematic map using
manual drafting and coloring is required. It is expected that all agencies participating
in the enterprise GIS project will experience timesavings in performing their job
functions as a consequence of using the GIS.
B.

Increased efficiency and productivity—The tools provided by GIS software enable
staff to perform their job functions more efficiently and, therefore, increase the ir
productivity. Repetitive tasks, such as producing standard maps and reports, can be
supported by GIS applications that can perform most of the functions involved in map
productions with only minimal direction provided by the person operating the
application. Performing analyses that must look at conditions throughout all of the
Richmond area will be able to be performed more efficiently. For example,
associating business license information with the parcels where businesses operate,
and then cross-referencing sales tax revenue with these locations to determine
unlicensed businesses will become a practical task to perform. By improving the
efficiency with which tasks are performed, the tasks are completed more quickly.
This represents increased produc tivity. An additional benefit of increased efficiency
and productivity is that the time saved from one task can be used to perform another
task. Often these represent new tasks that could not be performed previously, such as
the enforcement of business licensing.

C.

Save money and generate revenue—Saving money and generating additional revenue
are always expected benefits of implementing a new information system including a
GIS. Money is saved in several ways. For example, greater coordination of activities,
such as blight investigation and enforcement among several departments, saves
money through better and quicker sharing of information. Elimination of redundant
activities also saves money because it eliminates duplicate work and inconsistencies
in the database that might otherwise slow down and cause confusion in performing
job responsibilities. GIS also generates revenue for municipalities that have
implemented it. First, municipalities try to generate money through the sale of map
products, copies of the digital data, and so forth. While some new revenues can be
received in this manner, the greater benefit of GIS with regard to generating revenue
is helping to identify revenue that the municipality is due but is not collecting. For
example, identifying parcels for which no property tax is being paid is a major
justification for implementing GIS. This same use of GIS to identify other lost
revenues, such as permit fees, unpaid fines, and penalties, and unauthorized use of
municipal land is also a benefit of GIS that can be expected to accrue in Richmond.

D.

Better decision support resources—Better decision support resources result from GIS
in three primary ways. First, information can be viewed in the form of a map, which
is always helpful in understanding the factors that affect a decision. Second, the GIS
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enables many different data to be combined. Again, because this data can be seen in
the form of a map, relationships become apparent that might not otherwise be evident.
Third, the range of geoprocessing, analysis, and modeling tools available with GIS
make it possible to analyze complex situations that cannot otherwise be clearly
understood and visualized without geoprocessing and mapping. Whether being used
by personnel in the field to locate a water valve, by professional personnel to prepare
a new land use plan, by management to determine suitable routes for new pipelines, or
by the public to understand proposed changes in their neighborhood, the analysis,
maps, and reports provided by GIS provide better decision support resources.
E.

Increased automation of agency functions—An important benefit of GIS is the
increased automation of functions of each user agency. As mentioned above,
automation results in increased efficiency, productivity, and better decision support.
Benefits of automation that Richmond can expect to experience include increased
numbers of alternatives analyzed for land use plans, transportation plans, waste
disposal, and so forth; increase in the number of decisions made due to quicker access
to more reliable data; increased reliability of the data through automated quality
checking and elimination of redundant data capture; better information management;
and opportunities to apply GIS analysis capabilities that are not available through
traditional methods.

F.

Better resource management—Resource management includes personnel, equipment,
and the various infrastructure of the municipality (roads, sewers, etc.). GIS improves
work order systems, resource planning analysis, preventative and corrective
maintenance operations, staging of equipment resources, and other aspects of resource
management.

G.

Aid in budget preparation and administration—Benefits for preparing departmental
and the overall municipal budget can be expected from the GIS. Information about
resources that need replacement or repair can be viewed in map and report format.
Coordination among different agencies to ensure investments made by one
department in an area, for example to improve a street, are not diminished in the near
future by a decision from another department to tear up the street to install utility
lines. Also, budgeting for other public improvements can be analyzed with regard to
the characteristics and needs of city residents in different neighborhoods.

H.

Build a consistent information base—One of the greatest benefits of the enterprise
GIS will be establishing a consistent information base for use by all participating
agencies. This benefit will extend to the map layers in the GIS and the associated
attribute data. Having a consistent information base is a major contributing factor to
achieving many of the other benefits of GIS.

I.

Increased accuracy—The benefit of increased accuracy refers to the spatial accuracy
of maps as well as the content accuracy of associated attribute data. By requiring use
of a common set of basemap layers, Richmond will achieve the benefit of consistent
spatial accuracy for its digital data layers. This benefit will increase as additional
layers are automated. By enforcing strict standards for the data keys that will link
tabular data to the map features, the municipality will also achieve increased
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accuracy. This is equally important to spatial accuracy because the analytical
processes and thematic mapping performed by GIS are dependent on accurate and
reliable tabular data. Achieving this benefit will require the definition of standards
and their strict enforcement.

3.5 Implementation Scenarios
The implementation of the GIS applications will be coordinated with database development
activities. Providing GIS applications to department staff is only useful if reliable and
consistent data are available. Possible scenarios for implementing the six application types
are described below.
A.

Data management applications—Data management applications will be needed to
support data-sharing activities. Data management applications will support a central
enterprise GIS database and departmental databases. Until adequate network
connectivity between departments is established, update and synchronization of data
in the central database and in each of the departmental databases will need to be
performed using manually based procedures. Data management applications must be
customized to the data resources of each implementation. As mentioned above, these
applications will not become critical until data sharing, particularly of the basemap,
cadastral, and utility data layers, is needed. A possible scenario for data management
is to support sharing of limited data sets, such as street centerline networks and
administrative boundaries, with associated attributes as stage one of implementation.
This would enable many departments to use GIS while the detailed, large-scale
databases are under development. In the second stage of this scenario, data
management applications would be implemented in each of the departments
responsible for maintaining significant portions of the enterprise database (e.g.
Planning and Wastewater). Basemap and cadastral data would potentially be stored
redundantly to compensate for insufficient network bandwidth. In stage three,
assuming adequate network resources are available, the departmental data
management applications would be networked, and redundant data storage would be
eliminated.

B.

Data entry, edit, and update applications—Data entry, edit, and update applications
will be needed in each of the departments. These applications can generally be
developed using off- the-shelf applications that have already customized the GIS tools
to perform these functions. Departments will need to work with the selected GIS
vendor to identify and evaluate potential off- the-shelf solutions available directly
from the vendor or from their business partners. The solutions most suitable for
Richmond will be selected, and the applications will be configured to the department
requirements. Those requirements will need to be established through a detailed
functional requirements study. Alternative implementation scenarios for these
applications will largely take into consideration the timing of application
development. Each department may vary the implementation of their data entry, edit,
and update applications depending on when basemap layers are available and the
priority associated with automation of their data layers. It is expected that the Police,
Fire, Planning and Wastewater Departments will proceed with early implementation
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of these applications, and that the remaining departments may delay their
implementation until their GIS capabilities are further developed. A higher priority
for the Police, Fire, Planning and Wastewater Departments may be the development
of data entry applications for their tabular data sets that will be used with basemap,
cadastral, or other spatial data.
C.

Geoprocessing, modeling and analysis applications—Geoprocessing, modeling, and
analysis applications are data dependent. Therefore, their implementation must be
coordinated with the availability of data resources. Their implementation will be
dependent on the priorities of the department served by the application. A
recommended implementation scenario is to begin with applications of this type that
are supported by simple data sets such as streets, administrative areas, and associated
attributes. Applications will be available for configuration to the requirements of
Richmond from the selected software vendor or their business partners. Very few of
these applications will need to be developed in a totally customized manner.

D.

Data query and display applications—These applications can be supported with offthe-shelf tools available from the GIS software vendors. However, the tools are
usually not customized to perform specific applications; rather, they are generic in
nature and are used in an ad hoc manner to perform query and display applications.
Most GIS software vendors and their business partners have developed sophisticated
query and display applications that meet requirements of many of the specific
application needs identified for Richmond. Similar to the data entry and edit
applications, these potential application solutions will need to be evaluated for their
responsiveness to departmental requirements, and configured or customized as
needed.

E.

Map productions applications—These applications can also be met through generic
toolboxes and through specific solutions from the vendors and their business partners.
Configuring GIS tools to perform basic map output will be an important application
for the Police, Fire, Planning, Engineering and Wastewater Departments. For some,
this form of automated mapping will be a first step toward the use of full GIS
capabilities offered by the other applications.

F.

Information access applications—Information access applications are developed as
custom applications for each core or primary user agency. The GIS software tools
and programming languages available to develop these applications combine to make
implementation of these applications a fairly quick process. In part this is because
these applications have limited and very specific functionality. As an early
implementation step, several of these applications should be developed based upon
the available data resources. These applications should serve to show the benefits of
combining spatial and tabular data to support departmental functions.
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This section of the Concepts Report presents the concepts for the database to support the
enterprise GIS for Richmond. The database concept serves to organize the potential data
resources identified during the needs assessment. The data is organized according to the type
of map feature described. The concept primarily addresses the geographic data. However,
related attribute or tabular data is also identified. These tabular data are important because
they are used with the geographic data to perform many of the geographic analyses and to
produce specialized maps requested by the staff that use the GIS.
This section includes an explanation of GIS database design principles as well as a
description of the conceptual database design for Richmond. Also included are issues that
must be resolved while building the database. Alternatives for establishing the database are
also identified.

4.1 Overview of GIS Database Concepts
This section presents an overview of GIS and database design principles to assist the reader in
understanding the conceptual database design for Richmond's enterprise GIS. Using these
principles to establish the conceptual database design ensures that the needs of the participating
departments can be met with as little data redundancy as possible.
4.1.1 Spatial Data
Spatial data communicates location, shape, and relationships among features on the earth's
surface. Each map feature has a specific geographic location defined in terms of x,y coordinates
such as latitude, longitude, or Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates. A GIS data
layer illustrates the location and shape of a set of related features. These may be on the surface
of the earth, such as roads or parcels, below the surface, such as water pipelines, or above the
surface, such as buildings and aircraft hazard zones.
Map features may be represented in a vector format as a set or series of x,y Cartesian coordinates
for points, lines, or areas, as shown in Figure 4-1.
A point is used to illustrate a feature whose shape is too small to be defined as an area on
a map of a given scale. Examples are water wells and air quality monitoring stations.
A line is used to illustrate the location of a map feature that is too narrow at a given scale
to be displayed as an area such as a stream or pipeline. A line can also represent
information with no physical shape such as topographic contour lines.
A polygon is used to illustrate an area of homogeneous characteristics such as a lake, land
use area, municipal boundary, or soil mapping unit.
Map layers are typically organized so that each contains a single feature type: point, line, or
polygon. This is not always the case, however, as shown in Figure 4-1. Complex types of map
layers that include multiple feature classes can be supported by most GIS technologies. For
example, a layer may include both polygon and line features or line and point features. An
example of a complex layer is a parcel map in which information is stored about the parcel areas
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as well as the surveyed boundary lines. Other feature classes that are commonly used together
are lines and nodes. For example, a GIS map of Richmond's wastewater system may be created
in which information is stored about the sewer mains as lines and valves and pumping stations as
nodes.
Geographic features can also be represented using several kinds of feature subclasses. Feature
subclasses are derived from the primary feature classes, such as lines and polygons, and include
route systems and regions. The distinguishing characteristic of a feature subclass is that
geographic features are defined logically based on an underlying physical model made up of the
primary feature class. For example, a route system is a collection of routes, such as public
transportation bus routes or inspection routes, which is built from underlying line features. A
region subclass is a group of area features, such as tax parcels or easements, which are built from
underlying polygon features.
Certain types of geographic data and analysis may more appropriately use raster, or grid cellbased, geoprocessing capabilities. A grid is composed of a grid cell spatial model and a
relational database that manages attributes associated with cell values. A group of cells form a
feature. Grids are particularly useful in addressing complex spatial modeling problems, such as
projecting noise impacts from a proposed airport site, or determining the environmental effects of
a hazardous chemical spill where concentration diminishes in proportion to distance from the
source.
Another type of raster data is imagery. This includes images that occupy a continuous
geographic space of interest such as aerial photography and satellite scenes. It also includes
images associated with features in the geographic space of interest such as a scanned engineering
drawing of a road improvement represented as a linear feature or a photograph of a building
represented as a point feature in a map layer. Aerial photography may be registered to vector
layers to provide background planimetric detail for display and update of vector layers. A
scanned engineering drawing or building photo is more appropriately considered an attribute or
descriptor of a map feature, as described below.
4.1.2.1 An Object Oriented Spatial Data Model
Just as the analytical capabilities of GIS toolkits have evolved, recent advances in GIS data
modeling are facilitating more accurate representations of real- world features and behaviors in
the GIS database. The representation of earthly features by vector coordinates alone, as
described above, has an important shortcoming--features are aggregated into homogeneous
collections of points, lines, and polygons with generic behavior. The behavior of a line
representing a road is identical to the behavior of a line representing a stream.
The generic behavior supported by this data model enforces the topological integrity of a dataset.
For example, if you add a line across a polygon, it is automatically split into two polygons.
However, it is desirable to also support the special behaviors of streams, roads, and other realworld objects. An example is that streams flow downhill and when two streams merge into one,
the flow of the merged stream is the addition of the two upstream flows. Another example is that
when two roads cross, a traffic intersection should be at their junction unless there is an overpass
or underpass.
A new object-oriented data modeling concept--the geodatabase data model--allows modelers to
endow features with their natural behaviors and define specific characteristics about the
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relationships between features. The implications for the end user of geodatabase data sets are
numerous: because objects understand how they interact, data integrity is easier to enforce. For
example, when constructing a sewer network, sewer pipes can be made to "know" (and therefore,
"show" the user) what other pipes they can connect to, and through what sorts of fittings or
valves. When an existing geodatabase parcel is split, it can be made to automatically calculate a
new assessment for both new parcels, based on the percentage of area in each, or some other user
defined criteria. Some additional benefits of the geodatabase data model are:
n

A uniform repository of geographic data--Because a geodatabase is implemented within an
RDBMS, all of Richmond's geographic data can be stored and centrally managed in one
database.

n

Data entry and editing is more accurate--Fewer mistakes are made because most of them can
be prevented by intelligent validation behavior. For many users, this alone is a compelling
reason to adopt the geodatabase data model.

n

Users work with more intuitive data objects--Properly designed, a geodatabase contains data
objects that correspond to the user's model of data. Instead of generic points, lines and areas,
the users work with objects of interest, such as transformers, parcels and roads.

n

Features have a richer context--With topological associations, spatial representation, and
general relationships, you not only define a feature's qualities, but its cont3ext with other
features. This lets you specify what happens to features when a related feature is moved,
changed, or deleted. This context also lets you locate and inspect a feature that is related to
another.

n

Better maps can be made--You have more control over how features are drawn and you can
add intelligent drawing behavior. You can apply sophisticated drawing methods directly in a
mapping application.

n

Features on a map display are dynamic--When you work with features, they can respond to
changes in neighboring features. You can also associate custom queries or analytic tools with
features.

n

Shapes of features are better defined--The geodatabase data model lets you define the shapes
of features using straight lines, circular curves, elliptical curves, and Bézier splines.

n

Sets of features are continuous--By their design, geodatabases can accommodate very large
sets of features without tiles or other spatial partitions.

n

Many users can edit geographic data simultaneously--The geodatabase data model permits
work flows where many people can edit features in a local area, and then reconcile any
conflicts that emerge.

The principal advantage of the geodatabase data model for Richmond is that it includes a
framework to make it as easy as possible to create intelligent features that mimic the interactions
and behaviors of real- world objects, providing a highly sophisticated set of data for end users,
and facilitating data integrity and maintenance for IT staff who will be responsible for
maintaining Richmond's enterprise GIS data resources.
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4.1.2 Attribute Data

In a GIS database, descriptive information about map features is stored in related database files,
called attribute files, feature attribute tables, or geodatabase object classes. Descriptive
information is typically derived from the operational records of the City, such as forms and
tables, reports, and counts and measures. Descriptive information can take the form of words,
numbers, alphanumeric characters, and text strings. Initially, attributes in the geographic
database are likely to contain the descriptive data easily stored in tabular files (words, numbers,
and alphanumeric characters). By using scanned image storage and retrieval tools, more
complex forms of descriptive data such as reports or document images (deeds or floor plans) can
also be displayed as attributes to map features.
Using GIS commands, descriptive information contained in attribute files can be illustrated on a
map by using colors or patterns to distinguish between characteristics. These are called thematic
maps. For example, in a thematic map of land use, areas of different land use categories will be
shaded with a different color or pattern. The land use category and, by extension, the shade
pattern to use are determined by the land use code associated with each land use polygon in the
GIS database.
Alternatively, or in addition, each land use area can be labeled with a piece of text that
communicates the land use code for each land use polygon. Descriptive information may also be
stored as a separate annotation layer, as shown in Figure 4-1, which may be turned on or off in
order to display features with or without the identifying text. When displayed in annotation
layers, the descriptive data are purely graphic features meant to provide the necessary text and
symbols to visually identify map features. It is not directly connected to the "intelligence," or
attributes related to the map features.
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Figure 4-1
GIS Data Types

Map Features Represented as...

Example

Layer Type

VECTOR DATA
Point Layer
Wells
Utility Poles
Monitoring Stations

Points

•
•

Single x,y coordinate pair
No length or area
Line Layer

Lines

•

String of x,y coordinates with
beginning and endpoints

•

Length but no area

Roads
Streams
Bus Routes
Polygon Layer

Polygons

•

Land Parcels
Zoning Boundaries
ZIP Code Zones

String of x,y coordinates with same
beginning and endpoint

Network Layer

Polygons and Lines

•
•

Census Tracts/Blocks
Township/Range/Section

Attributes attached to polygons
Attributes attached to lines
Link Layer

Lines and Points

•
•

Streets/Intersections
Water Lines/Hydrants
Sewer Lines/Manholes

Attributes attached to lines
Attributes attached to points

Regions
Parcels, Lots, and ROWs
Forest Management Units

Regions

•
•

Aggregations of polygons
Can overlap

Route System

Routes and Sections

•
•

Bus Routes
Pavement Management
Sanitation Truck Routes

Routes are sets of linear features
Sections are building blocks of routes

RASTER

DATA
GRID

Cells

•
•

Soils
Vegetation
Elevation

Rows and columns of cells
Cell contains numeric value
describing characteristics
Image

Cells

•
•

.

Digital Orthophotos
Scanned Photographs
Scanned Engineering Drawings

Rows and columns of cells
Cell contains brightness value

Annotation

Text and Symbols

Street Names
MAI N

ST REET

Parcel Dimensions
150'
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4.1.3 The Shared Database

A key GIS design concept is that of the shared database. The shared database implies that
departments with different functions and responsibilities have common data needs. For example,
several departments require knowledge of tax parcel locations to carry out their day-to-day
functions. Using a shared GIS database, it is no longer necessary for each department to store,
manage, and update this information independently when the opportunity exists for all to access
the data electronically in a shared database, and where data is updated periodically and accuracy
is maintained by the source department.
Much of the map and attribute data in the system will be accessed by more than one department
and is called corporate data. Corporate data may be created and maintained by a single
department but is available to all or to many. It is shared as a resource of the "corporation" (the
City of Richmond). Most information in the database will be accessible to all departments. Data
that is used and maintained by only one department is called subject data. Information may be
stored as subject data when it is unique to one department's activities, when it is not of general
interest or use, or when it warrants special security arrangements. Subject databases may also be
used to temporarily house data in progress of development until it is determined to be in
accordance with the data quality standards established by the municipality.
Figure 4-2 illustrates the shared database concept and the relationship between corporate and
subject data sets. It also shows methods of data exchange between user departments and the GIS
database. Both corporate and subject data sets are stored in the GIS database and are accessed
using GIS tools. The difference between the two is that corporate data can be viewed and copied
by any department into their computer workspace and manipulated as required, whereas subject
data can only be viewed or copied by those with privileges to do so.
Figure 4-2
Shared GIS Database
INTEGRATED DATABASE

CORPORATE DATA

COPY LAYER ATTRIBUTES

COPY LAYER/ATTRIBUTE

INSERT AUTHORIZED UPDATE

INSERT AUTHORIZED UPDATE

Department 1
Workspace

COPY
LAYER/ATTRIBUTES

REQUEST/RECEIVE

PERMISSION TO COPY

Department 1

DENIED INSERT

SUBJECT DATA

COPY LAYERS / ATTRIBUTES

INSERT
AUTHORIZED UPDATE

Department 2
Workspace

SUBJECT DATA

INSERT
AUTHORIZED UPDATE

COPY
LAYER/ATTRIBUTES

Department 2

Department 3
Workspace
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4.1.4 Storage and Access Capabilities
As was introduced in Section 3.5, with respect to the integration of SAP and GIS data, the latest
storage technologies available for GIS enable implementation of new possibilities with respect to
the shared database. The demand for enterprisewide access to geographic data has compelled the
development of database management system (DBMS)-based repositories for geographic data.
This, in turn, has driven the requirement for solutions that provide the capability to store and
manage complex spatial structures, open standard interfaces, close integration with core
organizational data, support for large geographic data sets, support for large numbers of users,
and a wide range of client applications.
The latest enterprise spatial data storage software tools offer solutions that provide an open
interface between the user and all of the geographic data in an organization, whether they are
stored in vector, CAD, or raster format. These tools deliver spatial data to the end user based
on highly efficient spatial search functions, provide geometric data validatio n, include map
projection functions, and work within heterogeneous hardware and network environments.
The enterprise spatial data storage tools work with leading commercial DBMS products
(including Microsoft SQL Server™, Richmond's stated RDBMS standard), enabling
geographic data to be integrated not only with other spatial data but with the rest of an
organization's core business data. Data can be delivered to any client computer, from any
server computer, anywhere on a network.
Figure 4-3 illustrates the enterprise spatial data storage and server concept. It shows how
different data formats can be served to the client.
Figure 4-3
Enterprise Spatial Data Storage and Server Concept
GIS
Data

Client
Computer

Enterprise
Spatial Data
Storage Tools

CAD
Data

Image
Data
RDBMS
Data

The Internet is the world's largest network. It is a multifaceted mosaic of computer servers
supplying information upon request to multiple clients. The Internet is unified by common use of
the Internet Protocol (IP). This communication standard allows heterogeneous hardware to
communicate effectively. The term Internet is usually used for the global-encompassing public
network. The term Intranet is applied to private networks that use standard Internet technologies.
Technically, both are identical with respect to the method of communication and the services
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they can support. An Intranet is usually separated from the Internet by a firewall (an electronic
device for filtering access to the network).
The growing popularity and access to the Internet is increasing pressure on both the public and
private sectors to provide increased public Internet access to existing geographic data. A major
reason to use the Internet for data dissemination and GIS processing is that it has the potential to
deliver dynamic results in a timely fashion, and can reduce workloads on city staff for the
performance of standard inquiries (such as investigating the zoning of a particular parcel). To
maximize the opportunity the Internet affords, users are especially keen to access data
interactively and publish maps directly. This means providing direct access to a secure GIS
database server that dynamically serves data directly in a widely available and well understood
format, without translation. By separating users from the database, integrity and security can be
maintained easily without significant overhead.
Figure 4-4 illustrates how a database can be accessed by the public through Internet browsers.
Web-enabled mapping/GIS applications can be set up to control access to the database.
Figure 4-4
Internet Data Access

Internet

Map/GIS
Server
Data

Database
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Figure 4-5 illustrates how the enterprise spatial data storage and Internet-based access
capabilities combine to support enterprisewide operations. Data is posted to an enterprise
repository that can be accessed by users directly, over the Intranet or Internet.

Public Users
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QA/QC
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Access
Applications

Browser

Map/GIS
Server
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4.1.5 GIS Data Model

The design of a GIS database can guided by an integrated geographic database model, as shown
in Figure 4-6. The model organizes the geographic data into seven categories, each of which
includes a set of map layers and associated tabular attributes. These categories of information are
designed to organize geographic data efficiently and nonredundantly in order to support
planning, engineering, operations, analysis, and management functions. The seven geographic
data types are:
Basemap—These data are the foundation for the City's GIS database. Basemap data include
control points used to spatially register all other layers, such as parcels, planimetric details
(sidewalks, curbs), street rights-of-way, or street centerlines. The basemap layers define
coordinate control and accuracy for the entire GIS. Other layers contained in this category
include hydrography and topography. These layers are usually derived from controlled aerial
photography. Together, these layers form the basemap on which all City departments will
build their own GIS layers.
Land Records —These data includes cadastral features such as parcels and tabular
information about those features, linked through a unique parcel identifier, such as an
Assessor Parcel Number ("APN") or Parcel Identification Number ("PIN"). The associated
tabular information may include a wide variety of data about land characteristics, ownership,
development activity, environmental permitting and regulation, and property tax values. In a
GIS database, parcel data can be aggregated to the area boundary level for statistical analysis.
This is done using the geoprocessing tools provided by the GIS software.
Safety—Safety data includes features that relate to providing service to the public in times of
emerge ncy such as in the case of fire or crime. Features may include fire station locations,
fire department district boundaries, police reporting districts or emergency response zones.
Tabular data may include incident address data, number of response units, or level of
personnel.
Transportation—Transportation data includes the street network, intersections, signs,
signals, railways, bus routes, and other features that comprise transportation facilities need by
the City. Tabular data includes road characteristics, address range information, traffic
volumes and maintenance records. Street centerlines carry address ranges for automatic
address matching and the mapping of address-based information such as crime incidents, fire
calls, business locations, or location of sensitive populations such as hospitals, schools, day
care centers, and nursing homes.
Utilities—Utilities data includes sewer, water, electrical, storm drain, and provider service
areas. Utilities data is usually structured as topologically linked networks of linear features
(such as sewer lines) and connected point or node features (such as valves or pumps).
Tabular information associated with the mapped facilities includes the characteristics of the
lines and related facilities, and is used for facility maintenance, planning and design, and
network analysis applications. Utilities map data may also contain links to engineering
drawings and plans that may be viewed in conjunction with a specific facility.
Environmental—Environmental data includes features of the natural environment, such as
land types, soils, and wetlands, as well as some features of the man- made environment such
as hazardous waste sites and discharging facilities. Environmental tabular data describes
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characteristics of the mapped features and provides information on environmental quality
status.
Administrative—Administrative layers illustrate the boundaries of vario us administrative or
service areas such as district boundaries and zoning. Data in this category includes
population data, targeted areas for redevelopment, census tracts/blocks, voter districts, zoning
designations, and land use. Associated tabular data includes a wide variety of information
tied to administrative features such as census demographics. Tabular data may be the result
of aggregating more detailed data within the area of interest. For example, current land use
information, which may be stored as an attribute of each parcel, may be aggregated to the
neighborhood level for reporting purposes.
Figure 4-6
GIS Data Model

Administrative

Environmental

Landuse

Safety

Basemap

+

+

+

+

Transportation

Utilities
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4.2 Enterprise GIS Database
This section presents the database concept for the enterprise GIS for Richmond. The concepts
draw on the principles and modeling approaches described in Section 4.1 above. First, the City's
existing information holdings (paper files, databases/spreadsheets, and maps) are described,
providing a context for the development of Richmond's enterprise GIS database. Next, a variety
of database-related issues, such as SAP attribute to feature mapping, City/County data collection
and sharing initiatives, and accuracy requirements, are addressed. Finally, a conceptual corporate
database is outlined.
4.2.1 Existing Information Holdings
The following tables outline candidate information sources for inclusion in Richmond's
enterprise GIS database, as identified during the user needs interviews. Table 4-1 presents a
listing of various paper-based data sources. This information might usefully be employed as
attributes of various spatial features in the GIS. Table 4-1 lists the source department, paper
file name, a brief description, an index key (used to relate attribute information to a map
feature), a listing of what the file contains, who it is maintained by, its coverage extent, and a
possible geographic representation for the information contained.
Table 4-2 lists existing databases and spreadsheets that might serve as data sources for
Richmond's enterprise GIS database. Unlike the paper files listed in Table 4-1, which would
have to be converted to a digital format prior to their use in a GIS, database and spreadsheet
information only has to contain appropriate identifiers for linking with spatial features as a
requirement for its use. For these sources, a database design review would also be needed to
ensure consistency of format between like items in different sources and potentially to
redesign data sources, over time, to eliminate data redundancy. This table enumerates the
source department, the data source name, a brief description, its format, a summary of its
contents relevant to GIS analysis, who it is maintained by, its coverage extent, and a
candidate geographical representation of its associated feature data.
Table 4-3 describes the City's map inventory. Spatial feature information contained on these
sources are candidates for automation to create the required features in the GIS data
repository, while associated tabular information might usefully be captured as attributes. For
each map source, the table describes the originating department, the map name, a brief
description, its scale, spatial reference, feature and attribute contents, notes pertaining to its
maintenance history, and the extent of its feature coverage.
The indexing of these tables by department is intended to indicate current maintenance
responsibilities, and to foreshadow possible maintenance duties if included in the enterprise
GIS. In addition, these tables may serve as a reference for other departments to determine the
volume and nature of potentially available information.
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Table 4-1
Paper File Data Sources
Contains

Maintained By

Coverage
Extent

Geographic
Representation

Record of
APN
permit, violation
and inspection
activities

Narrative
descriptions

Building
Regulations

Citywide

Parcel geometry

Abatement
Actions

Record of
Site Address
background and
legal activities
associated with
blight abatement

Narrative
descriptions

City Attorney

Citywide

Point locations

City Clerk's
Office

Resolutions and
Ordinances

Resolution and
Ordinance text

Resolution or
ordinance
number,

Resolution /
ordinance text

City Clerk

Citywide, or
particular
address

Citywide - N/A
Address - point
for site address,
polygon for
APN

City Clerk's
Office

Contracts and
agreements

Contract and
agreement text

Contract
number

Contract and
agreement text

City Clerk

N/A

N/A

Department

Name

Description

Building
Regulations
Division

Code Violations

City Attorney's
Office

Indexed By
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Table 4-1
Paper File Data Sources (Cont'd)
Department

Name

Description

Indexed By

Contains

Maintained By

Coverage
Extent

Geographic
Representation

City Council
(Administrative
Assistant)

Abatement
Complaints

Descriptions of
abatement
complaints

Date received

Complaint
details
Address
Action / Status

Administrative
Assistant

Citywide

Point locations
for site
addresses

City Public
Information

Complaints

Log of
complaints
received from
the pub lic, prior
to inclusion in a
database.

N/A

Caller
Location

Ray Lambert

Citywide

Point locations
for site
addresses

Engineering

Street Sections

Records asphalt
and base
thickness at
cuttings

Site Address
(nearest)

Depth of surface
and base,
Date,
Location

Engineering

City of
Richmond

Point along
street segment,
Street segment
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Table 4-1
Paper File Data Sources (Cont'd)

Department

Name

Description

Indexed By

Contains

Maintained By

Coverage
Extent

Geographic
Representation

Engineering

RR Crossing /
PUC Numbers

Maintenance
information
related to atgrade crossings

Crossing
number

Accident
reports,
Maintenance
record,
Equipment at
location

Engineering

City of
Richmond

Point, line
segment

Engineering

Monuments and
Benchmarks

Indexed
monument
locations and
survey history

Map grid
number

Listing of
Datums,
including UTM
location,
Date checked,
Location details

Engineering

City of
Richmond

Point

Engineering

Traffic Signals

Signal control
and
maintenance
information

Intersection

Phasing and
timing

Engineering

City of
Richmond

Point
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Table 4-1
Paper File Data Sources (Cont'd)
Department

Name

Description

Indexed By

Contains

Maintained By

Coverage
Extent

Geographic
Representation

Engineering

Traffic Speed
Survey

Traffic speed
statistics

Street segment
(intersections
noted)

Location,
Average traffic
count,
Accident
volume,
Average speed,
Speed statistics,
Pace,
Comments,

Engineering

City of
Richmond

Street segment
(indexed by)

Engineering

Traffic Volume

Traffic
statistics, by
hour, for all
streets in
Richmond

Street segment
(intersection
noted)

Date, counts per
hour, peak times

Engineering

City of
Richmond

Street segment
(indexed by)

Engineering

Traffic
Regulations

Regulation
index

Street

Traffic action,
Street segment,
Resolution
number

N/A

City of
Richmond

Street segment
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Table 4-1
Paper File Data Sources (Cont'd)

Department

Name

Description

Indexed By

Contains

Maintained By

Coverage
Extent

Geographic
Representation

Engineering

Traffic Types

Street type
definition and
catalog

Street type

Street types,
Street segments

Engineering

City of
Richmond

Street segment

Engineering

Speed
Undulations

List of
installations

Year

Site address

Engineering

City of
Richmond

Point

Engineering

Special Speed
Zones

List of streets,
catalogued by
posted speed
limit

Speed limit

Speed limit,
Street segments

Engineering

City of
Richmond

Street segment
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Table 4-1
Paper File Data Sources (Cont'd)
Department

Name

Description

Indexed By

Contains

Maintained By

Coverage
Extent

Geographic
Representation

Fire Department

Incidents

Fire incident
and response
reports,
transcribed in
part into
SunPro™

Incident
Number

Incident
description,
time, date

Fire Department

City of
Richmond

Points

Fire Department

Inspections

Fire inspection
reports,
transcribed in
DataEase™

Site address

Inspection
description,
time, date,
officer

Fire Department

City of
Richmond

Points

Paratransit

Driver log

Delivery
information

Time

Pick up and
delivery info.

Paratransit
drivers

Service Area

Points, lines

Public Services

Work Orders

Description of
work order.
Anticipated
inclusion in
SAP

Address,
address range,
or intersection

Job description,
materials used,
date performed,
narrative notes

Public Services

City of
Richmond

Referenced with
appropriate
feature: e.g.
point for sign,
line for striping
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Table 4-1
Paper File Data Sources (Cont'd)

Department

Name

Description

Indexed By

Contains

Maintained By

Coverage
Extent

Geographic
Representation

Public Services

Electrical Job
Log

Work
accomplished

Date (site
address
included)

Job location,
details,
materials, date,
staff

Public Services

City of
Richmond

Point

Public Services

Street
Maintenance
Log

Street
Street segment
maintenance
(intersection to
problems
intersection)
observed by
staff for selected
streets.

Street name,
Block,
Problems

Department
staff

City of
Richmond

Intersection to
intersection
street arcs

Public Services

Sign Inventory

Informal partial
inventory of
signs

Listing of sign
locations

Department
staff

City of
Richmond

Point

Sign type
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Table 4-1
Paper File Data Sources (Cont'd)
Department

Name

Description

Indexed By

Contains

Maintained By

Coverage
Extent

Geographic
Representation

Wastewater

Pump Stations

Narrative
description of
pump station
name and
location

Station name

Station name,
Description

N/A

Wastewater
service area

Point locations
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Table 4-2
Database / Spreadsheet Data Sources
Coverage
Extent

Geographical
Representation

Permit holder Building
contact,
Regs.
permit
details,

Citywide

Point locations (based
on address) or parcel
geometry (based on
APN)

APN,
Site
Address

Location,
blight
condition
narrative

Building
Regs.

Citywide

Point locations (based
on address) or parcel
geometry (based on
APN)

Excel

Address

Narrative
description

Ray
Lambert

Citywide

Point locations based on
site address

Smartwa
re™

Client
name,
address

Client
contact and
program info

Departme
nt staff

Citywide

Point locations based on
site address

Department

Name

Description

Format

Key(s)

Contains

Building
Regulations
Division

Building
Permits

Building permit
application information

Excel

APN,
Site
Address

Building
Regulations
Division

Abatement
Activities

Abatement activity
information

Excel

City Public
Information

Complaints

Records complaints
received from the public

Employment and
Training
Department

Client
Records job training or
Application counseling client
s
information
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Table 4-2
Database / Spreadsheet Data Sources (Cont'd)
Department

Name

Description

Format

Key(s)

Contains

Maintain
ed By

Coverage
Extent

Geographical
Representation

Engineering

Traffic
Signals

Identifies traffic signal
locations

N/A

Locatio
n
number

Location
number,
Location
(intersection)
,
Remarks

Engineeri
ng

Citywide

Point locations at
intersections

Finance
Department,

DataQuick
™

Parcel ownership and
characteristic
information

DataQui
ck™
Window
s

APN
Owner
name

35+ fields:
APN
Sale amount
Loan amount
Various
property
characteristic
s

DQAxicom

County

Parcel geometry (based
on APN)

Business
Licenses

Business license
application and location
details

Access

Site
address

Application
information

Finance

Citywide

Point locations

Planning
Department,
Building Regs.

Finance
Department
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Table 4-2
Database / Spreadsheet Data Sources (Cont'd)

Department

Name

Description

Format

Key(s)

Contains

Maintain
ed By

Coverage
Extent

Geographical
Representation

Fire Department

SunPro™

Fire incident description
and response details includes CAD dispatch
data and a subset of
information maintained
in paper reports.

FoxPro
™

Case
number

Incident
description,
time, date

Fire Dept.

Fire
response
areas

Point locations based on
address

Fire Department

Inspections

Fire Inspection details

DataEas
e™

Site
Address

Narrative
Information

Fire Dept.

Citywide

Point locations based on
address

Fire Department

Hazardous
Materials

Characteristics of a
catalog of hazardous
materials, used to
calibrate contaminant
plume models

CAMEO
™

Element
name

Elemental
chemical
properties

Fire Dept.

N/A

N/A

Housing
Authority

Housing
Contracts

Details of housing
contract clients and
locations

DataFle
x™

Site
address

Client
information

Housing
Authority

Citywide / Point locations based on
environs
address
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Table 4-2
Database / Spreadsheet Data Sources (Cont'd)
Department

Name

Description

Format

Key(s)

Contains

Maintain
ed By

Coverage
Extent

Geographical
Representation

Library

Holdings
Catalog

Inventory of the
Library's holdings

"Rosie"

Dewey
Decimal

Holding
information

Library

Library
facilities

Point on facility map

Library

Cardholder
s

Cardholder contact
information

"Rosie"

Site
address

Cardholder
information

Library

Citywide / Point, based on
environs
cardholder address

Paratransit

Passengers

Passenger contact and
address information

WordPer Site
fect
address

Client
information

Paratransit

Service
district

Police
Department

Address
Geofile

Address range and
response information for
Computer Aided
Dispatch

CAD

Address
ranges

PRD, map
book number

Police

Citywide / Street segments
environs

Police
Department

Cases

Records Management
System (RMS) logs
case-based information

RMS

Case
number

Location,
case details

Police

Citywide / Point, based on incident
environs
address
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Table 4-2
Database / Spreadsheet Data Sources (Cont'd)

Department

Name

Description

Format

Key(s)

Contains

Maintain
ed By

Coverage
Extent

Geographical
Representation

Planning
Department

Parcel

Logs land use, zoning,
and other parcel-based
information

.dbf

Parcel
number,
site
address

Legal
description,
General Plan,
Zoning,
Land use,
Use code,
Ownership,
Building
information

Claire
Wilcox

City of
Richmond

Parcel (centroid or
polygon)

Planning
Department

GRIP

Revenue generators

FoxPro

APN

Revenue
Statistics

MRC /
MBIA
MuniServices

City of
Richmond

Parcel, based on APN

Planning
Department

STARS

Sales tax producers

FoxPro

APN

Sales tax
statistics

MRC /
MBIA
MuniServices

City of
Richmond

Parcel, based on APN
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Table 4-2
Database / Spreadsheet Data Sources (Cont'd)
Department

Name

Description

Format

Key(s)

Contains

Maintain
ed By

Coverage
Extent

Geographical
Representation

Public Services

Building
Keys

Tracks who has keys to
which facilities

Excel

Facility
name

Facility,
staff, key
type

Public
Services

City of
Richmond

Point locations, based
on facility name

Recreation and
Parks

Recreation
Activities

Information related to
the Department's
programs

CLASS
™
booking
system

Program

Narrative
description,
dates,
location, cost

Recreation City of
and Parks Richmond

Point locations, based
on facility location

Recreation and
Parks

Recreation Information about
Participants participants in the
Department's programs

CLASS
™
booking
system

Name,
home
address

Participant
contact
information,
program
attendance

Recreation Richmond Point locations based on
and Parks / environs participant address

Recreation and
Parks

Street
Trees

TreePro
™
(.mdb)

Tree
type,
park /
street
segment
location

Tree
attributes,
maintenance

Recreation City of
and Parks Richmond

Health and maintenance
log of the Department's
street trees
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4.0 Database Concepts
Table 4-3
Map Data Sources

Department

Name

Description

Scale

Spatial Reference

Contains

Maintenance

Feature Extent

Building Regs

Address
Assignment 1

Existing and
newly
assigned
addresses

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Point
locations for
assigned
addresses

When address is
assigned, Building
Regs adds pin
location.

City of Richmond

Building Regs

Soil Reports

Soil report
locations

N/A

N/A

Soil report
locations

Not updated since
creation

City of Richmond

City Public
Information

Neighborhood
Boundaries 1

Outline of
neighborhood
council
boundaries

1:12,000

California State
Plane,
Zone III

Neighborhood
boundaries

Engineering

City of Richmond
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Table 4-3
Map Data Sources
Department

Name

Description

Scale

Spatial Reference

Contains

Maintenance

Feature Extent

Engineering

City of
Richmond and
Vicinity 2

City "base
map"

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Rights-ofway,
Street names,
City
boundaries,
County
boundaries,
Hydrology,
Contours

Drafted in 1992,
no maintenance
since

City of Richmond,
portions of
Kensington, El
Cerrito, El Sobrante,
Hercules and San
Pablo

Engineering

Sewer 3

Sewer
network
geometry and
attributes

1:1,200

California State
Plane,
Zone III

Sewer lines,
Manholes,
Pumping
stations,

Last updated
manually in 1990

Wastewater
Department service
area
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Table 4-3
Map Data Sources (Cont'd)

Department

Name

Description

Scale

Spatial Reference

Contains

Maintenance

Feature Extent

Engineering

Storm Drain

Storm drain
network
geometry and
attributes

1:4,800

California State
Plane, Zone III

Natural
creeks,
Ditches,
Swales,
Headwalls,
Underground
conduits,
Headwalls,
Manholes,
Catch basins,
Curbs,
Drop inlets,
Culverts,
Flow divides

Last updated
manually in 1976

City of Richmond

Engineering

Street Lights 1

Street light
locations

1:1,200

California State
Plane, Zone III

Light
locations,
Light
identification
numbers

N/A

City of Richmond
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Table 4-3
Map Data Sources (Cont'd)
Department

Name

Description

Scale

Spatial Reference

Contains

Maintenance

Feature Extent

Engineering

Speed
Undulations 1

Speed bump
locations

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Locations of
speed
undulations

A location is
manually added
when a new
undulation is
installed

City of Richmond

Engineering

Neighborhood
Boundaries 1

Outline of
neighborhood
council
boundaries

1:12,000

California State
Plane,
Zone III

Neighborhood
boundaries

N/A

City of Richmond

Engineering

Monument
Index 1

Index of
survey
monuments in
city limits

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Grid, Datum
monument
index

N/A

City of Richmond
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Table 4-3
Map Data Sources (Cont'd)

Department

Name

Description

Scale

Spatial Reference

Contains

Maintenance

Feature Extent

Engineering

Railroad
Crossings 1

"At grade"
railroad
crossing
locations

1:12,000

California State
Plane,
Zone III

RR Crossing
locations,
Public Utility
Commission
(PUC)
numbers

N/A

City of Richmond

Engineering

Accident
Locations 1

Point
locations of
Traffic
accidents

1:12,000

California State
Plane,
Zone III

Accident
locations by
type

Locations added
as information
received. Each
map chronicles a
year's accident
statistics.

City of Richmond

Engineering

Truck Routes

Truck routes,
by type,
through city
limits

1:12,000

California State
Plane,
Zone III

Route lines,
Route index

N/A

City of Richmond

1
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Table 4-3
Map Data Sources (Cont'd)
Department

Name

Description

Scale

Spatial Reference

Contains

Maintenance

Feature Extent

Fire
Department

Run Map
Books4

Localized fire
response
characteristics
including
detailed street
and parcel
information,
hydrant, Knox
box locations

1:7,200

California State
Plane, Zone III

Parcels,
addresses,
street names,
hydrant
locations,
Knox box
locations

N/A

City of Richmond

Fire
Department

Threat Zone
Boundaries

Indicates
State, Local
and Mutual
Response
areas.

N/A

California State
Plane, Zone III

Administrativ
e boundaries

None, drafted by
Richmond and
California
environs
Division of
Forestry, not
subject to revision

Fire
Department

Fire Response
Districts

Zones
indicating
response areas
for fire
stations

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Administrativ
e boundaries

N/A
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Table 4-3
Map Data Sources (Cont'd)

Department

Name

Description

Scale

Spatial Reference

Contains

Maintenance

Feature Extent

Fire
Department

Very High
Fire Severity
Zones 1

High risk fire
areas

1:12,000

California State
Plane Zone III

Point and area
locations of
high risk

Ad hoc, by
department staff

City of Richmond

Fire
Department

Inspection
Areas

Work zones
for Fire
Inspectors

1:26,400

N/A

Administrativ
e boundaries

N/A

City of Richmond

Fire
Department

2185
Locations

Locations of
1:18,000
businesses
who have filed
hazardous
materials
business plans
under Bill
2185

N/A

Pin locations
of business
locations

When a new plan
is filed with the
department, a new
pin location is
added to the map

Richmond

Fire
Department

Fire
Fire
Investigations 1 Investigation
locations

California State
Plane Zone III

Pin locations
of
investigation
locations

As required,
locations added to
the map

City of Richmond

1:12,000
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Table 4-3
Map Data Sources (Cont'd)
Department

Name

Description

Scale

Spatial Reference

Contains

Maintenance

Feature Extent

Police
Department

Police
Reporting
Districts
(PRDs) 1

Reporting
district
boundaries,

1:12,000

California State
Plane Zone III

PRD
geometry;
PRD number

PRD geometry is
not subject to
modification

Richmond and
vicinity

Planning
Department

General Plan
Land Use 1

Polygons with
land use
classification
codes

1:12,000

California State
Plane Zone III

Land use
boundaries

Drafted August
1994, Amended
May 1998,
intermittent edits

Richmond Planning
Area

Planning
Department

Open Space
and
Conservation 1
(General Plan)

Classified
boundaries of
open space
and
conservation
areas.

1:12,000

California State
Plane Zone III

Recreation
areas, Open
space,
Preservation
and resource
areas,
Safety and
Seismic safety
regions,
Historical
landmarks

Drafted August
1994, no edits
since

Richmond Planning
Area
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Table 4-3
Map Data Sources (Cont'd)

Department

Name

Description

Scale

Spatial Reference

Contains

Maintenance

Feature Extent

Planning
Department

Circulation 1
(General Plan)

Automobile
and pedestrian
traffic
planning
elements

1:12,000

California State
Plane Zone III

Scenic
corridors,
Scenic and
landscaped
freeway,
Major existing
and proposed
thoroughfares,
Bikeways,
Trails

Drafted August
1994, no edits
since

Richmond Planning
Area

Planning
Department

North
Shoreline

Specific Area
Plan

N/A

N/A

Specific area
plan boundary

N/A

Subset of Richmond
Planning Area

Planning
Department

Knox-Cutting
Corridor

Specific Area
Plan

N/A

N/A

Specific area
plan boundary

N/A

Subset of Richmond
Planning Area

Planning
Department

City Center

Specific Area
Plan

N/A

N/A

Specific area
plan boundary

N/A

Subset of Richmond
Planning Area
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Table 4-3
Map Data Sources (Cont'd)
Department

Name

Description

Scale

Spatial Reference

Contains

Maintenance

Feature Extent

Planning
Department

Tiscornia

Specific Area
Plan

N/A

N/A

Specific area
plan boundary

N/A

Subset of Richmond
Planning Area

Planning
Department

Brickyard
Cove

Special
features zone

1:4,800

N/A

Zone
boundary

N/A

Subset of Richmond
Planning Area

Planning
Department

Pt. St. Pablo

Special
features zone

N/A

N/A

Zone
boundary

N/A

Subset of Richmond
Planning Area

Planning
Department

Liquefaction1

Resource
management
zone

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Zone
boundary

N/A

Subset of Richmond
Planning Area

Planning
Department

Shoreline /
Tideland

Resource
management
zone

N/A

N/A

Zone
boundary

N/A

Subset of Richmond
Planning Area
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Table 4-3
Map Data Sources (Cont'd)

Department

Name

Description

Scale

Spatial Reference

Contains

Maintenance

Feature Extent

Planning
Department

Fire

Resource
management
zone

N/A

N/A

Zone
boundary

N/A

Subset of Richmond
Planning Area

Planning
Department

Hillside1

Resource
management
zone

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Zone
boundary

N/A

Subset of Richmond
Planning Area

Planning
Department

Richmond
Historic
District

Historic
district
boundary

1:18,000

N/A

Approximate
boundary of
historical
district

N/A

Subset of Richmond
Planning Area

Planning
Department

Pinole Pt. /
Hilltop
Developing
Area1

Fee area
boundary

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Fee area
boundary

N/A

Subset of Richmond
Planning Area
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Table 4-3
Map Data Sources (Cont'd)
Department

Name

Description

Scale

Spatial Reference

Contains

Maintenance

Feature Extent

Planning
Department

El Sobrante
Developing
Area1

Fee area
boundary

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Fee area
boundary

N/A

Subset of Richmond
Planning Area

Planning
Department

Brickyard
Cove
Developing
Area1

Fee area
boundary

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Fee area
boundary

N/A

Subset of Richmond
Planning Area

Planning
Department

Parking
District

Fee area
boundary

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Fee area
boundary

N/A

Subset of Richmond
Planning Area

Planning
Department

Zoning 4

Polygons with
zoning
classification
codes

1:7,200

Zoning
Drafted January
boundaries,
1997, intermittent
Ordinance
updates
classifications,
Planning Area
boundary,
400' contour
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Table 4-3
Map Data Sources (Cont'd)

Department

Name

Description

Scale

Spatial Reference

Contains

Maintenance

Feature Extent

Planning
Department

Planning Area

City of
Richmond
Planning Area
boundaries

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Planning Area
boundary,
Planning
sphere of
influence

N/A

City of Richmond
Planning sphere of
influence

Planning
Department

Watersheds
and Surface
Waterways 1
(General Plan)

Hydrology

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Watershed
boundaries
and hydrology

N/A

City of Richmond

Planning
Department

Flood Zones 1
(General Plan)

Flood zone
boundaries
and
classifications

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Flood zone
boundaries

N/A

City of Richmond

Planning
Department

Inventory of
Visual Forms
1
(General
Plan)

Intervisibility
features

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Visible feature
locations

N/A

City of Richmond

1
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Table 4-3
Map Data Sources (Cont'd)
Department

Name

Description

Scale

Spatial Reference

Contains

Maintenance

Feature Extent

Planning
Department

Wetlands,
Marsh
Protection,
Mudflat
Waterfowl
Protection
Areas1
(General Plan)

Inventory of
protection
areas

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Administrativ
e boundaries

N/A

City of Richmond

Planning
Department

Regional
Parks and
Facilities 1
(General Plan)

Park and
Facility
locations

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Point
locations

Not up to date

City of Richmond

Planning
Department

Recreation
and Parks
Service
Districts 1
(General Plan)

District
boundary
inventory

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Administrativ
e boundaries

N/A

City of Richmond
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Table 4-3
Map Data Sources (Cont'd)

Department

Name

Description

Scale

Spatial Reference

Contains

Maintenance

Feature Extent

Planning
Department

Fire Stations
and Hospitals1
(General Plan)

Station and
hospital
locations

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Station
locations,
Hospital
locations

Not up to date

City of Richmond

Planning
Department

Sewer
Districts 1
(General Plan)

District
boundaries

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

District
boundaries

N/A

City of Richmond

Planning
Department

Treatment
Plants and
Sanitary
Landfills 1
(General Plan)

Plant and
landfill
locations

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Treatment
plant location,
Landfill
locations

N/A

City of Richmond

Planning
Department

Public
Schools 1
(General Plan)

School
locations

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Public school
locations

N/A

City of Richmond
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Table 4-3
Map Data Sources (Cont'd)
Department

Name

Description

Scale

Spatial Reference

Contains

Maintenance

Feature Extent

Planning
Department

Major
Transportation
Routes 1
(General Plan)

Route
inventory

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Routes and
classifications

N/A

City of Richmond

Planning
Department

Soil Types

Soil
1:24,000
Characteristics

Unknown, only
geographic
coordinates are
displayed

Soil
classifications
by region

N/A

Richmond Planning
Area

Planning
Department

Surficial
Geology

Geological
classifications

N/A

N/A

Geological
regions and
classifications

N/A

City of Richmond

Planning
Department

Archaeology

Potential site
locations

N/A
(Aerial
photo)

N/A

(Confidential)
locations of
possible
archaeological
resources

N/A

Richmond Planning
Area
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Table 4-3
Map Data Sources (Cont'd)

Department

Name

Description

Scale

Spatial Reference

Contains

Maintenance

Feature Extent

Planning
Department

Anticipated
Tsunami
Influence

Inundation
zones

1:24,000

Unknown, only
geographic
coordinates are
displayed

Regions of
inundation

Created 1973

Richmond Planning
Area

Planning
Department

Seismic
Shaking

Hazard zones

1:24,000

Unknown, only
geographic
coordinates are
displayed

Regions of
potential
hazard

Created 1973

Richmond Planning
Area

Planning
Department

Liquefaction
Potential

Hazard
locations

1:24,000

Unknown, only
geographic
coordinates are
displayed

Points and
classifications

Created 1973

Richmond Planning
Area

Planning
Department

Slope
Steepness

Slope
classifications

1:24,000

Unknown, only
geographic
coordinates are
displayed

Regions and
classifications

N/A

Richmond Planning
Area
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Table 4-3
Map Data Sources (Cont'd)
Department

Name

Description

Scale

Spatial Reference

Contains

Maintenance

Feature Extent

Planning
Department

Relative Slope
Stability

Slope stability
classifications

1:24,000

Unknown, only
geographic
coordinates are
displayed

Regions and
classifications

N/A

Richmond Planning
Area

Planning
Department

Pipelines

Pipeline
locations

1:12,000

California State
Plane, Zone III

Locations of
pipelines

N/A

City of Richmond

Planning
Department

Special
Studies Zone

Earthquake
fault zone

1:24,000

UTM, NAD 83

Fault zones

N/A

Richmond Planning
Area

Wastewater

Sewer 3

Sewer
network for
Wastewater
service area

1:1,200

California State
Plane,
Zone III

Sewer lines,
Manholes,
Pumping
stations,
Parcels,
Rights-of-way

Last updated
manually in 1990
(used as
reference)

Wastewater
Department service
area
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Table 4-3
Map Data Sources (Cont'd)

Department

Name

Description

Scale

Spatial Reference

Contains

Maintenance

Feature Extent

Wastewater

Storm Drain

Stormdrain
network for
City of
Richmond

1:4,800

California State
Plane,
Zone III

Natural
creeks,
Ditches,
Swales,
Headwalls,
Underground
conduits,
Headwalls,
Manholes,
Catch basins,
Curbs,
Drop inlets,
Culverts,
Flow divides

Last updated
manually in 1976
(used as
reference)

City of Richmond

1

2
3
4

Denotes layers drafted atop City of Richmond "base map" - City of Richmond and Vicinity (1992), 1:12,000 Scale, California State Plane coordinate system, Zone III,
containing street rights -of-way, street names, hydrology, city boundaries (Richmond and portions of Kensington, El Cerrito, El Sobrante, Hercules, and San Pablo), portions
of county boundaries (Marin and Contra Costa), and elevation contours.
City of Richmond "base map".
Denotes layers drafted atop Contra Costa County Assessor parcel book base map, circa 1990, 1:1,200 Scale, California State Plane coordinate system, Zone III, containing
street rights-of-way, street names, parcel and lot lines, and lot, block and tract numbers. Map base covers City of Richmond.
Denotes layers drafted atop Contra Costa County parcel map, obtained in paper format through the Computer Mapping Services (CMS) program, whereby public agencies
subscribe to County-produced data sets. The base map depicts parcels, assigned addresses, rights-of-way, street names, school and park locations, city and county
boundaries, and hydrologic features. The county data set (not currently possessed by the City of Richmond) is a MicroStation CAD file and is thus not geo-referenced.
Each parcel, however, is tagged with its Assessor Parcel Number (APN).
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4.2.2 Enterprise GIS for Richmond Data Model
The database for the enterprise GIS for Richmond can be envisio ned as a set of geographically
referenced data sets, known as layers that are based on a common coordinate system. The City's
GIS layers can be grouped into the seven categories discussed in Section 4.1.5 and are illustrated
in Table 4-4. These categories are helpful for logical organization and are not intended to
signify departmental data maintenance responsibilities or indicate how the data will be physically
stored. In the physical implementation of the database, some of these layers may be further
subdivided into smaller geographic areas, similar to the map sheets used in manual mapping, and
new layers may be added as user requirements are refined. Prior to automation and application
development, the participants will need to perform a detailed phys ical design of each layer and its
associated attribute sets.
A further breakdown of each layer is provided in Table 4-5. In this table, the term Layer
identifies the name that corresponds to a theme of spatial information. Geographic Features
identifies the real-world features or entities that are stored in the layer. Feature Class refers
to whether the layer is composed of points, lines, polygons, nodes, or a feature subclass such
as regions or routes. The Feature Attributes column identifies many of the attribute sources
that may be directly linked to the layer. These attributes are not meant to be an exhaustive
description of all possible attributes of each feature class, but is representative of both the
information sources described in tables 4-1 and 4-2 and the application requirements
described in Section 3.0. Other attributes may be logically associated with the feature classes
by coincidence and / or aggregation. "Coincidence" refers to the capacity of a GIS to
associate tabular information with features that are spatially coincident, such as determining
ownership information about a zoning class by reference to all the parcels within it.
"Aggregation" refers to the ability to generalize attribute information from a higher resolution
(specific) data layer, to a lower resolution (generalized) data layer; for instance, statistics
about crime linked to specific address locations could be associated with the Police Reporting
District ("PRD") in which they occur.
The Source Department column identifies the department currently responsible for the
creation or update of the layer, or who maintains the City's paper source. This column may
also be used to establish data layer maintenance responsibilities once digital versions are
developed. The Source Format describes the current format of the geographic data, whether
it is in paper, tabular, or digital form. A blank in this column means that an existing source
does not exist or its format is yet to be determined. Finally, Source Scale identifies the scale
of the data source.
4.2.3 Data Development Efforts
The participating departments in the City of Richmond currently maintain a variety of digitaland paper-based data sources, as enumerated in Section 4.2.1. These include both spatial and
tabular sources. These sources should meet the majority of the elements identified in the data
model for the enterprise GIS for Richmond listed above. Fulfilling the database needs is directly
linked with meeting the application needs identified in Section 3.0.
At present, the City of Richmond does not have any significant digital spatial data holdings upon
which to build its enterprise GIS; however, the City is anticipating the delivery of a number of
datasets that will constitute primary basemap layers, and which will facilitate the construction of
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associated and derivative datasets. The following data products will be delivered in the first
quarter of 2001:
n

Digital orthophotography of Richmond Sewer District--As a component of a Capital
Improvement Project to map the Richmond Municipal Sewer District, the City has
contracted with Kennedy/Jenks Consultants to deliver digital orthophotos of the sewer
district (covering approximately 65% of the city). The monochrome (grayscale) orthophotos
will be captured at a scale of 1:1,200 (1"=100'), with a 1/4 foot ground resolution. This
means that each cell in the (raster) orthophoto can capture objects on the ground that are as
small as 1/4 foot in diameter; discrete features (such as paving stones or sidewalk markings)
smaller than this measure and in close proximity to one another will appear as a single
feature in the image.
The process of image orthorectification renders the source aerial photographs useable as a
mapping source, by linking photographed features with known coordinates and then
translating, rotating and scaling the image in concert with a defined projection and datum.
The sewer district orthophotos will be rendered into the California State Plane coordinate
system, Zone III, with a NAD83 horizontal datum and the NAVD83 vertical datum. These
spatial reference parameters are consistent with many of the City's existing map sources.
The high resolution of this imagery recommends it as a valuable source for the construction
of derivative datasets. The positional accuracy of features on these orthophotos will be very
high, and may serve as a reference for "heads-up" digitizing - a process whereby a feature
layer is "traced" by reference to an underlying data source. Examples may include street
sign and light inventories, pavement markings, and building footprints. However, as the
coverage of these orthophotos does not completely extend to the City boundaries, they will
have to be used in conjunction with other source information.

n

Vector sewer manhole layer derived from orthophotography--A vector dataset containing
point representations of sewer manholes will be delivered in an AutoCAD R14 DWG format
coincidentally with the orthophotos. The AutoCAD format may be rendered into a number of
GIS formats using conversion tools available from a number of application platforms.
The positional accuracy of the manhole locations will be a function of the positional accuracy
of the orthophoto source. Kennedy/Jenks consultants will use stereo-digitizing techniques to
locate the manhole features and associate an elevation value with each. The process of stereo
digitization involves analyzing the same feature taken from two different, known perspectives
to define a dimensionally triangulated elevation value. It is anticipated that the elevation
values derived from these source materials will be accurate to within 0.3 feet. The horizontal
accuracy is anticipated to be 1.5 feet.
It is anticipated that this vector manhole data will serve as a principal source for the
construction of a GIS sewer network model for Richmond. However, a number of
considerations will have to be managed to ensure the appropriate use of this information.
First, the thoroughness and correctness of the manhole inventory will have to be validated by
reference to existing map sources and through field inspection. Because not all manholes are
related to the sewer network, and because several wastewater agencies service parts of
Richmond, each manhole feature will have to be evaluated to determine whether A) it is a
sewer manhole, and B) it constitutes an element of Richmond's sewer network.
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Kennedy/Jenks will perform some data validation as part of its data delivery. The consultant
has obtained the City's sewer maps, which correspond both in scale and index to the digital
orthophotos. The consultant will use the map source to direct the stereo-digitizing effort to
identify manhole features from the orthophotos. Thus, the comprehensiveness of the
manhole inventory will reflect the completeness and currency of the map source. The
resulting stereo-digitized manhole locations will have the positional accuracy described
above; where manhole positions are obscured in the orthophotos however, their location will
be derived from the paper maps. The positional accuracy of these locations should be
improved by field survey methods. Furthermore, additions to the sewer network not reflected
by the map source will have to be incorporated into the GIS by field data collection.
Additional feature and attribution refinements will have to be performed on this base
information to render it usable as a GIS network model. Pipe segments between manholes
will have to be accurately defined by reference to the paper map series and other construction
diagrams (representing "as built" conditions). Various attributes will also have to be attached
to network features, including depth (from manhole) to pipe, material, and diameter. Many
of these attributes are available from the paper maps, but a network modeling exercise will
have to be conducted to determine appropriate attribution, the validity of the source
information, and methods for field validation.
n

Vector contour and spot elevation information derived from orthophotography--For the full
extent of the orthophoto coverage (roughly 65% of the City), the consultant will develop
vector elevation contour (lines) and spot (point) elevations. Elevation values will be attached
as attributes of the vector features, which will be delivered as a set of AutoCAD R14 DWG
files. These files may be readily converted into a GIS format by import utilities included in
many GIS application platforms.
Contour information will be derived by stereo-plotting techniques similar to the method used
to derive elevation values for the sewer manhole inventory described above. Two- foot
elevation contours will be provided for the study area. The high resolution of this data should
meet or exceed the analytical requirements of most terrain modeling efforts.

n

Digital orthophotography produced by Contra Costa County--The City of Richmond
subscribes to a Computer Mapping System (CMS) program operated by Contra Costa
County. Under the program, the County develops countywide digital datasets, funded in part
by individual City contributions. In return, member cities are provided with the data that
extends over their area, for the cost of duplication. As a subscriber, Richmond is anticipating
the delivery of citywide, 1/2- foot and 1- foot pixel resolution orthophotography (at 1:2,400
and 1:4,800 scales). The spatial reference will correspond with the sewer district
orthophotography: California State Plane, Zone III, NAD83 horizontal datum, and NADV83
vertical datum. The resolution of these datasets, while not as high as the sewer district
orthophotography, is high enough to commend them as valuable primary sources for the
construction of derivative datasets and asset inventories, particularly as their coverage will be
citywide.

n

Vector datasets from Contra Costa County--In conjunction with the citywide digital
orthophotography, and also under the auspices of the CMS program, Richmond is
anticipating the delivery of digital parcel data from Contra Costa County. Parcel geometry
will be delivered in a MicroStation (CAD) format that may be easily rendered into a GIS
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format. Parcels will be identified with their APN to enable the linking of associated tabular
information.
Ten- foot elevation contours, derived from the digital orthophotography, will also be available
to the city. Although of a much lower resolution than the sewer district resolution, these
citywide contours will enable broader terrain analysis.
The County is engaged in an effort to develop a highly spatially accurate street centerline file,
attributed with address ranges. Although this dataset is under development and not currently
allotted to Richmond, the City should work with the County to cooperatively develop and
utilize this critical data resource.
n

Asset inventory data collection--Contra Costa County is considering transitioning its CMS
program from a subscriber (fee) based model to a data-sharing model. Data sharing would
require that participating communities standardize data formats, spatial reference and data
collection technologies to facilitate the integration of information. Such standardization
would provide many benefits, including reduced data costs and greater access to and
integration with information from neighboring communities, for enhanced analysis.
The County would direct the standardization process, in cooperation with the cities. The
County is currently considering the adoption of a standard field data collection package to
enable the construction of highly accurate (GPS-based) spatial datasets. The County would
then build data entry forms used to populate the attribute information associated with the
spatial data being collected. Under the data sharing program, Richmond would purchase the
(agreed upon) standard field collection unit, and could utilize the County-developed forms for
data collection.
Richmond is poised to take advantage of this opportunity, as the City is preparing to develop
an asset inventory to in support of SAP data development and the Government Accounting
Standards Board's (GASB) initiative 34. The board monitors financial reporting methods for
state and local government and can impact funding efforts. To comply with GASP34,
Richmond is planning to construct an asset inventory to serve as a baseline for monitoring the
condition of its infrastructure. Inventory collection will require field data collection
equipment, personnel and a comprehensive methodology. The methodology will have to be
developed in consideration of:
1. The objects to be inventoried--Richmond will want to inventory a sufficient range of
objects to satisfy the requirements of both GASB34 and SAP. In providing guidance for
the collection of a capital asset inventory, a GASP34 statement notes that "capital assets
include: land, land improvements, buildings, building improvements, construction in
progress, machine ry and equipment, vehicles, infrastructure, easements, and works of art
and historical treasures". 1

1

GASB Statement #34 Capital Assets & Depreciation Guidance (January 19, 2001) page 1.
http://www.lla.state.la.us/gasb34/capas.pdf
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It is anticipated that there will be a one-to-one correspondence between real- world
features and associated information within SAP, meaning that every traffic sign (for
instance) may be related to its own unique attribute information. Thus, Richmond should
develop a GIS feature inventory that accounts for all objects within SAP. At present,
these objects are expected to include the following:
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Traffic Signs
Sewer Pipes
Sewer Structures
Pump Stations
Painted Curbs
Street Markings
Street Lights
Utility Poles

Traffic Signals
Parcels
Business Locations
Municipal Buildings
Treatment Plant
Storm Drain Structures
Storm Drain Conveyances
Street Blocks

2. The attributes to be collected--For each object inventoried, its spatial location will be
captured by field survey methods. Additional attributes will be collected simultaneously
to support various SAP processing requirements, index asset quality, and assess
maintenance costs for GASB34. The Capital Assets & Depreciation Guidance statement
quoted above suggests that GASB34 inventory records include "description, year of
acquisition, method of acquisition (e.g., purchase, donation, etc.), funding source, cost or
estimated cost, salvage value, and estimated useful life. The inventory record will also
need to identify the function(s) that use the asset". 2
It is expected that SAP attributes related to the asset inventory will largely be populated
as part of SAP processes, and thus may not have to be gathered in the field. However, in
order to associate a feature location with its corresponding SAP record, a unique identifier
must be maintained either within the spatial record (corresponding to a unique table
identifier in SAP) or within SAP (corresponding to a unique feature identifier). This will
enable GIS end users to reference the appropriate tabular (SAP) information through a
map interface.
3. Field methods for data collection--As mentioned above, the City may opt to acquire field
data collection technology in accordance with the County initiative to share data. Under
such an arrangement, Richmond might acquire additional datasets (such as a street
centerline file with address ranges) in exchange for the asset inventory that it develops, or
for field validation of address ranges, etc. The proposed standard field collection unit will
provide a very high level of positional accuracy (potentially sub-centimeter) that will
more than satisfy the accuracy requirements of an asset inventory. Forms developed by
the County for asset inventory will have to be evaluated for comprehensiveness with
regards to the attribution requirements for SAP and GASB34, described above, and might
require modification to meet the City's specific needs.
Because the level of positional accuracy required for asset inventory features may not be
survey-grade (sub-centimeter), Richmond is recommended to consider the purchase of
supplemental, lower accuracy, field data collection technologies. A number of lower-cost
units might be acquired to facilitate field data capture with 1-2 foot positional accuracy.
The high-resolution digital orthophotos might be used as a backdrop on data capture
2

ibid. page 1.
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screens to orient field staff, and provide a guide for data collection. For instance, a "point"
is displayed on the screen indicating the GPS position of the data collector; street signs
and pavement markings are clearly discernible from the background orthophoto. The
user captures asset locations by reference to the orthophoto and associates appropriate
attributes with each, through purpose-built asset inventory forms. The lower accuracy of
such supplemental units would thus be offset by the high accuracy of the reference
orthophoto. The lower cost might also enable the City to purchase more units, thus
speeding the process of data capture and minimizing the impact of lost, stolen or broken
equipment.
4. Resources for data collection--Field data collection requires substantial advance planning
to define a comprehensive array of features and attributes, build data collection forms,
and plan and schedule field work to cover the entire City. While time-consuming, field
data collection is a repetitive labor, and may be learned quickly. Thus, human resources
do not require extensive technical skills, and may be promptly trained. Field data
collection is often performed by student interns during temperate summer months.
Training in field data collection methodologies has the ancillary benefit of introducing
members of the resident workforce to new technologies.
In consideration of meeting the GASB34 requirements, Richmond is currently planning to
hire a number of temporary interns in the summer (2001) to perform data collection.
While agreeing in principal to the notion of conforming to an accepted field data
collection technology, Richmond has not yet settled on a data collection solution, nor
derived an extensive list of features and attributes for capture.
Accuracy Requirements
Accuracy needs vary by data and associated application requirements. In general, data that is
required for running operations, has legal implications, or is used to provide geographic control
requires a higher order of accuracy. Data that is required primarily for visual purposes or refers
to broad extents of territory requires a lower order of accuracy. Application accuracy
requirements will correspond to the type of data utilized by the application in question.
In the first category lies much of the basemap, land records, transportation, and utility-related
data. Basemap data provides the coordinate control and locational accuracy for the entire GIS
database and therefore requires a higher order of accuracy. Land records contain cadastral data
for which accuracy requirements are very stringent due to the questions of ownership and legal
rights. Transportation data includes street centerline data and associated road characteristics, as
well as other transportation modes such as railways and metro. This data needs to be aligned
with other photogrammetrically derived data, and hence the higher accuracy requirements.
Utility data supports operations on critical infrastructure such as water, sewer, and gas. Accuracy
requirements on this data are high, to the extent that it needs to support locational referencing for
maintenance operations. However, the accuracy requirements of utility data for supporting
network models, system design, and related planning applications are lower.
In the second category lies much of the environmental and administrative related data.
Environmental data typically consists of small-scale geographic features such as drainage basins
and environmental quality indicators. Since the geographic extent of these features is wide and
boundary delineation can be mo re approximate, lower accuracy requirements apply.
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The data needs that require higher coordinate accuracy can be met by both the sewer district and
County-provided digital orthophoto sources. The high resolution can yield highly accurate
representations of various planimetric features. In addition, large-scale data can be generalized
to support the smaller scale mapping needs of applications that do not require data of high spatial
accuracy. Map feature generalization can be performed by reducing or aggregating the classes of
features that are maintained in the database. Similarly, polygonal features can be abstracted to
points when there is no need to locate them precisely. For example, schools can be represented
as points rather than as a precise delineation of their perimeter. Application end-users will be
principally interested in referencing their attribute characteristics, such as number of students.
Issues and Opportunities
Following are certain issues and opportunities that pertain to database development and
maintenance:
n

IT will be responsible for maintaining the basemap and cadastral data. This ensures that all
other GIS layers will be referenced to a common coordinate base and should, therefore, be
spatially consistent with one another. This spatial consistency is a tremendous opportunity
that often is not present when organizations switch from individual departmental GIS systems
to an enterprise system.

n

It appears that there may be several situations in which different departments contribute to a
single layer. An example is the sewer and storm drain networks, in which the Wastewater
and Engineering department's data are involved. To support such cases, the departments in
question should agree on common data standards and update approaches. One department
should be designated to integrate the information into a seamless layer for query, display, and
analysis operations. Also, it may be determined during the physical database design that
some specific thematic data is best included in the database either as its own layer or as an
attribute of a map feature that is captured by another agency. A good example of this may be
the data collected about buildings by several different departments. Developing and applying
data standards through the GIS organization will be important to successful data integration.

n

Currently, address information is captured and maintained by several different departments
(Finance, Library, City Public Affairs and Information, Planning). The challenge will be to
reconcile these different databases through a master cross-referencing table and have them all
point to a common spatial layer, buildings, or parcels. In that way, each department could
continue to maintain and use the address database to which it is accustomed but there would
be no duplication of spatial features. Also, the cross-reference table will enable the
departments to resolve addressing conflicts and potentially establish and enforce uniform
address assignment procedures. The cross-reference table will also enable the departments to
use their address-based data sets in combinations to support GIS applications. Address
standardization will need to be a priority for database development.

n

Many existing paper and digital files lack a dependable primary key. It will be very
important to define a primary key for each layer that ensures linkages among the various
attribute files that describe common map features. A good candidate is a system generated
sequential identifier, to be commonly deployed across all the related files. System generation
ensures the integrity of the identifier while deployment of a common identifier will facilitate
linking and other cross- file operations.
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n

Data standards and metadata standards are not presently in place among all the departments.
Data standards must be implemented and coordinated through the GIS committee. Many
examples of data standards are available from national organizations throughout the world.

n

Once the enterprise GIS database is established, common maintenance procedures should be
drawn up and implemented to ensure regularity and consistency of update.

n

Similarly, common procedures for database access and security should be developed and
implemented to prevent unauthorized users from accessing confidential data.

Implementation Scenarios
Implementation of the enterprise GIS database must give consideration to the priorities for
application development and system resource enhancements. Among the possible approaches to
database implementation are the following:
Scenario 1: Integrated Database and Applications Development
Under this scenario, data development will be staggered in accordance with the application
development effort. As applications are developed, pilot data sets of the requisite data will be
created. The pilot data sets will both support the application development process and serve as
the basis for full data development of the data in question. Prior to rollout, the applications will
be tested with the full suite of relevant data, if available. In this manner, the entire database will
be incrementally built up.
Scenario 2: Independent Database Development
Under this scenario, data development will proceed in a largely autonomous fashion. The key
development criteria will be data significance, agency priorities, and ease of development. With
respect to data significance, basemap, land records, and infrastructure (including sewer network)
data appear to have the most import; the basemap provides coordinate accuracy for the entire
database, land records provides information about ownership and provides locational reference,
and infrastructure data supports SAP processes, the City's financial accountability objectives, and
Wastewater's analytical needs.
With respect to departmental priorities, both Planning and Wastewater data merit priority status
because of their importance in using GIS to support development planning and delivery of
services to residents of Richmond's. With respect to ease of development, the emphasis is on
leveraging the City-County initiatives to obtain as much available data as possible. Under this
approach, databases are developed to enable use of GIS at an early stage of system development
to support policy level decision- making. The data to support operational activities, such as the
sewer network facilities, often takes several years to develop from scratch. Through rapid
development of the other planning level data sets, great benefits from GIS can still be realized
while the complex data sets are under development.
Scenario 3: Hybrid Data Development
Under this scenario, data development will generally proceed in autonomous fashion (per
Scenario 2) but in parallel, pilot—and potentially larger extent—data sets will be created to
support application development and rollout efforts (per Scenario 1). This approach will require
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better coordination and organization than either of the other two scenarios but may also prove to
be the most beneficial.
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Table 4-4
City of Richmond Enterprise GIS Database

Basemap

Land Records

Safety

Transportation

Utilities

Environmental

Administrative

Control Points
Spot Elevations

Cadastre

Safety Districts
Emergency Locations
Routing Index

Street Centerlines
Traffic Signal Devices
Railway Network

Geology
Analytical Areas
Sensitive Areas

Civic Boundaries
Service Boundaries
Planning Boundaries

Hydrology
Topography

Incidents
Investigations

Traffic Elements
Port Facilities

Sewer Network
Storm Drain Network
Water Distribution
Network
Street Lighting

Impact Features

Building Footprints

Response Features

Routes

Planimetric Features
Rights -of-Way
Landmarks

Critical Facilities

Specific Area Plans
Special Feature
Zones
Resource
Management Zones
Development Districts
Demographics
Civic Locations
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Table 4-5
City of Richmond Enterprise GIS Database Description
Layer
Basemap
Control Points

Spot Elevations

Hydrology
Topography
Building Footprints

Planimetric Features

Geographic Features

Feature Class

Feature Attributes

Layer Source Department

Source Format

Horizontal and/or vertical
control points

Point

Survey data
Benchmark attributes

Engineering

Spot elevations

Point

Survey data
Benchmark attributes

Engineering

Planning
Planning

Paper
Digital
(Anticipated
Data Delivery)
Paper
Digital
(Anticipated
Data Delivery)
Paper
Paper
Digital
(Anticipated
Data Delivery
N/A Digital
orthophoto
from County
an anticipated
data
development
source

Water bodies
Streams
Contour lines

Polygon
Polygon / Line
Polygon

Water body name
Stream flow direction

Residential buildings
Businesses
City-owned buildings
Emergency-related
buildings (also in safety)
Schools (also in safety)
Religious buildings
Sewer facilities (also in
Sewer Network)

Polygon
Polygon
Polygon
Polygon

Bridges
Railroad crossings
Car parks
Sports fields
Pumping stations (also in
Sewer Network)

Line
Point
Polygon
Polygon
Point

CAD file
Building Keys
Electrical Job Log
Work orders
Business License
Inspections
Building Permits
GRIP
STARS
Facility information
SAP maintenance records
RR Crossing Data

Polygon
Polygon
Polygon

Recreation Activities
Pumping Station
information
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N/A Digital
orthophoto
from County
an anticipated
data
development
source

Source Scale

1:1,200
1:2,400
1:4,800
1:1,200
1:2,400
1:4,800
1:12,000
1:12,000
1:1,200
1:2,400
1:4,800
1:1,200
1:2,400
1:4,800

1:1,200
1:2,400
1:4,800
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Table 4-5 Cont'd
City of Richmond Enterprise GIS Database Description

Layer
Basemap Cont'd
Rights-of-Way

Landmarks

Geographic Features

Feature Class

Feature Attributes

Edge-of-pavement
Medians
Sidewalks
Gutters

Polygon
Line / Polygon
Line / Polygon
Line

Street Sections
Street Maintenance Log
Pavement Condition Index
SAP work orders

Historical buildings
Historical monuments
Tourist points of interest
Public Art

Polygon
Point
Point
Point

Facilities information
Work orders and
maintenance history
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Layer Source Department

Source Format

Source Scale

N/A Digital
orthophoto
from County
an anticipated
data
development
source
N/A Digital
orthophoto
from County
an anticipated
data
development
source

1:1,200
1:2,400
1:4,800

1:1,200
1:2,400
1:4,800
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Table 4-5 Cont'd
City of Richmond Enterprise GIS Database Description
Layer
Land Records
Cadastre

Safety
Safety Districts

Emergency Locations

Routing Index

Geographic Features

Feature Class

Feature Attributes

Assessor Parcels
Lots
Blocks
Tracts
Subdivision
Easements
ZIP Codes

Polygon
Polygon
Polygon
Polygon
Polygon
Polygon / Line
Polygon

Ownership
Zoning
GP Land Use Designation
Existing Land Use
(Other) General Plan
Code Violations
Abatement Complaints
Abatement Activities
Civic Complaints
Resolution and Ordinance
GRIP
STARS
Building Permits
Development Permits
Historic structures /
intrusions
Planning File Numbers
Lot dimensions and data
Block, sub, and tract
information

Police Reporting Districts
Fire Response Districts
Threat Zone Boundaries
Fire Inspection Areas

Polygon
Polygon
Polygon
Polygon

Aggregated Fire Incidents
Aggregated Fire
Inspections
Aggregated Police Cases

Hospitals
Fire Stations
Police Stations
Schools
Run Map Book Index
Police / Ambulance
Dispatch Map Index

Point
Point
Point
Point
Polygon
Polygon

Hospital information
Station data
Station data
School information
Aggregated Fire Incidents
Aggregated Fire
Inspections
Aggregated Police Cases
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Layer Source Department

Source Format

Source Scale

Digital
(Anticipated
Data Delivery)

1:1,200
1:2,400
1:4,800

Police
Fire
Fire
Fire

Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper

1:12,000
1:12,000

Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Fire

Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper

1:12,000
1:12,000
1:12,000
1:12,000
1:12,000

1:26,400
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Table 4-5 Cont'd
City of Richmond Enterprise GIS Database Description

Layer
Safety Cont'd
Incident Locations

Investigations
Response Features
Critical Facilities

Geographic Features

Feature Class

Feature Attributes

Layer Source Department

Source Format

Source Scale

Police Response
Fire Response
Emergency Response
Police Investigations
Fire Investigations
Knox Box Locations
Hazmat Plan Locations

Point
Point
Point
Point

Fire Incidents
Fire Inspections
Police Cases
Police RMS
Fire Investigations
Inspection History
Inspection Reports
Facilities information
Effluent reports
Permit data

Fire
Fire
Police
Police
Fire

Tabular
Tabular
Tabular
Tabular
Paper

1:12,000

Fire

Paper

1:18,000

Point
Point
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Table 4-5 Cont'd
City of Richmond Enterprise GIS Database Description
Layer

Geographic Features

Feature Class

Feature Attributes

Transportation
Street Centerlines

Street Centerlines

Line

Intersections

Node

Traffic lights
Railway lines
Railway bridges
Railway crossings
Railway signals

Point
Line
Node
Point
Point

Addresses, aliases
Code Violations
Resolution and Ordinance
Contract and Agreement
Abatement Activities
Public Complaints
Street Sections
Speed Survey
Traffic Volume
Traffic Regulations
Traffic Type
Incidents
Inspections
Work Orders
Street Maintenance data
Pavement Condition Index
Building Permits
Development Permits
Employment Clients
Business Licenses
Housing Contracts
Library Cardholder
Information
Address Geofile
Police Cases
Recreation Participants
Accident information
Speed survey
Work orders
Phasing and Timing
RR Crossing and PUC
Numbers
SAP Work Order

Traffic Signal Devices
Railway Network
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Layer Source Department

Source Format

Source Scale

Thomas Bros.
Eventually,
Countyprovided
centerlines
will be used
as the
principal
street
centerline
data source

Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering

Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper
Tabular

1:12,000
1:12,000
1:12,000
1:12,000
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Table 4-5 Cont'd
City of Richmond Enterprise GIS Database Description

Layer
Transportation Cont'd
Traffic Elements

Port Facilities

Routes

Utilities
Sewer Network

Geographic Features

Feature Class

Feature Attributes

Layer Source Department

Source Format

Street signs
Street striping

Point
Line

Sign Inventory Data
Maintenance history
SAP Work Order
Speed bump information

Public Services (Streets
Division)

Speed undulations
Facility buildings
Docks

Point / line
Polygon
Polygon

Bus Routes
Bus Stops / Terminals
Trucking Routes
Pedestrian Routes

Line
Point
Line
Line

Route information
Maintenance history

Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering

Tabular
N/A Digital
orthophoto
from County
an anticipated
data
development
source
Tabular
N/A Digital
orthophoto
from County
an anticipated
data
development
source
Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper

Sewer lines
Sewer valves
Sewer fittings
Sewer manholes
Wastewater facility
Pumping stations

Line
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node

Line characteristics
Facility/device attributes
Usage data
Stationing data
Client database
Scheduled and
emergency sewer work
orders
Historic sewer line work
orders

Wastewater, Engineering
Wastewater, Engineering
Wastewater, Engineering
Wastewater, Engineering
Wastewater, Engineering
Wastewater, Engineering

Engineering
Maintenance Records
Account information
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Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper
Digital
orthophotos
(City/County)
are expected
development
sources

Source Scale

1:1,200
1:2,400
1:4,800

1:1,200
1:2,400
1:4,800

1:12,000
1:12,000
1:12,000
1:12,000
1:1,200
1:1,200
1:1,200
1:1,200
1:1,200
1:1,200
1:1,200
1:2,400
1:4,800
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Table 4-5 Cont'd
City of Richmond Enterprise GIS Database Description
Layer
Utilities Cont'd
Storm Drain Network

Water Distribution
Network

Street Lighting
Environmental
Geology
Analytical Areas
Sensitive Areas

Geographic Features

Feature Class

Feature Attributes

Layer Source Department

Source Format

Source Scale

Storm drains
Storm manholes
Storm outlets

Line
Node
Node

Channel characteristics
Facility/Device attributes
Storm data

Wastewater, Engineering
Wastewater, Engineering
Wastewater, Engineering

1:4,800
1:4,800
1:4,800
1:1,200
1:2,400
1:4,800

Water lines
Water manholes
Water valves
Water tanks
Water towers
Fire Hydrants
Street lighting devices
(above ground)

Line
Node
Node
Node
Node
Node
Point

Line characteristics
Stationing data
Device attributes
Facility attributes
Facility attributes
Device Attributes
Maintenance
Ownership

Paper
Paper
Paper
Digital
orthophotos
(City/County)
are expected
development
sources
EBMUD a
possible data
source

Engineering

Paper

1:1,200

Surficial geology

Polygon or
Point
Polygon
Polygon
Polygon
Polygon
Polygon
Polygon

Geological data

Planning

Paper

< 1:12,000

Watershed statistics
Flood data
Sensitive area
characteristics
Open Space and
Conservation data

Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning

Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper

1:12,000
1:12,000
1:12,000
1:12,000
1:12,000

Watersheds
Flood Zones
Wetlands
Salt marsh
Mudflats
Open Space and
Conservation Areas
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Table 4-5 Cont'd
City of Richmond Enterprise GIS Database Description

Layer
Environmental Cont'd
Impact Features

Administrative
Civic Boundaries

Service Boundaries
Planning Boundaries

Specific Area Plans

Special Feature Zones

Geographic Features

Feature Class

Feature Attributes

Layer Source Department

Source Format

Source Scale

Treatment Plants
Sanitary Landfills
Soil Report Locations
Tsunami Influence
Seismic Zones
Liquefaction Potential
Locations

Point
Point, Polygon
Point, Polygon
Line
Polygon
Point

Soil reports
Ownership
Maintenance information
Impact characteristics

Wastewater, Engineering
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning

Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper

1:12,000
1:12,000
1:12,000
1:24,000
1:24,000
1:24,000

City Boundary
Neighborhood Council
Boundaries

Polygon
Polygon

Engineering
Engineering, Planning

Paper
Paper

1:12,000
1:12,000

Pt. Richmond Historic
District
Sewer Districts
Recreation and Parks
Service District
Zoning
General Plan Land Use
Designation
Richmond Planning Area
and Sphere of Influence
North Shoreline Boundary
Knox-Cutting Corridor
Boundary
City Center Boundary
Tiscornia Boundary
Brickyard Cove
Pt. St. Pablo

Polygon

Crimes (aggregated)
Incidents (aggregated)
Work orders (aggregated)
Business Licenses
(aggregated)
District Information

Planning

Paper

1:18,000

Polygon
Polygon

Service client information

Wastewater
Planning

Paper
Paper

1:12,000
1:12,000

Polygon
Polygon

Zoning codes and data
Land use codes and data

Planning
Planning

Paper
Paper

1:12,000
1:12,000

Planning

Paper

1:12,000

Planning
Planning

Paper
Paper

N/A
N/A

Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning

Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper

N/A
N/A
1:4,800
N/A

Polygon
Polygon
Polygon
Polygon
Polygon
Polygon
Polygon

Specific plan data

Feature zone information
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Table 4-5 Cont'd
City of Richmond Enterprise GIS Database Description
Layer
Administrative Cont'd
Resource Management
Zones
Development Districts

Demographics
Civic Locations

Geographic Features

Feature Class

Feature Attributes

Layer Source Department

Source Format

Source Scale

Liquefaction
Shoreline / Tideland
Fire
Hillside
Pt. Pinole-Hilltop Fee
Area
El Sobrante Fee Area
Brickyard Cove Fee Area
Parking District
Census Tracts
Census Blocks
City Buildings (also in
base map)
Recreation and Parks
facilities
Schools (also in Safety)

Polygon
Polygon
Polygon
Polygon
Polygon

Resource zone data

Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning

Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper
Paper

1:12,000
N/A
N/A
1:12,000
1:12,000

Planning
Planning
Planning

Paper
Paper
Paper

1:12,000
1:12,000
1:12,000

Planning

Paper

1:12,000

Planning, Recreation and
Parks
Planning

Paper

1:12,000

Paper

1:12,000

Polygon
Polygon
Polygon
Polygon
Polygon
Point, Polygon
Point, Polygon

Fee information

Demographics
Maintenance
Programs
Student Information

Point, Polygon
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Figures 4-7 through 4-13, below, graphically present each of the Basemap, Land
Records, Safety, Transportation, Utilities, Environmental, and Administrative layers
described in Table 4-5. Each Layer is represented by a graphic that depicts a
generalized view of its feature representation (e.g. as a point, line, or polygon). Each
feature within these layers will be uniquely identified by a "key" item that serves as its
Feature Identifier. Many feature classes may have multiple possible feature
identifiers. The feature identifier will also be found among the attributes of associated
Attribute Stores, and will serve to link the spatial and attribute information together
for analysis. As mentioned previously, additional attribute information may be linked
to each layer by performing spatial overlays or by aggregating information from more
detailed layers.
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Figure 4-7
Basemap Layer, Key and Attribute Reference
Layer

Feature Identifier

Control Points

Control Point ID

Attribute Stores
Survey Data

Benchmark
Attributes
Spot Elevations
Elevation ID

Survey Data

Benchmark
Attributes

Water bodies
Water Body ID,
Name

Streams

Stream ID,
Name

Flow
information

Elevation Contours
Contour ID,
Interval

Building Footprints:
Residential,
Commercial,
City-owned
Emergency
Schools
Religious
Sewer facilities

Building ID, PIN
Address, Name

Permit Data

Inspection Data

Facility layouts,
diagrams
Business
License data
GRIP (Revenue
generators)
STARS (Sales
Tax data)
Maintenance
Information
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Figure 4-7 Cont'd
Basemap Layer, Key and Attribute Reference
Layer

Feature Identifier

Attribute Stores

Bridges
Bridge ID

Accident Reports

Maintenance
records

Railway crossings
Crossing #

Accident Reports

Maintenance
records
Car parks

Equipment
Car Park ID

Sports fields
Field ID, Name

Recreation
Programs
Maintenance
records

Equipment
Pumping stations (also in
Sewer Network)
Station Number

Maintenance
Records

Facility Diagrams
Edge-of-pavement
ROW ID

Maintenance
Records
Surface Index

Street Sections
Medians
Median ID
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Figure 4-7 Cont'd
Basemap Layer, Key and Attribute Reference
Layer

Feature Identifier

Attribute Stores

Sidewalks
Sidewalk ID

Maintenance
Records

Gutter ID

Maintenance
Records

Building ID, PIN
Address, Name

Maintenance
Records

Gutters

Historical buildings

Facility Diagrams

Program
Information
Historical monuments
Monument ID,
Name

Maintenance
Records

Site ID, Name

Site Information

Site ID, Name

Art Information

Tourist points of interest

Public Art

Maintenance
records
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Figure 4-8
Land Records Layer, Key and Attribute Reference
Layer

Feature Identifier

Attribute Stores

Parcels
PIN / APN, Site
Address

Ownership data

Zoning data

Existing / desired
Land use data
Civic Complaints

Abatement
Activities
Code Violations

Resolution /
Ordinance
GRIP (Revenue
generators)
STARS (Sales
Tax)
Building Permits

Development
Permits
Resolution /
Ordinance
Historic Structure
information
Planning file
numbers
Lot information

Block, sub, tract
data
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Figure 4-8 Cont'd
Land Records Layer, Key and Attribute Reference
Layer

Feature Identifier

Attribute Stores

Lots
Lot ID

Ownership data

Block ID

Tract information

Tract ID

Tract information

Sub ID

Sub information

PIN / APN, Site
Address

Ownership data

Blocks

Tract

Subs

Easements

Easement
information
ZIP codes
ZIP Code
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Figure 4-9
Safety Layer, Key and Attribute Reference
Layer

Feature Identifier

Attribute Stores

Police Reporting Districts
District #

Case Data
(Police)
Incident Data
(CAD)

Fire Response Districts
District #

Fire activity data

Zone ID

Fire activity data

Threat Zones

Fire Inspection Areas
Inspection Area
Number

Inspections (Fire)

Inspection Area
Number

Hospital
Information

Hospitals

Facility layouts /
diagrams
Fire Stations
Station ID,
Name

Station
Information
Facility layouts /
diagrams

Police Stations
Station ID,
Name

Station
Information
Facility layouts /
diagrams

Schools
School ID,
Name

School
Information
Facility layouts /
diagrams
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Figure 4-9 Cont'd
Safety Layer, Key and Attribute Reference
Layer

Feature Identifier

Attribute Stores

Run Map Book Index
Index ID

Cartographic
information

Index ID

Cartographic
information

Address

Incident
Information

Police / Ambulance Dispatch Index

Police Incidents

Fire Incidents
Address

Incident
Information

Address

Incident
Information

Emergency Incidents

Police Investigations
Address

Investigation
Information

Fire Investigations
Address

Investigation
Information

Knox Box locations
Feature ID,
Complex Name
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Figure 4-9 Cont'd
Safety Layer, Key and Attribute Reference
Layer

Feature Identifier

Attribute Stores

Hazmat Plan sites
Site ID, Facility
Name, Address

Fire Inspection
Reports

Effluent
inspection data
Facility layouts /
diagrams
Permit data
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Figure 4-10
Transportation Layer, Key and Attribute Reference
Layer

Feature Identifier

Attribute Stores

Street Centerline
Segment ID,
Address Range

Pavement
condition index
Address
information
Traffic Counts

Speed surveys

Street / Traffic
Type
Maintenance
information
Resolution /
Ordinance
Contracts and
agreements
Capital
Improvements
Complaints

Abatement
activities
Code violations

Accident
information
Street sections
(cuttings)
Incidents

Permits

Client
information
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Figure 4-10 Cont'd
Transportation Layer, Key and Attribute Reference
Layer

Feature Identifier

Attribute Stores

Intersections
ID, Crossstreets

Accident
information

Speed Survey

Maintenance and
Work Orders
Traffic lights
ID, Crossstreets

Timing and
phasing
Maintenance
data

Railway lines
Rail route ID,
BART route ID

Route data

BART route data
Railway bridges
Bridge ID

Maintenance
records

Crossing ID

Maintenance
records

Crossing ID

Maintenance
records

Sign ID

Sign
characteristics

Railway crossings

Railway signals

Street signs

Maintenance
records
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Figure 4-10 Cont'd
Transportation Layer, Key and Attribute Reference
Layer

Feature Identifier

Attribute Stores

Street striping
Segment ID,

Striping
characteristics

Maintenance
records
Speed undulations
Undulation ID

Maintenance
information

Building ID, PIN
Address, Name

Maintenance
Records

Port facility buildings

Facility Diagrams
Port Docks
Dock ID

Maintenance
Records
Facility Diagrams

Revenue /
account data

Bus routes
Route ID,

Bus route
information
Emergency route
information

Bus stops / Terminals
Stop ID

Maintenance
records
Schedule
information

Trucking routes
Route ID,

Truck route
information

Route ID,

Bus route
information

Pedestrian routes

Maintenance
information
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Figure 4-11
Utilities Layer, Key and Attribute Reference
Layer

Feature Identifier

Attribute Stores

Sewer Network:
Sewer Lines,
Sewer Valves,
Sewer Fittings,
Sewer Manholes,
Pump Stations,
Treatment Plant
Line ID

Maintenance
Records
Sewer line
characteristics

Node ID

Maintenance
Records
Pump Station
Data
Facility layouts /
diagrams
Valve data

Fitting Data

Manhole Data

Storm Water Network:
Storm Lines,
Storm Manholes,
Storm Outlets
Line ID

Maintenance
Records
Storm line
characteristics

Node ID

Maintenance
Records

Manhole Data

Outlet Data
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Figure 4-11 Cont'd
Utilities Layer, Key and Attribute Reference
Layer

Feature Identifier

Attribute Stores

Water Distribution Network:
Water Mains,
Water Manholes,
Water Tanks,
Water Towers,
Fire Hydrants

Line ID

Maintenance
Records
Water main
characteristics

Node ID

Maintenance
Records

Water Tank Data

Water Tower
Data
Fire Hydrant
Data

Street Lighting
Lighting ID

Maintenance
information
Ownership
information
Lighting
characteristics
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Figure 4-12
Environmental Layer, Key and Attribute Reference
Layer

Feature Identifier

Attribute Stores

Surficial Geology
Area ID

Outcrop Data

Fault Data

Watersheds
Watershed ID

Watershed Data

Flood Zone ID

Flood Zone Data

Flood Zones

Wetlands
Wetland ID

Wetlands Data

Salt Marsh
Area ID

Marsh Data

Mudflat ID

Mudflat Data

Feature ID

Open Space
Data

Mudflats

Open Space and Conservation Areas

Treatment Plants
Plant ID, Name

Plant information

Maintenance
data
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Figure 4-12 Cont'd
Environmental Layer, Key and Attribute Reference
Layer

Feature Identifier

Attribute Stores

Sanitary Landfills
Landfill ID,
Name

Landfill
Information

Soil Report Locations
Report ID

Report Content

Line ID

Influence
characteristics

Tsunami Influence

Seismic Zones
Zone ID

Seismic
information

Liquefaction Potential Locations
Location ID
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Figure 4-13
Administrative Layer, Key and Attribute Reference
Layer

Feature Identifier

Attribute Stores

City Boundary
Boundary ID,
City Name

Aggregated
Crimes
Aggregated
Incidents
Aggregated
License data

Neighborhood Council Areas
Council ID,
Name

Aggregated
Work Orders

District ID,
Name

District
information

Pt. Richmond Historic District

Sewer Districts
District ID,
Name

Aggregated
Client Data

District ID,
Name

Aggregated
Client Data

Zoning Code

Zoning data

Rec. and Parks Service District

Zoning

GP Designated Land Use
Land Use Code
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Figure 4-13 Cont’d
Administrative Layer, Key and Attribute Reference
Layer

Feature Identifier

Attribute Stores

Planning area, Sphere of Influence
Area ID, Name

Area statistics

District ID,
Name

Specific Plan
data

Specific Area Plans:
North Shoreline,
Knox Cutting Corridor,
City Center,
Tiscornia

Special Feature Zones:
Brickyard Cove,
Pt. St. Pablo
Zone ID, Name

Special Feature
zone data

Zone ID, Name

Resource
Management
zone data

District ID,
Name

Development
district data

Resource Management Zones:
Liquefaction,
Shoreline / Tideland,
Fire,
Hillside

Development Districts:
Pt. Pinole-Hilltop Fee Area,
El Sobrante Fee Area,
Brickyard Cove Fee Area,
Parking District
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Figure 4-13 Cont’d
Administrative Layer, Key and Attribute Reference
Layer

Feature Identifier

Attribute Stores

Census tracts
Tract ID

1990 Census

1990 Census 10
year projections
Census blocks
Block ID

2000 Census

Civic Locations:
City buildings,
Rec. and Parks facilities,
Schools
Site ID, Name

Maintenance
data

Program data

Student
Information
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5.0 System Resources
The system resources for the enterprise GIS for Richmond include the hardware, software,
and data communications network. Based on the characteristics of existing system resources,
required applications, available or required data resources, and the anticipated number of end
users within the departments, a conceptual system configuration can be established. This
conceptual system configuration will describe a long-term picture of the hardware, software,
and network resources needed to support the enterprise GIS for Richmond. This concept will
provide the basis for establishing a refined system concept and for planning and budgeting
the implementation of the GIS as an element of the next stage of this project.
This chapter of the report provides a summation of the existing configuration of hardware,
software, and networking into which the enterprise GIS for Richmond must be placed.
Following this is a description of the general types of hardware resources that will be
required. A long-term concept for the hardware and network configuration is provided as a
basis for analysis of alternatives and phasing in the next stage of the project. The
configuration concept assumes a client/server approach to the GIS that enables users to work
with the data within their respective applications at the user workstation, while maintaining
centralized repositories within the core agencies to control the "master copy" of each shared
data set. The types of software that will be needed are then described. The concept assumes
the use of commercial off-the-shelf software, whenever possible, as the basis for GIS
implementation. The types of software needed for different classes of computers are noted as
well. Finally, some of the key issues that must be addressed during the assessment of
alternative solutions are presented.
The conceptual system configuration is not based on any specific hardware or software
solutions. Equipment is referred to by its role within the long-term GIS configuration. These
roles and corresponding minimum equipment specification requirements are described below.
Because hardware, software, and network products are constantly changing, these
requirements serve as minimum guidelines. At the time of actual implementation activities,
the configuration requirements will need to be updated. Because new solutions to particular
needs may arise as well, the requirements should be viewed as setting a standard for which a
functional equivalent may also be acceptable.

5.1 Existing Resources
During the user needs assessment, the available information about existing hardware,
software, and network resources was collected. A more comprehensive inventory may need
to be established in the future; however, the information collected provides the basis for
establishing a baseline for GIS system resource implementation.
5.1.1 Existing Hardware and Communications Network
The existing hardware and network resources of the departments, as identified during the user
needs assessment, are summarized below. In concert with the development of an
Implementation Plan that supports the most current application specification standards,
additional information collection may be performed to determine whether any of the existing
hardware and network resources meet the requirements for GIS implementation.
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n

Desktop clients--The City has established the following minimum hardware standards for
desktop (client) computers:
• Dell Optiplex Series Pentium III
• 20 GB Hard Drive
• 128 MB RAM
• 17" Monitor

n

Network--A high speed Local Area Network (LAN) connects users at the "City Campus",
consisting of City Hall, the Hall of Justice, Auditorium, Main Library, the Community
Services Center and Engineering. Connectivity has been extended to the Housing
Authority as well, but is not currently used. The LAN supports 100 Mbps data
transmission rates to the desktop at these locations. (In certain instances, a rate of only 10
Mbps is supported, depending upon the network concentrator and interface cards used in
the individual workstations.) The network backbone consists of a multi- mode, six-strand
fiber optic cable minimum for each building, enabling simultaneous two-way data
transmissions from the desktop.
Users at the Wastewater plant, Port Department, Corporate Yard (Public Services) and
Recreation and Parks are supported by a 10 Mbps wireless LAN connection.
A Wide Area Network (WAN) provides Internet services through a T-1 connection. The
Main Library is connected to two branch offices via 56 K point-to-point connections.

5.1.2 Existing Software
The City of Richmond does not currently have many software resources dedicated to GIS or
mapping uses. The Police and Fire Departments are currently implementing ArcView™based CrimeView and FireView applications, respectively. The Fire Department's
CAMEO™ software ("Computer Aided Management of Emergency Operations", described
in the documentation of user needs) has limited mapping capabilities, but is not being used as
a mapping tool. Both the Planning and Wastewater departments have purchased ArcView™
software, and are using it primarily as a query and display tool. AutoCAD™ is being used in
a limited capacity for drafting in the Engineering Department, and for data viewing in the
Planning and Wastewater departments, but is not used for map production or maintenance of
any kind. The City has standardized on Microsoft SQL Server™ as its RDBMS, which will
comprise the underlying database for the enterprise GIS' spatial and attribute data. Microsoft
Office applications are widely available, and widely used, to support the individual and
department- level databases described in Section 4.0.
Table 5-1
Existing GIS Software Resources
Department
Building Regulations
Cable Television
City Attorney's Office
City Clerk
City Council

GIS Software Resources
None
None
None
None
None
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Table 5-1 Cont'd
Existing GIS Software Resources
Department
City Public Affairs and Information
Community Development and Planning
Services
Employment and Training
Engineering
Finance
Fire
Housing Authority
Library
Office of Emergency Services
Paratransit
Police
Port and Marina
Public Services
Recreation and Parks
Redevelopment
Wastewater

GIS Software Resources
None
ArcView™, AutoCAD Map R3™
None
AutoCAD™
None
FireView™, CAMEO™
None
None
None
Thomas Bros. Digital Maps
CrimeView™
None
None
None
None
ArcView™, AutoDesk2000™

5.2 Required Resources for Enterprise GIS
System resources needed to support the geographic analysis, mapping, and data management
functions of the enterprise GIS are comparable to hardware, network and software resources
used for business and enterprise applications. The hardware associated with a GIS includes
processing units, or servers, for data and applications, mass storage devices for the data
resources, computer workstations for the end users, data input devices, and hard-copy output
devices. Because of the large volumes of data that are associated with GIS transactions, the
sizing and configuration of network resources, including the network cabling, routers, and
potential communications servers, are critical components of the GIS computing
environment. The software associated with a GIS consists of integrated programs to perform
data entry, modification, spatial analysis, and output product generation. In addition to
operating system software, database management system (DBMS) software and software to
support management and processing of special format data resources can be required. This
section describes the types of resources that will be required for the enterprise GIS for
Richmond.
5.2.1 Required Hardware and Network Resources
The hardware selection needs to reflect the types of activities performed by the departments
and users within those departments. The best enterprise GIS design solution for Richmond
depends on the distribution of the system user community and the type of operational data in
use. Individual system user requirements will determine the number of computers and other
equipment necessary to support the operational environment, the amount of memory required
to support the applications, and the amount of disk space needed to support the system
solution. A basic ingredient to understanding and applying results of the user needs
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assessment is identification of the type of functions performed by users on the system and the
type of workstation performance that will be needed to support these functions.
Information required to complete preparation of the system concept includes the number of
concurrent users on the system, the percent of time each user will be using their GIS
application, the size of the user directories (workspace), the size and type of other
applications on the system, and user performance requirements. In addition, topics such as
where data files will be located on the system, how users will access this data, and how much
disk space will be needed to store the data are considerations that must be addressed. It is
important to understand the facility layout and available network communications, and to
evaluate the environment for potential performance bottlenecks. Other factors include
accounting for existing equipment, organizational policies, preference toward available
system design strategies, and future growth plans.
An important element to consider in the design of a GIS is to ensure that each of the
computers involved is properly configured to perform its role in the overall system.
The following figures provide a reference for system sizing. Figure 5-1 presents a sizing
chart for the GIS application server to support the execution of the primary GIS applications.
A number of standard platform levels are displayed on the chart to illustrate the number of
concurrent application clients supported by each. Configuring a system beyond these
parameters will enhance the performance of computers. In the figure, for instance, a fourprocessor PIII, 700 MHz machine is shown to support 9 concurrent users, or 18 users
assuming an ArcSDE data source.
Figure 5-1
GIS Application Server Sizing
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Figure 5-2 presents a chart for ArcSDE Data Warehouse Server Sizing. A number of
standard platforms are presented. The figure reveals that a PIII Xeon 4-700 MHz machine
can support approximately 85 clients.
Figure 5-2
ArcSDE Data Warehouse Server Sizing
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HP V2600 14-552 MHz
ArcSDE Server Processing Equivalents
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IMS file server load = 10 times peak map server load
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Table 5-2 provides minimum specifications for GIS client terminals, according to processing
characteristics.
Table 5-2
GIS Workstation Platform Requirements
Application
Data maintenance, geoprocessing
Map production, analysis
Data query and display

Platform
Pentium III-733
Pentium III-500
Pentium 200

Memory
256
128
64

SPECfp95
30.4
14.7
4.2+

The long-term solution for implementation of the enterprise GIS for Richmond will include a
centralized server configuration, housed at City Hall to provide data and applications to city
users on the LAN. The centralized server will be complemented by department scale server
configurations at the Wastewater plant and at the Corporate Yard (Public Services
Department) to service end users at these remotely connected sites. As the Wastewater
department will be responsible for the construction and maintenance of a priority dataset (the
Sewer network), and are anticipated to be "power users" of the system (as described below), a
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mirrored data and application configuration at the Wastewater plant will be an
implementation priority.
The IT-housed data and application server configuration will constitute Richmond's principal
GIS repository site at which all data resources are managed and updated. Data created and
updated at the mirrored sites will be incorporated into this central repository for
enterprisewide use. To complement the centralized housing of data and applications, it is
recommended that IT staff constitute the City's nucleus of GIS expertise, to service ad hoc
departmental needs as required, and maintain the centralized applications and data.
Recommended human resources and organizational support are further discussed in Section
6.0.
Under a client/server architecture, end users will have access to centralized data from their
local PC Windows environment. Client applications vary in the intensity of their equipment
requirements, generally offering more processing capabilities at the expense of greater system
resources. "Thin" clients, offering basic query and display functionality, include Internet
browsers capable of connecting to a centralized map server. "Thicker" clients require loading
commercial software products onto client terminals, and then configuring these to access the
central data resource. Such clients offer increasingly sophisticated analytical and map
production tools.
Central application compute servers normally contain the user workspace and process the
GIS applications. User workspaces can be located on the data server. This configuration can
improve checkout performance but may reduce application performance during edit and
analysis operations. However, the optimum configuration should be established based on
application performance needs. The central data server will also contain the complete
database supporting all of Richmond's GIS operations.
Network Communications
Network communications provide a critical component in a distributed GIS client/server
environment. GIS applications access relatively large sets of data, particularly in supporting
spatial analysis and display, placing high demands on network traffic. This data can vary
from several kilobytes in a small query to several megabytes of data in larger query requests.
It is very important to provide sufficient bandwidth throughout the configuration to support
GIS application communication needs. Typically, the largest network traffic is experienced
between the application servers and the central data server. Dedicated network connections
can be established between the application and data servers to isolate this heavy network file
system traffic flow.
The most accepted approach to network communication design involves establishing
guidelines for configuration of different types of applications and communication
specifications. These guidelines provide a starting point for new network designs and
establish a configuration strategy for supporting communication growth. Continued
evaluation of network traffic and user needs will be necessary as use of any distributed
communication system matures. Use of established GIS network design guidelines will focus
attention on potential problem areas early and provide options for supporting highperformance network solutions.
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Communication environments can be established by using a variety of network components
(routers, bridges, modems, hubs) and a variety of communication technologies (100BaseT,
10BaseT, FDDI, ATM, T1, Frame Relay, etc.). In addition, a variety of communication
protocols can be implemented over the network environment (TCP/IP, IPX, SNA, DECNet,
Banyan Vines). Widely used communication protocols for GIS software include TCP/IP,
NFS, and disk sharing. These protocols are supported by industry-standard network
components and technologies that provide the communication environments of today.
Performance of a communication environment is determined primarily by available network
communication bandwidth. Data speed over a network is very fast if sufficient bandwidth is
available. Communication delays are caused by data waiting to get on and off the network
medium. Sufficient bandwidth must be available to support required network traffic or a
bottleneck will result, causing significant impacts on application performance.
The current local area network environment among the line-connected departments at the
City of Richmond appears to be quite adequate to support GIS activities. Dedicated data and
application terminals for "power user" at each of the remote sites, with similar local
connection characteristics to support other view and query users, would support the required
functionality at these locations.
Wide area networks (WANs) provide low bandwidth communications over long distances.
Entry and exit to the WAN environment requires special modem or router connections to
support packaging traffic for long-distance data transmission. At a minimum, a bandwidth of
56 Kbps is needed for geographic data transfer between remote locations and the central site.
An upgrade to a T1 connection (1.56 Mbps) for each of the remote locations would provide
these users with even more useful bandwidth.
5.2.2 Required Software Resources
Table 5-3 identifies the GIS software required to support the core set of required applications
as identified in Section 3.0.
Table 5-3
GIS Software Required
GIS Software
GIS Application
Data Management
Data Edit, Update, and
Manipulation
Geoprocessing,
Modeling, and
Analysis
Query and Display
Map Production

Spatial Data
Server

Professional
GIS

Desktop
GIS

Information
Access GIS

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

Information Access
System

X
X
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In addition to the GIS software, other software will be needed as part of GIS implementation.
The functionality of these additional software categories and of the GIS software is described
below.
Operating System
The operating system is the set of software that gives intelligence to the computer. It
includes the user interface (often a graphic user interface) plus other utilities that make use of
the system possible. Several operating systems are available, such as UNIX or Windows NT,
consisting of literally hundreds of components. Some operating systems are becoming more
popular because they run on several hardware platforms. Some operating systems are more
user-friendly. The operating system chosen must be suitable for the hardware architecture
and have
• Multiuser Support (except possibly for personal computers used by occasional GIS
users)
• Ability to Set Up Work Groups (server option)
• Multitasking, Multithreading Support (except possibly for personal computers used
by occasional GIS users)
• Security Management
• File Management
• Memory Management
• Database Backups
• Error Monitoring/Disaster Recovery
• System Diagnostics
• Antiviral Protection
• Electronic Mail (E- mail)
• Ability to Manage Network Transactions
• Ability to Support the GIS and RDBMS Software
• Provide Protection Against Network Intruders (Firewalls)
Network Management Software
Network management software provides capabilities for monitoring and managing all data
and devices on the GIS network as one unified system. From the client perspective, it allows
the user to connect to and utilize the resources elsewhere on the network as if they were part
of their desktop system. It supports the following capabilities:
• Multiuser Database Access and Maintenance
• Monitoring of Network Activity
• Network Problem Diagnostics
• Print and Plot Management
Geographical Information System Software
The GIS software needed is described in Section 3.0 from the perspective of GIS applications
that are required by the end user. However, GIS software consists of thousands of
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components that are used together to create the different end user applications. These
components can be described in a general manne r as follows.
GIS software supports a spatial data model that is capable of creating, managing, and
manipulating data sets defined on the basis of spatial coordinates and associated attribute data
sets. Typical capabilities include
a. Feature Types—GIS software supports multiple feature types including point,
node, line, polygon, and text features.
b. Data Storage—Features are stored as double precision x- and y-coordinates.
c. Data Types—GIS software supports multiple graphic and nongraphic data types.
d. Database Organization—GIS software organizes data into logical groups on the
basis of data themes and manages simple and complex feature types.
GIS software supports the creation and maintenance of topological data including logical
polygons, networks, and user-defined topological structures. GIS software supports the
creation and storage of a continuous geographic database in an internationally recognized
coordinate system.
GIS Graphic Software
GIS software provides for unique linkages between attribute data and graphic data. Attribute
data can also point to other attributes or files containing multimedia images (including
scanned documents, photographs, etc.). The graphic data can typically be logically grouped
and organized topologically. The GIS software must also support functions such as
• Graphic Map Feature Entry
• Coordinate Geometry/Precision Entry
• Symbology
• Attribute Entry
• Annotation Entry and Placement
• Dimensioning
• Raster Map Entry
• Raster Document Entry and Storage
• Heads-up Digitizing
Data Editing and Maintenance
The GIS software must also have tools and capabilities to modify and manipulate spatial and
attribute data for the following categories:
• Interactive Graphic Editing
• Attribute Editing
• File Copying
• Deletion of Features
• Edit Controls
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• Rubber Sheeting
• Coordinate Registration and Transformations
• Quality Control/Error Detection
• Merging, Extraction, and Edgematching of Data
• Data Translations (including the capabilities of the proposed system to translate data
into and out of the more common GIS formats)
• Tools to Provide for Quality Assurance and Quality Control (QA/QC) of the Data
Data Query and Analysis
The GIS software shall also have the following data query and analysis capabilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Graphic Data Query
Area/Perimeter/Distance Calculation
Attribute Data Query
Spatial Aggregation
Buffer Analysis
Address Matching
Polygon Overlay Analysis
Linear Network Analysis
Feature Locking.

Data Display/Output
The GIS software shall have the following data display and output tool capabilities:
• Graphic Display
• Tabular Display
• Raster Image Display/Production
• Vector Map Overlay
• Hard-Copy Map Production
• Hard-Copy Report Production
• Map Plot/Display Relationship with Scale
• Graph/Chart Production
• Interactive Map Composition.
Relational Database Management System
Relational database management system (RDBMS) software is a key part of GIS
implementation for Richmond. With hundreds of thousands of geographic features, each
with potentially large numbers of attributes, the need to manage large, complex tabular data
sets will be significant. The City has standardized on Microsoft SQL Server software as its
RDBMS. Individual departments have not implemented their own unique, department- level
database environments. Microsoft SQL Server is fully compatible with ESRI's enterprise
data management solutions. Because of resident familiarity with its characteristics among the
IT personnel, it represents a good solution for the RDBMS needs of the enterprise GIS for
Richmond.
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The functions that an RDBMS such as Microsoft SQL Server must support include the
following:
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Database Definition Language (DDL)—Provides the means to create and define data
tables, joins, views, key fields, and indexes. The types of fields must include integer,
character, real (floating point), and date/time data types.
Data Manipulation Language (DML)—Provides the means to retrieve, update, and
delete records based on selection criteria that can include EQUAL, NOT EQUAL,
LESS THAN, GREATER THAN, INCLUDING, LIKE, plus logical operators AND,
OR, and NOT.
Structured Query Language (SQL)—Provides the means to query database records
using the ANSI standard query instructions.
Transaction Management—Provides the means to work in logical work units that are
committed to the database after successful processing. In addition, individual records
may be "locked" during updates to ensure that the database is updated in the correct
sequence.
Database Control Language (DCL)—Provides security functions that enable the
database administrator to set data access privileges.
Graphical User Interface (GUI)—Provides tools for developers to create GUIs that
enable the user to easily input or update data. The input fields may have triggers to
check for invalid data.
Report Generation—Provides easy-to-use report generation tools so customized
reports may be created by novice users.
Enables export files to be generated and provides for importing of archived data and
tables.
Enables translation processing capabilities in which data is buffered prior to
committing to the database.
Provides ability to manage metadata.

Optical Disk Jukebox Management
The Optical Disk Jukebox will typically require software to perform management of storage
and retrieval of the data held on CD–ROM.
Tape Backup
The system will require a reliable tape backup software that enables
• Flexible File Selection (one file or groups of files)
• Select by Creation Date
• Select by Last Modified Date
RAID Configuration
The system should include software that sets up and manages the RAID system so that data is
economically but safely backed up.
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UPS Management

The system should be protected by software that sets up and manages the UPS system.

5.3 System Development Scenarios
Enterprise GIS solutions can be implemented as either a centralized or distributed system.
Advantages and disadvantages for both central and distributed computer design strategies
should be evaluated in relation to Richmond's data processing requirements and application
performance needs so that the optimum system solution can be selected. Some of the factors
that need to be considered during the evaluation include the type and complexity of the data
sources to be accessed; the number of concurrent and total users at the central and remote
locations; the network bandwidth available for the GIS applications; the bandwidth available
for the remote sites to communicate with the central data sources; and reliability of the
communication system between the sites.
Both distributed and centralized computer environment solutions can provide the same GIS
application user interface, allowing view and control of applications from a client workstation
located on the user desktop. Access to the applications and data is provided by local and
wide area network communications transparent to the user. GIS applications are executed on
a distributed or centralized application compute server (or possibly on the desktop
workstation itself), depending on the selected configuration option.
The following briefly describes the advantages and disadvantages associated with
implementing a centralized or distributed GIS solution. The centralized concept is shown in
Figure 5-3. The distributed concept is shown in Figure 5-4.
Centralized Environment. The primary advantage of a centralized computer
environment is simplicity of the design solution. The applications and data are
located together on the same local area network, supporting basic network solutions
for application access to data servers and minimal complexity with regard to database
administration and system maintenance. All data can be managed in a single local
environment. Data backups can be supported locally including user workspaces.
Maintenance for the application server environment can be supported locally with
minimum staff. The system environment can be established and controlled at a single
central location. Software updates and data maintenance can be supported locally for
all sites. A single central database can support global as well as regional analysis.
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Figure 5-3
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The primary disadvantage of this type of system configuration is the operational
dependence on wide area network communications for clients not on the LAN. WAN
access to GIS applications and data are much slower than in the local area
configuration and may be lost altogether if network communications fail between the
remote user and the central site. Reliability can be improved if redundant wide area
network paths are provided to the central site. However, this will significantly
increase the cost of the communications network. Hard-copy data output may require
the physical transfer, via disk or tape, of plot files generated at the central site to the
remote (WAN client) user site for plotting. This might be required due to limited
bandwidth over the wide area network. Screen dumps can be used locally at the
remote user site for quick output.
The centralized environment represent the core enterprise data management concept
for Richmond's GIS. The majority of end-users are connected via a high-speed LAN,
and may have ready access to these corporate resources. However, the high end use
requirements anticipated at the Wastewater plant might not be satisfied by such a
configuration.
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Distributed Environment. The primary advantage of a distributed application and data
server environment is support for autonomous operations at the department sites if
network communications to the central site are lost. It is necessary to distribute all
Figure 5-4
Distributed GIS Environment
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spatial and attribute data required by the user for GIS applications to operate
independent of the central site. For local area environments, a distributed application
solution may provide better use of desktop processing resources contributing to
reduced hardware cost. For wide area environments (remote sites), the system
configuration at these sites are typically smaller than at the central site.
As such, the application server and data server functions can reside on the same
platform. It is important to ensure that the server platform is properly configured to
accommodate the appropriate number of concurrent users at its respective site.
Information updates to the "master" database server can be made during off- hours
over the wide area network or the physical transfer of the data on a disk or tape to the
central site.
The primary disadvantages include additional hardware, software, and administrative
costs to maintain concurrent copies of GIS spatial and tabular data files at multiple
sites. This typically requires additional software licensing, additional disk storage due
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to duplication of data, and customized programming to support data replication and
maintain data integrity. Additional issues include constraints for determining which
copy of each database will be the primary version and which will be the secondary
version for performing updates to the data. Also, synchronization of the copies of the
database and of maintenance procedures and standards may be more difficult in a
distributed environment. Other disadvantages include ext ra procedures for backup of
data files and additional requirements for distributed system administration expertise.
Figure 5-5 provides an initial concept for the server and network configuration of the
enterprise GIS for Richmond. Centralized GIS data and application servers would be
implemented at City Hall, under the authority of the IT Department, who will assume
maintenance responsibilities. Mirrored data and application servers would be established at
all or some of the Wastewater plant, Port, Corporate Yard, and Recreation Youth Center to
service user needs at those remote sites. The implementation of the Wastewater GIS
environment will be a priority, while other remote sites are further evaluated for
implementation requirements. Data maintenance requirements and remote vs. local
administration tasks will be investigated at the time of implementation.
The proposed corporate GIS data and application servers, shown below, are anticipated to
complement the City's existing server configuration. The GIS application server would
provide GIS functionality, while the data server would manage the spatial and attribute data
resources for all directly connected departments on the City LAN.
Servers acquired for the current SAP implementation should be dedicated to support that
system, as GIS processing requirements are sufficiently taxing to require their own dedicated
servers. The GIS and SAP servers will be able to communicate with one another in order to
enable a routine extraction of SAP data for use in the GIS.
A Web server, situated outside of the City's firewall, could be configured to serve maps
created from enterprise GIS data, to Internet clients on the World Wide Web. Other, secure
servers, such as Police and Fire Department equipment, similarly separated from the
enterprise data by a firewall, could be configured to provide filtered or aggregated
information to the GIS data server via the execution of a dedicated extraction routines.
Distributed data and application servers at each of the remote locations (Wastewater Plant,
Port, Corporate Yard and Recreation Youth Center) will need to be sized to support the
appropriate number of users at each location. Evaluation of alternative approaches to these
system enhancements will occur in the next pha se of this project.
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Figure 5-5
System Concept
for Richmond Enterprise GIS
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The personnel resources and organizational structure established to administer the enterprise
GIS for Richmond will be as important to the success of this effort as any of the other
components of the system described in the previous chapters. This chapter describes existing
staff resources identified through the needs assessment. It also presents the traditional
organizational structure for a multiagency GIS and recommends how that structure could be
used for the Richmond GIS implementation. Finally, the personnel requirements and training
requirements for GIS staff are presented.

6.1 Existing Organizational Structure and Professional Staff
Richmond has established a GIS Steering Committee to collaboratively pursue the
implementation of enterprise GIS for the City. Another role of this committee is to ensure
the participation of all necessary departments in this project and to review the product
deliverables. The committee includes representatives of each of the departments and is
chaired by representatives from the IT Department.
While most departments have yet to incorporate GIS into their processes, some departments
are developing resident GIS expertise in anticipation of more thorough utilization of the
technology. The existing GIS staff resources are summarized as follows:
Information Technology Department
n Director—responsible for policy coordination.
n GIS Manager—responsible for coordinating GIS operations.
n System and Network Manager—responsible for managing hardware, network
components, and GIS data resources.
City Attorney's Office
n Data Entry Staff—staff perform data entry as part of their broader job responsibilities.
City Clerk
n Data Entry Staff—staff perform data entry as part of their broader job responsibilities.
City Council (Administrative Assistant)
n Data Entry Staff—staff perform data entry as part of their broader job responsibilities.
City Public Affairs and Information
n Data Entry Staff—staff perform data entry as part of their broader job responsibilities.
Employment and Training
n Data Entry Staff—staff perform data entry as part of their broader job responsibilities.
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Engineering
n Department Director—responsible for policy and coordination with GIS functions.
n Engineer—responsible for maintenance of paper maps
n Data Entry Staff—various staff perform data entry as part of their broader job
responsibilities.
Finance
n Data Entry Staff—staff perform data entry as part of their broader job responsibilities.
Fire Department
n Mapping Specialist—responsible for map maintenance
n Data Entry Staff—staff perform data entry as part of their broader job responsibilities.
Housing Authority
n Data Entry Staff—staff perform data entry as part of their broader job responsibilities.
Library
n Data Entry Staff—staff perform data entry as part of their broader job responsibilities.
Library
n Data Entry Staff—staff perform data entry as part of their broader job responsibilities.
Office of Emergency Services
n Data Entry Staff—staff perform data entry as part of their broader job responsibilities.
Planning
n Planner / Analyst—responsible for querying parcel data and generating derivative
information.
n Data Entry Staff—staff perform data entry as part of their broader job responsibilities.
Police Department
n Analyst—responsible for analyzing Crime data.
n Data Entry Staff—various staff perform data entry as part of their broader job
responsibilities.
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Port
n Data Entry Staff—staff perform data entry as part of their broader job responsibilities.
Public Services
n Data Entry Staff—staff perform data entry as part of their broader job responsibilities.
Recreation and Parks
n Data Entry Staff—staff perform data entry as part of their broader job responsibilities.
Redevelopment Agency
n Data Entry Staff—staff perform data entry as part of their broader job responsibilities.
Wastewater
n Department Director—responsible for policy and coordination with GIS functions.
n Analyst—responsible for analyzing sewer network and related billing information.
n Data Entry Staff—staff perform data entry as part of their broader job responsibilities.
The limited numbers of GIS trained staff within the departments is a significant issue for GIS
implementation. These resources will need to be increased significantly for the enterprise
GIS for Richmond to be successfully implemented. It is particularly important to note the
GIS analyst and programming staff that will be required to develop and maintain the end user
applications. Also, database administrators familiar with the characteristics of GIS data will
be critical members of the GIS implementation team.

6.2 GIS Organizational Structure
The organizational structure provides the basis for the administration and coordination of GIS
resources of each department that is participating in the enterprise GIS. This section of the
GIS Design Report provides an explanation of the traditional manner in which various GIS
organizational elements are structured and the functions that they perform. It also provides
general recommendations regarding the formation of a permanent organization to coordinate
GIS activities of the many departments of the City of Richmond.
6.2.1 Traditional GIS Organizational Structure
Traditional GIS organizational structures consist of three parts: a steering or policy
committee, a technical advisory committee, and GIS operational staff. Each is described
below.
6.2.1.1 Steering or Policy Committee
It is important to have a steering or policy committee. This committee should be actively
involved in setting the policy for GIS coordination and implementation. This is
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accomplished through decision- making based on information provided by technical staff, and
providing leadership and direction for the organization's GIS development. A policy
committee is particularly important in a large multiagency GIS implementation. In the
absence of such a steering committee whose decision making is binding upon all participating
agencies, the process of coordinating GIS implementation is pushed down to the individual
department level. Individual agencies do not have the resources to consider organizationwide
consequences of their actions and certainly do not have the authority to require other agencies
to follow their decisions. Thus, without a policy committee, GIS implementation becomes
much more fragmented, proceeds more slowly, and does not yield the level of benefits
experienced by coordinated efforts.
The policy committee's composition often includes department managers, top- level
administrators, or designated representatives from elected officials of the government. In
situations similar to Richmond where the City does not exclusively provide services,
governments frequently include other agencies on the policy committee. Examples include
the independent ut ility companies (e.g., telephone), other levels of municipal government,
and representatives of national government agencies that have an essential role in the success
of the enterprise GIS. Regular meetings are usually held monthly or quarterly, as established
by the committee.
The responsibilities of the policy committee generally include the following:

• Status review—Periodically checking the progress that is being made of critical
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

implementation activities, especially those activities that affect several agencies.
General oversight—Monitoring the overall GIS implementation to make sure
progress is being made by each participating agency in general compliance with the
adopted implementation strategy.
Policy formulation—Setting policies necessary to ensure a coordinated GIS
implementation such as database standards, implementation priorities, and system
standards. These policies are based upon technical materials and recommendations
provided by the technical coordination committee.
Finance and budget decisions—Setting annual budgets for GIS implementation
activities that are part of building the enterprise GIS solution. While departmental
GIS budgets may be coordinated with the enterprise GIS budget, the finance and
budget decisions of individual departments usually are not part of the responsibilities
of the GIS policy committee.
Growth and expansion of participant base—Expansion of the enterprise GIS to
include additional departments or outside agencies.
Approval of special license agreements—Approval of agreements to purchase GIS
resources and agreements to market and sell the GIS resources created by the
organization.
Product pricing—Set pricing for GIS products and services provided to the public or
other agencies. Pricing will be based on recommendations established by the
technical coordination committee.
Provide direction to the IT/GIS department—Provide direction in the form of
priorities and schedules for GIS implementation tasks that are critical to building the
enterprise GIS. In organizations that have a single GIS department, this direction is
provided to that single agency. However, when no one department is responsible for
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GIS implementation, direction must be provided to all participating agencies through
the technical coordination committee.
• Legal obligations—Provide direction regarding legal and policy issues related to data
automation, data access, and other matters.
6.2.1.2 Technical Coordination Committee
The technical coordination committee serves as a means of interdepartmental/interagency
communication and cooperation. It is generally composed of the technical lead person from
each participating department or agency. Regular meetings are held monthly or quarterly, as
established by the committee.
Responsibilities of the technical coordination committee generally include the following:

• Provide technical direction and standards—Formulation of the technical

•
•
•
•

requirements and standards for all components of implementing an enterprise GIS;
when necessary, this information is sub mitted to the policy committee to establish the
overall policy direction.
Recommend projects and studies—Establish the annual work plan of implementation
projects and studies needed to create the enterprise and individual agency GIS
systems.
Recommend database/application development—Set annual priorities, identify
common needs and requirements, and resolve conflicts related to database system and
application development.
Address system integration/expansion issues—Identify and resolve technical
questions regarding linking together individual GIS implementations.
Conduct user training—Provide standard training courses through purchase of
training from vendors or through a GIS training center.

The technical coordination committee is usually supported by a GIS user group. User groups
provide an open forum for all GIS users to discuss their needs and issues related to GIS
implementation. GIS implementation is multifaceted. It supports many different types of
daily functions, interfaces with many other systems, operates on many different platforms,
and provides support for a vast range of analyses. GIS implementation must also keep pace
with rapid technology change and therefore requires continued attention to provide users with
educational information and tips. From the opposite perspective, GIS implementation
requires a means for users to provide their system support staff with input on how best to
serve their needs. A user group serves these functions well. This element will probably
continue to grow in importance in the organizational support of GIS because of the
movement of technology.
There are usually two types of users that emerge in a GIS enterprise implementation:
"power" users and end users. The power users are those who take an active interest in the
GIS and can operate the system beyond the customized application user interface level. They
may also develop programming skills so they can build customized applications of their own
without extensive support from the GIS Services staff. Power users will be able to operate
the standard features of the GIS at an in-depth level. Power users will create customized
output products such as maps, reports, and charts requested by managers and other end users.
There is usually at least one power user within each agency that uses the GIS.
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The end user sees GIS as a tool that helps them get their job done faster and more efficiently.
End users are often the engineers, planners, managers, clerks, and technicians who will make
regular or occasional use of the GIS, but it is not their main job. Therefore, these end users
need a minimal amount of training to be able to operate the GIS at a basic level. Custom
applications and user interfaces may be developed for the end users by either the power users
or GIS Services staff. For the end user, the GIS should be perceived as a useful tool for
performing their work, not as an additional burden that requires a high level of training or
commitment of time to learn.
Often the user groups that support the technical coordination committee have no official
responsibility and no budget. However, they are frequently consulted by the policy and
technical committees for input into decision making about GIS expenditures for data,
applications, and systems. User group meetings may include presentations and discussions to
address data, applications, systems, resources, and other issues of importance to users.
6.2.1.3 GIS Operational Staff for the Enterprise GIS
The GIS operational staff provide technical and database services for the shared database and
system resources of the enterprise GIS. Depending on the size and complexity of the system,
additional departments will have dedicated GIS operational staff. GIS operational staff for
the enterprise portion of the system may be set up as their own department or part of the
Information Technology (IT) department. GIS operational staff may also be part of one
participating agency if that agency has taken the lead in GIS implementation. However, GIS
implementation is usually most successful when the GIS operational staff that are responsible
for shared data resources are housed independently from any one particular department or
agency. It is recommended that the IT Department consider itself the enterprise GIS support
organ from this human resource perspective, as well as from the hardware, software, network
and data perspectives discussed earlier.
The staff positions required to operate and manage an enterprise GIS implementation include
the following:
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

GIS Manager/Coordinator
System Administrator
Database Administrator
GIS Analysts
GIS Applications Programmers
Database Automation Specialists
Hardware/Software Technical Support Specialists
Trainers

For a small organization, individual staff persons will usually perfo rm the functions of
several positions. For large organizations, such as Richmond, each of the positions may
require more than one full- time staff person. In some implementations some positions, such
as application programmers or trainers, may be staffed by outside contractors. Following is a
listing of the major functions of the key GIS staffing categories.
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n GIS Manager/Coordinator

•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide planning and direction for GIS growth to serve multiple departments.
Provide overall management for all GIS implementation tasks.
Manage setting of priorities for database and applications development.
Be a liaison to other departments and outside agencies.
Set priorities for GIS operational staff workloads.
Provide overall management for all contracted work.

n System Administrator

• Perform overall maintenance of GIS software, hardware, and network infrastructure
including the support of proposed Windows NT machines.
• Perform system upgrades for GIS software, hardware, and network.
• Establish new user accounts.
• Provide troubleshooting for all system problems.
n Database Administrator

•
•
•
•
•

Perform database design.
Develop database implementation plan.
Develop and enforce data standards.
Manage database automation/conversion/updates.
Develop written procedures, data dictionary, and so forth.

n GIS Analyst

•
•
•
•
•

Provide technical leadership to GIS users.
Provide project implementation services.
Provide technical coordination for departments.
Provide technical support services to user departments.
Perform project work to support requests from other departments, municipalities, and
outside agencies.
• Provide training services.
• Perform troubleshooting on any problems associated with custom applications.
n GIS Application Programmer

• Develop and enforce programming standards.
• Perform GIS programming and integrated services programming as well as code
maintenance.
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n Data Automation Specialist

• Support the development of the enterprise data layers and other GIS and related data
sets.
• Maintain and update spatial data layers and their associated attributes.
6.2.1.4 Departmental GIS Managers and Staff
In a large GIS implementation such as Richmond, many of the participating departments will
require their own GIS operational staff. These operational GIS staff provide technical and
database services for their own department's or agency's functions. Departmental staff may
be composed of a departmental GIS manager/coordinator and technical staff with database
maintenance, applications programming, and system administration skills.
Responsibilities of departmental GIS staff may include the following:
n
n
n
n
n

Provide technical support services to departmental users.
Define and program departmental GIS applications.
Implement departmental GIS projects.
Provide maintenance for departmental data sets.
Coordinate with enterprise GIS operational staff for the development and enforcement of
standards.
n Coordinate database and application development work programs with other agencies and
the enterprise GIS operational staff to avoid duplicate development efforts and possible
incompatibilities with other database and system resources.
6.2.2 Recommendations for Richmond's GIS Organizational Structure
The recommended organizational structure for the enterprise GIS for Richmond is shown in
Figure 6-1. The structure is based upon the traditional organizational structure with some
modification of the technical coordination committee structure. The recommended structure
is briefly described below.
Policy Committee
The policy committee will be responsible to perform the duties described previously in
Section 6.2.1.1. The policy committee will include the management level personnel of the
IT, Planning, Engineering, Fire, Police and Wastewater departments. Additionally, the
managers of departments that will participate actively in the first phase of enterprise GIS
implementation will be included in the policy committee. These departments are expected to
include Building Regulations, City Public Affairs, Finance, Port, Public Services, Recreation
and Parks, and Redevelopment. This set of departments has responsibility for creating and
maintaining the major database resources for the GIS and for coordinating the governmental
operations to construct new infrastructure resources that are represented by this data. The
policy committee should meet quarterly to set policy and priorities, establish budgets, and
review progress that is being made toward implementation of the enterprise GIS.
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Technical Coordination Committee
The technical coordination committee will perform the functions described previously in
Section 6.2.1.2. However, it is recommended that the technical coordination committee also
include two subcommittees: GIS Data and Applications and Systems Coordination. The
subcommittee structure is recommended because of the large amount of work that will be
needed in each of these areas to successfully implement the enterprise GIS. These
subcommittees may be staffed by the same persons as from the primary technical
coordination committee, or they may be staffed by specialists in each of these areas of
expertise. In the latter case, the subcommittees would report their findings and
recommendations to the technical coordination committee for review and approval.
Subcommittee functions will include
n

GIS Data and Applications Subcommittee—Recommend database development
priorities; establish standards for development of shared GIS data resources; define
procedures for enforcing standards and building databases in conformance with the
standards; identify priority application needs in coordination with database priorities;
identify opportunities for developing applications that meet common needs of many end
users; establish and enforce application development standards for GIS applications;
coordinate with the other subcommittee.

n

System Coordination Subcommittee—Recommend networking and data server solutions
and operating protocols to enable sharing of data resources; address system resource
sizing considerations; establish system level standards for GIS operations; coordinate
with the other two subcommittees.

The technical coordination committee and its subcommittees will consist of the managers or
appropriate technical staff of the IT, Planning, Engineering, Police, Fire and Wastewater
departments. The need for additional membership may be determined during later stages of
this study. Professional and technical experts will support the committee members as needed.
The committee should meet monthly and the subcommittees should meet more frequently,
depending on the priorities for implementation established by the policy committee.
User Groups
The figure also shows four user groups: Utilities, Safety, Land Records/Planning, and
Systems. These user groups will include staff from the various departments that are
participating in the enterprise GIS for Richmond. The Utilities User Group will include
representatives from Wastewater, Planning, and potentially the other private and
governmental utility companies that serve Richmond. The Safety User Group will be
comprised of departments that are principally concerned with public safety, such as Police,
Fire and the Office of Emergency Services. The application needs of these users will be
similar, and through the user group can be more quickly identified and standard solutions
identified. The Land Records and Planning User Group will include departments that
perform land based planning and inquiries for Richmond. The Systems User Group will
include the departments responsible for system design and development for all departments.
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Figure 6-1
Recommended GIS Organization Structure
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6.3 Personnel and Training Requirements
As indicated in Section 6.2, the implementation of the enterprise GIS for Richmond will
require expanded GIS staffing. This will include staff for supporting enterprise GIS functions
and staff for data automation and update within the departments. Potential staffing needs are
summarized in Table 6-1.
An alternative to hiring GIS professional staff with fully developed skill sets is to contract
GIS implementation services from local companies that can provide the properly skilled staff.
This would enable the GIS to get started at a much quicker pace, and thus help departments
respond to the many planning, development, and infrastructure issues being faced. This
alternative will be evaluated as part of implementation planning during the next stage of this
Enterprise Design Study.
Regardless of whether Richmond staffs its GIS implementation with municipal staff or
contracted staff, it will be critical to develop the internal skills and capabilities needed to
develop and maintain the GIS. Developing internal skills will reduce reliance on contracted
services and increase the sense of ownership of the GIS within the departments. Developing
the needed skills internally will require a comprehensive training program for all levels of
staff discussed above. Only a few of the existing staff within the departments have taken
some formal GIS training or have learned to us e specific GIS tools through their job
experience. This group will not be sufficient to implement the enterprise GIS and lacks
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formal training in many key aspects of implementing an enterprise GIS. Therefore, a formal
training program will be needed as part of implementing the enterprise GIS.

n

n

n
n

Data Automation
Specialist

n

GIS Analyst

Database
Administrator

n

Information Technology
Building Regulations
Cable Television
City Attorney's Office
City Clerk
City Council
City Public Affairs and Information
Employment and Training
Engineering
Finance
Fire
Housing Authority
Library
Office of Emergency Services
Paratransit
Planning
Police
Port and Marina
Public Services (Building Services, Streets
and Sewers Divisions)
Recreation and Parks
Redevelopment
Wastewater

System
Administrator

Departments

GIS Manager

GIS Staff Categories

GIS Application
Programmer

Table 6-1
GIS Staffing Requirements
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Table 6-2 shows the types of training that will be needed by each of the categories of the
GIS operational staff in order for them to perform their job functions.

Computer Science Training
Operating Systems
Hardware Administration
Network Administration
Database Administration
GIS Software Training
Entry-Level GIS User
Advanced Level GIS User
Customizing GIS
GIS Database Design
Managing a GIS
Introduction to Desktop GIS
Custom End User Training
(on customized application)
GIS Procedures Training
Spatial Data Edit and Update
Spatial/Attribute Data QA/QC
Database Backup and
Rollback

Data Automation
Specialist

GIS Application
Programmer

GIS Analyst

Database Administrator

System Administrator

GIS Mngr./Coord.

Table 6-2
Training Requireme nts for GIS Operational Staff
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n = Recommended training
¡ = Optional training
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1.0 Introduction
This geographic information system (GIS) Implementation Plan represents the third
component of a three-part GIS development project being performed for the City of
Richmond, California. The Implementation Plan builds on the results of the GIS Needs
Analysis and Enterprise GIS Design reports (submitted earlier), by providing
recommendations and estimated costs in the areas of applications, database development,
system resources, and organization. A phased GIS implementation strategy for the City
of Richmond is also outlined.

1.1 Document Objectives
The objectives of this document include the following:
n Summarize the recommendations for GIS implementation based on the findings of
the GIS needs analysis.
n Provide estimated costs and phasing recommendations for each of the five key
components of a GIS (applications, data, hardware, software, and organization).
n Provide a phased implementation plan that outlines the key tasks for GIS
implementation.

1.2 Project Components
The three components of the City of Richmond GIS project include:
1) Needs Analysis: Summary of on-site assessment findings. Identify GIS needs
and current system status.
2) Develop an Enterprise GIS Design: Develop recommendations in the areas of
hardware, software, data, staff training, and organization.
3) Develop an Implementation Strategy: Develop prioritized tasks and schedule
for the implementation of adopted recommendations in the GIS Design.

1.3 Contents of the Report
In addition to the Introduction, this document has five more sections. These are
Section 2.0 – Implementation Strategy: Outlines a phased implementation strategy for
the City's geographic information system. Subsequent sections provide further details
concerning application development, data development, hardware and network
components, and organizational and staffing needs.
Section 3.0 – Organizational Support: Provides recommendations and estimated costs
for organizational enhancements and staff training requirements to support the GIS.
Environmental Systems Research Institute
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Section 4.0 – Hardware/Network: Provides recommendations and estimated costs for
hardware and network system resources.
Section 5.0 – Database Development: Outlines recommendations and estimated costs
for the phased development of spatial and attribute information to support the City's GIS
needs.
Section 6.0 – Application Development: Provides recommendations and estimated costs
related to GIS software requirements and application development.
Two appendices are included in this study. Appendix A, Data Automation
Dependencies, provides a schematic of the relationships among the spatial data layers that
will comprise the City of Richmond's GIS database. Appendix B, Process – GIS
Application Platform Map, illustrates the recommended phasing of GIS applications to
support the city's business needs. These appendices are intended both to serve as highlevel representations of required implementation tasks, and tools to track and record the
progress of data and application development throughout the implementation phases.

Environmental Systems Research Institute
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This section presents a detailed implementation strategy for developing the City of
Richmond's enterprise GIS. The plan includes an overview of a phased implementation
approach with goals and activities summarized for each phase, specific tasks that must be
accomplished in each phase, a schedule for completing the tasks, and estimated costs by
year.

2.1 Overview of the Implementation Approach
Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc. (ESRI), recommends following an
incremental, phased approach to developing GIS at the City of Richmond. Many
organizations, eager to embrace a new technology, will attempt to implement GIS using a
"revolutionary" rather than an "evolutionary" approach. The disadvantages of a
revolutionary approach are numerous: high start-up costs, high risk of failure, incomplete
knowledge of true requirements, obsolete technology by the time the system is completed,
disruption to the existing organization, and staff resistance to change.
By contrast, the incremental, evolutionary approach is based on the idea of starting small
and keeping it simple. The goal is to achieve a series of small successes to build on at
each step in the implementation process, setting reasonable goals for each step and
producing tangible results. The advantages of the incremental approach include lower
start-up costs, lower risk, better knowledge of requirements gained through experience,
ability to keep up with the latest technology because the initial investment is smaller, less
disruption to the existing organization, and greater acceptance by staff because
introduction of GIS is gradual.
The incremental approach is based on a phased implementation of the GIS with specific
goals and activities planned for each phase. Three phases are envisioned for the City's
GIS program, as shown in Figure 2-1: Phase 1 – Initial Implementation, Phase 2 –
System Expansion, and Phase 3 – Enterprise GIS.
Figure 2-1
Phased Implementation Approach
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2.1.1 Phase 1 (FY 2001) – Initial Implementation
The first step in GIS development is to identify the most important GIS data needs and
involve the principal GIS user departments. This initial effort should be limited
n In scope so that Phase 1 goals can be easily achieved
n To a few principal City departments that will benefit the most from GIS
n To a few priority data layers and applications
During the first phase, the City will acquire the initial GIS hardware and software to serve
the participating departments. Staff will receive general training in the GIS software to
support the initial implementation effort. Selected applications will be developed that
demonstrate the utility of GIS and clearly show its benefits and potential. A defined set
of data layers will be converted to support the application development.
The goals of Phase 1 are:
n To enhance the existing organizational structure and citywide policies to guide
GIS development.
n To acquire initial hardware and software to support the initial implementation.
n To acquire data collection technologies and institute data collection procedures to
support all phases of data development.
n To develop key data layers to test data conversion and to support initial
applications.
n To develop key applications that will clearly demonstrate the utility of GIS and
support critical functions at the City.
n To begin developing GIS skills among existing City staff through formal training
and hands-on experience.
n To produce tangible results that will generate support and funding for subsequent
phases.
Following completion of the first phase, the City should conduct a formal review of the
initial implementation. The review should include a description of Phase 1 activities and
scope, an objective evaluation of the successful elements of Phase 1 as well as the
unsuccessful elements, and an assessment of what should be changed or improved for the
Phase 2 system expansion. An important element of this evaluation is a final tally of the
costs for hardware/software, data conversion, application development, and training. The
actual initial implementation costs will provide an accurate benchmark by which the
Phase 2 development costs can be estimated. Based on this review, the city will update
the Implementation plan for Phase 2.

Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc.
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2.1.2 Phase 2 (FY 2002) – System Expansion
System expansion activities provide City staff the opportunity to apply the lessons learned
during the first phase to fully implement a citywide GIS. Phase 2 will see Phase 1participating departments further invest in their GIS capabilities by investigating more
detailed or rigorous GIS applications to support their requirements. Other departments
that did not participate directly in Phase 1 will become involved in Phase 2. In addition,
citywide access to the GIS through desktop workstations will be completed, including
Intranet access for common functions.
Additional spatial data layers will be added to the database developed during Phase 1
implementation. New applications will be developed, and the initial applications will be
enhanced to include additional functionality.
The goals of Phase 2 are:
n To strengthen and consolidate the citywide GIS organization, and explore
opportunities to work with peer agencies among the private and public sectors.
n To involve remaining City departments that could benefit from GIS.
n To refine initial data layers and develop new layers.
n To develop new applications and enhance existing applications.
n To continue to develop staff skills through formal training and hands-on experience.
n To explore new GIS technologies.
n To continue to produce tangible results to maintain support for GIS.
n To provide Intranet GIS access to City staff.
2.1.3 Phase 3 (FY 2003) – Enterprise GIS
Phase 3 represents the maturation of the GIS into an enterprise resource. At this stage the
GIS becomes fully integrated into the information technology resources of the City, and
GIS functions are considered an integral part of the business processes within City
departments. GIS applications will be developed us ing industry-standard programming
environments for ease of use by non-technical staff. Public access to the GIS will be
provided at public counters and through the Internet.
The goals of Phase 3 are:
n To continue maintaining a strong citywide GIS organization and work with peer
organizations in the private and public sectors.
n To analyze the full GIS database and add new layers as required.
n To continue developing new applications and enhance existing applications.
n To continue to develop staff skills through formal training and hands-on experience.
Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc.
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n To explore new GIS technologies.
n To provide Internet GIS access to City staff and the public.
n To continue to produce tangible results to maintain support for GIS.

2.2 Implementation Tasks
The implementation strategy is based on development of the GIS along several parallel
"tracks." Each track consists of a set of related activities that must be completed by the
City during the implementation process. Development of the GIS tracks will proceed in
parallel, although within a track, the tasks are generally performed in sequential order.
There are also many dependency relationships between tasks in different tracks, and these
dependencies must be considered in the planning and scheduling of implementation
activities.
In the following subsections, the individual tasks within each of the tracks are described.
Task numbering is tripartite, referring to the phase, track and task, respectively. The four
implementation tracks are:
n Track 1 – Organization/Management. These tasks address the short- and longterm organization and management structure needed to support the development
of GIS in the City.
n Track 2 – Hardware/Software/Network. These tasks include activities related
to the planning, procurement, and installation of GIS hardware, software, and
network communications.
n Track 3 – Database Development. These tasks include the planning, design,
development, maintenance, and documentation of the spatial and tabular databases
of the GIS.
n Track 4 – Application Development. These tasks involve setting priorities,
analyzing requirements, designing, and developing GIS applications.
2.2.1 PHASE 1 – INITIAL IMPLEMENTATION
Track 1 - Organization / Management
Task 1.1.1 – Enhance Organizational Structure (Steering / Technical Committees)
The City's GIS Coordination Committee, composed of departmental representatives, will
continue to address policy issues and make decisions on citywide GIS issues. The
Coordination Committee's role is to educate and gather support from potential GIS users
and focus on planning for the GIS implementation. A Steering Committee, whose
membership is capable of enforcing policy decisions and encumbering resources, should

Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc.
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be constituted to consider and enforce the recommendations of the Coordination
Committee.
Richmond is recommended to formalize a Technical Committee as a third tier of the GIS
organization. The Technical Committee will be composed of departmental GIS end users
that are not active members of the Coordination Committee, although it should be chaired
by the GIS Manager, who will serve as a communications node between the two groups.
This technical user group would be made up of technical staff from the initial departments
affected by Phase 1. Regular meetings of the technical user group should be held to
address issues affecting users such as data access, data sharing, application requirements,
training, and so forth. A primary focus of the Technical Committee will be to ensure
compatibility and consistency within the GIS database and in associated databases
throughout the City. This, in turn, ensures a common understanding and level of
confidence in analyses performed using the GIS database and a consistency among output
produced using the GIS database. The Technical Committee should also establish
standards and procedures for data maintenance, hardware and software acquisition,
communication protocols, and application development. Initial representation should
include technical staff from IT, Police, Fire, Planning, Wastewater and Engineering. This
user group will be expanded to include additional departments as they gain familiarity
with GIS.
A critical factor in developing a successful GIS program is to have high- level visibility
and management support. Quarterly reports on GIS status and direction should be
provided to department heads and other City management. GIS issues are often of a
crosscutting nature, and therefore require higher- level decision making authority and
should be addressed at the department managers' meetings.
Task 1.1.2 – Implement Job Descriptions for GIS Positions
The acquisition of appropriate staff required to support GIS implementation at the City
will require clearly defined roles and responsibilities, defined by GIS job descriptions.
The formalization of a job description provides a mechanism for the City to obtain and
retain staff with the appropriate skill sets as defined in Section 6.0 of the Enterprise GIS
Design report. IT should work with Human Resources to implement job descriptions for
a GIS Manager, GIS Analyst, Database Administrator, and optionally, for GIS
Programmers.
Richmond has recently hired a GIS Manager to act as the central point of contact for all
GIS-related matters and to coordinate GIS activities among the City departments. The
GIS Manager will manage the overall GIS development process within the City and
supervise GIS technical staff within IT. He / She will act as liaison to the City
departments on all issues related to GIS hardware/software procurement, database
development, application development, and staff training. The GIS Manager takes the
lead in implementing citywide GIS policies, standards, and guidelines and works closely
with the GIS Coordination Committee in planning and developing policies and standards
for the GIS. The GIS Manager has a combination of technical and managerial skills.
Initially, the GIS Manager will be responsible for much of the technical work required to
set up and maintain the GIS. As a GIS support structure evolves both within IT and in the
departments, the manager's role will become more focused on administration and
supervision of technical staff. In order to ensure continuity and a consistent focus on GIS
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development efforts throughout implementation phases, the City should establish the GIS
Manager job description as a first priority.
Task 1.1.3 – Assess Staffing and Training Needs
The City has made initial progress in providing staff support for GIS with the hiring of a
GIS Manager. Richmond will require additional full- time GIS project staff to provide
technical expertise to user departments and to coordinate development of a centralized
database. The full-time GIS project team should be developed as soon as budget and
personnel conditions permit. They should be fully trained in the use of ArcView®,
ArcInfo®, ArcSDE® and its related RDBMS, and the NT environment under which these
packages will be used at the City. It is anticipated that IT will need to staff each of the
positions described in Task 1.1.2 by the time of enterprise deployment, and that a
Database Administrator and GIS Analyst positions will be required to support Phase 1
data and application implementations. Temporary supplemental staff (student interns)
will also be required in the first implementation phase, to perform data collection
activities associated with the development of the City's priority layers.
Personnel in participating departments who wish to make use of the GIS will require
some level of introduction to the City's system to become effective users. The GIS
Coordination Committee should determine what level of introduction would be required
to qualify new participants as users of the system. Initially, it is anticipated that staff
from Wastewater, Planning, Fire, Police and Engineering develop familiarity with GIS
tools and capabilities. The GIS project staff in IT should then be prepared to make that
training available on a regular basis. Training may be in the form of written
documentation, on-site training either individually or in groups, or training provided by
an outside organization either on-site or at the training organization's office location.
GIS project staff will be required to fill a number of roles, as described in the Enterprise
GIS Design report. Figure 2-2 illustrates these roles, described below. There need not be
a one to one correspondence between staff member and role, but there should be at least
one staff member who is tasked with each of these roles.
n

The Database Administrator oversees the deve lopment and maintenance of the GIS
database and is responsible for maintaining the data dictionary and enforcing data
quality standards.

n

The GIS Analyst assists City departments in the definition and completion of GIS
projects, such as pilot studies, applications development, user training, and other
ongoing activities.

n

The GIS Programmer provides the technical expertise necessary to develop user
interfaces and supporting macro programs to enhance use of the GIS.

n

The Database Technician has the technical expertise necessary to build and
maintain a high quality GIS database. The database technician is responsible for
planning and sequencing the processing steps for database creation, application, and
display, and either performs these tasks or instructs others to do so.

n

The System Administrator has a thorough understanding of the computer hardware,
network and communications, and operating system as it relates to the GIS. The
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system administrator is responsible for the efficient operation of the GIS by project
staff and by user departments.
Figure 2-2
GIS Organizational Structure
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Task 1.1.4 – Develop Cooperative Agreements for Data Sharing
With the development of data resources a fundamental priority for the City, Richmond
should endeavor to leverage the existing spatial data holding of peer GIS groups at Contra
Costa County and various local utility agencies, such as East Bay Municipal Utility
District ("EBMUD"). In particular, Contra Costa County possesses GIS parcel and street
centerline layers and EBMUD has water distribution information that will constitute
principal data layers for Richmond. The development of cooperative agreements for
sharing and updating of data layers provides a mechanism by which the City could access
these spatial datasets in exchange for providing City-developed data enhancements (such
as address verification) to these data. Cooperative agreements can specify data format,
quality, completeness, update frequency, documentation requirements, and so forth,
providing for quality control in the data exchange process.
The possibilities for data exchange should be explored and updated continuously.
Development and update of cooperative agreements may occur periodically througho ut
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the implementation phase. Communication with other data-producing entities should be
performed by the GIS Manager. Cooperative agreements can be drafted by the GIS
Manager and reviewed by the Coordination Committee.
Task 1.1.5 – Review Phase 1 Results
At the conclusion of Phase 1, a formal review should be held involving all participating
City staff. The review gives participants the opportunity to provide feedback to the GIS
Coordination Committee on the results of Phase 1. The review should include formal
demonstrations and presentations to City department heads and the City Council. The
results of the Phase 1 review should be documented in a report. The review should cover
all aspects of Phase 1 – hardware, software, database design, data conve rsion,
applications, organization, and staff training. The review should address the following
issues:
n

Were the hardware, software, and network configuration adequate for Phase 1?
What are the requirements for the next phase of development?

n

Did the data model efficiently support the applications during Phase 1?

n

What changes are required in the database design? What additional layers and data
elements should be included for Phase 2?

n

How efficient were the Phase 1 data conversion procedures? How long did it take to
convert data from digital sources? What are the revised time and cost estimates for
converting data for Phase 2? How much disk space is required to store the entire
database for Phase 2?

n

Did the applications effectively demonstrate the capabilities of GIS? Will GIS
provide real benefits to City departments in supporting their day-to-day work
activities? What changes or improvements should be made to the applications?
What new applications should be developed for Phase 2?

n

Did City staff acquire the necessary skills to develop, operate, and maintain the GIS?
What changes to the training program or additional training is recommended? Was
there adequate technical support provided by the central GIS support unit? Are there
any recommended organizational changes to more efficiently support the GIS?

n

What were the successful elements of the Phase 1 initial implementation, and what
was unsuccessful? How can the City build on its successes to maintain support and
momentum for the GIS? How can the City promote the GIS internally to make all
departments aware of the GIS resources available?

Task 1.1.6 – Update Implementation Plan
After the Phase 1 review is completed, the GIS Implementation Plan should be updated.
The tasks, schedule, and cost estimates for Phase 2 should be revised based on
information gained from Phase 1. The revised plan should identify additional City
departments that will participate in the next phase, new data layers, new applications, and
staffing requirements. The initial implementation provides an excellent opportunity to
test assumptions made in the original implementation plan and revise them based on
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actual data. It provides benchmark statistics for the time and resources expended for data
conversion, applicatio n development, and general system management that can be used to
project more accurate cost, time, and resource requirements for Phase 2.
Track 2 - Hardware / Software / Network
Task 1.2.1 – Acquire GIS Server and Associated Software
A central GIS data server will be set up within IT. The GIS server will be the master data
repository for the City’s GIS data layers. Replicated copies of portions of this database
may also be housed at the Wastewater Plant, Corporate Yard, the new Engineering
building, and securely behind the Police Department firewall. Users will access GIS data
over the local area network (LAN). See Section 4.4 for details on recommended
hardware purchases for Phase 1.
The central GIS data server will operate ArcSDE 8.1 as its spatial data management
solution. This will be implemented atop a Microsoft SQL Server database. Because the
City has already adopted SQL Server as its standard RDBMS, costs for this software have
not been included in this report. Richmond should acquire and implement ArcSDE 8.1 on
SQL Server as a first step in its database development efforts.
Task 1.2.2 – Assess Hardware Requirements with respect to GIS Software
Specifications for PCs to run professional and desktop GIS software are provided in
Section 4.1.2. Some existing hardware can be used or upgraded for this purpose. Other
departments may require new PCs to meet the higher performance requirements for GIS
data processing, query, and mapping. Hardware and software procurement should
coincide with the phased implementation of GIS data and applications throughout the
City.
Initially, it is anticipated that the IT department will require high-end workstations to
support each of the GIS Manager, GIS Analyst, Database Administrator, and System
Administrator positions. At a minimum, this equipment should include a PIII-733 MHz
CPU with 256 MB RAM. A departmental plotter will be required to support large-scale
cartographic output for IT and other departments. High-end users in Planning,
Wastewater, Police, Fire and Engineering should be outfitted with similar equipment.
Data conversion and database creation tasks will require ArcEditor software (at a
minimum). Geoprocessing, modeling and analysis tasks, and high-end cartographic map
production will require ArcInfo software. Query and display functionality, lightweight
geoprocessing, and lightweight map production may be performed on ArcView software.
As data development will be a principal concern of IT staff during Phase 1, IT may wish
to obtain at least 1 license of ArcEditor; however, since IT staff are anticipated to assume
a citywide GIS support role, IT is recommended to obtain a separate ArcInfo license for
each of its dedicated GIS staff, which would obviate the ArcEditor license. Each of the
Planning, Engineering, and Wastewater departments are recommended to obtain copies of
ArcView 8.1 (and begin to receive introductory training). During subsequent
implementation phases, Wastewater and Engineering will evolve to full ArcInfo usage.
The Police and Fire departments are beginning to develop resident GIS expertise in
ArcView-based CrimeView and FireView applications, respectively.
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ArcIMS software will be used to provide query and display GIS functionality to users
citywide as a key component of Phase 2 implementation. It is anticipated that the City
will begin planning for Intranet GIS deployment in Phase 1.
The City will need to evaluate the hardware and software required to support the
anticipated (student intern labor-supported) field data collection activities, including batch
data dumps, QA processing, and inclusion within the central GIS database. Computer
hardware requirements associated with field data collection are anticipated to be
consistent with the requirements for ArcView performance. The City has tentatively
standardized on PenMap technology (with Leica GPS) as its high-end field data collection
devices. Richmond is recommended to consider the purchase of portable devices (such as
Windows CE units) and ArcPad ® software. These hardware and software components
represent a lower cost (and lesser accurate) field data collection technology to supplement
the high accuracy of the PenMap solution. Richmond is recommended to obtain five
Windows CE data collection devices, outfitted with ArcPad, to support its data collection
objectives.
The Implementation Plan should be reevaluated on at least an annual basis to determine
appropriate strategies for hardware / software procurement. This is particularly critical
given the rapid pace of technological change within the hardware and software industries.
Task 1.2.3 – Acquire and Install Hardware / Software
This task includes purchasing and installing the hardware / software at City offices. Prior
to purchase, the City may prepare a hardware configuration to support procurement. The
configuration is the specification that will be used to purchase the hardware and software
or solicit bids from vendors. The configuration will specify the number and type of
computers, disk space, peripheral equipment, and software licenses.
The installation process includes preparing the physical environment for the computer
equipment by installing the necessary electrical supply, ventilation, and furniture. After
installation, the equipment and software will be tested to ensure that all computer
equipment, network communications, and software are functioning properly.
It is anticipated that the intern labor used to perform field data collection will be housed
in trailers near the Wastewater Department. This environment must be evaluated for its
security and proper ventilation to ensure data integrity. In addition, Richmond should
consider linking these mobile units to the wireless LAN connection to facilitate redundant
data storage, QA processing, and inclusion of remotely collected data within the
enterprise GIS database.
Task 1.2.4 – Acquire Initial GIS Training
The City has made some investment in GIS training, as staff in IT, Planning and
Wastewater have received some ArcView training, and Police and Fire staff will be
trained as a component of the CrimeView and FireView implementations. Richmond
should continue to pursue training for relevant department staff. Hardware training for
appropriate IT staff should include instruction about the operating system and the use of
peripheral devices.
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Staff responsible for creating, maintaining or using GIS data will require both
introductory and advanced GIS training in Phase 1. GIS users, programmers, and system
and database management staff in IT, Police, Fire, Planning, Wastewater and Engineering
are recommended to take Introduction to ArcGIS for ArcView and ArcInfo I and II in
Phase 1. Users should also be provided training sessions when major system upgrades
and technology advances warrant such action. Specific training recommendations are
outlined in Section 3.3.
Task 1.2.5 – Assess Network Requirements
Richmond's LAN contains sufficient bandwidth to support the anticipated GIS
transactions throughout Phase 1. Most directly connected terminals enjoy 100 Mbps
connections. The 10 Mbps wireless connections to the Port, Wastewater Department,
Corporate Yard, Recreation and Parks, and, possibly, to the new Engineering location will
have to be evaluated to determine whether they will support users perfo rming data
editing, viewing, and query tasks at these sites. The City should perform baseline
application testing at the remote sites to evaluate performance. Heavy use requirements
are anticipated at Wastewater and Engineering in particular, and modest use requirements
are anticipated at Parks and Recreation. The volume of data anticipated for Phase 1 is
expected to be sufficiently modest that the enterprise GIS data might be replicated
intermittently to desktop platforms at these sites to support Phase 1 application
requirements.
Prior to Phase 2, the network should be reevaluated to identify any bottlenecks that
occurred, evaluate Phase 1 performance, and determine whether additional network
capacity is required. Recommendations for expanding the network capacity, if necessary,
should be included in the post-Phase 1 review and implementation plan for Phase 2.

Track 3 – Database Development
Task 1.3.1 – Develop Data and Automation Standards and Procedures
This task involves development of database standards and procedures for automation.
Database standards should be established to address requirements for data sources, map
projections, map accuracy and resolution, logical consistency, and data completeness.
Attribute standards, code classification schemes, and item definitions should be
developed. Automation standards should be set for data integration and preparation,
establishing topology, and acceptable level of error. Automation procedures, including
manuscript preparation, cartographic feature automation, basic processing, attribute
assignment, and advanced processing should be addressed. Policies and standards for
documentation of data sources, automation methods, and products should be set.
Data standards and policies will need to be in place prior to the anticipated field data
collection effort to be performed by student interns in the summer of 2001. These
standards should include, at a minimum:
n

Feature specifications, including feature to be inventoried and its representation
as a point, line, or polygon.
n Attribute specifications for each feature, including attribute type (e.g. numeric or
character).
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n

Attribute domains, including whether or not null values are permitted, default
values, and an acceptable set or range of inputs.
n Spatial accuracy requirements
Associated procedures for equipment use, field data collection techniques, data security
and backup, and incorporation within the City's database must be documented. The
procedures for incorporating much of the field-collected data will evolve in parallel with
the City's development efforts for the SAP GIS Maintenance Interface (described in
Section 3.0 of the Enterprise GIS Design) that is anticipated to accept batch inputs from
the field and incorporate them into the “master” GIS layers.
A procedure for the conflation of address ranges to a Contra Costa County-provided street
centerline file should be developed prior to data acquisition. It is anticipated that the City
will use Thomas Bros. Street centerline data to support citywide applications until the
County data is delivered and attributed according to the established data dictionary
definitions.
Development of data standards and automation procedures should occur in the initial
stages of implementation, over a three to six month time frame by the GIS Manager and
staff, with review and input from the Coordination and Technical Committees.
Task 1.3.2 – Develop Physical Database Design
Drawing upon the framework provided by the conceptual database design, this task
involves the development of a detailed physical database design that addresses the
primary components of the database. The conceptual design outlined the type and
organization of data that should comprise the City's GIS database based on a review of
the existing data sources and overall system goals. The physical database design is a
refinement of this conceptual outline into detailed design specifications for the database
in the form of a data dictionary, which identifies the following:
n

Each data layer ("feature class"), its name, feature type, and primary key, which
uniquely identify each feature.

n

Relationships to other tables, primary and foreign keys used to support the
relationship, and relationship cardinality (e.g. "one-to-one", "one-to- many").

n

Attribute names, type (numeric or character, etc.), and alternate names.

n

Attribute domains, describing valid ranges or sets of values for each attribute.

The data dictionary serves as an information resource to data maintenance staff,
programmers, managers, and end users as to what GIS data is available and the format it
is in. A citywide data dictionary for all GIS layers will be maintained as an ongoing
function of the central GIS support group within IT. The City can either develop the
database design in- house or contract it out to a consultant.
Phase 1 data design will focus on "simple" features (e.g. points, lines and polygons), with
the exception of sewer and stormdrain network features currently under development
consideration. These network elements will be largely designed with contractor support,
and will provide significant input to the overall City database design. Additional
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intelligent behavior afforded by geodatabase objects will be considered as subsequent
phase enhancements to other database features.
Development of physical design specifications requires a thorough understanding of how
the data are to be used and the process by which they are to be automated. The process of
developing the physical design specification may include additional interviews with user
departments and collaboration among representatives of the GIS Technical Committee.
Because the approach to application development will be phased, the database design will
need to be reviewed and updated periodically.
Task 1.3.3 – Define Conversion Procedures
After the database design is completed, the process for converting each data layer and
associated attribute data needs to be defined and documented. Conversion procedures
will describe data being converted from existing digital sources, data digitized from hardcopy maps, data derived from geocoding addresses against the street network, and
conversion of tabular databases. The conversion procedures established for each layer
will include the initial conversion process (data translation or digitizing), post-conversion
data processing steps, and quality assurance checks. It is likely that refinements to the
conversion procedures will be made during the conversion process, and the
documentation should be updated accordingly. This will not only provide an historic
record of the process, but will also be a resource of information for future development
projects.
Conversion procedures will have to consider the dependencies of feature classes (e.g.
some layers will be developed as derivatives of or by reference to other layers), as well as
the priority of user department needs and the level of conversion resources (in- house
capacity vs. external contracting) available to the City. A Data Automation Dependency
Tree is included as Appendix A that outlines conversion dependencies among the City's
conceptual database layers. In the diagram, layers are colored according to their
automation status and linked to one another to describe parent and child relationships.
Critical automation tasks are also included.
A number of automation responsibilities may be inferred by the parent / child
relationships. For instance, where a map layer may be derived by reference to an existing
digital source (e.g. such as the relationship between Police Reporting District geometry
and street centerlines), the City may elect to automate the layer in- house through a
process of "heads- up" digitizing. (This method involves "tracing" layer boundaries by
reference to a background layer.) Conversely, layers represented by paper map sources
alone whose features do not correspond with any other geometries (e.g. such as watershed
boundaries or surficial geology classifications) may have to be hand-digitized by a
contractor. Whatever the feature dependency, it is important that all geographic layers
share a common spatial reference so that they may overlay and be used together for
analysis. Features that do not correspond to street or parcel geometries should be tied to
the USGS 1:24,000 topographic digital raster graphic (DRG) representations of the
Richmond area, to provide a consistent referential base for these lower resolution
datasets.
The GIS Manager should use the Data Automation Dependency Diagram as a working
document to track automation progress. In concert with the annual implementation
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review, the GIS Coordination Committee should review this document and provide
additional input on data automation priorities.
Task 1.3.4 – Establish Quality Assurance (QA) Program
In order for database development to be successful, a quality assurance (QA) plan must
be implemented before full-scale automation begins. Minimum accepted quality
standards must be agreed upon and documented. Procedures must be established for
testing, ensuring, and documenting the quality of the data development process. To
facilitate adherence to these procedures, paper forms may be prepared that will list the
tests required, facilitate documentation of the data on which required tests were
performed, and the results of the tests.
The quality assurance procedures and their consistent documentation are important not
only during initial database development, but also during ongoing data maintenance in
which data may be integrated into the GIS database from outside sources. The care with
which this step is conducted will have a direct effect on the efficiency of the GIS system,
on the quality of the maps and analyses produced using the GIS system, and therefore on
the success of the GIS project as a whole.
The quality assurance steps should be integrated closely with the automation process.
The automation will be performed as a series of discrete and sequential tasks.
Accordingly, quality assurance should be performed as a series of tests that must be
passed before the next task is performed. Quality is assured at key junctures prior to
continuing the production flow. With this approach, only a minimum number of steps
must be repeated if problems arise.
When creating GIS data layers from paper maps, a minimum of five main quality control
checks are recommended in the production flow to ensure that the automation process
will be as efficient as possible.
1. Pre-automation accuracy checks – Pre-automation tests will review the
source materials for problems of poor consistency between map sheets,
unclear or ambiguous features, or deviations of the hard-copy data from the
initial physical database design.
2. Cartographic accuracy checks – Once digitizing is complete, a check plot of
digitized line work would be compared to the original hard-copy map.
Someone other than the person who did the digitizing should perform this
check.
3. Automated attribute checks – Once attributes are automated, the consistency
of those attributes should be tested to compare automated attributes to the list
of valid values defined in the physical database design. Geodatabase
modeling will facilitate this step with its inherent validation capabilities.
4. Attribute assignment checks – The accuracy of assignment of attributes to
map features should be tested separately. Attribute assignment may be
checked by plotting maps with labels or symbols to illustrate attribute values.
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5. Verification checks –These checks are used to trap errors or inconsistencies
introduced during processing, such as label or node errors in polygon
construction. The ArcInfo 8.x AutoCompletePolygon functionality will
facilitate this QA process.
It is often necessary to retrace the automation steps based on the results of one of these
steps. To monitor this progress, a tracking system may be established that documents the
movement of data through the system. This is sometimes referred to as the "tracking log"
or the "status log".
A quality control check should not be considered complete until the test is passed. For
instance, if the attribute validator in ArcInfo reveals that ten codes are misspelled (and
thus do not correspond with the attribute domain established in the physical database
design), the quality assurance procedure should be to correct the codes and rerun the test.
If the test is then passed, the next step may be initiated. The step should not be
considered complete when the ten misspelled codes are corrected, for errors may have
been introduced during the correction process or those errors may have been shielding
additional errors from detection.
Task 1.3.5 – Prepare Data for Automation
The data automation process should begin with an organized, complete, and accurate set
of source materials. These materials should be collected, organized, and prepared for
automation. Preparation of materials may include manual editing of maps and
compilation / restructuring of tabular records. Preparation of automation source material
should be accomplished by the GIS Manager, with support from GIS staff in IT.
Map Data Preparation
Considerations for preparing map data for automation include source quality,
content and preparation requirements, input methods, storage requirements,
maintenance demands, and data standards of format, scale, and accuracy. Source
maps must be evaluated and the best source selected from among available and
potentially redundant sources.
A variety of methods exist for map data automation, including digitizing,
scanning, stereo digitizing, and conversions of existing digital map data (e.g.
Contra Costa County's CADD-based parcel geometries). For each map layer, one
or more of these methods may be the most appropriate.
Maintenance factors that need to be considered in preparing map data for
automation include the required frequency of update and use, the opportunities
available for transactional data update, and the identification of those agencies
responsible for maintaining derived data and performing data input for map layers
involving many departments. For example, it is anticipated that Engineering will
be responsible for the maintenance of the "speed bumps" layer, once automated,
by instituting a process of data update as a component of the work order process
to construct the speed bump.
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Appropriate formats for map features and geographic identifiers to link the map
layer and tabular data must also be considered and selected. Possible map data
formats include vector points, lines and polygons, and raster grids or images.
The scale and accuracy of map data (manual and automated) available to the City
influenc e the quality of the database, the cost of automation, and the ability to
relate different map layers to each other for analysis. Scale and accuracy
decisions, and compromises for various map layers may initially be made
individually, with the recognized commitment that at some point in the future it
will be necessary for all of the map layers to achieve the same degree of accuracy
so that they can be used together without creating invalid data relationships.
It is anticipated that both the Thomas Bros. and Contra Costa County based street
centerlines will be of a high accuracy, as will their derivative datasets. The high
resolution of the orthophoto sources will provide a similarly accurate reference for
map feature creation. The GPS-derived field-collected data may have up to subcentimeter positional accuracy, and these methods and technologies may be
employed over time to increase the positional accuracy of other GIS layers.
Attribute Data Preparation
For attribute data, considerations for database development include file content,
file linkages, and file development / maintenance responsibilities. These concerns
typically involve how to determine and select the best available data sources, how
to organize data into appropriate files (i.e., how to group selected data to eliminate
redundancy), how related files can best be structured and linked together, and how
files will be initially developed and subsequently maintained. Prior to the
development of attribute data, standards must be established through the database
design process for data structure and format. Existing manual and automated files
that will contribute data to the GIS will need to be evaluated and restructured to
conform to established standards and provide linkages to other files. For example,
the GIS Manager should work closely with Planning and other representatives of
the Technical Committee to ensure that Planning's resident informal parcel
attribute database includes sufficient and appropriately formatted information to
satisfy departmental query needs, and that its update is performed as a component
of existing Planning processes.
The classification of a feature's attributes involves categorizing data according to
subject matter while identifying opportunities to eliminate data redundancy.
Many of these considerations for automating attribute data become relevant during
detailed database design activities. For example, choices must be made whether
different features should be placed in separate layers or managed in a single layer.
Fee (or "development") districts, for instance, could be maintained in a single
layer with unique identifiers, or broken out as distinct feature classes. Principal
considerations here would include whether or not the geometry was "overlapping"
(e.g. could any property exist within two fee areas?), and whether the analytical
requirement would be different for each fee area (e.g. does the parking district
require different attribution than the Brickyard Cove fee area?).
An additional consideration for Richmond concerns the distinction of feature
attributes that will be maintained in SAP from those that will be resident within
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the GIS. Sewer network features (among others) are anticipated to be represented
in the SAP inventory; however, several of these characteristics might also be
usefully represented on the feature class to support network analyses. Where
redundant data storage is considered, synchronization routines must also be
planned and documented.
The preparation of attribute data involves encoding or describing the data on
feature class description forms. In this process, each feature class is fully
described. First, a user-defined feature identifier is listed (e.g. "APN" or "PIN"
for Assessor Parcels), followed by the attribute data. The data are entered in
specified fields on the forms that correspond to the items in the classification. The
encoding forms may be prepared before or after the corresponding features are
automated. The sequencing should be defined in the automation procedures
developed as Task 1.3.3.
Task 1.3.6 – Obtain / Automate / Convert Phase 1 Layers
The City is currently in the process of obtaining a number of the source materials upon
which the development of most other GIS layers will depend, including street centerlines
(with address ranges) from Thomas Bros., 1:1,200 digital orthophotos of the Richmond
Sewer District (along with sewer manhole locations and 2-foot contours), and 1:2,400 and
1:4,800 digital orthophotos of the City (and 10-foot contours), from Contra Costa County.
In addition, the City will receive digital Assessor Parcel information (tagged with APN's)
in either CADD or GIS format. If CADD format is received, the City will need to
perform an amount of data processing to make the line - polygon (and CADD - GIS)
conversion.
The street centerline file will be the principal data source for address-based point layers,
which may be created through a process of geocoding. Street centerline geometry will
also serve as a reference for the delineation of service boundaries, planning boundaries,
and administrative boundaries. Parcel geometry and attributes will also be used to
confirm the accuracy of boundary placement. The orthophotos will serve as a reference
for the field-collected data, including street signs, and striping, and for the sewer and
stormwater network data automation activities. Orthophotos may also serve as a primary
data source for the creation of certain data layers, including streetlights and traffic lights.
Once the City has obtained the orthophotos, the GIS Manager and members of the
technical committee must evaluate them to determine their utility as primary data sources.
Phase 1 data will be used to support priority GIS applications and create demonstration
products that highlight the utility of GIS and encourage further implementation. It is
further recommended that phase 1 layers exclude any mapped information that will
require manual digitizing (as opposed to "heads up" digitizing). However, the City
should proceed to contract for the design and delivery of sewer and stormwater models in
geodatabase format in the first phase (for delivery in a subsequent phase), since design
and automation of these features are anticipated to be more complex, given the complex
network functionality involved.
Prior to beginning data conversion, City data conversion staff will need to receive
Introduction to ArcGIS for ArcView and ArcInfo training. As follow-up to the training,
the City can choose to contract for several weeks of on-site support by a data automation
specialist to provide hands-on training in data conversion procedures, post-conversion
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data processing, quality assurance methods, and database creation. The on-site support
should be spread out over several visits to allow City staff time to absorb the information
and gain hands-on experience between visits. This approach will have the advantage of
transferring skills to City staff so that they may become self-reliant as quickly as possible.
Task 1.3.7 – Perform Geocoding
In addition to data conversion and digitizing methods for building the Phase 1 database,
the City should also perform geocoding (address matching) to create additional GIS data
themes using existing tabular data. There are several City databases containing addresses
that can be matched against the street network to create "pin maps" of point features, such
as City facilities, business locations, complaints, and so forth. Both professional and
desktop GIS applications have geocoding capabilities.
Part of this task is to clearly document procedures for downloading external databases,
reformatting the data (if necessary), geocoding the data, and handling no- match
situations.
Task 1.3.8 – Define Data Maintenance Procedures
In addition to defining mass data conversion procedures (Task 1.3.3), the City needs to
define procedures for updating and maintaining both the features and quality of the GIS
database once it is completed. The data maintenance procedures will include both
automated and manual steps required to update each of the City's layers and will take into
consideration the source of the updates, editing methods, attribution and annotation,
quality control checks, linkage with external databases, and insertion into the master
database. The data maintenance procedures should be well documented in a procedures
manual, which is periodically updated to reflect refinements as experience is gained and
new software tools evolve.
The GIS Manager should work with the Technical Committee and appropriate source
department representatives to define data maintenance procedures to ensure the currency
of these data for enterprisewide use.
Task 1.3.9 – Document Database and Procedures
Complete database documentation should contain the physical database design, the
automation procedures used and associated quality assurance records, and a data
dictionary. The importance of preparing and maintaining database documentation
throughout the life of the project cannot be overemphasized. For the system and database
to be effective beyond the tenure of those immediately involved in the project, the
documentation must be as complete as possible.
The documentation should include, at a minimum:
n

Date, scale, publishing agency, projection, and stability of the source maps

n

Steps involved in automation, including numeric tolerances for manual digitizing
and production strategies.
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n

Names and positions of persons working on the project and the dates on which work
for each layer was performed.

n

Physical definitions of each layer, table, and item in the database, and definitions of
any codes used as item values. This may be a database CASE tool ("Computer
Aided Software Engineering") document, such as VISIO.

Portions of the documentation may be automated as a database file and linked to the data
layer in the spatial data warehouse. The advantage of this approach is that the
documentation is a permanent part of the digital GIS layer and will remain connected to
the data layer if it is copied or moved to another location. In additio n, an on- line data
dictionary can aid in the development of automatic plot legend or can provide input to, or
receive output from, automated quality control processes.
Some types of information that may be included in the automated documentation are
listed below:
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

A short data layer description
Areal extent of data
Data source
Scale of source material
Person or agency responsible
Date of automation
Numeric tolerances
Summary of QA tests
Resolution
Assessment of reliability
Automation process summary
Attrib ute descriptions / definitions
Attribute domains
Related features or tables

Track 4 – Application Development
Priority applications are identified for development during Phase 1 of the project. The
applications were selected based on (1) need among departments, (2) perceived benefit,
(3) availability of data to support the application, and (4) overall implementation strategy.
Table 3-1 lists the applications by department, and Table 3-2, Table 3-3, and Table 3-4
identify applications to be implemented in each phase.
ESRI recommends that off-the-shelf software products be used whenever possible and
that minimal customization effort be put into Phase 1 applications. This is recommended
for two reasons:
n

Desktop GIS products provide built- in functionality for display, query, and
mapping that, with minimal customization, can demonstrate a wide range of
GIS capabilities using the City's Phase 1 database.
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n

City staff should gain experience with the base GIS software before
embarking on extensive customization efforts. Familiarity with the GIS
tools will help to better define requirements for GIS applications.

Task 1.4.1 – Define Functional Requirements
For those applications that will require some customization of the user interface and
functionality, detailed functional specifications need to be prepared before development
begins. The functional specifications summarize the purpose of the applications and
ensure that the objectives are well understood by both the developer and users of the
application. The functional requirements will form the basis for the database design,
system design, and system testing procedures. These functional requirements represent a
more detailed and instrumental version of the GIS functions and needs than what is laid
out in Section 3.0 of the Needs Assessment Interview Documentation report.
The functional requirements of an application should address the following:
n

A description of the application and its objectives.

n

The departments that will use and maintain the application.

n

A description of the hardware, software, and communications environment in which
the application will operate.

n

A description of the functionality of the application. This will allow the City to
verify that the system meets their needs and that the developer's understanding of
those needs is complete and correct.

n

A description of the operating procedures.

n

Interactions with the database including data the application will create, manage, or
use. The general flow of data through the system should be documented.

n

Descriptions of output products such as maps and reports.

Initially, Richmond should derive detailed functional requirements for three priority
custom applications : a GIS interface to SAP, a SAP–GIS Maintenance interface, and a
citywide, Intranet-based GIS view and query application.
The GIS interface to SAP is envisioned to allow SAP users to access SAP information
through a map display. The SAP–GIS Maintenance interface is a corollary tool that will
be used to synchronize map feature information with SAP attributes. The citywide,
Intranet-based GIS view and query application will be a client / server application that
allows City staff to view and query centralized GIS information, as well as perform
simple geographical processing, perform lightweight mapping, and create simple reports,
through an Internet browser. It is anticipated that the City will require development
support to implement each of these applications, and that development will involve the
remaining steps described in this implementation track.
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Task 1.4.2 – Design Applications
The functional specifications describe what the application is required to do but not how it
will do it. The second step of application development is to prepare a more detailed
design of the application programs. The system design provides programming
specifications for the application including data input, management, and retrieval
procedures, and analysis, data output, and reporting requirements. User interface
capabilities, such as menus, data entry forms, screens, and report formats, are specified.
Data formats, file structures, and key data items to be used in linking files with other
database components are defined. The purpose of this step is to ensure that the desired
goal is technically feasible before significant effort is invested in development.
The system design will address
n

Application functionality and general operating procedures

n

System architecture including directory structures, program files, menus, help files,
databases, lookup tables, and other system components

n

User interface including menu diagrams or screen shots and menu hierarchies and
calling sequences

n

Overall system functional flow

n

Databases and data flows

n

Format of output products such as screen displays, maps, and reports

The system design may either be presented in a formal document or via a series of
technical memorandums.
Task 1.4.3 – Code and Test Applications
Coding of the application is done in accordance with the system design described above.
In some cases, especially with simpler and smaller applications, the coding can be done
entirely using a prototyping approach. For larger and more complex applications, a more
formal coding methodology is required. Programming environments such as Visual
Basic, PowerBuilder, and C programs can be used for specialized functions of the GIS
applications or to build user-friendly front-end screens.
Prototyping is done at strategic points during the coding and testing stage to test design
concepts and refine the user interface. Prototype reviews should involve both the
application developers and the end users to get direct feedback on how well the system
meets the users' requirements. Prototyping is done in iterations, with design changes and
improvements built into the prototype at each step.
During the coding process, quality assurance testing is performed on the applications to
ensure they are free of errors and conform to the system design and functional
specifications. An initial database (or small test database) must be available during the
coding phase to test the application. Testing is done by the system developers prior to
delivering the applications and by the end users following installation. Two levels of
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testing are carried out: (1) unit testing to identify logical and syntactical errors and (2)
functional testing of the complete, integrated application to verify its compliance with the
design specifications and requirements.
Task 1.4.4 – Document Applications
An important part of the application development process is to prepare complete and clear
documentation of the applications. Three basic types of documentation should be
provided.
n

Program documentation as comments in the source code

n

Technical documentation describing the program structure as an aid to future
maintenance and modification of the application

n

An online help for the end user with clear instructions on how to operate the
application

The technical documentation, sometimes called the programmer's manual, should include
a description of the purpose of each program and an illustration of the flow of control
among programs. Each program should contain a description of the function of key
variables. The technical documentation should also include a description of how to install
the application and procedures for modifying certain modules, depending on the nature of
its use.
The online help should be developed for the end user and provide descriptions of
commands and operations. Step-by-step instructions to accomplish a particular command
from beginning to end should be included.
Task 1.4.5 – Install Applications and Train End Users
The operational rollout of an application involves installing the application on the end
user's computer and performing operational testing. Installation and testing can take
anywhere from a few hours up to several weeks depending on the complexity of the
application. Installation involves loading the application on the City's computer system;
configuring workspaces, directories, and databases to operate with the applications; and
running a series of installation tests to ensure proper system operation.
If an outside contractor develops the application, the City should perform acceptance
testing following delivery. Acceptance testing is based on acceptance criteria mutually
agreed upon by the City and contractor and serves as a mechanism to ensure that the
application conforms to the functional requirements before the City accepts it.
Procedures for documenting, reporting, and resolving bugs found during acceptance
testing need to be established between the City and contractor prior to installation.
Application training is provided to end users following installation. This training should
focus on the operation of the application from the user's point of view. Actual workflow
scenarios should be used if possible to show how the application is used to accomplish a
particular user task from start to finish. Depending on the type and complexity of the
application, end user training can be provided as informal hands-on training or may
require a more formalized approach in a classroom environment. For complex
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applications, system administration and maintenance training may be needed for the
City's technical support staff. This training is designed to provide system administrators
and programmers with the skills necessary to maintain and customize the application
programs.
Task 1.4.6 – Follow-up Support
After installation and training is completed, a period of time should be set aside for
testing and exercising the initial applications. A period of at least three months is
recommended to allow for adequate testing. During this time, users should focus on
testing how well the GIS applications support them in carrying out their day-to-day job
respons ibilities, what works well and what does not, and how the applications could be
modified or improved for the next phase. The database design should be reviewed to
identify any additional data layers or tabular data that needs to be incorporated into the
GIS. Any change requests or suggestions for improved performance and functionality
should be documented by the end users. This information will be used during the formal
Phase 1 review, described in Task 1.4.
2.2.2 PHASE 2 – SYSTEM EXPANSION
In general, Phase 2 tasks will be the same or similar to those carried out during Phase 1.
In some cases, the emphasis of the task changes somewhat or there are new tasks that are
specific to Phase 2. These are described below. For tasks that are the same as Pha se 1
tasks, please refer to the descriptions in Section 2.2.1.
Track 1 – Organization / Management
Task 2.1.1 – Ongoing Management of the GIS
Management and coordination of the GIS will be an ongoing activity during Phase 2.
GIS management will be based on the organizational model established in Phase 1,
involving a cooperative effort among the GIS Coordination Committee, GIS Technical
Committee, GIS staff within IT, and departmental end users. At this point the City may
want to evaluate whether to hire additional GIS staff.
Task 2.1.2 – Ongoing Technical Support
Technical support during Phase 2 will be provided through the GIS Services staff within
the IT Department. Within departments that have higher levels of GIS usage and
technical expertise, first- line technical support will be provided by "power users" within
each department.
Task 2.1.3 – Conduct GIS Day and Other Informational Seminars
The City should organize an annual "GIS Day" to increase awareness of GIS projects,
capabilities, and resources among City staff. A GIS Day may include formal
presentations and an open house format where City staff can stop by during their free
time to see demonstrations and talk with the City's GIS staff. Various other types of
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informational seminars, workshops, and presentations may be organized on an ad hoc
basis for the City Council, the public, or in collaboration with other local jurisdictions.
Task 2.1.4 – Review Phase 2 Results
At the end of Phase 2, City staff and management will participate in a formal review of
the GIS status and accomplishments during the phase. This will be similar in scope and
structure to the review held during Phase 1.
Task 2.1.5 – Update Implementation Plan
After Phase 2 review is completed, the GIS implementation plan will be updated. This
should be done on an annual basis as part of the City budget cycle.

Track 2 – Hardware/Software/Network
Task 2.2.1 – Acquire Additional Hardware
At the beginning of Phase 2, City GIS staff will review hardware requirements, taking
into account additional City departments that will participate in the GIS and advances in
hardware/communications technology. Additional hardware will be acquired for the GIS
by IT and the individual departments. See Section 4.4 for the recommended hardware
purchases for Phase 2.
Task 2.2.2 – Acquire Additional Software
Additional licenses of desktop GIS software will be required for both the existing user
base and new departments coming online. See Section 4.3 for the recommended software
purchases for Phase 2.
Task 2.2.3 – Acquire Additional Training
New users should attend basic GIS training classes, and existing users should attend
advanced training classes.
Task 2.2.4 – Assess Network Requirements
As part of the annual budget cycle, the citywide network communications infrastructure
should be assessed to determine if it adequately supports the GIS and other City computer
systems. Upgrades to the City's network should be made, if necessary, at the end of
Phase 2.

Track 3 – Database Development
Task 2.3.1 – Design New Data Layers
Additional data layers will be included in the GIS during Phase 2. These will be
identified in the revised implementation plan following Phase 1, based on updated City
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priorities and the availability of data sources. The database design will need to be
updated to include the new layers.
Task 2.3.2 – Define Conversion Procedures
For each of the new layers to be added to the database, conversion procedures need to be
defined and documented.
Task 2.3.3 – Convert Phase 2 Data
Data conversion for Phase 2 will be done in accordance with the database design
specifications for each layer and the conversion procedures defined in the previous task.
Phase 2 conversion will include expanding the number of data layers. For complex layers
such as utilities, a pilot conversion of a small area should be tested before proceeding
with the citywide conversion effort.
Task 2.3.4 – Define Data Maintenance Procedures
For each data layer converted during Phase 2, data maintenance and updating procedures
need to be defined.

Track 4 – Application Development
Task 2.4.1 – Define Functional Requirements for New Applications
As in Phase 1, the functional requirements for Phase 2 applications must be defined and
documented as the basis for application development. New applications will be chosen
by City departments based on updated priorities, data availability, and resources. Tables
6-2, 6-3, and 6-4 list the applications, by department, to be implemented in each phase.
During Phase 2, the City should begin to develop applications for use by the general
public over the Internet in Phase 3. Such efforts will be based upon the City's experience
in implementing Intranet applications for citywide use in Phase 2. Enhancements to the
Intranet applications may also be considered, including enhanced reporting, analysis, and
mapping capabilities.
Task 2.4.2 – Design Applications
Phase 2 applications will be designed using a combination of formal software design
methodologies and prototyping.
Task 2.4.3 – Code and Test Applications
Phase 2 applications will be coded and tested.
Task 2.4.4 – Document Applications
Application documentation will include internal comments in the code, a user's guide, and
technical documentation.
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Task 2.4.5 – Install Applications and Train End Users
Applications will be installed on the end user's computer and run through a series of
operational tests. The end users will receive hands-on training in the use of the
applications.
Task 2.4.6 – Follow-up Suppo rt
The operational rollout of Phase 2 applications follows completion of installation and
training. Operational rollout is the process of placing the applications in production
within end user departments and using the GIS to support the departments' day-to-day
work activities. Following installation, some time will be required to modify the
applications as needed and to streamline procedures for integrating the applications into
departmental workflows.
2.2.3 PHASE 3 – ENTERPRISE GIS
Phase 3 draws on the systems put in place in Phase 2 to provide a true enterprise GIS.
The GIS would be fully integrated into IT, and GIS functions considered a normal part of
the business process within City departments. Citywide access to the GIS through
desktop workstations will be completed including Internet access. GIS applications will
be developed for professional and non-technical staff using industry-standard
programming environments. Public access to the GIS will be provided at public counters
and through the Internet. Phase 3 tasks will likely be planned as Phase 2 is implemented.

2.3 Implementation Schedule
A schedule for the GIS implementation tasks in Phases 1, 2, and 3 is shown in Figure 2-1
and Figure 2-2. Phase 3 will follow the same general pattern as Phase 2. Most of the
implementation tasks described in Section 2.2 will be repeated in each phase. At the end
of each phase, the implementation plan and project schedule should be updated to reflect
the current status of GIS development, changing City needs and priorities, budgetary
considerations, and new technologies.
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Figure 2-1
Phase 1 Implementation Schedule
Month

Implementation Tasks
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Track 1 – Organization / Management
1.1.1 Enhance Organizational Structure
1.1.2 Implement Job Descriptions for GIS Positions
1.1.3 Assess Staffing and Training Needs
1.1.4 Develop Cooperative Agreements for Data Sharing
1.1.5 Review Phase 1 Results
1.1.6 Update Implementation Plan

Track 2 – Hardware / Network / Software
1.2.1 Acquire GIS Server and Associated Software
1.2.2 Assess Departmental Hardware/Software Requirements
1.2.3 Acquire and Install Hardware/Software
1.2.4 Acquire Initial GIS Training
1.2.5 Assess Network Requirements
Track 3 – Database Development
1.3.1 Develop Data Automation Standards and Procedures
1.3.2 Develop Physical Database Design
1.3.3 Define Conversion Procedures
1.3.4 Establish Quality Assurance (QA) Program
1.3.5 Prepare Data for Automation
1.3.6 Obtain / Automate / Convert Phase 1 Layers
1.3.7 Perform Geocoding
1.3.8 Define Data Maintenance Procedures
1.3.9 Document Database and Procedures
Track 4 –Application Development
1.4.1 Define Functional Requirements
1.4.2 Design Applications
1.4.3 Code and Test Applications
1.4.4 Document Applications
1.4.5 Install Applications and Train End Users
1.4.6 Follow-up Support
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Figure 2-2
Phase 2/3 Implementation Schedule
Month

Implementation Tasks
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Track 1 – Organization / Management
2.1.1 Ongoing Management
2.1.2 Ongoing Technical Support
2.1.3 Conduct GIS Day seminars
2.1.4 Review Phase 2 Results
2.1.5 Update Implementation Plan
Track 2 – Hardware / Network / Software
2.2.1 Acquire Additional Hardware
2.2.2 Acquire Additional Software
2.2.3 Acquire Additional Training
2.2.4 Assess Network Requirements

Track 3 – Database Development
2.3.1 Design New Data Layers
2.3.2 Define Conversion Procedures
2.3.3 Convert Phase 2 Data
2.3.4 Define Data Maintenance Procedures

Track 4 –Application Development
2.4.1 Define Functional Requirements
2.4.2 Design Applications
2.4.3 Code/Test Applications
2.4.4 Document Applications
2.4.5 Install Applications/Train Users
2.4.6 Follow up Support

2.4 Cost Estimates
Cost estimates for implementing GIS over a three-year period (coinciding with the City’s
fiscal budgeting processes) are provided in Tables 2-1 and 2-2. These cost estimates are
provided for all recommended activities for each element of the GIS implementation
(organization/management, hardware/software/network, database development, and
application development) for each phase. Table 2-1 provides implementation estimates
given that a vendor would perform most database development and application
development activities (as defined in subseque nt sections). Table 2-2 provides the
estimates given that the City is able to hire two senior- level GIS programmers
immediately to perform application development and that City staff will participate in
database development. More detailed discussions of these cost estimates can be found in
Sections 3.0–6.0.
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Table 2-1
Estimated Costs by Phase – Vendor Performs Most
Application and Data Development Tasks
Phase 2
2002/2003
Cos t

Phase 3
2003/2004
Cost

Vendor (functional
requirements, design,
coding, testing,
documentation,
installation, support)

$305,000

$506,000

$354,000

Vendor Database
Development 1

$167,500

–

–

Software (includes
maintenance costs)
Servers (includes
maintenance costs)
Other devices 2
Workstations
Network

$96,800

$89,200

$94,700

$58,000

$15,000

$15,500

$44,500
N.A.P. 3
N.A.P. 3

N.A.P. 3
N.A.P. 3

N.A.P. 3
N.A.P. 3

Section 3.0

Section 4.0

Section 5.0

Description

Section 6.0

Phase 1
2001/2002
Cost

Implementation Track

Application Development

Data Development

Hardware/Software

Organization / Management

TOTALS

Salaries/Benefits for
Recommended Staff 4
Training for
Recommended Staff

$148,400–
$180,600
$37,700–
$91,800

$148,400–
$180,600
–

$148,400–
$180,600
–

(Note: Totals do not
include costs for optional
staff, workstation
hardware, or network
upgrades.) 5

$857,900–
$944,200

$758,600–
$790,800

$612,600–
$644,800

1

Vendor database development includes physical database design, conversion procedures development and
consulting, heads-up digitizing (against existing digital reference material), geocoding, digitizing paper
map materials, and data maintenance procedure specifications. These costs do not include automation of
the sewer and stormwater networks, which is being prepared as a separate estimate by ESRI, due to the
modeling complexities involved.

2

Remote field collection devices, such as Compaq iPAQ Color Pocket PC, corresponding GPS units, and
PenMap / Leica field data collection packages.

3

N.A.P. = Not a Part

4

Salaries do not include costs for summer intern students anticipated to perform remote data collection
activities.

5

Hardware costs are provided for servers only. It is assumed that workstations would be obtained and
upgraded through the City's normal procurement process. Network costs are also not included, and the
GIS costs provided are not specific to a certain network environment. However, the GIS should be
considered with respect to network planning.
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Table 2-2
Estimated Costs by Phase – City Participates in
Application and Data Development Tasks

Description

Section 6.0

Phase 1
2001/2002
Cost

Implementation Track

A: Vendor (functional
requirements and design)
B: City (performs all
application development
tasks)

Section 5.0

Application Development

Phase 3
2003/2004
Cost

$249,000

$186,000

$100,000

$230,000

$80,000

$15,000

Vendor Database
Development 1

$62,000

–

–

Software (includes
maintenance costs)
Servers (includes
maintenance costs)
Other devices 2
Workstations
Network

$96,800

$89,200

$94,700

$58,000

$15,000

$15,500

$44,500
N.A.P. 3
N.A.P. 3

N.A.P. 3
N.A.P. 3

N.A.P. 3
N.A.P. 3

$148,400–
$180,600
$179,200–
$218,400
–

$148,400–
$180,600
$179,200–
$218,400
–

Data Development

Section 4.0
Section 3.0

Phase 2
2002/2003
Cost

Hardware/Software

Organization / Management

TOTALS
(Note: Totals do not include costs
for workstation hardware, or
network upgrades.) 5

Salaries/Benefits for
Recommended Staff 4
Salaries/Benefits for
Optional Staff
Training for
Recommended Staff
Training for Optional
Staff

$148,400–
$180,600
$179,200–
$218,400
$37,700–
$91,800
$8,200–
$12,200

–

–

A: Vendor supported
$883,800–
application development
$1,013,300

$617,800–
$689,200

$537,800–
$609,200

B: City performs all
$864,800–
application development
$994,300
tasks

$511,800–
$583,200

$452,800–
$524,200

1

Vendor database development includes physical database design, conversion procedures development and
consulting, heads-up digitizing (against existing digital reference material), geocoding, digitizing paper
map materials, and data maintenance procedure specifications. This estimate assumes significant
involvement by City staff (475 hours) as detailed in Section 4.0. These costs do not include automation of
the sewer and stormwater networks, which is being prepared as a separate estimate by ESRI, due to the
modeling complexities involved.

2

Remote field collection devices, such as Compaq iPAQ Color Pocket PC, corresponding GPS units, and
PenMap / Leica field data collection packages.

3

N.A.P. = Not a Part
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4

Salaries do not include costs for summer intern students anticipated to perform remote data collection
activities.

5

Hardware costs are provided for servers only. It is assumed that workstations would be obtained and
upgraded through the City's normal procurement process. Network costs are also not included, and the
GIS costs provided are not specific to a certain network environment. However, the GIS should be
considered with respect to network planning.
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There are various options to organizing the administration and management of a
geographic information system (GIS) within a city. General recommendations are
described in Section 6.0 of the Enterprise GIS Design document. More specific
recommendations for the City of Richmond are provided below.

3.1 GIS Organization
The City of Richmond has made significant organizational progress in supporting
enterprise GIS implementation by the formation of a Coordination Committee and the
hiring of a GIS Manager. Supplemental organizational elements required to support GIS
implementation at the City include the formation of Steering and Technical
Committees, the hiring of additional dedicated GIS staff and centralization of a GIS
Services group within the IT Department, and a program of training for GIS staff and
departmental users.
3.1.1 Steering Committee
It is important to have a Steering Committee that is actively involved in the decisionmaking process, providing leadership and direction in the organization's GIS
development. Executive level support and the support of political appointees are
particularly important in large GIS organizations. In the absence of a Coordination
Committee with decision making power, the GIS Services staff are forced to take on more
of a coordination / education / marketing role. This makes GIS implementation much
more fragmented and slower.
The Steering Committee's composition often includes department heads, top- level
administrators, or designated representatives from city departments, municipalities, and
city-affiliated organizations. Some local government GIS enterprises have incorporated
other entities, such as utility companies, into the GIS Coordination and Steering
Committee structures. Re gular meetings are held monthly or quarterly, as established by
the committee.
Responsibilities of the Steering Committee generally include the following:
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Status review.
General oversight.
Policy formulation.
Finance and budget decisions.
Growth and expansion of participant base.
Approval of special license agreements.
Product pricing.
Provide direction to the GIS Department.

3.1.2 Technical Committee
The Technical Committee can serve as a means of interdepartmental / interagency
communication and cooperation. It is generally composed of the technical lead person
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from each participating department (i.e., the GIS software "power" user for database or
application development or the system administrator). Regular meetings are held
monthly or quarterly, as established by the committee.
Responsibilities of the Technical Committee generally include the following:
n
n
n
n
n
n

Provide technical direction.
Recommend projects and studies.
Recommend database/application development.
Address system integration/expansion issues.
Conduct user training.
Determine product policies.

Technical Committee meetings provide an open forum for all GIS users. GIS
implementation is multifaceted. It supports many different types of daily functions,
interfaces with many other systems, operates on many different platforms, and provides
support for a vast range of simple to very complex analyses. GIS implementation must
also keep pace with rapid technology change and therefore requires continued attention to
providing users with educational information and tips. From the opposite perspective,
GIS implementation requires a means for users to provide their system support staff with
input on how best to serve their needs. A Technical Committee serves these functions
well. This element will probably continue to grow in importance in Richmond's GIS
implementation because of the movement of technology and the current infancy of its
GIS.
There are usually two types of users that emerge in a GIS enterprise implementation:
"power" users and end users. The power users are those who take an active interest in the
GIS and can operate the system beyond the customized application user interface level.
They may also develop programming skills so they can build customized applications of
their own, without extensive support from the GIS Services staff. Power users will be
able to operate the standard features of a desktop GIS at an in-depth level. Power users
will create customized output products such as maps, reports, and charts requested by
managers and other end users. There is usually at least one power user within each
department. It is recommended that each of Police, Fire, Engineering, Planning and
Wastewater develop a dedicated power user staff person to serve on the Technical
Committee.
The end user sees GIS as a tool that helps them get their job done faster and more
efficiently. End users are often the engineers, planners, managers, clerks, and technicians
who will make regular or occasional use of the GIS, but it is not their main job.
Therefore, these end users need a minimal amount of training to be able to operate a
desktop GIS at a basic level. Custom applications and user interfaces may be developed
for the end users by either the power users or by GIS Services staff. For the end user, the
GIS should be perceived as a useful tool for performing their work, and not as an
additional burden that requires a high level of training or commitment of time to learn.
Most Technical Committees have no official responsibility and no budget but may be
consulted by the Coordination and Steering Committees for input into decision making
about GIS expenditures for data, applications, and systems. Technical Committee
meetings may include presentations and discussions to address data, applications,
systems, resources, and other issues of importance to users.
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3.1.3 GIS Manager and Staff for the Enterprise (GIS Services Division)
The GIS Services staff provide technical and database services for the shared system and
usually report to the Coordination/Steering committees. GIS Services staff for the
enterprise can either be their own department/division or part of the city's Information
Technology (IT) Division. They can also be part of one participating department if that
department has taken the lead in GIS implementation with the expressed intent of
migrating them to a full consortium over time. A citywide enterprise GIS implementation
is usually most successful when it is housed independently from any one particular
department.
In general, the staff positions required to manage a citywide GIS implementation include
the following:
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

GIS Manager
System Administrator
Database Administrator
GIS Analysts
GIS Applications Programmers
Database Automation Specialists
Hardware/Software Technical Support Specialists
Trainers

Note: Depending on the size of the implementation, each of the positions may require
less or more than a full- time staff person. In Richmond, it is anticipated that application
programmers or trainers will be staffed by outsid e contractors. In addition, considering
that in- house data automation will be largely restricted to heads-up digitizing, a GIS
Analyst will assume the role of Database Automation Specialist.
Responsibilities of the GIS Manager include the following:
n
n
n
n
n
n

Provide planning and direction for GIS growth to serve multiple departments.
Provide overall management for all GIS implementation tasks.
Manage setting of priorities for database and applications development.
Be a liaison to other city departments and outsid e agencies.
Set priorities for GIS support staff workloads.
Provide overall management for all contracted work.

Responsibilities of GIS support staff generally include the following:
n Provide technical leadership to departmental GIS users.
n Perform GIS programming as well as integrated services programming and
maintenance.
n Provide project implementation services.
n Provide training services.
n Perform database design.
n Provide maintenance for the core central data layers.
n Perform database maintenance.
n Provide technical coordination for departments.
n Provide technical support services to user departments.
n Develop and enforce standards.
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3.1.4 Departmental GIS Managers and Staff
Departmental GIS staff provide technical and database services for their own
department's functions. Departmental staff may be composed of a departmental GIS
manager and technical staff with database maintenance, applications programming, and
system administration skills.
It is recommended that each of the Police, Fire, Engineering, Planning, and Wastewater
departments/divisions formally designate an individual to be a GIS power user and
departmental representative on the City's Technical Committee. The responsibilities of
such departmental GIS power users may include the following:
n
n
n
n

Provide technical support services to departmental users.
Define and program departmental GIS applications.
Implement departmental GIS projects.
Provide maintenance for departmental data sets.

3.2 City of Richmond Staffing Recommendations
3.2.1 Location of the GIS Services Staff
If the City of Richmond's GIS implementation is to become a true enterprisewide system,
GIS Services staff should not be housed within an existing user department (e.g.
Engineering, Planning, etc.). Moving the GIS Services group out of a particular user
department will provide an enterprisewide resource.
Within the City of Richmond, the GIS Services staff could either be made a separate
department/division or be moved into the IT Department. ESRI recommends locating the
City of Richmond GIS Services staff within the IT Department.
If the GIS Services staff are housed within the IT Division, they will only be successful if
the IT staff have at least a general knowledge and appreciation of GIS use and a sincere
interest in supporting the GIS implementation. The GIS staff will have to remain focused
on GIS; otherwise their positions will be redirected or the staff assigned to perform nonGIS tasks that are a higher priority to IT. GIS should also become a high priority to the
IT Division once they realize the vital role that parcel mapping, other spatial data, and
spatial analysis play in the overall mission of IT to improve data delivery for decision
support to both the departmental and City Council levels.
3.2.2 GIS Services Staff
The following presents recommendations for staffing required to support the GIS
implementation. A summary of the staff positions recommended by phase is presented
first. Descriptions of each position and an estimated annual salary follow the summary.
The annual salary estimates are based on general salary knowledge associated with GIS
implementations in cities of a similar size in the Western region of the US.
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Summary of GIS Services Staff Requirements by Phase
Phase 1 Staffing Requirements:
1 Database Administrator
1 GIS Analyst/Programmer
(Total of $148,400–$180,600 annual salaries; includes 40% benefits.)
Phase 1 Optional Staffing:
2 Application Programmers (not needed if outsourcing programming)
($179,200–$218,400 annual salaries; includes 40% benefits.)
Position Descriptions
GIS Database Administrator
n Position should be filled in Phase 1.
n Estimated annual salary: $56,000–$69,000 ($78,400–$96,600 with 40% benefits).
The City needs to either hire or promote from within a database administrator to perform
the following tasks associated with the maintenance of all data layers (spatial data layers
and associated tabular data sets):
n
n
n
n
n

Perform database design.
Develop a database implementation plan.
Develop and enforce data standards.
Manage database automation/conversion/updates.
Develop written procedures, data dictionary, etc.

GIS Analyst
n Position should be filled in Phase 1.
n Estimated annual salary: $50,000–$60,000 ($70,000–$84,000 with 40% benefits).
The City needs to either hire or promote from within one GIS analyst to perform the
following tasks:
n
n
n
n
n

Provide technical leadership to GIS users.
Provide project implementation services.
Provide technical coordination for departments.
Provide technical support services to user departments.
Perform project work to support requests from other departments, the County, and
outside agencies.
n Provide training services.
n Perform troubleshooting on any problems associated with custom applications.
GIS Application Programmers
n Optional position for Phase 1
n Estimated annual salary: $64,000–$78,000 ($89,600–$109,200 with 40%
benefits).
The GIS application programmer would perform the following tasks:
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n Develop and enforce programming standards.
n Perform GIS programming and integrated services programming as well as code
maintenance.
If the City decides to perform application programming in- house, the City will need to
hire at least two application programmers for Phase 1 and Phase 2 programming. (Even if
custom programming is contracted out, the GIS analyst will still need to understand the
scripts developed and be able to maintain/enhance them somewhat).
3.2.3 Departmental GIS Managers and Staff
Each user department will need to build their own GIS staff to the level required to
support their use of the GIS. Some departments may only be casual users and therefore
require no internal GIS staff. Instead, these end users would rely on the technical support
of the GIS Services staff. Other departments that will be much more involved in the use
of the GIS (i.e., Engineering, Planning, Wastewater, Police, and Fire.) will need to either
hire or promote from within to build their own GIS expertise to support the following
tasks:
n
n
n
n

Provide technical support services to departmental users.
Define and program departmental GIS applications.
Implement departmental GIS projects.
Provide maintenance for departmental data sets.

Such staff will also represent their department on the GIS Technical Committee.

3.3 City of Richmond Training Recommendations
A critical component of the City's GIS program is developing the internal skills and
capabilities to develop and maintain the system. Developing internal skills over time
reduces reliance on outside consultants and increases the City's sense of ownership of the
GIS. This requires a comprehensive training program for all levels of staff discussed
above. Since few existing staff have not taken formal GIS training, it is strongly
suggested that as much training as possible be provided early during Phase 1. Only the
end user training on the custom applications should wait until the end of Phase 1. The
learning curve can be reduced if new hires already have taken the recommended GIS
training courses. No specific training is recommended for Phase 2 or Phase 3 at this time.
Some GIS Services staff may want to obtain advanced training in the later phases, while
new users may want to take introductory courses in Phase 2 or 3.
Table 3-1 shows recommended training for the GIS Services staff, Table 3-2 shows
recommended training for power and end users in the various user departments, and
Table 3-3 shows recommended training for optional GIS Services staff.
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Courses

GIS Manager

Database
Administrator

GIS
Analyst

(Optional) GIS
Programmer

System
Administrator

Table 3-1
Phase 1 Training Courses for Required GIS Services Staff

Introduction to ArcGIS for ArcView and ArcInfo I

l

l

l

l

l

Introduction to ArcGIS for ArcView and ArcInfo II

¡

l

l

l

¡

Managing a GIS

l

¡

¡

Creating and Managing Geodatabases using ArcInfo

¡

l

¡

¡

¡

l

l

Introduction to Programming ArcObjects with VBA

¡

¡

l

ArcSDE Administration for SQL Server

l

GIS Services Staff Categories

¡
¡

l

Designing Geodatabases using ArcInfo
¡

Introduction to Visual Basic for ESRI Software

l = Recommended training
¡ = Optional training
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Power users are anticipated from Police, Fire, Planning, Engineering and Wastewater. Midlevel end users are anticipated from all participating departments.
Table 3-2
Phase 1 Training Courses for Departmental Staff
Power Users
(5 staff)

MidLevel/End
User
(22+ staff)

Introduction to ArcGIS for ArcView and ArcInfo I

l

l

Introduction to ArcGIS for ArcView and ArcInfo II

l

¡

Managing a GIS

¡

¡

Creating and Managing Geodatabases using ArcInfo

l

¡

Designing Geodatabases using ArcInfo

¡

Introduction to Visual Basic for ESRI Software

l

Introduction to Programming ArcObjects with VBA

¡

Courses

l = Recommended training
¡ = Optional training
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Table 3-3 shows the estimated costs for all recommended training for recommended
staff. If price savings are realized by on-site instruction, the on-site course costs are
quoted. Table 3-4 shows estimated costs fo r recommended training for optional staff
(application developers) who would lead the City’s effort to develop custom GIS
applications in- house, as described above.
Table 3-3
Phase 1 Training Cost Estimates

Courses
Introduction to ArcGIS for ArcView and ArcInfo I
Introduction to ArcGIS for ArcView and ArcInfo II
Managing a GIS
Creating and Managing Geodatabases using ArcInfo
Designing Geodatabases using ArcInfo
Introduction to Visual Basic for ESRI Software 2
Introduction to Programming ArcObjects with VBA
ArcSDE Administration for SQL Server
Total Recommended Training Costs 3
Total Recommended + Optional Training Costs 3

Estimated
No. of Staff
¡
l
31
–
7
24
1
30
6
25
1
5
5
2
–
7
1
–

Estimated Costs
Phase 1
$15,500
$8,400 – $24,750
$2,750 – $5,500 1
$7,200 – $16,500
$2,000 –$13,750
$500 – $700
$0 – $13,750
$1,350
$37,700
$91,800

l = Recommended training
¡ = Optional training
1
2
3

Course fee represents on-site training for 1 or 2 days, and can accommodate up to 12 people
Web-based course
Price does not include travel or per diem costs to training site
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Table 3-4
Training Cost Estimates for Optional Staff (Phase 1)

Courses
Introduction to ArcGIS for ArcView and ArcInfo I
Introduction to ArcGIS for ArcView and ArcInfo II
Managing a GIS
Creating and Managing Geodatabases using ArcInfo
Designing Geodatabases using ArcInfo
Introduction to Visual Basic for ESRI Software1
Introduction to Programming ArcObjects with VBA
Total Recommended Training Costs 2
Total Recommended + Optional Training Costs 2

Estimated
No. of Staff
¡
l
2
–
2
–
–
–
–
2
–
–
2
–
2
–

Estimated Costs
Phase 1
$1,600
$2,400
–
$4,000
–
$200
$4,000
$8,200
$12,200

l = Recommended training
¡ = Optional training
1
2

Web-based course
Price does not include travel or per diem costs to training site

3.4 Issues and Opportunities
The City's IT Director should be involved in the GIS implementation throughout. The IT
Director can set a new direction for IT in the City as a whole and specifically including
GIS. This is an opportunity to raise visibility of GIS as a useful tool to support
departmental operations. Putting the GIS Services staff within the Information
Technology Department will provide the citywide focus that the GIS should have.
There are a number of activities the GIS Services staff can perform to promote the
success of the GIS implementation. One such activity is going to trade shows and
regional GIS group meetings to start networking with other GIS users. Another activity is
holding an open house to show off GIS to non-City agencies such as the County, other
municipalities, utilities, engineering contractors, school districts, real estate agencies, and
the public.
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System resources needed to support the geographic analysis, mapping, and data
management functions of the enterprise geographic information system (GIS) are
comparable to hardware, network, and software resources used for business and
enterprise applications. The hardware associated with a GIS includes processing units, or
servers, for data and applications, mass storage devices for the data resources, computer
workstations for the end users, data input devices, and hard copy output devices. Because
of the large volumes of data that are associated with GIS transactions, the sizing and
configuration of network resources, including the network cabling, routers, and potential
communications servers, are critical components of the GIS computing environment. The
software associated with a GIS consists of integrated programs to perform data entry,
modification, spatial analysis, and output product generation. This section describes the
types of resources that will be required for the enterprise GIS for Richmond.

4.1 System Configuration Sizing—General Guidelines
System configuration sizing models provide design standards for selecting and
configuring GIS hardware and network solutions. Design models are developed based on
actual client configurations and support a distributed system solution based on selected
client performance levels.
Distributed computer system environments are established using a variety of platform
components. These components include data servers, application servers, and client
workstations that must work together over a network to support system performance
requirements. The weakest component of the system will limit total performance.
Required performance levels are very subjective and user dependent. Higher
performance represents increased system cost. Lower performance results in reduced
user productivity. System performance requirements must be established by the City
based on what it needs and what it can afford.
Performance is a function of the application design and the hardware configuration.
There are many things one can do with the application and data that can provide
significant performance gains, and many times this is the first place to look for
performance improvements.
System configuration requirements can be established based on a selected platform
performance baseline. The performance baseline represents a level of user performance
at the desktop and is identified as a specific stand-alone client workstation environment.
The total distributed computer and network environment must be configured to support
the selected performance baseline at the desktop, regardless of the size or distribution of
the system.
4.1.1 User Performance Requirements
Computer platform performance has changed significantly over the last several years.
User performance expectations have changed along with technology over this same
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period. Office applications continue to demand more computer resources, significantly
reducing platform specification differences between GIS and general office applications.
Central GIS data server performance requirements can require a significant amount of
CPU and memory resources. Desktop GIS applications provide direct access to large
central GIS data resources, supporting rapid graphic display and data analysis. A large
amount of data can be requested by the GIS client and viewed in a relatively short time,
increasing demands on network bandwidth and server performance. If the central data
server CPU or input/output (I/O) performance capabilities are saturated, all users on the
network can experience performance problems. It is important to configure the central
GIS data server with sufficient resources to support client user performance requirements.
4.1.2 GIS Workstation Guidelines
There are three general categories of GIS user workstations. A high performance
configuration is required to support professional GIS-based applications and data edit
operations (ArcEditor, ArcInfo, ArcView 8.1). A standard performance configuration is
required to support desktop GIS query and analysis applications (ArcView 3.2). A basic
performance configuration is required to support Intranet browser-based applications
(ArcIMS).
Professional GIS – ArcEditor, ArcInfo, ArcView 8.1
ArcInfo desktop platform requirements include a Pentium III-class processor (current
processor is Pentium III-733) with 256 MB physical memory and 10 GB SCSI hard disk
(18 GB disk would provide additional local storage for large project files). Minimum 17inch display (20- inch preferred for heavy users). Video display card should include 16
MB VRAM supporting minimum of 1280 x 1024 resolution and full color (additional
VRAM will provide higher resolution and better display performance for 3-D
applications). Platform should include a CD-ROM, 1.44-MB floppy disk, and 10/100
Mbps Ethernet controller. Include Windows NT or Windows 2000 operating system.
Desktop GIS – ArcView 3.2
ArcView 3.2 for Windows platform requirements include a Pentium III-class processor
(current processor is Pentium III-500) with 128 MB memory (256 MB preferred) and 10
GB SCSI hard disk (18 GB disk would provide additional local storage for large project
files). Minimum 17- inch display (20- inch preferred for heavy user). Video display card
should include 16 MB VRAM supporting minimum of 1280 x 1024 resolution and full
color (additional VRAM will provide higher resolution and better display performance
for 3-D applications). Platform should include a CD ROM, 1.44 MB floppy disk, and
Ethernet controller. Include Windows 98, Windows NT, or Windows 2000 operating
system.
Intranet Browser GIS – ArcIMS
Requirements for terminal browsers accessing ArcIMS sites include a Pentium III-class
processor (current processor is Pentium III-500) with 64 MB memory (128 MB preferred)
and 10 GB SCSI hard disk. Minimum 17- inch display (20- inch preferred for heavy user).
Video display card should include 16 MB VRAM supporting minimum of 1280 x 1024
resolution and full color. Platform should include a CD-ROM, 1.44-MB floppy disk, and
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Ethernet controller. Include Windows 98, Windows NT, or Windows 2000 operating
system.
5.1.3 Centralized GIS Application Server
Certain solutions can be evaluated by the City to support remote access to centrally
located GIS applications. Applications can be executed at a central site, while the display
and control of the applications are provided to remote client PCs desktops. The
application server would have direct access to central data resources. This solution can
provide full application functionality at near full performance from a remote location.
Figure 4-1 presents a sizing chart for a GIS application server, which is also referenced in
the Enterprise GIS Design document. When configuring application servers, the number
of concurrent processes will directly impact both performance and memory requirements.
Sufficient memory must be provided to support active application processes.
Figure 4-1
GIS Application Server Sizing
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4.1.4 Web Solutions
Web Internet products provide additional opportunities for providing general user access
to central GIS data resources. Intranet and Internet solutions use the same basic
technology, with user location being the primary difference between the two solutions.
Web configuration includes an additional application layer in the distributed client/server
model. Components for this solution include the data server, application server (GIS map
server), Web server, and Web browser client. The data server, GIS map server, and Web
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server are typically located within a central computer facility. The client browser is
located on a workstation at the user desktop. A snapshot of the GIS map server
application graphic display output is embedded in a predefined HTML document for
delivery to the client.
Intranet solutions provide access to Web servers and data resources within the enterprise
network environment. These solutions are protected by standard network security
systems applied within the enterprise network environment.
4.1.5 Data Server Specifications
GIS data servers should support current client requirements and have sufficient capacity
to meet future projected performance needs. Figure 4-2 presents a sizing chart for an
ArcSDE Data warehouse server, also referenced in the Enterprise GIS Design report.
Figure 4-2
ArcSDE Data Warehouse Server Sizing
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4.1.6 Network Communications
Network communications provide a critical component in a distributed GIS client/server
environment. GIS applications access relatively large sets of data, particularly in
supporting spatial analysis and display, placing high demands on network traffic. It is
very important to provide sufficient bandwidth throughout the communication
configuration to support GIS application communication needs.
There are two primary communication performance characteristics that impact network
design. The first is transaction response, and the second is network collisions.
Transaction response. Transaction response is the amount of time it takes to transfer
requested data over the network. The transaction response time is directly related to the
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available bandwidth. Current workstations can transfer data to the network much faster
than 10 Mbps, and for la rge file transfers the application may delay further processing
until receiving an appropriate response from the server. For a dedicated 10 Mbps
network segment, network response is a bottleneck during large data transfers. For
applications that require a significant number of large file transfers (such as GIS query
functions), performance can be improved by increasing network bandwidth. For end
users directly connected on the City's 100 Mbps backbone, transaction response will not
be an issue.
Network collisions. Network collisions occur when two clients on the same network
segment try to transmit at the same time. Local area networks (LANs) support only one
transmission broadcast at any one time. If two transmissions occur at the same time, a
collision is detected and each client must delay and retransmit the same message (no
information is passed when a collision occurs). Network collisions are a function of the
number of users on the same network segment, the network access frequency of each
user, and the transaction response time for each transmission. These factors combine
statistically to establish the probability of any two transactions occurring at the same time.
Once collisions begin to occur, network traffic will increase exponentially due to
retransmission of the same transactions, and network performance will rapidly
deteriorate. Network administrators should manage shared network segments to avoid
collisions. Dedicated 100 Mbps to the desktop significantly reduces the potential for
collision. Increasing the bandwidth to 1 Gbps significantly reduces the transaction
response time (a primary factor in determining collision probability) since the data is on
the broader segment for such a relatively short amount of time.
Professional and desktop GIS applications typically process large amounts of data. Most
GIS applications will access shared data located on a central GIS data server. The
network environment supports communication between the data server and the
application workstations. A significant portion of a GIS application response time is
determined by how long it takes to access data. GIS applications typically spend about
half their time accessing data and the other half in CPU computations. Data access (I/O)
is a significant component of overall application performance.
Workstation processing performance (CPU) has improved much faster than data access
performance (I/O) over the last five years, increasing the relative importance of I/O in
determining overall application performance.

4.2 System Configuration Recommendations
Enterprise GIS solutions can be implemented as either a centralized or distributed system.
There are advantages and disadvantages for both central and distributed computer design
strategies that need to be evaluated in relation to Richmond's data processing
requirements and application performance needs so that the optimum system solution can
be selected. Some of the factors that need to be considered during the evaluation include
the type and complexity of the data sources to be accessed, the number of concurrent and
total users at the central and remote locations, the network bandwidth available for the
GIS applications, the bandwidth available for the remote sites to communicate with the
central data sources, and reliability of the communication system between the sites.
The City of Richmond has inherent difficulties in implementing a centralized GIS
environment in that several key departments (Wastewater and Engineering) will be
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connected via a 10 Mbps wireless LAN. This places additional reliance on wide area
network (WAN) communications. The City's WAN will support communications to a
centralized database; however, the number of anticipated concurrent users will likely
create a bottleneck and impede performance. The following outlines the recommended
configuration given the City's current network environment.
LAN-connected departments
A master GIS data repository should be created and housed within the Information
Technology (IT) computer room. This data repository will store all the City's shared
GIS data. Departments connected to the 100 Mbps LAN will access the master data
repository using GIS software and custom applications over this medium.
Power users at remote sites (Wireless LAN)
As some of the remotely connected departments are anticipated to include some of
the biggest users of the City's GIS, performance will be a critical issue. Due to the
number of anticipated concurrent users, it is recommended that for optimum
performance, redundant GIS databases be established at the Wastewater and
Engineering buildings. These databases will likely consist of copies of almost all the
data layers from the master data repository and will provide the added advantage of
data redundancy in the event of server failure. Because the number of users at these
remote sites will be limited in number, and will not be in contention with users from
other departments, it is recommended that these databases be housed on dedicated
desktop GIS platforms (e.g. which also support resident GIS applications) that may
be sized according to the Professional GIS specifications provided earlier. As a
component of the database procedures documentation task, methodologies and
standards for synchronizing updates among the three databases must be considered.
Casual users at remote sites (Port, Corporate Yard)
Departments such as Building Services, Streets and Sewers, and Port and Marina
Operations, will likely need access to fewer data layers than other user departments.
In addition, the Police and Fire Departments will be maintaining their own subject
databases to which other departments will need limited or no access. For optimum
performance these departments should maintain a limited local GIS database of only
the data they require for their operations. These departments will have access to the
master data repository over the WAN. Daily (or weekly) database server updates
(from the master data repository) should be performed overnight so as not to disrupt
WAN communications during business hours.
This solution will meet immediate needs; however, the administrative costs will increase
with the number of data servers that need to be maintained. Database maintenance will
be the responsibility of the GIS Services staff (see Section 3.0 for details). It is critical
that all City staff are operating with the most current data. The City can explore
relational database management system technologies that support replication services.
Several commercial vendors support replication services for maintaining concurrent data
on distributed server environments. These services provide controlled distribution of data
between multiple database environments.
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As GIS use expands within the City of Richmond, the City can move closer toward the
goal of one centralized shared database. The City can explore several options that would
enhance performance between the master data repository and the remote sites. These
include
n Running fiber-optic cable between City Hall and the remote sites
n Looking into improving the microwave communication technology between City
Hall and the remote sites
A network vendor should be used to assess the City's communication needs and provide a
solution that will satisfy future communication requirements (that include GIS). GIS
users accessing a central GIS database server over the LAN will require a minimum of
dedicated 10 Mbps to the client desktop. No more than five concurrent GIS users should
be on any concurrent network between the client and server connections. Typically, 100
Mbps backbones or switch uplinks to the data server provide optimal network
communications.
The development of the recommended Web-based solution will support sharing
geographic data among all departments, satisfy many of the City's needs, and reduce the
impacts to the wireless LAN for users at remote sites.

4.3 Software Recommendations
Software platform recommendations to support application development are presented in
Section 6.0. Table 4-1 presents these software recommendations by phase. The City's
first priority will be to establish a centrally managed GIS database. Once the central
database configuration is established, GIS staff can focus their efforts on developing
applications and improving the quality of data resources to support user requirements
throughout the City. As users receive the tools and training to access GIS data resources,
use will expand to support operational needs.
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Table 4-1
Distribution of GIS Software Licenses by Phase
(Phase 2 and Phase 3 numbers represent cumulative volumes of users)
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and Training
Engineering
Finance
Fire 1
Housing
Authority
Information
Technology
(IT)
Library and
Museum
Services
Office of
Emergency
Services
Paratransit
Planning
Police 2
Port and
Marina
Building
Services,
Streets and
Sewers
Recreation and
Parks
Redevelopment
Agency
Wastewater
Total Users

Phase 1
Arc
Arc
View IMS

Arc
Info

Phase 2
Arc
Arc
View
IMS
4

3

2

2

3

3

3

Arc
Info
1

2

1

2

1
1

2
1

1

2

1

3
2
2

4
3
4

2

3

3

4

2
1

3

3

3
6

1

1

3
6

1
4
4

1

1

3

17
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–

3
9

4-8

27

2

2

3
2
2

6
5
6

2

5

3

6

2

5
2

1
3
6

2
6
6

1

1

2

3

2

5

3

5

1

4

33

5
87

3

1

2
3
6

6

1

2

1

Phase 3
Arc
Arc
View
IMS

3
53

3
13
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Phase 1
Arc
Arc
Arc
Info
View IMS
Number of Server Clients
Central GIS
3
14
Data Server
(Local)
Intranet Map
Server
Internet Map
Server

4.0 Hardware/Software/Network

Arc
Info
4

Phase 2
Arc
Arc
View
IMS
21

Arc
Info
8

Phase 3
Arc
Arc
View
IMS
25

53

87
1,000
+

Phase 1
Phase 2
GIS Licenses
Arc
Arc
Arc
Arc
Arc
Arc
required, by
Info
View IMS
Info
View
IMS
phase
6
9
13
3
10
–
Additional Software
ArcSDE – 1 (Information Technology Department)
ArcPad – 5 (Information Technology, Wastewater, Engineering)
Network Analyst – 3 (Fire, Paratransit, Police)

Arc
Info
4

Phase 3
Arc
Arc
View
IMS
6
14

1

Fire Department is anticipated to deploy FireView in Phase 1. FireView is counted as an ArcView client.
License fees for ArcView are not included in the phase totals.
2
Police Department is anticipated to deploy CrimeView in Phase 1. CrimeView is considered an ArcView
client. License fees are not included in the phase totals.
3
One Intranet Map Server license to serve approximately fifty-three clients. Costs are presented in Phase 1
to coincide with development initiation (e.g. rather than deployment).
4
One Intranet Map Server license to serve approximately eighty clients and one Internet Map Server license
to serve approximately 1,000 clients.

4.4 System Phasing and Estimated Costs
The following discusses the objectives for GIS implementation in the City of Richmond
as well as the estimated costs for hardware and software purchases. Project objectives
will be supported in a three-phase development process.
Phase 1 – The primary objective for Phase 1 is to establish a foundation for enterprise
deployment of GIS data and applications. A central GIS database should be established
to support shared access to GIS data resources to the primary user departments. A listing
of recommended hardware and software purchases along with cost estimates for Phase 1
is shown in Table 4-2.
Phase 2 – The objective for Phase 2 will be to extend GIS data access to all departments
in the City. This phase will introduce an Intranet Web server solution, providing standard
GIS map products to Intranet users throughout the City. See Table 4-3 for a list of
recommended purchases with cost estimates.
Phase 3 – During Phase 3, the City should evaluate migrating to a full- fledged spatial
database server. This phase will also expand GIS data access to include the public via the
Internet. See Table 4-4 for a list of recommended purchases with cost estimates.
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Cost estimates are approximate. Refer to your ESRI California Regional Office
representative for specific software costs. Hardware costs will have to be revisited closer
to implementation and in consideration of local procurement policies and arrangements
and rapid changes in hardware pricing.
Table 4-2
Phase 1 Software and Hardware Purchases
Software
ArcView GIS
ArcView GIS technical support 1
ArcInfo GIS
ArcInfo GIS maintenance 1
ArcSDE 2
ArcIMS3
ArcPad 4

Quantity
9
1
6
–
1
1
5

Total Software for Phase 1
Other devices
PenMap / Leica field data collection package
Windows CE Portable devices or similar
GPS Units for portable devices

$101,800
Quantity
2
5
5

Total Other devices for Phase 1
Hardware

Quantity
GIS Data Server
Compaq ProLiant ML570 or similar, including
1
Quad Intel Pentium III 700 MHz processors, 2
MB Level 2 writeback Cache, 2 GB RAM
(8x128 MB, 4 x 256 MB PC 100 MHz Advanced
ECC SDRAM Memory), 10 x 36 GB 10,000 rpm
UltraSCSI Disk Drives, Smart Array 5304/128
Raid Controller, IDE CD-ROM Drive, 1.44 MB
Floppy Drive, 10/100 Base- T Ethernet Interface,
3 x 450 W Power supplies, Windows 2000
Advanced Server License with 25 Clients
ArcSDE installation
1
Hardware Rack
1
Total Hardware for Phase 1
1
2

Estimate
$12,150
$500
$59,400
–
$15,000
$12,500
$2,250

Estimate
$40,000
$3,500
$1,000
$44,500
Estimate
$50,000

$3,500
$4,500
$58,000

First year maintenance costs are included for ArcInfo 8.x and ArcView 8.x. Maintenance costs are in
addition to licensing costs for ArcView 3.2.
ArcSDE license covers 1 server, four CPUs, 5 read/write connect licenses, and first year of software
maintenance, in accordance with hardware specifications. ArcSDE functions in concert with one of five
supported RDBMS’: Microsoft SQL Server, DB2, Informix, Sybase, or Oracle. Richmond has tentatively
standardized on SQL Server. Costs associated with the RDBMS have not been included among these
ROM costs.
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ArcIMS license covers 1 server, 2 CPUs, and first year of software maintenance, in accordance with
hardware specifications.
ArcPad licensing is anticipated to support field data collection in Phase 1.

Table 4-3
Phase 2 Software and Hardware Purchases
Software
ArcView GIS
ArcView GIS technical support 1
ArcView Network Analyst 2
ArcInfo GIS
ArcInfo GIS maintenance 1
ArcIMS maintenance 1

Quantity
10
9
2
3
6
1

Total Software for Phase 2
Hardware
Quantity
GIS data server maintenance (1 yr.)
1
For Intranet Server
Compaq ProLiant DL380 or similar, including
1
Dual Intel Pentium III 1 GHz processors, 256
KB Level 2 ECC Cache, 512 MB RAM (2x128
MB, 1 x 256 MB PC 133 MHz Registered ECC
SDRAM DIMM Memory), 2 x 18 GB 10,000
rpm UltraSCSI Disk Drives, 64 Bit PCI Smart
Array 431 LVDS Raid Controller, IDE CDROM Drive, 1.44 MB Floppy Drive, 10/100
Base-T Ethernet Interface, 2 x 275 W Power
supplies, Windows 2000 Server License with
Five Clients
Total Hardware for Phase 2
1
2

Estimate
$11,000
$4,500
$3,000
$29,700
$18,000
$2,500
$89,200
Estimate
$1,000
$14,000

$15,000

Maintenance costs are for Phase 1 licenses, now in their second year.
ArcView Network Analyst extension for Police and Fire Departments.
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Table 4-4
Phase 3 Software and Hardware Purchases
Software
ArcView GIS
ArcView GIS technical support 1
ArcView Network Analyst 2
ArcInfo GIS
ArcInfo GIS maintenance 1
ArcIMS 3

Quantity
6
19
1
4
9
1

Estimate
$8,100
$9,500
$1,500
$39,600
$27,000
$7,500

ArcIMS maintenance

1

$1,500

Total Software for Phase 3
Hardware
GIS data server maintenance (1 yr.)
1
Intranet server maintenance (1 yr.)
1
For Internet Server
Compaq ProLiant DL380 or similar, including
1
Dual Intel Pentium III 1 GHz processors, 256
KB Level 2 ECC Cache, 512 MB RAM (2x128
MB, 1 x 256 MB PC 133 MHz Registered ECC
SDRAM DIMM Memory), 2 x 18 GB 10,000
rpm UltraSCSI Disk Drives, 64 Bit PCI Smart
Array 431 LVDS Raid Controller, IDE CDROM Drive, 1.44 MB Floppy Drive, 10/100
Base-T Ethernet Interface, 2 x 275 W Power
supplies, Windows 2000 Server License with
Five Clients
Total Hardware for Phase 2
1
2
3

$94,700

$1,000
$500
$14,000

$15,500

Maintenance costs are for Phase 1 and Phase 2 licenses, now in their third and second years, respectively.
ArcView Network Analyst extension for Paratransit Department.
ArcIMS license for Internet GIS deployment.
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Database development will be a key task for Phase 1. The City of Richmond currently
maintains a variety of paper-based data sources and is expecting the delivery of various
foundational digital data sources upon which the City will develop its GIS, including
spatial and image sources. This section describes the various factors involved in database
development for geographic information system (GIS) implementation.

5.1 Data Development
5.1.1 Existing / Anticipated Data
Richmond's GIS database will be founded upon a number of base layers that are
anticipated for imminent delivery, including:
n

Digital orthophotography of the entire city at 1:2,400 and 1:4,800 scales, from
Contra Costa County, as a deliverable component of the Clean Water
Program, of which Richmond is a member.

n

10-foot elevation contours of the entire city, derived from the
orthophotography sources.

n

Street centerline geometry, not attributed, derived from the orthophotography
sources. This dataset might be provided by Contra Costa County in return for
address validation, data collection device, or by some other mutually agreeable
arrangement.

n

Street centerline geometry, attributed with address range information,
purchased from Thomas Bros. It is anticipated that this dataset will serve as
the primary street centerline reference for the derivation of other datasets until
the County source can be rendered into a fully addressed format.

n

Parcel geometry from the Contra Costa County Assessor's Office is currently
available in a CADD format, attributed with APN numbers. Currently, the
City is negotiating with the County to obtain the parcel layer in a GIS format.

n

Digital orthophotography of the Richmond Sewer District at 1:1,200 scale,
from Kennedy / Jenks consultants, as a deliverable of a Capital Improvement
Project.

n

Sewer manhole vector features, in AutoCAD format, based on the Richmond
Sewer District orthophotography and Richmond's paper sewer map series

n

2-foot elevation contours of the Richmond Sewer Distric t, derived from the
Sewer District orthophotography.

These data layers are identified in Appendix A (Data Automation Dependencies), where
the dependence of derivative and associated layers is illustrated. This document may also
serve as a data development progress reference for the City; the GIS Coordinator may
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modify the current colors (e.g. blue = "not automated", yellow = "anticipated", green =
"digital") to track the status of its GIS data holdings.
It is anticipated that most other layers will reference one or more of these sources, and
that many layers may be developed by IT staff in- house through a process of "heads- up
digitizing". It is recommended that layers that will need to be manually digitized from
paper sources be contracted out. The City should acquire the relevant USGS 1:24,000
topographic digital raster graphics (DRG) files for the Richmond area to serve as a spatial
reference for these features. Other layers, such as the sewer and storm drain network
features, will also be automated with contractor assistance due to the modeling
complexities involved. Table 5-1 presents a data automation plan for the conceptual data
layers identified in the Enterprise GIS Design report.
The database design for the City must also take into account the associated tabular data
(feature attribute tables, lookup tables, related attribute tables). The City's principal
tabular databases are listed in Table 5-2. Only those databases containing important
attributes for spatial features in the GIS will be inc luded in the database design. Cleaning
and normalization of the tabular files may be necessary before incorporating them into the
GIS.
Table 5-1
Data Automation Plan
Layer
Principal Base Sources
1:1,200 Orthophoto

Feature Extent

1:2,400 Orthophoto

Richmond Sewer
District
City of Richmond

1:4,800 Orthophoto

City of Richmond

1:24,000 USGS Topography
Street Centerlines, attributed
with address ranges
Street Centerlines, unattributed
Basemap
Control Points

Richmond Area
City of Richmond

Feature Dependency

Sources

Phase

Kennedy/Jenks
Consultants
Contra Costa
County
Contra Costa
County
USGS
Thomas Bros.

City of Richmond

Thomas Bros. Street
Centerlines

Contra Costa
County

City of Richmond

Orthophotos

Spot elevations

City of Richmond

Orthophotos

Hydrology:
Water bodies and streams
Topography:
10-foot elevation contours
Topography:
2-foot elevation contours

City of Richmond

Orthophotos,
Thomas Bros.
Orthophotos

Engineering
Records
Engineering
Records
City or Richmond
Base Map
Contra Costa
County
Kennedy/Jenks
Consultants

City of Richmond
Richmond Sewer
District
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Table 5-1 Cont'd
Data Automation Plan
Layer
Basemap Cont'd
Building Footprints:
Residential,
Commercial,
City-owned,
Emergency,
Schools,
Landmarks
Planimetric Features:
Bridges,
Rail lines,
Rail signals,
Rail crossings,
Car parks,
Sports Fields
Rights of Way:
Edge-of-pavement
Medians,
Sidewalks,
Gutters
Landmarks:
Historical Monuments,
Tourist Points of Interest
Land Records
Assessor Parcels
Lots
Blocks
Tracts
Subdivisions
Easements
ZIP Code Areas
Safety
Police Reporting Districts
Fire Response Districts
Threat Zone Boundaries
Fire Inspection Areas
Emergency Locations:
Hospitals,
Fire Stations,
Police Stations,
Schools
Run Map Book Index
Incident Locations:
Police Response,
Fire Response,
Emergency Response

Feature Extent

Feature Dependency

City of Richmond

Sources

Phase

Orthophotos
1,2

City of Richmond

Orthophotos

City of Richmond
Base Map
1,2

City of Richmond

Orthophotos
2,3

City of Richmond

Orthophotos
2,3

City of Richmond

Contra Costa
County

City of Richmond
City of Richmond
City of Richmond
City of Richmond
City of Richmond
City of Richmond

Thomas Bros.

City of Richmond
City of Richmond
Richmond and
environs
City of Richmond

Street Centerlines
Street Centerlines

City of Richmond

Street Centerlines

Street Centerlines

PRD Map
FRD Map
Threat Zone
Boundary Map
Inspection Areas
Map

1
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3
1
1,2
1,2
3
1,2

1
City of Richmond
City of Richmond
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Table 5-1 Cont'd
Data Automation Plan
Layer
Safety Cont'd
Investigation Locations:
Police Investigations,
Fire Investigations
Knox Box Locations
HazMat Plan Locations
Transportation
Traffic Lights
Railroad:
Rail lines,
Rail bridges,
Rail crossings,
Rail signals
Street Signs

Feature Extent

Feature Dependency

City of Richmond

Street Centerlines

Sources

Phase

RMS (Police),
SunPro (Fire)

City of Richmond
City of Richmond

Street Centerlines
Street Centerlines

Run Map Books
2185 Locations
Map

City of Richmond

Orthophotos,

Phasing and
Timing
(Engineering),
City of Richmond
Base Map,
Thomas Bros.

City of Richmond

Orthophotos

City of Richmond

Street Striping
Speed Undulations

City of Richmond
City of Richmond

Port / Marina Docks
Bus Routes
Bus Stops / Terminals
Trucking Routes
Pedestrian Routes
Utilities
Sewer Network:
Sewer lines,
Sewer valves,
Sewer fittings,
Sewer manholes,
Wastewater facility,
Pumping stations
Stormwater Network:
Storm drains,
Storm manholes,
Storm outlets
Water Distribution Network
Features to be determined:
Water lines,
Water manholes,
Water valves,
Water tanks,
Water towers,
Fire Hydrants
Street Lighting
Environmental
Surficial Geology

City of Richmond
City of Richmond
City of Richmond
City of Richmond
City of Richmond

Orthophotos
Orthophotos
Orthophotos,
Street Centerlines
Orthophotos
Street Centerlines
Orthophotos
Street Centerlines
Street Centerlines

Richmond Sewer
District

Streets Division
Inventory
(partial),

2
2
2

1,2

1,2

2,3
3
2,3

Engineering Map

2,3
3
2,3
2

1:1,200 Orthophotos, Sewer Map Series
Sewer Manhole
Inventory,
2,3

City of Richmond

Orthophotos

City of Richmond

Stormwater map
series

2,3

EBMUD?

2,3

City of Richmond

Orthophotos

City of Richmond
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Table 5-1 Cont'd
Data Automation Plan
Layer
Environmental Cont'd
Watersheds
Sensitive Areas:
Wetlands,
Salt marsh,
Mudflats,
Open Space and
Conservation Areas
Sanitary Landfills
Soil Report Locations

Feature Extent

Feature Dependency

City of Richmond
City of Richmond

3
General Plan
Maps

City of Richmond
City of Richmond
City of Richmond

Seismic Zones

City of Richmond

Orthophotos

2,3
Soil Report
Locations Map
Tsunami
Influence Map
Seismic Zones
Map
Liquefaction
Potential Map

Liquefaction Potential Zones City of Richmond
City of Richmond
City of Richmond

Orthophotos,
Street Centerlines,
Parcels
Street Centerlines,
Parcels

Pt. Richmond Historic
District

District

Richmond Sewer District
Boundary
Recreation and Parks
Service District Boundary

District

Zoning

City of Richmond,
Sphere of Influence

Parcels,
Street Centerlines

City of Richmond,
Sphere of Influence
City of Richmond,
Sphere of Influence
Area Plan

Parcels,
Street Centerlines
Parcels,
Street Centerlines
Parcels,
Street Centerlines

General Plan Land Use
Designation
Richmond Planning Area
and Sphere of Influence
Specific Area Plan
Boundaries:
North Shoreline Boundary,
Knox-Cutting Corridor,
City Center,
Tiscornia
Special Feature Zones:
Brickyard Cove,
Pt. St. Pablo

Phase

2,3

Tsunami Influence

Administrative
City Boundary
Neighborhood Council
Boundaries

Sources

Street Centerlines,
Parcels
Street Centerlines,
Parcels

District

Thomas Bros.
Neighborhood
Council
Boundary Map
Pt. Richmond
Historical District
Map
Richmond Sewer
District Map
Recreation and
Parks District
Map
Parcel
information
(tabular)
Parcel
information
Planning Area
Map
Area Plan Maps

2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3
1
1,2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2

Feature Zones
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Table 5-1 Cont'd
Data Automation Plan
Layer
Administrative Cont'd
Resource Management
Zones:
Liquefaction,
Shoreline / Tideland,
Fire,
Hillside
Development Districts:
Pt. Pinole -Hilltop Fee
Area,
El Sobrante Fee Area,
Brickyard Cove Fee Area,
Parking District
Demographics:
Census Tracts,
Census Blocks

Feature Extent

Feature Dependency

Management Zones Parcels,
Street Centerlines

Development
Districts

Parcels,
Street Centerlines

Sources

Phase

Resource
Management
Zone Maps

2

Development
District Maps
2

City of Richmond

Street Centerlines

Thomas Bros.
1

Table 5-2
Core Tabular Databases
Database Description
Permits
Abatement Activities
Work Orders
Parcel Characteristics
Parcel Ownership
Business License
Crime Statistics
Fire Statistics
Fire Inspections
Tree Maintenance
Pavement Condition Index

Format
Tidemark,
Excel
Excel
SAP
Access
DataQuick
MetroScan
Access
RMS
SunPro
DataEase
TreePro
TBD

Department
Anticipated Citywide
Building Regulations
Building Regulations
Citywide
Planning
Planning, Finance
Planning
Finance
Police
Fire
Fire
Recreation and Parks
Anticipated Engineering

5.1.2 Utilizing Existing Data to Create New Data
Geocoding (Address Matching)
Point layers can be generated by applying a digital file containing street addresses to a
street centerline GIS layer. This street centerline file must be attributed with address
ranges for each street line segment. The software reads addresses from a data table and
places a point on the corresponding location of the street layer. This creates a point layer
storing the geographic location of each address and the address attributes. Addresses that
are rejected because of mismatch problems are flagged as a no match and can be
reviewed for further editing and processing.
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Geocoding is an effective method of quickly generating GIS point data, based on existing
City data files that contain address locations. Several examples of this type of data
include E911 calls, crime incidents, abatement activity locations, and client, permit, and
business locations.
The City is anticipating the delivery of Thomas Bros. street centerline features attributed
with address ranges. It is recommended that this address resource be adopted as the
standard for use by all departments and maintained by the IT Department. If the City
eventually receives a street centerline dataset from Contra Costa County, these features
will be attributed with addresses from the Thomas Bros. source. A process of data
validation may occur over time, whereby the address ranges are validated in the field to
ensure the currency and correctness of this vital data source.
External Data Sources
More and more GIS data sources are available from commercial data vendors,
government agencies, and other external agencies. If the data meets the requirements of
the City's GIS, this is often an inexpensive and timesaving way of acquiring data for the
GIS. An example of an external data set that may be of use to the City includes Federal
Emergency Mana gement Agency (FEMA) flood data.
5.1.3 Creating New Digital Data
Digitize from Hard-Copy Maps
For the GIS layers that do not have existing data and for which no external data sources
are available, the City will need to have them digitized from hard-copy (paper or Mylar)
source documents. Several steps are required including pre-automation map preparation,
digitizing or scanning, processing of spatial features, attribute assignment, edgematching,
and quality assurance.
Due to the equipment and expertise required for such automation, it is recommended that
the City contract out these layers in the second and third implementation phases,
according to individual layer priorities. Phasing recommendations are documented in
Table 5-1, above.

5.2 Accuracy Requirements
Accuracy needs vary by data and associated application requirements. In general, data
that is required for running operations, has legal implications, or is used to provide
geographic control requires a higher order of accuracy. Data that is required primarily for
visual purposes or refers to broad extents of territory requires a lower order of accuracy.
Application accuracy requirements will correspond to the type of data utilized by the
application in question.
The accuracy of the primary base layers will establish the accuracy for all derivative
datasets. The Thomas Bros. street centerlines appear to have a high positional accuracy
relative to the 1:4,800 orthophotos. The un-attributed centerline geometry anticipated
from the County has a known accuracy of 2 feet, and will provide a highly accurate
reference for the creation of derivative boundary features.
Environmental Systems Research Institute
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The field data collection devices under consideration (e.g. PenMap data collectors,
outfitted with Leica GPS) have the potential to collect sub-centimeter accuracy. Such
accuracy may be redundant for the asset inventory features collected. Thus, the City is
recommended to consider the purchase of lower cost, less accurate field data collection
devices to supplement the higher accuracy of the PenMap/Leica solution. Such devices
could reference one or more of the high-resolution orthophotos to improve the accuracy
of less expensive GPS units.

5.3 Data Usage
By monitoring how often a data layer will be used, who uses it, and for what purpose,
data maintenance responsibilities may be determined and the importance of the data layer
to the City's enterprise GIS can be ascertained.
Physical data storage depends primarily on frequency of use, network performance, data
volatility, and specific organizational and security issues. Network performance is
influenced greatly by the size of data moving through the transmission media.
Geographic data is typically very large, and certain GIS operations are very CPU
intensive. Optimal performance will always be achieved by running the GIS software and
accessing data locally. The optimal organizational model however is to provide data
management administration from a central location to promote data integrity and reduce
data storage redundancy. This is especially true with data layers that are frequently
updated and quickly deemed out of date. One data source is much easier to maintain than
ten distributed copies. The goal is to create as much of a shared and centralized GIS
database as possible that will still satisfy performance expectations. The system model
for the City of Richmond is described in further detail in Section 4.0.
Special concerns regarding privacy or organizational responsibility may prevent all data
from being stored and accessed centrally. An example within the City of Richmond
includes the Police Department's crime data. Access to this type of information should be
selective and strictly controlled by the maintaining department. Data layers that will only
be accessed and maintained by a single department do not need to be stored centrally.
In looking at a data layer's usage, assumptions can be made as to which layers may be
given high priority for development or automation. In addition to frequency of use, other
factors exist that should be taken into account to prioritize the development of a GIS data
layer. Among these are the costs and duration associated with development, departmental
priorities, and application development schedules.
Data resources are the most strategic assets associated with any geographic information
system. As City departments begin to use GIS products, requirements for additional GIS
data sources and the integration of spatial features with existing tabular databases will
increase.

5.4 Implementation Recommendations
Phase 1 database development should focus on obtaining the principal base layers
identified in Appendix A and deriving priority datasets from them. Initial geocoding
Environmental Systems Research Institute
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experiments with the Thomas Bros. source will provide a preliminary measure of its
completeness and currency. Planning and service district boundaries that may be readily
obtained from this source may be automated in-house by technical staff from IT or others
on the GIS Technical Committee. The City may contract for the automation of the sewer
and stormwater network features, for implementation in a subsequent phase. Field data
collection and integration will be critical Phase 1 activities and will serve as a test case for
the implementation of data procedures and standards.
Phase 2 will focus on refining the initial data layers if necessary and the development of
new data layers as required. It is anticipated that a contractor will implement the sewer
and stormwater networks in Phase 2, following Phase 1 design and automation work.
Additional layers may be contracted out for automation in this phase, once many of the
base layers are in place and may serve as reference for automation and validation. During
Phase 3 the full GIS database will be analyzed and new data layers will be added as
required.
Table 5-3 outlines the estimated costs for GIS database development. The data
conversion costs will vary depending on the quality and quantity of sources. Two cost
options are presented: in the first scenario, City staff would perform a share of the work
in concert with a contractor, as defined by the preliminary estimates of effort included; in
the second scenario, the City would contract for the entire task. These estimates have
been based on high- level descriptions of scope discussed throughout the Implementation
Plan, and not on detailed functional requirements, and should thus be considered
preliminary. The City would be required to undergo a more rigorous scoping exercise
that outlines a work plan and describes deliverables prior to contracting individual tasks.
The automation of the sewer and stormwater network features is being prepared as a
separate estimate, due to the complexity of the modeling involved, and its costs are not
included here.
Table 5-3
Estimated Data Automation Costs
Task

Est.
Hours

Physical Database Design
Define Conversion Procedures
On-site Conversion Consulting
Perform Heads Up Digitizing
Geocoding
Digitize Map Sources
Define Data Maintenance
Procedures
Totals

Environmental Systems Research Institute

275
180
60
120
80
320
250
1325

Cost Option 1:
Vendor Consulting
Plus City Staff
Staff
Vendor
Hours
Cost
175
$15,000
40
$21,000

Cost Option 2:
Vendor Only

60
80

$6,000

120

$20,000

Vendor
Hours
275
180
60
120
80
320
250

475

$62,000

1285
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5.5 Issues and Opportunities
The following are some issues and opportunities that pertain to database development and
maintenance.
n Geodatabase modeling of the sewer and stormwater networks will involve detailed
design work which is atypical of other layers in the City's GIS. The modeling will
enable the City and its selected contractor to define features and behaviors
representative of its business process and analytical needs. Such automation tasks
should be started early in Phase 1 to ensure a timely deployment in Phase 2.
n It will be very important to define a primary key for each layer that ensures
linkages among the various attribute files that describe common map features.
n Once the enterprise GIS database is established, common maintenance procedures
should be drawn up and implemented to ensure regularity and consistency of
update.
n Similarly, common procedures for database access and security should be
developed and implemented to prevent unauthorized users from accessing
confidential data.
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This section discusses the phasing recommendations for application development for the
City of Richmond and provides associated application development cost estimates.

6.1 Application Recommendations
Phasing recommendations for application implementation are based on a number of
factors including (1) need among departments, (2) perceived benefit, (3) availability of
data to support the application, and (4) overall implementation strategy. See Section 2.1
for a description of the implementation plan approach and Appendix B (Process - GIS
Application Platform Map) for an illustration of GIS applications deployed throughout
the three phases.
6.1.1 General Application Deployment Strategy
Phase 1 of application development will focus on
n

supporting data construction and maintenance, particularly considering the
scarcity of digital information available in Richmond

n

familiarizing user departments anticipated to develop a significant investment
in GIS by implementing general utility toolkits that provide a wide array of
functionality

n

developing a limited amount of customized interfaces to the general utility
toolkits that provide specific functionalities relevant to identified business
processes

n

planning for the development of an Intranet-based query and display
environment to provide general functionality to a wide array of end users
citywide

n

developing integration capabilities between GIS and SAP

In subsequent deployment phases, those departments that have begun to develop resident
GIS familiarity in Phase 1 will re-examine their GIS needs in consideration of more
advanced or more specific applications. Based on the documented user needs, a number
of commercial, off-the-shelf ("COTS") products have been identified to support specific
requirements, and are documented below for deployment in Phase 2 and Phase 3. They
should be examined prior to implementation to ensure that (1) they satisfy the full range
of departmental needs and (2) they conform to contemporary application standards and
technologies.
Departments not directly exposed to GIS applications in Phase 1 will be introduced to
GIS processing capabilities through the deployment of the Intranet data browser
application in Phase 2. Coincident with this deployment, these other departments may
wish to develop further analytical or mapping capabilities in- house, and will work with
the GIS Technical Committee to refine their needs and deploy technologies appropriate to
their needs and staffing. It is anticipated that the Intranet GIS data browser application
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will support the majority of data query needs citywide, and that many ad hoc mapping or
analytical requests may be supported directly by GIS Analytical staff in the IT
department.
6.1.2 Application Recommendation Methodology
Based on the user needs interviews, 103 potential applications were identified and used as
a baseline to measure application requirements for the City of Richmond's GIS. This
number, and their accompanying descriptions, represents ESRI's understanding of current
business processes (as described) that could make use of GIS. Additional needs may
become apparent to City staff in their consideration of this document; still more will
become apparent once GIS begins to have an impact on the way business is conducted at
the City. Consequently, the application recommendations are most precise for Phase 1,
where they reflect the most pressing priorities and issues at the City. The specific timing
of subsequent phase implementations among the user departments will depend upon a reevaluation of the specific business processes the application is required to support, the
level of comfort with existing tools and staff capabilities, and the current technologies
available. Wherever possible, the City should consider COTS solutions, rather than
custom development, to support expanding system needs.
In most cases, several departmental needs are satisfied by a single general GIS application
platform (e.g. "ArcView" or "ArcInfo"). While the broad utility of such GIS platforms
thus satisfies many departmental requirements, it also obliges users to be familiar with an
expansive suite of tools and methodologies required to apply the tools to perform
different tasks. Many third party GIS products are available which provide specific tools
to perform specific and standard processes for local governments. CrimeView and
FireView are examples of such products (built atop ArcView) that are currently being
implemented in the City. Where third party solutions do not support city needs, interface
customization will be performed to provide custom data input and extraction forms, map
templates and report formats.
6.1.3 Software Development Considerations
Application development is a costly item. The City may choose to hire its own
programmers to produce custom applications instead of contracting with a vendor. It is
anticipated that the City would have to hire two programmers and get them into training
immediately to maintain the schedule presented in this document. Costs for these two
additional staff members are estimated at a total of $140,000 – $182,000 per year for
salary/benefits plus $8,200 – $12,200 of training.
6.1.4 Application and Development Recommendations
Table 6-1 lists the departmental tasks, the GIS platform recommended to support each
task, the level of customization effort anticipated, and recommended phasing for
implementation. Platform recommendations are based on standard GIS product lines and
COTS solutions, where possible, and should be revisited closer to implementation to
determine whether a more dedicated interface is required, either through a third-party
solution or by custom programming. Interface customization recommendations are based
on an analysis of the task descriptions documented in the Enterprise GIS Design report.
Four levels of customization effort have been scoped, and refer to the number of man-
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weeks of application development effort anticipated: 0 – No customization required; 1 –
modest (one week); 2 – medium (two weeks); 3 – high (three weeks).
Table 6-1
Application Development Summary
Department

Application

Building
Regulations

Issue Building Permits
Enforce Building Code Requirements
Conduct Blight Abatement Program
Record Site Plan and Fina l Map Information
Cable
Provide Public Information
Television
Perform Television Programming
City Attorney's Evaluate Claims
Office
Investigate and Enforce Abatement
City Clerk
Field Public Inquiries
City Council
Field Requests for Activity or Information
City Public
Field Requests for Information
Affairs and
Disseminate Public Information
Information
Analyze City Activities
Employment
Provide Job Placement Services
Provide Career Training Services
and Training
Provide Business Opportunity Assistance
Obtain Funding
Engineering
Perform Traffic Counts / Speed Studies
Respond to Requests for Speed Bumps
Participate in Work Order Process

Finance

Detail Department Activity Statistics
Plan Capital Improvement Projects
Issue Encroachment Permits
Respond to Requests for Property Information
Perform Design and Construction
Maintain Records
Plan Roadway and Traffic Improvements
Perform Stormwater Design
Perform Collection System Design
Obtain and Provide Soils Information
Record and Monitor Pavement Thickness
Perform Maintenance of Surveying Monuments
Manage Debt
Administer Business Licenses
Provide Financial Information
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Platform Custom.
Level
Tidemark
0
ArcIMS
1
ArcIMS
1
ArcInfo
2
ArcIMS
1
ArcIMS
1
ArcIMS
1
ArcIMS
1
ArcIMS
1
ArcIMS
1
ArcIMS
1
ArcIMS
1
ArcIMS
1
ArcIMS
2
ArcView
1
ArcView
1
ArcView
1
ArcIMS
1
ArcIMS
1
SAP
3
Interface
ArcIMS
2
ArcInfo
1
ArcIMS
1
ArcIMS
1
ArcInfo
2
ArcInfo
2
ArcInfo
1
ArcInfo
2
ArcInfo
2
ArcIMS
1
ArcInfo
2
ArcInfo
2
ArcIMS
1
ArcView
2
ArcView
1
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2,3
2,3
2,3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2,3
3
2
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3
2
2
1/2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2,3
2,3
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Table 6-1 Cont'd
Application Development Summary
Department

Application

Platform

Fire

Perform Analysis of Incidents / Expenditure
Manage Incident Information
Maintain Run Map Books

FireView
ArcView
FireMap
Book
Network
Analyst
ArcView
ArcView
ArcView
ArcIMS,
Tidemark
ArcInfo
ArcView
ArcView
ArcView
ArcIMS
ArcView
ArcView
ArcView
ArcView
ArcIMS
ArcView
ArcInfo
ArcIMS
Max
Responder
ArcInfo
ArcIMS
N.Analyst
ArcView
ArcView/
Info
ArcView
Zoning
Analyst
ArcIMS
ArcView
ArcView

Perform Inspections
Manage Inspection Information
Manage Investigation Information
Perform Weed Abatement
Review Development Plans
Housing
Authority
Library and
Museum
Services

Office of
Emergency
Services
Paratransit
Planning

Maintain Fire Department Maps
Administer Private Housing Assistance Program
Manage Public Housing Facilities
Apply for Funds
Provide Information to the Public
Manage Library Collection
Conduct Information Programs
Provide Extension Services
Provide Museum Services
Respond to Information Requests
Administer Library Department
Prepare and Maintain Emergency Plans
Conduct Public Education Campaign
Coordinate Disaster Response
Coordinate Disaster Recovery
Raise Operational Funds
Register Clients
Perform Advance Route Planning
Track Pickup Characteristics
Provide Graphics Support
Evaluate, Revise, Update General/Area Plans
Conduct Site-Specific Zoning Review
Perform Discretionary Developer Review
Field Front-Counter Public Inquiry
Prepare Mailing Lists
Prepare Specialized Reports
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Custom. Phase
Level
0
1,2
2
2
0
1,2
0

2,3

1
1
2
3

2,3
2,3
2,3
2

0
2
3
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
2
2
1
2
0

3
2,3
2,3
2
3
3
3
3
3
2,3
3
2
3
2
2
2,3
2,3
3
3
1

3
0
0
2
1
2

1
2
2
3
1
1
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Table 6-1 Cont'd
Application Development Summary
Department

Application

Platform

Police

Respond to Incoming Calls for Assistance
Route Police Officer(s) to Incidents

ArcView
Network
Analyst
Obtain Report of Incidents at a Location
ArcIMS
Obtain a Case Report
ArcIMS
Provide Reports on Crimes for the Government
Crime
View
Provide Information to Neighborhood Councils
Crime
View
Perform Licensing / Permit Validation
ArcView
Perform Crime Analysis
Crime
View
Port and
Manage City-Owned Port Facilities and Lands
ArcView
Marina
Promote Port of Richmond
ArcIMS
Public Services Undertake Regular Preventive Maintenance
SAP
(Building
Interface
Services,
Respond to Complaints / Maintenance Requests SAP
Streets and
Interface
Sewers)
Respond to Emergency Requests
ArcIMS
Administer Department
ArcView
Perform Pothole Patching
ArcIMS
Perform Maintenance Scheduling and Planning
ArcIMS
Provide Service Calls for Storm Maintenance
SAP
Interface
Recreation and Develop Park Lands
ArcView
Parks
Maintain Established Park Lands
SAP
Interface
Operate Recreational Programs
ArcView
Obtain Funds
ArcView
Provide Information to the Public
ArcIMS
Maintain the Urban Forest Program
ArcInfo
Manage Public Art
ArcIMS
Redevelopment Revitalize the City of Richmond
ArcIMS
Agency
Promote Economic Development
ArcIMS
Provide Affordable Housing
ArcView
Obtain Funds
ArcView
Wastewater
Provide Service Calls for Sewer Maintenance
ArcIMS
Perform Preve ntive Maintenance of Sewer lines ArcInfo
Field Public Inquiries
ArcIMS
Perform Effluent Quality Inspections
ArcInfo
Perform Revenue Tracking and Collection
ArcInfo
Perform Analysis of the Sewer / Storm Networks ArcInfo
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Custom. Phase
Level
2
2
0
2
2
2
1

2,3
2,3
1,2

1

1,2

1
0

3
1

2
1
2

2,3
3
1,2

2

1,2

1
1
1
1
2

2
3
3
3
1,2

2
2

2
1,2

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
2
2
0

2
2,3
3
3
3
2,3
2,3
3
3
2
2,3
2
3
2,3
3
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The tables presented below break down the software and application development efforts
by phase. Table 6-2 lists the applications to be developed in Phase 1, Table 6-3 lists
applications to be developed in Phase 2, and Table 6-4 lists the applications to be
developed in Phase 3. Where application development is anticipated throughout two
phases, costs have been presented in the first phase. The final table, Table 6-5, presents
the summary cost estimates for each phase of application development.
Phase 1 applications will include those that provide primary required functionality such as
data maintenance applications and data view and query applications for citywide users.
Applications for the IT department are described here, even though they do not map
directly to documented user needs. These applications are required for the centralized
maintenance of the City's enterprise data, for integration with SAP, and for the field
collection of spatial and attribute information. It is anticipated that general utility GIS
applications will be acquired for each of the power user departments early in Phase 1
regardless of whether or not its interface will be customized to provide departmentspecific functionality in this phase. For each application indicated, the suggested GIS
platform and approximate costs are indicated.
Table 6-2
Phase 1 Applications by Department
Department

IT

Engineering
Fire

Planning

Police
Wastewater

1

Application(s)

Maintain a Centralized GIS
Database
Perform Data Creation / Data
Maintenance
GIS Interface to SAP 1
Integrate and Maintain SAP and
GIS Information
Provide citywide Query and
Display Functionality 3
Develop Data Collection
Forms 4
Perform Data Query /
Lightweight Analysis
Perform Analysis of Incidents /
Expenditure
Maintain Run Map Books

Standard GIS
Software
$1,000–
$10,000–
10,000
25,000

COTS Software
<$5,000

>$5,000

Custom
Interface
Approximate
Level of
Effort

ArcSDE
(1)
ArcInfo
(2-5)
MO 2 (1)
< $100,000
ArcIMS
(1)

> $100,000
< $100,000

ArcView
(2-3)
Fire
View,
Fire Map
Book

Provide Graphics Support
Evaluate, Revise, Update
General Plan / Specific Area
Plans
Prepare Mailing Lists
Prepare Specialized Reports
Perform Crime Analysis

ArcView
(2-3)
"

1 week
3 weeks

"
"

1 week
2 weeks

Perform Data Query /
Lightweight Analysis

ArcView
(2-3)

Crime
View

GIS - SAP Interface is anticipated to support several documented needs, including:
n "Participate in Word Order Process" (Engineering)
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"Undertake Regular Preventive Maintenance" (Building Services, Streets & Sewers)
"Respond to Complaints / Maintenance Requests" (Building Services, Streets & Sewers)
"Maintain Established Park Lands" (Recreation and Parks)

2

"MapObjects", embedded GIS objects used to develop custom GIS applications. Work will be completed
as a part of the current SAP implementation, and thus customization effort has not been scoped or costed.

3

Development of Intranet-based view and query tools will begin in Phase 1 for deployment in Phase 2.
Specific detailed functional requirements analysis will have to be conducted as an initial development
task. It is anticipated that the Intranet-view and query tool will provide access to enterprise GIS datasets
and support a large number of documented user needs, listed below. The application design will consider
whether a single interface is required, or whether several interfaces will be developed according to such
specific data or functional categories as parcel mapping, civic feature inventory, transportation mapping,
or engineering information. Departmental tasks supported by the Intranet-based GIS include:
n "Enforce Building Code Requirements" (Building Regulations)
n "Conduct Blight Abatement Program" (Building Regulations)
n "Provide Public Information" (Cable Television)
n "Perform Television Programming" (Cable Television)
n "Evaluate Claims" (City Attorney's Office)
n "Investigate and Enforce Abatement" (City Attorney's Office)
n "Field Public Inquiries" (City Clerk)
n "Field Requests for Activity or Information" (City Council)
n "Field Requests for Information" (City Public Affairs and Information)
n "Disseminate Public Information" (City Public Affairs and Information)
n "Analyze City Activities" (City Public Affairs and Information)
n "Provide Job Placement Services" (Employment and Training)
n "Perform Traffic Counts / Speed Studies" (Engineering)
n "Respond to Requests for Speed Bumps" (Engineering)
n "Detail Department Activity Statistics" (Engineering)
n "Issue Encroachment Permits" (Engineering)
n "Respond to Requests for Property Information" (Engineering)
n "Obtain and Provide Soils Information" (Engineering)
n "Manage Debt" (Finance)
n "Review Development Plans" (Fire)
n "Provide Information to the Public" (Housing Authority)
n "Respond to Information Requests" (Library and Museum Services)
n "Conduct Public Education Campaign (Office of Emergency Services)
n "Register Clients" (Paratransit)
n "Field Front-Counter Public Inquiry" (Planning)
n "Obtain Reports of Incidents at a Location" (Police)
n "Obtain a Case Report" (Police)
n "Promote Port of Richmond" (Port and Marina Operations)
n "Respond to Emergency Requests" (Public Services: Building Services, Streets & Sewers)
n "Perform Pothole Patching" (Public Services: Building Services, Streets & Sewers)
n "Perform Maintenance Scheduling and Planning" (Public Services: Building Services, Streets &
Sewers)
n "Manage Public Art" (Recreation and Parks)
n "Revitalize the City of Richmond" (Redevelopment Agency)
n "Promote Economic Development" (Redevelopment Agency)
n "Provide Service Calls for Sewer Maintenance" (Wastewater)
n "Field Public Inquiries" (Wastewater)

4

Form development may be classified variously under IT or Engineering. This effort will involve the
development of data entry forms for both the PenMap and ArcPad field data collection technologies.
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Table 6-3
Phase 2 Applications by Department
Department

IT
Department
Employment
and Training

Engineering

Finance
Fire

Housing
Authority

Office of
Emergency
Services
Planning

Police

Port and
Marina

Application(s)

Standard GIS
Software
$1,000–
$10,000–
10,000
25,000

COTS Software
<$5,000

Tidemark Integration
Provide Career Training
Services
Provide Business Opportunity
Assistance
Obtain Funding
Plan Capital Improvement
Projects
Perform Design and
Construction
Maintain Records
Plan Roadway and Traffic
Improvements
Perform Stormwater Design
Perform Collection System
Design
Record and Monitor Pavement
Thickness
Perform Maintenance of
Surveying Monuments
Adminis ter Business Licenses
Provide Financial Information
Manage Incident Information
Perform Inspections
Manage Inspection Information
Mange Investigation
Information
Perform Weed Abatement
Administer Private Housing
Assistance Program
Manage Public Housing
Facilities
Apply for Funds
Prepare and Maintain
Emergency Plans
Raise Operational Funds
Conduct Site-Specific Zoning
Review
Perform Discretionary
Developer Review
Respond to Incoming Calls for
Assistance3
Route Police Officer(s) to
Incidents
Manage City-owned Port
Facilities and Lands

Environmental Systems Research Institute

>$5,000

Custom
Interface
Approximate
Level of
Effort

Tide
Mark1
ArcView
(1)
"

1 week
1 week

"

1 week
1 week

ArcInfo
(1)
"

2 weeks

"
"

2 weeks
1 week

"
"

2 weeks
2 weeks

"

2 weeks

"

2 weeks

ArcView
(1-2)
ArcView1
Network
Analyst
ArcView
"

2 weeks
1 week
2 weeks

"
ArcView
(1)
"

2 weeks
2 weeks

1 week
1 week

3 weeks

"

1 week
2 weeks

ArcInfo
(1)
"

2 weeks
Zoning
Analyst
"

ArcView
Network
Analyst
(1)
ArcView
(1)
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Table 6-3 Cont'd
Phase 2 Applications by Department
Department

Application(s)

Recreation
and Parks

Develop Park Lands
Operate Recreational Programs
Obtain Funds
Maintain the Urban Forest
Program
Perform Preventive
Maintenance of Sewer Lines
Perform Effluent Quality
Inspections
Perform Revenue Tracking and
Collection
Perform Analysis of the Sewer /
Stormwater networks

Wastewater

Standard GIS
Software
ArcView
(2-4)
"
"

COTS Software

Custom
Interface
2 weeks
1 week
1 week

ArcInfo
(1)
"

3 weeks

"

2 weeks

2 weeks

"

1

Because the permitting system components are speculative at this time, integration requirements between
GIS and the Tidemark solution are not yet known. For the purposes of this study, it is assumed that the
Tidemark implementation effort will include integration considerations; the GIS Coordinator will need to
work closely with the Tidemark team to determine the responsibilities and anticipated products of the
Tidemark permitting solution.
2
The Fire Department will be operating ArcView (and FireView) in Phase 2, so these software costs are not
provided in this phase
3
The Police Department will be operating ArcView (and Crime View) in Phase 2, so these software costs
are not provided in this phase.
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Table 6-4
Phase 3 Applications by Department
Department

Application(s)

Building
Services,
Streets and
Sewers
Building
Regulations
Fire

Administer Department

Library

Manage Library Collection
Conduct Informational
Programs
Provide Extension Services
Provide Museum Services
Administer Library Department
Coordinate Disaster Response

Office of
Emergency
Services
Paratransit

Standard GIS
Software
$1,000–
$10,000–
10,000
25,000

Assume maintenance of
primary spatial layers
Police
Manage Business Alarm / False
Alarm Billing Information
Recreation
Maintain the Urban Forest
and Parks
Program
Redevelopme Provide Affordable Housing
nt Agency
Obtain Funds

<$5,000

ArcView
(1)

Record Site Plan and Final Map
Information
Maintain Fire Department Maps

Coordinate Disaster Recovery
Perform Advance Route
Planning
Track Pickup Characteristics

COTS Software
>$5,000

Custom
Application
Approximate
Level of
Effort
1 week

ArcInfo
(1)
ArcInfo
(1)

2 weeks

ArcView
(1)

2 weeks
1 week

"
"
"

1 week
1 week
2 weeks
3 weeks

Max
Responder,
CATS

ArcView
(1)

Planning

3 weeks
1 week

Network
Analyst
(1)

2 weeks

ArcInfo
(1)
Cry
Wolf
ArcInfo
(1)

2 weeks

ArcView
(1)

1 week
1 week

Table 6-5 shows the estimated costs associated with deploying the applications identified
for Phase 1, Phase 2, and Phase 3. Figures are approximate, and provide a rough order of
magnitude (ROM) estimate. Three cost options are presented:
n

Option A – Vendor will be contracted to perform the functional requirements
definition, application design, coding, testing, documentation, installation, and support.
n Option B – Vendor will be contracted to perform the functional requirements
definition, and application design. The City will hire two application developers to
perform the coding, testing, documentation, installation, and support.
n Option C – City will hire two application developers to perform all aspects of the
application development work.
All options assume that the City will contract for the more significant application
development work associated with the SAP maintenance interface and Intranet-based
view and query tools. Software platform costs are not included in the total costs for
application development. These costs are accounted for in Section 5.0.
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Table 6-5
Application Cost Estimates
Tasks
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
A: Vendor Performs Requirements, Design, Coding, Testing, Documentation, Installation,
and Support
Third Party Software
Interface Customizations
Application Development 1
A: TOTAL

$5,000
$75,000
$225,000
$305,000

$5,000
$426,000
$75,000
$506,000

$15,000
$339,000
TBD
$354,000

B: Vendor Performs Requirements and Design; City Performs Coding, Testing,
Documentation, Installation, and Support
Third Party Software
Requirements and Design
Salary/Benefits (City staff) 2
Training (City staff) 2
Application Development
B: Development Costs
B: TOTAL

$5,000
$19,000
$140,000–$182,000
$8,200–$12,200
$225,000
$397,200–$443,200
$249,000

$5,000
$106,000
$140,000–$182,000
$8,200–$12,200
$75,000
$334,200–$380,200
$186,000

$15,000
$85,000
$140,000–$182,000
$8,200–$12,200
TBD
$248,200–$294,200
$100,000

C: City Performs Requirements, Design, Coding, Testing, Documentation, Installation, and
Support
Third Party Software
Salary/Benefits (City staff) 2
Training (City staff) 2
Application Development
C: Development Costs
C: TOTAL
1

2

$5,000
$140,000–$182,000
$8,200–$12,200
$225,000
$378,200–$424,200
$230,000

$5,000
$140,000–$182,000
$8,200–$12,200
$75,000
$228,200–$274,200
$80,000

$15,000
$140,000–$182,000
$8,200–$12,200
TBD
$163,200–$209,200
$15,000

Application Development figures are approximate. Phase 1 values account for the development of all of
the GIS - SAP Maintenance Interface (~$100,000), half of the Intranet view and query application
(~$75,000), and form development for the PenMap and ArcPad field data collection technologies
(~$50,000). Phase 2 costs describe the other half of the Intranet view and query application costs
(~$75,000). The application development effort for subsequent phases is not known at this time. These
estimates should be considered rough order of magnitude (ROM) costs, subject to revision in accordance
with detailed specifications that must be developed by the City prior to development.
Salary/Benefits and Training costs for City staff are necessary components for estimating the level of
effort required to develop applications in-house. However, these costs are also presented in the
Organization section of the Implementation Plan, and so are not included in the TOTAL costs here.
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EXISTING DATA SOURCE
(noautomation required)
[phase]

EXISTING DATA SOURCE
(City mus t obtain)
[phase]

LAYER
(To be developed)
[phase]

PAPER SOURCE
(Used as reference)

REQUIRED ACTION

REFERENCES

PRODUCES

Data Automation Dependencies
CITY OF RICHM OND
1:2,400 ORTHOPHOTO
[1]
Digital < Contra Costa County

CITY OF RICHM OND
1:4,800 ORTHOPHOTO
[1]
Digital < Contra Costa County

RICHMOND SEWER DISTRICT
1:1,200 ORTHOPHOTO
[1]
Digital < Contractor

USGS 1:24,000 Topography
(7.5 Minute Qu adrangles)
Digital Raster Graphics (DRG)
[1]

SPOT ELEVATIONS
[1]
Digital < Contractor

10-FOOT ELEVATION
CONTOURS
[1]
Digital < Contra Costa County

WATERSHED BOUNDARIES
[3]

ENGINEERING RECORDS

2-FOOT ELEVATION
CONTOURS
[1]
Digital < Contractor

SURVEY CONTROL POINTS,
with elevation values
[1]

RICHMOND SEWER DISTRICT
SEWER MAP SERIES

HYDROLOGY:
Water bodies,
Streams
[1]

SALT MARSH MAP

SALT MARSH
[2,3]

MUDFLATS MAP

MUDFLATS
[2,3]

SOIL REPORTS MAP

SOIL REPORT LOCATIONS
[2,3]

TSUNAMI INFLUENCE M A P

TSUNAMI INFLUENCE
[2,3]

SEISMIC ZONES MAP

SEISMIC ZONES
[2,3]

LIQUEFACTION POTENTIA L
MAP

LIQUEFACTION POTENTIA L
[2,3]

RUN MAP BOOKS (FIRE),
WASTEWATER
MAINTENANCE INDEX M A P
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FLOOD ZONE MAP

FLOOD ZONES
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SEWER MANHOLE
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Digital < Contractor
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Railroad Crossings,
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[1,2]

SEWER LINE FEATURES
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[2,3]

GEODATABASE DESIGN
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Edge-of-Pavement,
Medians,
Sidewalks,
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[2,3]

SEWER NODE FEATURES
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[2,3]
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DATA
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[2,3]
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Emergency,
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GEODATABASE DESIGN

WATER DISTRIBUTION NODE
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[2,3]

STORMWATER LINE
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CITY OF RICHM OND
STORMWATER MAP SERIES
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STORMWATER NODE
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[2,3]

STREET LIGHTING
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STREET LIGHT MAP
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DOCKS AND PORT
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